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PEEFAOE

This book is the joint production of my brother and

myself. For many years we have taken part, often in

close association, in the Government of India, and it

would be a false affectation of humility to profess

that this part has not been an important one. There is

hardly a great office of the State, from that of Lieu-

tenant-Governor or Member of Council downwards,

which one or other of us has not held, and there is

hardly a great department of the administration for the

management of which, at some time, one or other of

us has not been responsible. If we have not gained

wisdom, we have at least had rare opportunities for

obtaining knowledge and experience.

We have written this book in the hope that what-

ever light we can throw on the origin and operation of

the important financial measures adopted in British

India during the last ten or twelve years, may be

useful to those who follow us in its government.
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When a man has been constantly, through a long

series of years, writing and speaking on subjects like

these, there must be much about which he can say

nothing new. Strings of quotations from one's own

speeches and minutes and reports do not look pleasant,

and therefore the authors have not scrupled to repeat

without acknowledgment, and with as little or as much

change of expression as seemed desirable, anything

which they have said in the past, and which they

cannot say better now. As Mr. John Morley has

observed, in somewhat similar circumstances, ' these

borrowings from my former self the reader will per-

haps be willing to excuse, on the old Greek principle,

that a man may once say a thing as he would have it

said, Sis Se ovk eVSe^erai—he may not say it twice.'

It is not worth while to attempt to explain the

shares in this book which belong respectively to my
brother and to myself. The opinions we hold on the

subjects discussed are so much in unison, and have

been so constantly formed in close personal communi-

cation, that for our own part distinctions are super-

fluous. When the first person is used, it may mean

either the one or the other of the authors.

We feel that this work, treating as it does onl\

matters directly connected with the finances and public

works of India, is necessarily incomplete. The progress

made in the 1. • < arsis not confined to the

impr -it of the financial administration, and to the
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construction of the great public works by which the

material interests of the country have been so largely

promoted ; it is seen in every branch of the administra-

tion, and in the whole condition of the people, and

these beneficial changes are so intimately bound up

with one another, that a book which -'contains, so to

speak, only a single chapter of a most remarkable

history, can give no adequate representation even of

those facts with which it immediately deals.

Besides the reforms more particularly described in

this book, which have served to lighten the burdens

pressing upon the people, to give them greater means

of material progress, new markets for their produce,

cheaper salt and cheaper clothing, the country has at

the same time obtained better laws and better ad-

ministration : a first step has been taken by the State in

recognising its duties towards agriculture, the most

important of Indian industries ; municipal institutions

have been created, the foundations of a true national

education have been laid, the health and comfort of

our soldiers has been greatly promoted, and improve-

ments made in a hundred other matters. A complete

history of recent Indian progress remains to be written.

Such a history would contain the record of the

work in which Englishmen in India have been the

greatest. Viceroys, governors, and councillors have

done much, but soldiers and civilians, whose names

have hardly been heard in England, have done more
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in silently building up the splendid fabric of our eastern

empire. The every-day work of administration is that

whereby the real foundations of our power are main-

tained and strengthened, and the well-being of the

country is secured. It is, indeed, the part of an Indian

official's life to which even those who, like ourselves,

have been actively concerned in the central govern-

ment, commonly look back with the greatest interest

;

and they, whose lives have been spent in the daily

discharge of these duties among the people, may fairly

claim to be associated with the great results to which

their hardly recognised labours have contributed. The

authors of this book may be forgiven if they take some

pride in adding that they themselves belong to the

third generation of their family whose lives have been

devoted to working for great objects in this magnifi-

cent country.

That I have been able to do something in pre-

serving for future generations great works of art, like

the Taj and the tomb of Akbar, I may reckon as a

personal satisfaction, and not among the least of

those to which I can look back in my career.

In writing the following pages it has been our

desire to assume as far as possible an impersonal atti-

tude, and to avoid expressions of praise or blame. J hit

it would be inconsistent with what is due to the

memorial of Lord Lawrence and Lord Mayo, not to

record in emphatic language our deep sense of what
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India owes to these statesmen for their share in intro-

ducing the chief measures of which this volume is

designed to supply the history—namely, the prosecution

of irrigation works and railways with borrowed funds,

the decentralisation of the financial administration, the

establishment of true Provincial responsibility, and the

equalisation of the Salt duties. Those only who know

how heavy is the burden placed on the Viceroy of

India will properly appreciate the great results pro-

duced in Lord Mayo's too short tenure of office. And

with these names must be associated that of Lord

Lytton, to whom India is greatly indebted for the

further development of these measures, and for having

taken the first steps towards introducing a policy of

complete free trade.

One further acknowledgment has to be made. This

work would not have been undertaken if Mr. Chapman,

lately Secretary to the Government of India in the

Department of Finance and Commerce, had not given

me his active co-operation and help in the preparation

of its materials. Without this some of the chapters

could hardly have been written. The book is, I hope,

a record of progress, and no one deserves honour for

that progress more than Mr. Chapman. He has done

so much, during the last ten years, to render the

financial administration more enlightened, progressive,

and efficient, that he may almost be said to have

created it ; and there is hardly one of the great
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measures described in this book, with which I have

been personally concerned, to the successful prosecution

of which he has not largely contributed.

The authors have also received from Mr. George

Hat ten much assistance in the revision of the book,

and many valuable suggestions for its improvement.

JOHN STRACIIEY.

\ n.m Spinola, Florence,

October, 1881.
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THE

FINANCES AND PUBLIC WORKS OF INDIA.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

GREAT CHANGES IN INDIA IN RECENT YEARS—DEMAND FOR ADMINISTRATIVE

AND MATERIAL IMPROVEMENTS—EXPANSION OF REVENUES AND EXPEN-

DITURE—GROWTH OF IMPORT AND EXPORT TRADE—OUTLAY ON RAIL-

WAYS AND IRRIGATION WORKS—GENERAL PROGRESS OF THE COUNTRY TN

WEALTH AND GOOD GOVERNMENT.

The changes which India has undergone during the

last thirty or forty years have been so great, that it is

often very difficult to deduce useful inferences from the

comparison of its present and past condition. This is

especially true in regard to matters of finance.

Comparisons between the revenue, the expenditure,

the debt, or the trade of India now and India as she was,

though highly interesting in some points of view, have

little financial significance, so numerous and profound

have been the changes in the condition of the country,

its available resources, and its requirements for necessary

administrative and material progress.

The territorial extension of the Empire during the

last forty years has been enormous. Five great pro-

vinces have been added to it, with an area almost equal

B
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to that of France and the German Empire put to-

gether, and with a population of more than forty

millions. This fact is alone sufficient to show how
easily we may be misled by general comparisons ; but

other changes still more important have occurred, and

they have been hardly less remarkable in the older pro-

vinces than in the new.

Forty years ago there was in India, comparatively

speaking, little of what we now think the first neces-

sities of a civilised administration. When I went from

Calcutta to my first station in the North-Western

Provinces, I was carried about a thousand miles in a

box— for a palanquin is nothing better—on men's

shoulders, and it took some three weeks to toil through

a journey which is now accomplished in two days

;

there were no other means of travelling through the

richest and most civilised parts of India. Speaking

generally, roads and bridges had only begun to appear

;

railways were not thought of; the value of irrigation as

a means of affording protection to the people from de-

struction by famine had hardly been recognised ; there

were few barracks in which English soldiers could live

with tolerable health and comfort ; there were few jails

in which a sentence of imprisonment did not carry with

it a serious probability that it would prove a sentence of

death.

But the country at that time was entering on a phase

of rapid change. The energies of the Government and its

officers, which had at first been unable to do more than

secure the bare existence of British power in India, by

degrees rendered that power paramount. Then they were

applied to its consolidation, and to the evolution of an

organised system of administration out of the chaos

bequeathed to us by the old rulers of the country. The
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firm establishment of orderwas followedby improvements

in all directions. A vigorous impulse was given to

material progress, and among the most active causes of

the great changes which were beginning must be ranked

the introduction of new and rapid means of communi-

cation. These not only directly developed the resources

of the country, increased the wealth of the people, and

profoundly altered the conditions of life, but they stimu-

lated the vitality of every branch of the administration
;

they brought the various provinces of the Empire closer

together, and England closer to India ; English influence

became stronger and stronger, and all classes set before

themselves new and higher standards, as they were

more frequently and immediately brought into contact

with European habits and civilisation.

Even before the mutinies of 1857 this process

of change had made great progress. After that

revolution, which for a time nearly swept away our

Government through a large part of India, the change

went on with enormously accelerated speed. Thou-

sands of Englishmen, not only soldiers, but Englishmen

of almost every class, poured into India. Ten thou-

sand things were demanded which India had not got,

but which it was felt must be provided. The country

must be covered with railways and telegraphs, and roads

and bridges. Irrigation canals must be made to preserve

the people from starvation. Barracks must be built

for a great European army, and every sort of sanitary

arrangement which could benefit the troops must be

carried out, for we did not choose to let our soldiers go

on dying like sheep in the old fashion. In fact, the

whole paraphernalia of a great civilised administration,

according to the modern notions of what that means,

had to be provided.

*2
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This was true not only in regard to matters of

imperial concern. Demands for improvement, similar

to those which fell upon the central Government,

cropped up in every city and in every district of the

country.

Compare, for instance, what Calcutta was twenty

years ago, and what it is now. This city, the capital

of British India, supplies an excellent type of what

has been everywhere going on. The filth of the city

used to rot away in the midst of the population in

horrible pestilential ditches, or was thrown into the

Hooghly, there to float backwards and forwards with

every change of tide. To nine- tenths of the inhabitants

clean water was unknown. They drank either the filthy

water of the river, polluted with every conceivable

abomination, or the still filthier contents of the shallow

tanks. The river, which was the main source of supply

to thousands of people, was not only the receptacle for

ordinary filth ; it was the great graveyard of the city.

I forget how many thousand corpses were thrown into

it every year. I forget how many hundred corpses

were thrown into it from the Government hospitals and

jails, for these practices were by no means confined to

the poor and ignorant ; they were followed or allowed,

as a matter of course, by the officers of the Govern-

ment and of the municipality. I remember the sights

which were to be seen in Calcutta in those days, in the

hospitals, and jails, and markets, and slaughterhouses,

and public streets. The place was declared, in official

reports by the Sanitary Commission in 1864, in lan-

guage which was not, and could not be, stronger than

the truth required, to be hardly fit for civilised men to

five in. There are now few cities in Europe with which

the better quarters of Calcutta need fear comparison,
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and there is hardly a city in the world which has made

more extraordinary progress.

I do not mean to say that Indian cities generally

were so bad as Calcutta. This was far from being the

case, but Calcutta affords, not the less, a good illustra-

tion of what has been and still is going on in India.

Illustrations of the same sort might easily be multiplied.

Fifteen years ago, for instance, in the great city of

Eangoon, containing more than 100,000 people, with

half a million tons of shipping, there was not a single

public lamp, no supply of wholesome water, not a

single drain except the surface drains at the sides of

the streets, and no means of removing the night-soil

and filth out of the town. About the same time, the

Eoyal Commission for inquiring into the sanitary state

of the army in India declared that thousands of the

lives of our soldiers had been and were still being

sacrificed in consequence of bad and insufficient bar-

rack accommodation, and neglect of every sanitary pre-

caution. So again, the Government was told, and in

many parts of India it was certainly true, that, in con-

sequence of the insufficiency of jail accommodation, the

prisoners were dying at a rate frightful to think of, and

that the necessary proceedings of the courts of justice

involved consequences repugnant to humanity.

Thus arose demands for the requirements of civilised

life and of modern administration, which had to be pro-

vided, and to a great extent for the first time, within

the space of a few years. This was true not only of ma-

terial appliances, of roads, and railways, and canals, and

barracks, and city improvements, and so forth ; for the

demand for improved administration became so strong,

that it is not too much to say that the whole of the public

services have been reorganised. Thus, for example, the
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police, which was in a shameful condition throughout

India, has been placed on a completely new footing. The

changes in the judicial service, and in the lawswhich it ad-

ministers, have been as great ; Lord Lawrence, when he

was Viceroy, declared that the inadequacy of the pay

given to the native judges, and to the chief ministerial

officers of the courts, was a public scandal ; many of

these officers receiving salaries less than the wages

earned in most parts of India by the better class of

bricklayers and carpenters. No honest or satisfactory

administration of justice was, under such conditions,

possible.

The demands for every sort of public improvement,

moral and material, which thus sprung up, could not be

resisted. Whatever might be the cost, remedies had to

be provided in the most complete way, and in the shortest

time possible. There were doubtless those who thought

and said that as these demands involved the expenditure

of millions, compliance with them was impracticable or

would be ruinous. Happily the Government of India

decided otherwise.

It might perhaps have been better, in regard to some

of the reforms which have been carried out, if the

work of improvement had been more gradual. But the

fault has been on the right side. A greater or more

admirable work was never conceived in any country

than that which has been undertaken, and in a great

degree accomplished, by Englishmen in India during the

last twenty-five years, and which is still going on. That

mistakes should have been made in dealing with a

country as large and as populous as the whole of civilised

Europe was inevitable, a lid no doubt moneybag sometime-

been needlessly or wastefully expended. Nevertheless,

the work has been excellently done, and with this further
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merit, that there has been little talk about it. For all

this the credit is not due to the initiative of the Govern-

ment alone. India has indeed been fortunate in her

Viceroys, but still more fortunate in the possession of a

most admirable and hardworking body of public servants,

to whose intelligence, devotion to their duties, and self-

sacrifice, the results actually obtained are greatly due.

The magnitude of the work that has been accom-

plished is extraordinary. The England of Queen Anne

was hardly more different from the England of to-day,

than the India of Lord Ellenborough from the India

of Lord Eipon. The country has been covered with

roads, her almost impassable rivers have been bridged,

9,000 miles of railway and 20,000 miles of tele-

graph lines have been constructed, 8,000,000 acres

of land have been irrigated, and we have spent on

these works, in little more than twenty years, some

150,000,000/. Our soldiers' barracks are now beyond

comparison the finest in the world ; quarters which

twenty years ago had a reputation little better than

that of pest-houses are now among the healthiest in

the British Empire, and the rate of mortality among
the troops is not one-half what it was. The improve-

ment in the jails and in the health of the prisoners has

been hardly less remarkable. The cities and towns are

totally different places from what they were.

Simultaneously with the progress of all these and a

thousand other material improvements, with the in-

crease of trade, the creation of new industries, and a

vast development of wealth, there has gone on an equally

remarkable change in every branch of the public

administration. The laws have been codified, and im-

proved, and simplified, until they have become the ad-

miration of the world. The courts of justice and the
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police have been revolutionised, and, however far they

may still be from perfection, India has obtained, to a

degree unheard of and unthought of before, protection

for life and property, and an honest administration of

justice. All over India we have been building schools,

and hospitals, and dispensaries. The natives ofIndia have

been admitted to a far larger share in the government

of their own country. Municipal institutions, the first

practical step in political education, have been estab-

lished in all considerable towns in British India, and

more than 12,000,000 of people live within their

limits. It is needless to continue this catalogue of the

changes that have taken place ; but it is not the least

remarkable part of the story that the accomplishment

of all this work, and the expenditure of all this money,

which have increased to an extent absolutely incal-

culable the wealth and comfort of the people of India,

have added nothing to the actual burden of their

taxation.

It will be plain that in the circumstances which

have been described, comparisons between the statistics

of Indian revenue and expenditure at the present time

with the statistics of thirty or forty years ago have

little financial meaning, but they will illustrate forcibly

the immense change which has taken place in the con-

dition of the country and the position of its government.

Thus, for instance, the gross revenues of India, which wen I

21,000,000/. in 1840, were 40,000,000/. in 1860, and

65,000,000/. in 1878. 1 The total expenditure, which was

23,000,000/. in 1840, was 50,000,000/. in 1860, and

63,000,000/. in 1878. The public debtwas 30,000,000/. in

1 These and the figures immediately following are not strictly comparable,

because many changes have been made in the system of accounts, and for

other reasons ; but for my present purpose, which is one of illustration only,

they require no correction.
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1840, 90,000,000/. in 1860, and is now 160,000,000/. The

increase in all these cases has been enormous, yet it would

be a complete mistake to suppose that growth of the re-

venue has been due to increased taxation, or that the real

burden of the debt has become heavier. The land re-

venue,for instance, was 12,500,000/. in 1840, 18,700,000/.

in 1860, and it is now about 22,000,000/. ; but there is no

province in India in which, measured by its incidence

on the area actually assessed, the land revenue is not,

where it has been altered at all, lighter than it was.

The gross salt revenue was 4,600,000/. in 1860, and it

now exceeds 7,000,000/. ;
yet in the greater part of

India the rate of duty was higher in 1860 than it is

now. In 1860, the customs revenue was 3,200,000/.,

and there was hardly a single article of the import or

export trade of India which was not heavily taxed
;

the customs now yield a million less, and it will be

shown further on how great have been the remissions

and reductions of duty, and how great the relief to

the people and to trade. The income tax in 1861-62

yielded a revenue of nearly 2,000,000/., and it was levied

on every description of income and property without

exception. The present license taxes and the new land

cesses put together yield about half the revenue yielded

by the income tax of twenty years ago ; they affect a

far smaller number of people, and they are levied at less

than one-third the rate. This is not the place to pursue

these comparisons, but it is a fact not open to question,

that although the revenues have enormously increased,

the burden of taxation is now lighter than it was
twenty-five years ago.

Other statistics illustrate in a remarkable way the

changes that have occurred in India.

In 1840, the total value of all the imports into
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British India was about 8,000,000/.; in 1880 it exceeded

50,000,000/. In 1840, the total value of the exports

was about 11,000,000/. ; in 1880, it was nearly

70,000,000/. The trade of India is as great now as that

of England was some forty years ago. In 1854, the

first year for which any figures are forthcoming, the

number of letters passing through the Post Office was

19,000,000, while in 1879 it was 132,000,000. It might

be stated how many millions of people and how many
millions of tons of goods are now carried on the railw,

and how many telegraphic messages are despatched ;

but as twenty years ago railways and telegraphs in India

had only begun to exist, there would be no comparison to

make. In the last thirty years more than 150,000,000/.

has been spent on railways, irrigation works, and other

permanently useful objects, from which a gross yearly

income of more than 15,000,000/. is now earned,

and, as will be shown in the sequel, not only without

causing any present appreciable burden on the finances,

but concurrently with a large virtual reduction of the

^charge for debt.

The intention of the present volume is not to describe

in detail the progress of British India during the last

thirty or forty years, but to supply information as to

the actual condition of the finances ; and the growth of

the revenues and expenditure during the last twelve years

will be fully discussed further on. The foregoing figures

are therefore given as illustrations merely of the fact that

India is a totally different country now from what it v.

And this implies no disparagement of the work of

our predecessors. On the contrary, great as, with the

aids of modern science and capital, our own progress

has been, it is hardly doubtful that each successive

period since our countrymen first established them-
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selves as the dominant power in Southern Asia, would,

when viewed in relation to the circumstances of the

time, yield in one direction or another results as great

as those here recorded. How great they have been,

and how vastly beneficial to the people we have taken

under our rule, may best be seen by a comparison of

the neighbouring Asiatic countries with British India,

which has not only been rescued from the incessant

sequence of foreign conquest, plunder, and anarchy

which marked its past history, but has in little more

than a century acquired a position of peace, good

government, and wealth, which will compare favour-

ably with many of the older States of Europe.

There have always been, and perhaps always will

be, people who, according to the unfortunate English

fashion of decrying the great achievements of their coun-

trymen, endeavour honestly and persistently to show

that, in consequence of the wickedness or stupidity of

our Government, India is in a state bordering on bank-

ruptcy ; that its people are becoming poorer and poorer,

more and more miserable, more and more exposed to

ruin and death by famine ; that crushing taxation goes

on constantly increasing ; that an enormous and ruinous

tribute is exacted from India to be spent in England,

and I know not what else. I have neither the time nor

the inclination to reply to statements of this sort. ' I

know,' said the wisest of English statesmen, ' the ob-

stinacy of unbelief in those perverted minds which have

no delight but in contemplating the supposed distress,

and predicting the immediate ruin of their country.

These birds of evil presage at all times have grated

our ears with their melancholy song ; and, by some
strange fatality or other, it has generally happened that

they have poured forth their loudest and deepest
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lamentations at the periods of our most abundant pros-

perity.'
x

It is not pretended that, unlike any other country,

the social, material, and political conditions of India

now leave no room for improvement. Defects of many
sorts can readily be pointed out. But it is through

the very progress made that these become known. In

the arts of administration, as in all other applications

of knowledge, our views widen with each successive

step we take ; and the emphatic recognition that much
yet remains to be done for the people of India, neither

dims the lustre of what has been accomplished nor

should cool the ardour of those who there continue the

strife with human misfortune, weakness, or ignorance.

That India has gone on, with a speed hardly sur-

passed in any country, steadily increasing in know-

ledge, in wealth, and in all the elements of progress,

that every branch of the public administration has con-

stantly improved in honesty and efficiency, and that of

all the things for which England deserves honour in

the world, her government of India is the greatest and

best—these are to me facts not requiring to be argued

about. It is, broadly speaking, these facts which ex-

plain the enormous increase which has taken place in

the revenue and expenditure and trade of India, and

which have brought about such extraordinary changes

in the condition of the people.

1 Burke's Third Letter on a Regicide Peace.
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The gross annual revenues of British India at the

present time exceed 68,000,000/., but the larger part of

this great income is derived from sources independent

of taxation. This fact cannot be too clearly stated or

steadily remembered, for, if it be forgotten, no accurate

conception of the Indian finances, or of the incidence of

the public burdens, is possible. We hear a great deal that

is undeniably true regarding the poverty of the people

of India and their inability to bear heavy taxation
;

and to persons accustomed to judge by an English

standard it seems a terrible thing that this poor

country should be forced to raise every year a revenue

exceeded only by that of two or three of the greatest

and richest of European nations. The truth is, how-

ever, that the public burdens in India are light to a

degree absolutely without precedent, because the State
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has reserved to itself resources which in other coun-

tries belong to individuals, and possesses sources of

revenue which render it in a great measure independent

of taxation.

The most important of these resources is the land

revenue, a rent-charge in favour of the public, a portion

of the rent of land reserved by the State from time

immemorial for its own purposes.

The State in India has always possessed, both in

theory and in practice, the greater share of the pro-

perty in land, and has been entitled to receive from the

occupier such portion of the surplus profit after defray-

ing the expenses of cultivation as it has appeared pos-

sible or expedient to take. The land revenue of India

is this portion of this surplus. It has been the policy

of the British Government to encourage the growth of

private property in land, and even to create such pro-

perty when no private rights of ownership could be

found, and it has been an essential part of that policy

to limit, either for a term of years or in perpetuity, the

share of the rent or profit which the State is to receive.

The remainder is private property. The rights of the

State and of the private proprietor are identical in their

nature, both being founded on long established custom.

The object of our so-called settlements of the land revenue

is to define the portions of the rent which the State and

private proprietors shall respectively receive, and to

give security to the latter that improvements made by

them on their estates shall not lead to an increased

demand on the part of the Government. A settlement

of the land revenue has nothing to do, except indirectly,

with questions of taxation, although the determination

of the share of the rent which the private proprietor is

to retain has of course the greatest possible effect in
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determining the value of his property, and affects im-

mensely his capacity of meeting taxation.

These facts have been clearly explained by Mr.

Fawcett. 1 The Government in India, he says, exercises

over a great portion of the soil 'the same rights

of property as those which an English landlord exer-

cises over his own estate. The Government in India

takes the place of individual landlords, and the culti-

vators of the soil rent their land from the Government

instead of from private landowners. ... As far as the

cultivators of the soil are concerned, it can be a matter

of no consequence whatever to them whether they pay

a land tax to the Government, or whether they pay

rent to private landowners. Hence a land tax is no

harder upon the cultivator, nor does this impost cause

any loss to the rest of the community. It therefore

follows that a land tax, as long as it does not exceed a

rack-rent, cannot increase the price of products raised

from the land, for those who grow the products would

not sell them cheaper if they paid rent to a private

landlord instead of paying the same amount to the

Government in the form of a land tax. A land tax

consequently differs from all other taxes, for it possesses

the excellent quality of providing a large revenue for

the State without diminishing the wealth of any class

of the community. Those, therefore, are completely in

error who quote the aggregate amount of taxation

which is raised in India in order to prove how heavily

the people of that country are taxed. At least

20,000,000/. per annum is obtained in India by the

land tax ; but it would be as unreasonable to consider

this amount as a burden laid upon the people as it

would be to consider that the whole rent which is paid

1 Manual of Political Economy, 6th edit. p. 568.
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to English landlords in this country is an impost levied

upon the cultivators of the soil/

If, indeed, as Mr. Fawcett goes on to show, the land

tax should exceed a rack-rent in amount, the effect

would be to increase the price of agricultural produce,

and there would be a tendency to throw land out of

cultivation. It has never been pretended that any such

results have followed from the very moderate assess-

ments of the land revenue which now prevail in India.

Their moderation, even in those provinces where settle-

ments have been made for a term of years and not in

perpetuity, is shown by the enormous increase that has

taken place in the area under cultivation, and by the

great and rapid increase of the selling price of land. 1

Under the native governments the right of the State

to the whole of the surplus profits of the land, leaving

to the occupier no more than was sufficient for his

subsistence and for the expenses of cultivation, was and

still is frequently exercised. The British Government

never takes more than a fixed share, varying in different

parts of India from four to eight per cent, of the gross

value of the produce, and for many years past the ten-

dency has been to diminish the share of the State, and

to leave a larger share to the private co-proprietor.

Although the gross land revenue has increased from

12,500,000/. in 1840 to 22,000,000/. in 1880, there is no

province of India in which its incidence is not lighter

now than it was forty years ago. This increase, says

Mr. Cunningham, ' is owing partly to the addition of

36,000,000 of people, or twenty-five per cent., and

242,000 square miles of territory, with a land revenue

of more than 6,000,000/., partly to an increase of fifty

to a hundred per cent, in the area of cultivation, partly

1 Report of the Indian Fivn iimon, 1880, part ii. p. 126.
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to the increase in the price of agricultural produce,

and in no instance to the enlargement of the share

claimed by Government in the profits of the soil. In

Madras, for instance, the area assessed has increased

from 9,750,000 acres in 1850 to 20,000,000 in 1875-76,

and though the land revenue is 1,000,000/. sterling higher,

its incidence per acre is reduced by 4Id. on dry land, and

5s. on irrigated land. Similarly, in Bombay, the assessed

area has increased from 12,500,000 acres in 1856 to

20,300,000 in 1875-76, and an increase of three-quarters

of a million in the land revenue has resulted, notwithstand-

ing an average reduction of 4\d. per acre in the assess-

ment. 1 In the same manner in the North-Western Pro-

vinces, where the land revenue is calculated on the sup-

posed value of the rental, there is no doubt that the share

of the rent claimed by the Government has much de-

creased. Originally the theory was that the Government

took eighty-five or ninety per cent, of the net rental,

leaving the landowner only fifteen or ten per cent, for his

own enjoyment. Under the settlements made by the

British from 1833 to 1843, the Government proportion

was reduced to two-thirds of the existing rental, the pro-

prietors being further left in enjoyment of any increment

which might occur during the thirty years of the settle-

ment. When the period of the settlement expired, this

1 The following figures are given by Mr. Cunningham in explanation of

these results.

Madras.
Average rate per Acre.

Assessed Area. Land Revenue. Dry Land. Irrigated Land.
Acres £ r. a. p. r. a. p.

1311 I 70111852-53 9,780,000

1875-76 20,021,000

2,502,000

3,426,000

Bombay.

10 11 4 8 11

Assessed Area. Land Revenue. Average rate perAcre
Acres £ r. a. p.

1856-57 | 12,550,000 l 1,647,000
f

15 4
1875-76 | 20,340,000 2,330,000 12 4
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proportion was again reduced, and was fixed at fifty per

cent. ; but notwithstanding this reduction in the share

claimed by the Government, the result of the general

prosperity of the province and the increased out-turn of

the crops has been to raise the land revenue from

3,680,000/. to over 4,000,000/. In the Punjab it is noto-

rious that the land revenue is infinitely lighter than that in

any p revious period, and the fact is corroborated by the

enormous increase in the price of land since it passed

under our rule from the cruel rack-renting of the Sikh

Government. In Bengal the land revenue has neces-

sarily remained unchanged, notwithstanding the in-

crease of the landlord's share of the rental from a few

hundred thousand pounds to more than 10,000,000/.

sterling.'
x

The truth is that there has been a tendency of late

to take too little rather than too much as land revenue,

and to forget that, at any rate in a country like India,

tli is is the best of all possible sources of public income,

and better than taxation in any shape. A lamentable

mistake of this sort (I refer of course to the permanent

settlement) has led in Bengal not only to the sacrifice by

tliu State of several millions of revenue a year, but to

the still worse result of impoverishing the agricultural

population of the most productive province in the

Empire.

The gross amount brought to credit under the head

of Land revenue in 1879-80 (including that due to ini.

was 22,463,548/., of which, however, 283,326/.

Capital ion tax levied in British Burma, Leaving

22,180,222/. Land revenue proper.

Besides this sum, the Indian Government derives a

gross income of nearly lid, ."300,000/. from other sources

India md its Rulers, 1881, pp. 141-142.
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altogether distinct from taxation. The following table

shows these receipts for 1879-80 :

—

Tributes and contributions from native £

states 702,451

Forests (sale of timber and other pro-

ducts, &c.) 676,234

Opium 10,319,162

Services :

—

£
Minor departments . . 99,282

Mint .... 230,569

Post office . . . 1,004,372

Telegraph. . . . 505,552

Law and justice (fines and receipts

from convict labour, &c.) . 658,902

Police ; 227,657

Marine . .
.• 258,187

Education. . . . 139,414

Medical .... 56.329

Stationery and printing . . 56,019
3,236,283

Public works (railways, canals, and

other works) 8,540,439

Receipts in aid of superannuation, re-

tired and compassionate allowances . . . 525,141

Miscellaneous ...... 337,370

Army (excluding £50,499 due to the

Afghan war) 1,029,483

Gain by exchange ..... 320,580

Interest on investments of the Paper

Currency Department, loans to native

states, municipalities, &c. .... 748,050

Total . . . £26,435,193

Further details will be given subsequently of some

of the more important of these sources of income ; in

this place it is only necessary to point out the fact that

out of the whole gross revenue of 68,484,666/. received

by the Government of India in 1879-80, more than

48,500,000/. was derived from sources other than taxa-

tion, and that less than 20,000,000/. was raised by
taxation properly so-called. This latter sum was dis-

tributed as follows :

—

c 2
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Excise .

£
2,838,021

Capitation tax in British Burma 283,326

Assessed taxes 785,318

Provincial rates 2,882,125

Customs 2,280,793

Salt .... 7,266,413

Stamps (judicial and commercial) 3,193,739

Registration . 269,239

Total . £19,798,974

The taxes levied under the heads of Assessed Taxes,

Provincial Rates, Customs, and Salt will be fully dis-

cussed hereafter ; and it will be shown how, with the

exception of assessed taxes and provincial rates,

the policy of the Government has been of late years

to reduce, and not to increase, the rate of their

incidence. With regard to the other items in the list

of taxes properly so called, the Excise duties, yielding

more than 2,800,000/., are mainly paid by the lower

classes to whom the consumption of drugs and spirits

is for the most part confined. Stamps produce more

than 3,000,000/., two-thirds of which falls on litigation

and one-third on commercial documents. The in-

cidence of the Excise duties is 3|d. per head ; that of the

!ij> duties is about SJrf. per head. The incidence of

the Customs duties is about 3Jd., and of the Salt duty

(;•]'/. per head. The total incidence of taxation on the

I 8 5,000,000 persons constituting the
|

>< >| mlation of British

India, is 2s. per head. Adding the land revenue, the

total burdens are about 4.9. per head. Distributing the

several items of taxation among the different classes of

the population, according to their probable incidence,

the following results have been arrived at. The land-

owning classes pay about 5& <'»,/. per head, or excluding

the Land revenue, In. 6rf. The agricultural labourer

may pay in the shape of taxes on liquor and salt Lv. 6d.
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a head, or for each family a fortnight's wages in the

year. The artisan may pay 26'., or the earnings of five

working days. Traders pay 3s. M. 1

'The landowner,' writes Mr. H. S. Cunningham, 'pays

for land revenue a sum ranging between 3 per cent, and 7

per cent, on the gross produce of his lands, and a further

fraction by way of provincial rates. If he goes to law, he

may contribute something to stamps ; if he drinks, to ex-

cise ; and, if he prefers English to native cloth, to customs

;

but when he has paid his land revenue, his only impe-

rative tax is Id. for salt. He is probably the most

lightly taxed subject in the world, except the owner of

personal property in India—money in the funds, &c.

—

who, though a millionaire, may under like conditions

of abstinence from the luxuries of drink, litigation, and

English cloth, contribute nothing but Id. to the

expenses of the State ; such a man is obviously absurdly

under -taxed. The artisan's position is the same ; the

trader when he has paid Id. on salt, and, if his gains

are over 50/. per annum, his license tax, may go free of

further taxation ; the only imperative tax on the agri-

cultural labourer is the annual Id. which he pays for

salt. He is no doubt a very poor man, but his poverty

can scarcely be said to be grievously enhanced by the

exactions of the State.' 2

There is another point of importance to be noticed.

In all civilised countries heavy taxes are raised for

local purposes, in addition to those collected for the

purposes of the central government, and the two ac-

counts are ordinarily quite distinct from each other.

In India this is not the case ; the receipts from all

provincial and local taxation, excepting that raised in

1 Report of the Famine Commissioners, part ii. pp. 91 , 92.
2 British India and its Rulers, 1881, p. 149.
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municipalities for the service of the towns, 1 are in-

corporated in the imperial accounts, which show there-

fore nearly the whole of the burdens imposed for all

purposes on the country.

Although, for the reasons before explained, attempts

to compare the revenues and expenditure of British

India at the present time with those of many years ago

are likely to mislead, yet the same difficulties will not

attend the examination of the variations which have

occurred during the last twelve years, the period to

which the present review is intended specially to refer.

There have been in this period no important terri-

torial changes, and during it the existing system of

financial administration has been more or less in force.

The policy of constructing productive public works

with borrowed money first took a practical shape in

1868-69, the year immediately preceding the selected

period, and in 1870 it was decided that the construc-

tion of railways should be undertaken directly by the

State. The year 1869-70 also was that immediately

preceding the great fresh departure in Indian finance,

which was taken by the introduction of the measures

of decentralisation, which will be described further

on. The gradual development of these mi has

produced financial and administrative results of extreme

importance, and the time of their introduction forms

a convenient landmark. An examination into the state

of the finances between 1869-70 and the present time

will enable the reader to form an accurate conception

of the changes for good or evil that have occurred in

the interval.

Attempts have often been made to compare the

1 There were, in 1878-71), 868 municipal itu-? in Hritish India, with an

income of 1,305,442/., of which 1,022,402/. was derived from taxation.
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financial condition of India at various periods, and the

results have been very variously stated. The fact is

that, for many years past, there has been going on a

constant process of improvement in the published

abstracts of the accounts, and a constantly increasing

amount of information and of detail has been given.

Heads of accounts which used to be lumped together

have been separated, while others have been consoli-

dated, and instead of merely the net result of the dif-

ferences between revenue and expenditure being shown,

the actual revenue and expenditure have been entered

on the two sides of the account.

For example, in Mr. Wilson's Budget statement in

1860, there were only six revenue heads. The first was
' land revenue, sayer, and abkaree,' and it included land,

forest, and excise revenue, all lumped together ; then

came, separately, ' customs,' * salt,' and ' opium ;
' then

' miscellaneous,' a large item of more than 4,000,000Z.

;

and lastly ' receipts from railway companies,' which at

that time were only 330,000Z. On the expenditure

side the charges on account of collecting the revenue

from land, forest, excise, customs, salt, opium, post-

office and stamps, and on account of political pensions,

allowances, assignments, and charitable grants, were all

included under one head ; the remaining heads were
' interest on debt in India,' ' military charges,' ' marine,'
6
civil charges ' (which included all political, judicial, and

police establishments, and all public works, except

military and marine), ' miscellaneous,' and ' guaranteed

interest on railway capital.' The charges incurred in

England were not classified at all.

From that time the published abstracts of the

accounts have been, from year to year, amplified and

improved. The changes have been considerable, in-
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volving the entry of large gross amounts on each side

of the account, which were previously shown net on one

side only. For instance, until recently, the excess of

the guaranteed interest on railway capital over the net

earnings of the railways, was shown in one entry on

the expenditure side, instead of the net earnings being

entered on the revenue side, and the full guaranteed

interest on the expenditure side. This obvious improve-

ment has caused an addition to each side of the account

of some 5,000,000/. So, again, the provincial revenue

and expenditure is now entered in the gross, under the

appropriate heads, instead of net on one side only of

the account. This has added about 1,000,000/. to

both sides. Finally, local revenue and expenditure,

which, although as much public transactions as any

other, used to be excluded altogether from the finan-

cial statements, have now been included, adding more

than 2,500,000/. to each side of the account. Thus,

under these three heads alone, the totals of the accounts

of revenue and expenditure have been increased by

about 8,500,000/., without any addition whatever to

the revenue or expenditure.

Changes of this kind of course affect in no way the

actual financial position of the country, or alter the

surplus or deficit of the year. Even now, the form of

the published abstracts is not perfect, but it gives im-

mensely more information than it was possible to obtain

from the abstracts as formerly framed. But it cannot

be reasonably contended that the difficulties which

changes of this kind throw in the way of persona who

wish to make comparisons, whatever they be, ought to

have deterred the Governmen 1. or should in future deter

it, from rendering die published accounts as perfect and

nprchensivL' in form as possible^ or that, because our
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published statements were incomplete ten or twenty-

years ago, they ought to have remained incomplete

for ever.

It should be added that the Government, having in

view the great importance of trustworthy comparisons

of the revenues and expenditure from year to year,

has recently caused the accounts of the series of years

from 1869-70 to the present time to be revised and

brought into a properly comparable form, and a sum-

mary of them has recently been made public as a Par-

liamentary paper. The results thus obtained constitute

the basis of the discussions contained in this volume,

and it is believed that the figures, which have been

obtained at the expense of great labour and atten-

tion in the office of the Comptroller-General (of Indian

accounts) at Calcutta, may be fully relied upon. Ab-

stracts of these accounts will be found, with other

illustrative statements, in the Appendix.

It is further necessary to explain that in proceeding

to discuss the progress of the revenues and expenditure

it has been thought best, when treating of the main

heads of revenue, to deal with the net income after

setting off all necessary charges of collection and the

like ; and in like manner, when treating of the main

heads of expenditure, to deal with the net charge after

setting off all contingent receipts. The net charges

under those heads of the administration which commonly

cost more than they yield are classed as net expenditure,

though it may be an essential condition of the service

rendered that it shall be paid for, as in the case of the

Mint, the Post Office, or the Telegraph.

It is also to be remembered that the two following

Chapters, III. and IV., treat only of the ordinary

revenues and recurring expenditure, on the due balance
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of which the equilibrium of the finances primarily

depends ; and that in them such extraordinary and

disturbing causes of outlay as famine relief or war

have been excluded from consideration, though their

serious importance and influence on the general financial

position will receive full attention afterwards.

*



CHAPTER HI.
t

PROGRESS AND PRESENT CONDITION OF THE REVENUES

AND EXPENDITURE.

The Revenues from 1869 to 1881.

LAND REVENUE—TRIBUTES FROM NATIVE STATES—FORESTS—OPIUM—MISCEL-

LANEOUS RECEIPTS—TOTAL RECEIPT* OTHER THAN TAXATION—EXCISE

—

SALT—STAMPS—CUSTOMS—CAPITATION TAX IN BURMA—LICENCE TAX-
PROVINCIAL RATES OR CESSES—TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM TAXATION—TOTAL

REVENUES.

In this Chapter I proceed to show the progress of each

of the great branches of revenue during the last twelve

years, and their present condition.

For reasons before explained the revenues will be

arranged in two groups, those which are not, and those

which are, derived from taxation properly so called.

The Land revenue (a) recorded in 1869-70 was, after

deducting the capitation tax, 20,811,905/., but this

included an accidental credit of 408,764/., the accumu-

lated sale price of waste lands. The normal land revenue

at that time did not exceed 20,400,000/. The amount

of land revenue collected between 1876-77 and 1879-80

was so greatly disturbed by remissions or postpone-

ments of the demand made in consequence of famine

that no comparisons can usefully be made between the

figures for particular years. The amount realised in

1879-80 was 22,125,807/., of which 338,657/. was on

account of arrears in Madras due to past famine. The
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regular estimate for 1880-81 gives 21,414,000/., in-

cluding 65,200/. famine arrears, but the collections for

the year have been retarded owing to the census opera-

tions, and the receipts are thereby diminished by about

445,000/. The normal land revenue, exclusive of the

capitation tax, is now at least 21,750,000/. a year, or

1,350,000/. more than it was twelve years ago. I have

already explained the causes to which this great in-

crease is due, and have shown that not only has there

been no enhancement of the assessments, but that the

demand of the State, in relation to the value and extent

of the culturable area, has diminished, and continues to

diminish.

The Tributes and contributions from native states (b)

do not vary much from year to year. In the last

twelve years they have never been lower than 675,120/.,

or higher than 768,544/. The contributions are chiefly

for the maintenance of local troops. The Govern-

ment of India preserves peace throughout the native

states under its protection, which have an area of more

than 575,000 square miles, and a population of about

50,000,000. The sums paid by these states to the

Government of India are insignificant compared to the

benefits which they receive.

The net Forest revenue (c), which is almost entirely

derived from the sale of timber and other forest pro-

duce, the property of the Government, was 158,8

in 1869-70, and 223,000/. in 1880-81, and it has only

once exceeded 237,000/., namely, in 1875-76, when it

reached 274,551/. The stationary condition of the Del

forest revenue has been rather a matter for satisfaction

than otherwise. The forest administration, which is

of comparatively recent creation, looks to the future

interests of the community more than to present profit,
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and is more occupied in the preservation and improve-

ment of the State forests than in realising an imme-

diate large revenue. The gross revenue is now,

however, close on 700,000/.

The net Opium revenue (d) has grown from 6,132,387/.

in 1869-70 to 8,466,000/. in 1880-81, an increase of

2,333,613/. The annual average for the first period of

four years from 1869-70 to 1872-73 was 6,672,756/.

;

from 1873-74 to 1876-77 it was 6,267,746/. ; and from

1877-78 to 1880-81 it was 7,734,044/. The greater

part of the increase has taken place in the last three

years. Evidence will be adduced further on to show

that this increase in the opium revenue has been neither

temporary nor accidental, and that it is likely to con-

tinue.

There are many other branches of the administra-

tion which, though they yield a revenue, cost more
than they yield, and they will therefore be discussed

under the head of expenditure. It may here, however,

be mentioned that the Mint, although not administered

with that object, frequently yields a small surplus.

Eecently the Telegraph has also begun to do so, and

the Post Office may perhaps do so before long, while

the Productive Public works are rapidly approaching

the time when they also will not only cover the entire

amount expended on them—that is, their working ex-

penses and the interest on the capital invested in their

construction—but when they will yield a surplus revenue

to the State.

There are certain small items of revenue and expen-

diture which do not belong to any of the main heads of

account, and are therefore recorded as Miscellaneous (e).

The average net revenue yielded by them for the last

four years has been 21,532/.
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The total net receipts from sources other than taxa-

tion, namely, Land revenue, Tributes, Forest, Opium,

and Miscellaneous, were in 1869-70 28,009,878/., and

in 1880-81 they were 30,885,000/. Their average

amount from 1869-70 to 1872-73 was 28,127,152/.
;

from 1873-74 to 1876-77 it was 28,113,932/. ; and

from 1878-79 to 1880-81 it was 30,020,036/.

The receipts derived from taxation proper will next

be considered.

The net Excise revenue (/) has grown from 1,991,039/.

in 1869-70 to 2,967,000/. in 1880-81, an increase of

nearly 1,000,000/. The average receipts from 1869-70

to 1872-73 were 2,122,783/. ; from 1873-74 to 1876-77

they were 2,317,999/. ; and from 1877-78 to 1880-81

they were 2,640,766/. This increase of 50 per cent,

in the last twelve years is not to be attributed to

the increase of intemperance, but to improvement in

the condition of the people, and, still more, to better

administration. For obvious reasons it has everywhere

been the policy of the Government to increase the rates

of excise duty on spirits and drugs, as far as possible,

consistently with avoiding the risk of illicit traffic.

The Capitation tax (g) in British Burma, which in the

accounts is incorrectly credited under the head Land
Revenue, gradually increases with the population, and

has risen from 201,895/. in 1869-70 to 266,000/. in

1880-81. This tax is indefensible in principle, and

being B direct tax is vexatious in the method of levy.

It falls at the rate of 5 rupees on every married, and

2 rupees 8 annas on every unmarried man. Reference

will again be made to this tax in connection with the

salt duties.

Under the head A toa$8 (h) the net revenue

from income tax was 1,026,400/. in 1869-70, and the
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licence tax yielded 497,000/. in 1880-81 ; a decrease of

529,400/. The net amount levied under this head in

1870-71 was 1,988,023/. In 1861-62 it was 1,850,897/.

In the first period of four years, from 1869-70 to 1872

-73, the average annual receipts were 1,098,341/. ; and

in the last period, from 1877-78 to 1880-81, they were

531,965/. In the second period, from 1873-74 to 1876

-77, neither income tax nor licence tax were levied,

excepting some trifling arrears.

The largest net amount yielded in any year by the

licence tax was 837,312/. in 1878-79.

The net receipts under the head of Provincial rates (i)

were 1,235,496/. in 1869-70, and 2,731,000/. in 1880

-81 ; an increase of 1,495,504/. In the four years from

1869-70 to 1872-73, their average annual amount was

1,484,330/. ; in the next four years, from 1873-74 to

1876-77, it was 1,788,422/.; in the last four years,

from 1877-78 to 1880-81, it was 2,576,856/. About

500,000/. of this increase was caused by the new rates

imposed, for famine purposes, in 1877 and 1878. The

remaining increase, amounting in the twelve years to

nearly 1,000,000/., has partly arisen from the natural

growth of the older local revenues, but it has been

chiefly due to increased local taxation, between 1869

and 1871. In Bengal, in 1871, rates yielding 340,000/.

were imposed for the construction and maintenance of

district roads and communications. In the Punjab, in

1871, rates yielding 137,000/. were imposed for local

roads, education, hospitals, wells, and other useful pur-

poses. In the same year the old rates, which had long

been levied for similar objects in the North-Westem
Provinces, were placed on a legal basis, and slightly

increased in amount, and rates yielding 35,000/. were

imposed in Oudh. The local taxation in Madras and
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Bombay was also increased to the extent of about

500,000/. by acts of the local legislatures passed in

1869 and 1871. In some of these cases the new rates

took the place of various so-called voluntary and ir-

regular cesses, which were not brought to account at all,

and the change rather gave relief than otherwise.

With the single exception of the rates levied for the

protection of the country against famine, yielding

510,000/. a year, the whole increase of taxation under

tli is head has been for local purposes, of the kind just

stated, not on account of the central government.

It must also be explained that under this head of

Provincial rates are included receipts from rates on

land, to the amount of about 500,000/. applied to pay-

ments for village services, such as in the greater part

of India are not brought to account at all, although

they are assessed and collected with the land revenue

;

they are therefore not in the nature of taxation. Ex-

cluding this sum, the total amount of taxation, pro-

perly so called, levied under the designation of Provin-

cial rates, is about 2,200,000/., ofwhich about 1,700,000/.

is wholly appropriated to provincial and local purposes.

The licence tax and the additional rates imposed on

the land made up together, as will be explained else-

where, the so-called famine taxation of 1877 and 1878,

and they then yielded together 1,109,200/. The whole

of the famine taxation yielded in 1880-81 about the

same amount as that yielded by the income tax in 1869

-70 ; and about one-half the sum yielded by that tax in

1861-62, and in 1870-71. In 1870-71 the income

tax was levied at the rate of 3£ per cent, or 7V- in

the pound. The present average rate of the licence

tax is about i£ per cent, or 3fd. in the pound, and it

affects immensely fewer people than the income tax.
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The net amount derived from Customs (j) exclusive of

the import duties on salt, which are under a separate

head of account, shows little change. It was 2,167,797/.

in 1869-70, and 2,269,000/. in 1880-81. The average

for the first period of four years from 1869-70, was

2,31 6,284/. ; for the second four years it was 2,371,656/.

;

and for the last four years it was 2,176,287/. In no

year has the net revenue been so low as 2,000,000/., or

so high as 2,500,000/. Although the variations in the

amount of the customs revenue have been so small, the

changes made during the last twelve years have been

numerous and important. Further details will be given

hereafter on this subject, but it may here be noticed

that all the changes have been for the relief of the

taxpayer.

Before 1867, the law regulating the customs tariff

imposed a general rate of duty on every article im-

ported into or exported from British India. Such

articles as were free, or were subject to special duties,

were enumerated. The general rate from 1859-60 to

1863-64, was on imports 10 per cent, and on exports 3

per cent. The special duties were for a time on some

large and important classes of goods as high as 20 per

cent. In April 1864 the general import rate was

lowered to 7^ per cent. The Act passed at the com-

mencement of 1867-68 changed the plan on which all

former tariff Acts had been drawn, and specified all the

dutiable articles, leaving everything else free. The
rate on imports, however, remained generally at 7^ per

cent., and on six classes of articles the export duty con-

tinued to be 3 per cent., on two it was 4 per cent., while

indigo and grain were subject to fixed duties.

In 1870 shawls, in 1873 wheat, and in 1874 lac dye,

were freed from export duty. In 1875 the general

D
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rate of the import duties was reduced from 7i per cent.

5 per cent; and cotton manufactures, oils, seeds,

-pices, and all grains except rice, were exempted from

export duty. In 1878 twenty-nine out of the sixty-two

major heads of the list of articles on the import tariff,

including some of the coarser kinds of cotton goods,

weir altogether exempted from duty, and in the same

the inland customs duties on sugar, which had

yielded an annual revenue of 150,000/., were abolished.

In 1 879 the whole of the coarser grey cotton goods were

mpted from import duty with a sacrifice of 300,000/.,

and the export duties on indigo and lac were removed,

leaving nothing except rice subject to export duty.

Notwithstanding these reductions, amounting altogether

to nearly a million,1 the revenue was, in consequence of

the great increase of trade and prosperity, larger in

1880-81 than it was twelve years before.

The net Salt revenue (k) has increased from 5,462,501/.

in 1869-70, to 6,573,000/. in 1881, or more than

1,000,000/. In the four years, from 1869-70 to 1872-73,

t lie annual average net receipts from saltwere 5,562,064/.

;

from 1873-74 to 1876-77 they were 5,717,465/. ; and

from 1877-78 to 1880-81 they were 6,461,454/!

Although the increase has been more rapid during the

last four years, it has gone on steadily through the

whole period, since 1869-70; and, as will be shown

farther an, this has been accompanied by a reduc-

1 1876-76. Import and export duties removed, and

general rate of imports reduced . . £308,000

1878-79. Import duties and inland sugar duties

rinoved ..... 232,000

1879-80. Import and export duties removed . 361,000

Total . . £891,000

besides remissions of duty previous to 1876 on shawls, wheat, and lac dye
exported, and on various articles imported.
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tion of duty, and of the price of salt in the greater

part of India.

The net revenue from Stamps and Registration (I) has

increased from 2,280,670/. in 1869-70 to 3,243,000/. in

1880-81, an increase of nearly 1,000,000/. The growth

of these branches of revenue has been steady. They

yielded an average sum of 2,400,733/. from 1869-70 to

1872-73 ; 2,695,655/. from 1873-74 to 1876-77 ; and

3,098,359/. from 1877-78 to 1880-81. The stamps

are both judicial and commercial. Before 1879-80

registration was included in the accounts under the

head Law and Justice, but lor the past two years a

separate" head has been specially made for this branch

of the administration, the net revenue from which

is expected to increase. In 1880-81 it amounted to

112,000/.

The total net sum received from all kinds of taxation

properly so called was 14,365,298/. in 1869-70, and

18,546,000/. in 1880-81 ; an increase of 4,180,702/.

From 1869-70 to 1872-73, the average annual receipts

were 15,189,588/. ; from 1873-74 to 1876-77 they

were 15,137,106/. ; from 1877-78 to 1880-81 they

were ] 7,740,792/. Thus the whole increase has taken

place in the last period of five years.

With the exception of the famine taxation, however,

no fresh taxes have been imposed in India during the

last ten years, and although the old taxes have become

greatly more productive, this has been the result of in-

creased prosperity and improved administration, and

not of any enhancement of their rates. The truth is that

although there has been some redistribution of the

public burdens, with the object of making their inci-

dence more equitable, the total weight of taxation has

not been increased, but reduced during the last twenty

v 2
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years. The remissions of Customs duties alone, in the

last five years, have nearly equalled in amount the

whole sum now yielded by the licence tax and the

famine rates pu1 together.

Taking together all sources of revenue, the net

receipts have risen from 42,375,1 7G/. in 1869-70 to

49,431,000/. in 1880-81. This increase of 7,055,824/.

lias been spread in the most satisfactory way over all

the greal branches of the revenue. There is every sign

that this will continue, but whatever may happen here-

after, we may, at least for the present, dismiss as

erroneous all statements regarding the absence of

elasticity in the revenues of India. If they have not

shown themselves to be elastic it is difficult to conceive

what elasticity means.
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CHAPTER IV.

PROGRESS AND PRESENT CONDITION OF THE REVENUE

and i:x h:\diture.

The Expenditurefrom 1869 to 1881.

CHARGES UNDER LA.ND REVENUE INCLUDE COST OP INTERNAL ADMINISTRA-

TION—ADMINISTRATION AND MINOR DEPARTMENTS—TOTAL CHARGES FOR

EFFECTIVE CIVIL SERVICES—NON-EFFECTIVE CIVIL CHARGES—INTERE8T

ON DEBT—PUBLIC WORK8 CHARGES—GUARANTEED RAILWAYS—PRODUC-

TIVE PUBLIC WORKS—ORDINARY PUBLIC WORKS—LOSS BY EXCHANGE

—

ARMY—INCREASE OF MILITARY CHARGES AND NECESSITY FOR REDUC-

TIONS—PROVINCIAL SURPLUS AND DEFICIT—EXPLANATION OF THESE

ENTRIES—GENERAL CONCLUSIONS A8 TO GROWTH OF EXPENDITURE.

I'm: progress of the net expenditure during the same

twelve years will next be considered.

The head Land Revenue (1) has been exhibited in

the statements given in the Appendix, both on the

revenue and expenditure side of the account, instead of

appearing net on the revenue side only, because the

expenditure recorded under the head Land Eevenue

d'M- not truly or exclusively represent the cost of

collecting that revenue, but is incurred, to a la

extent, for the internal general administration.1 There

1 For the year 1879-30 the total expenditure recorded under the head
' land revenue ' is 2,937,185/. Of this 22,209/. was commission on collections

of capitation tax, which should properly be deducted from the former and

charged to the latter head. Of tin- remainder, 628,5681 reprooonta charges

for revenue survey, settlement, commission on land revenue collections,

management of government estate*, yiui'ew bbi ling, and maUktma to pro-

prietors; these might properly be lei off against land revenue. Then
< barges amounting to 796,310/., described as 'allowances to district

village officers/ of which about 586/KXK would in most provia

eluded from the land revctme account, the balance belonging to the general
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are numerous departments of the public service which

are administered by the Collectors of the land revenue

the connection of which with that revenue is only indi-

rect. The greater part of the direct charges connected

with the actual collection of the land revenue does not

appear in the accounts at all. They form a part of

the village expenses, and in most provinces, though

assessed with the land revenue, are paid directly by
the landholders to the village servants. A portion

of the salaries of the district officers is now shown

under the head * Law and Justice,' on the ground that

they have also magisterial duties to perform, the divi-

sion of the charges between ' Land Eevenue ' and ' Law
and Justice ' being, however, quite arbitrary. In most

provinces a moiety is charged under each head, but

in Madras four-fifths is charged to Land revenue, and

one-fifth to Law and Justice. These arrangements are

complicated and misleading, and it would be an im-

provement if the expenditure on account of the salaries

of the district officers and their establishments, now
recorded under Land Eevenue, and Law and Justice,

were shown under the general head Administration.

The expenditure charged under ' Land revenue

'

has varied little during the last twelve years. It was

2,790,375/. in 1869-70, and 2,956,000/. in 1880-81.

This slight increase of 155,625/. has been due, for the

most part, to the creation of new districts in British

Burma, the North-Western Provinces, and Oudh, and

to various administrative improvements. The recent

regulations for the admission of natives of India to the

higher ranks of the civil administration, on a lower

administration. The remainder, or 1,520,685/., is the cost of the district

officers (collectors, assistant commissioners, &c.) and their establishments,

and other general charges relating to the administration of the districts-
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scale of emolument than that applied to officers who
enter the service by competition in England (among

whom no distinction of salaries is made, be they English

or Indian), will tend to future economy, and as the

heavy charges connected with settlement operations are

likely soon to cease, no considerable future increase of

expenditure under the head of Land revenue is probable.

Under the head Administration (2), the cost of the

whole civil administration, down to the grade of Commis-

sioners of division, is shown. It includes all the

charges, both in England and India, on account of the

Secretary of State, the Viceroy, Governors, Lieutenant-

governors, Councils, &c. There has been little variation

in the amount during the twelve years ; it was

1,434,728/. in 1869-70, and 1,543,000/. in 1880-81. It

is satisfactory to see that under this head the increase

has been so small.

For the Minor Departments (3), such as the trigo-

nometrical and topographical surveys, model farms,

cinchona plantations, census, &c, it is unnecessary to

give details. The whole net charges incurred are small,

and are less now than they were in 1872-73, in which

year they stood highest, at 377,217/.

The Mint (4) charges are in many years more than

covered by the receipts, which consist of seigniorage

and gain on the coinage and miscellaneous items. Tin'

highest net expenditure in the twelve years was 32,859/.,

and the highest net revenue was 311,776/. The prin-

cipal cause of variation is the quantity of money coined

The smaller the amount coined the more ifl the net cost

to the government. In the twelve yean ending March

31, 1881, nearly 70,000,000/. was coined in the Indian

mints, almost entirely in silver. The net receipt reali

during that period was nearly 650,000£
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Taking the Post office (5), and Telegraph (6), toge-

ther, there has been a net reduction of expenditure

of 119,649/., the former showing an increase and the

latter a decrease. The net cost of the Post office was

33,409/. in 1869-70, and 153,000/. in 1880-81, an in-

crease of 119,591/. Its administration has been excel-

lent. The development of the business performed by

the post office, and of the efficiency of the service, is

out of all proportion to the increase of charge. It has

hitherto not been the policy of the government to treat

the post office as a source of revenue, but to use the

constantly growing receipts in increasing the usefulness

and efficiency of the department. In no country in the

world are lower charges made than by the Indian post

office for the many and great public services which it per-

forms. Under the head of Telegraph the net charge

was 296,267/. in 1869-70, while in 1880-81, after provid-

ing a large sum for capital outlay, there was a net revenue

of 35,000/., an improvement amounting to 331,267/.

It was mentioned that the charges under Law
and Justice (7) include a portion of the pay of district

officers. The creation of new districts has thus led to

an increase in these charges ; but the general judicial

administration has been much improved and the courts

have been made more efficient, and much of the in-

crease under this head has been due to the increased

cost of maintaining prisoners in jails, owing to the pre-

valence in many parts of the country of famine and

war prices. The net expenditure under this head was

2,145,233/. in 1869-70, and 2,595,000/. in 1880-81,

an increase of 449,767/.

The net charge for Police (8) has varied very

little during the twelve years. In 1869-70 it was

2,223,837/., and in 1880-81 it was 2,282,000/.
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The charge under Marine (9) was 989,793/. in

1869-70 and 325,000/. in 1880-81, but in the former

year there were exceptional and nominal charges under

this head, amounting to 320,000/., on account of cer-

tain Bengal marine funds which were written off. The

net expenditure in subsequent years has varied a good

deal ; the highest amount was 466,934/. in 1876-77, and

the lowest was 272,653/. in 1879-80.

Under Education (10), the expenditure was

756,445/. in 1869-70 and 839,000/. in 1880-81;

an increase of 82,555/. It is to be regretted that

the increase has not been larger. Too much money

is spent by the Government in giving to the richer

classes a superior education for which they ought to

pay themselves, while too little is spent on elementary

instruction for the masses of the poor. It is true that

in this respect matters are better than they were.

Excepting in the North-Western Provinces, where an

excellent system of village schools had already been

established by Mr. Thomason and other enlightened

men, there were, twenty-five years ago, in British India

only about 2,000 schools maintained or aided by the

Government, with about 90,000 scholars. Including

the North-Western Provinces, there were about 8,000

schools, and 190,000 scholars. In 1879, the number of

schools was 63,600, and the number of scholars wm
1,800,000. But much remains to be done.

The net expenditure under the head of Ecclesiasti-

cal (11) has remained practically unaltered. Under

Mnlical (12) the expenditure was 445,360/. in 1869-70,

and 628,000/. in 1880-81, an increase of 182,610/.

This signifies a greater number of hospitals and dis-

pensaries, and is matter for congratulation. The Poli-

tical expenditure (13) lias slightly increased. The

penditure for Stationery and printing (14) is large, but
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it is difficult to overstate the advantage to the admin-

istration and to the despatch of public business

resulting from the free use of printing. A consider-

able reduction under this head was made in 1871-72

and 1875-76, but it was not maintained. The expen-

diture under the four heads ecclesiastical, medical, poli-

tical, and stationery and printing, was 1,383,640/. in

1869-70, and 1,736,000/. in 1880-81, an increase of

352,360/.

Taking altogether the fourteen heads under which

the effective civil services are distributed, and which

have been detailed above, the average net annual ex-

penditure was 11,771,842/. from 1869-70 to 1872-73

;

12,403,268/. from 1873-74 to 1876-77 ; and 12,457,158/.

from 1877-78 to 1880-81. The expenditure was

12,188,152/. in 1869-70, and 12,723,000/. in 1880-81,

an increase of 534,848/.—a moderate sum when we con-

sider the immensely improved efficiency of the adminis-

tration, and the fact that much of the increase has been

due to a rise in prices.

The net charges for Furlough allowances (15)

have increased since 1869-70 ; in that year they were

157,918/., and in 1880-81 they were 224,000/. But

this is only nominal, and is due to a change of system

in the accounts. During the last eight years they have

been stationary and have shown no tendency to increase.

The charge for Superannuation allowances (16) has

gone on steadily growing during the last twelve years.

The charges shown in the Appendix under this head

are larger than those in the published returns in con-

sequence of the omission in the former of a portion of

the receipts, which are only book entries, and which

prevent a proper comparison of the actual charges.

The charge thus corrected was 993,581/. in 1869-70, and

1,864,000/. in 1880-81. This increase has been mainly
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due to the growth of the civil establishments during

the past half-century, and it is, to some extent, a sign

of greater efficiency in the public service, and of the

determination to get rid of worn-out and incompetent

officers. The large reductions lately made in the

public works establishments have been a serious cause

of increase under this head.

Taking the furlough and superannuation allowances

together, the charges were 1,151,499/. in 1869-70, and

2,088,000/. in 1880-81 ; an increase of 936,50H The

average annual amount was 1,278,130/. from 1869-70

to 1872-73; 1,660,286/. from 1873-74 to 1876-77:

and 1,975,490/. from 1877-78 to 1880-81. Thus there

was an increase of 382,156/. in the second four years,

and a further increase of 315,204/. in the last four

years.

The payments under the head Allowances and

Assignments under treaties (17) fell from 1,863,615/. in

1869-70 to 1,646,093/. in 1877-78, chiefly by the

gradual lapse of political pensions, which form a large

portion of this charge. In the last three years the

amount lias again increased owing to the payments

made to some of the states of Eajputana on their trans-

ferring their right to collect salt duties to the British

Government. The expenditure for 1880-81 is

1,908,000/., of which about 700,000/. is for political

pensions, 350,000/. for compensations of various

descriptions, and the remainder represents alienations

of the land revenue, chiefly in Madras and Bombay,

which in other parts of India would be dealt with Bfl

deductions and not appear in the public accounts at

all. These charges have no tendency t<> increae

The apparent net charge for Interest <>/> debt 1

v

has risen from 6,246,187*. to 6,655,0001, or 409,813/.
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In fact, however, there has been not only no real in-

crease, but, as will be presently shown, a large reduc-

tion of burden on the taxpayer, because we must set

off against the charge for interest on the money
borrowed for productive public works, the net income

received from them.

The growth of the income from railways and

canals has not been the sole cause which has led to the

virtual diminution of the interest charge notwithstanding

the increase of the debt. Owing to the steady improve-

ment in the credit of the Government of India, a large

amount of interest has been saved by the repeated

conversion of debt bearing higher interest into debt

bearing lower interest. In India, in 1869, there was

30,500,000/. of the debt bearing interest at 5i and 5

per cent. ; in 1880 there was in place of it, 23,500,000/.

debt at 4^ per cent, and 7,000,000/. at 4 per cent.

A similar improvement has taken place in the Home
debt. In 1869-70, 22,200,000/. of this debt bore interest

at 5 per cent. Practically no part of the sterling debt

now bears interest above 4 per cent., and the success

last year of the 3^ per cent, loan shows that further

reductions may be anticipated. The capital of the

debt in England has increased by about 40,000,000/.,

but the interest has increased by little more than

100,000/. The general result is that the average rate

of gross interest charge on the whole Indian debt has

fallen from 4-6 per cent, in 1869-70 to 3-8 in 1880-81,

or about § per cent.

Although, however, the burden of interest has

diminished, the policy of constructing productive pub-

lic works with borrowed money has necessarily led to

a constant growth of the capital of the debt. At the

commencement of 1869-70 the total debt in India and
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in England was 97,379,000/. ; at the end of 1880-81 it

was 157,149,000/., an increase .of 59,770,000/. During

these twelve years 38,415,000/. has been spent on

productive public works, besides 10,208,000/. pro-

vided in part payment for the East India Eailway

on its purchase in 1880, and 7,456,000/. advanced

as loans to Native states, corporate bodies, and in-

dividuals, on interest ; this accounts for nearly the whole

increase.

The total net expenditure on Public works (19)

of all kinds met from revenue, including payments of

guaranteed interest, but excluding the public works

portion of the interest on debt, and the credits received

on account of increased land revenue due to irrigation,

was in 1869-70 6,635,796/., and in 1880-81 it was

3,852,000/. Combining the charge for interest on

debt and for public works, it will be seen thai the

total net outlay under these two heads has been reduced

from 11,880,983/. in 1869-70 to 9,507,000/. in 1880-81,

that is, by 2,373,983/., a result essentially due to the

growth of the public works income.

The accounts are now prepared so as to distinguish

the part of the interest chargeable on the borrowed

capital spent on public works from the other interest.

Making this division, the net interest on ordinary debt

wa* 5,151,579/. in 1869-70, and in 1880-81 it was

reduced to 3,300,000/.. a decrease of 1,851^79/. The

public works portion of the interest increased in the

same time from 93,608/. to 2,355,000/., or by 2,261 .:;.•_>/..

the net increase being, as before stated, 409,813/.

Including the charges on account of the guarant

railways and the public works portion of the interest

nn debt, and taking credit for the increased land reve-

nue diu- to irrigation, the net public works expenditure
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on all accounts was 6,601,000/. in 1869-70, and

5,506,000/. in 1880-81, showing a decrease of

1,095,000/.

The net charge for guaranteed railway interest, in-

cluding the East Indian railway (after allowing for

the set-off obtained from the net traffic receipts), which

in 1869-70 was 1,498,000/., was converted in 1880-81

into a net receipt of 337,000/., showing an improve-

ment of 1,835,000/.

The public works classed as productive, or those

yielding revenue, taking account of all interest charges

and all net income, led to a net revenue of 299,000/.

in 1869-70 and to a net charge of 532,000/. in 1880-81.

In this period the net income had increased from

443,000/. to 1,529,000/., the interest charge at the

same time having grown from 144,000/. to 2,061,000/.

The public works expenditure under all heads not

classed as productive, including roads and buildings

of all descriptions, was 5,311,000/. in 1869-70 and

5,312,000/. in 1880-81, exclusive of the large out-

lay in the last year on the frontier railways, which has

been treated as a contingency of the Afghan war.

This class of outlay was summarily reduced by Lord

Mayo in 1870-71 by more than 1,000,000/., as he was

satisfied that it had become more than the country

could afford, but it was again increased, until in 1873

-74 it stood at 5,382,000/. From 1876-77 to 1879-80

it remained at about 4,500,000/., in 1880-81 rising

again to 5,312,000/. The reduced expenditure be-

tween 1876 and 1879 was in some measure due to

restrictions imposed in consequence of the pressure,

first of famine relief, and afterwards of the Afghan

war, and the increase in the last year has followed on

the removal of those restrictions, and will be met, to a
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great extent at least, from the accumulated balances of

the Provincial governments.

The whole subject of the expenditure on public

works, and its effect on the public debt and the

charges for interest, will be more fully gone into sub-

sequently, but the foregoing summary will show that

so far from there having been any increase of the

public burdens on this account, there has been a relief

now amounting annually to nearly 2,800,000/. sterling.

The next head of expenditure requiring notice is

Loss by Exchange (20). It arises partly upon (lie

transactions with the guaranteed Kailway companies,

but chiefly upon the sale of the Kupee bills of the

Secretary of State. The difficult problems suggested

by this most serious burden, over which the Govern-

ment of India is unable to exercise any control, are

treated of in another chapter. Here it will only be re-

marked that among all the causes of financial anxiety

in India there has been, for some years past, no cause

which can for a moment be compared with this in im-

portance. In consequence of the great fall in the gold

price of silver, the loss incurred by the Government of

India on its remittances to England has assumed most

formidable proportions. In 1869-70, the loss by

change was 102,786/. ; in 1880-81, it was 2,553,000/.

;

an increase of 2,450,214/. In the four years from

1869-70 to 1872-73 the average annual charge was

270,152/. ; from 1873-74 to 1876-77 it was 951,170/.
;

from 1877-78 to 1880-81, it was 2,364,050/.

The cost of the Army (21), apart of course from

war, has increased during the twelve years by 218,866/.

It was 15,247,134/. in 1869-70, and 15,466,000/. in

1880-81. It was intermediately iv<ln<v<l by more than

a million; and was al its lowest point, 14,218,378/., in
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1873-74. From 1869-70 to 1872-73 the average

annual charge was 14,922,773/. ; from 1873-74 to

1876-77 it was 14,433,550/. ; from 1877-78 to 1880-81

it was 15,636,006/. This increase has for the most

part been caused, directly or indirectly, by changes of

system which have been introduced at various times,

and has fallen chiefly on the non-effective charges, the

growth of which has more than swallowed up the im-

portant economies carried out in the effective charges.

The additional payments in the shape of pensions and

their capitalised values, which have been unavoidable

consequences of the abolition of the old Indian army,

have increased the yearly non-effective charge by
750,000/., and the increase in payments on account of

the European troops who have served in India amounts

to about half that sum. This increase of military ex-

penditure, which from its nature has been beyond the

power of the Government of India to control, is the

most unsatisfactory part of the financial history of the

last few years. No subject was more anxiously con-

sidered by Lord Lytton. He was convinced that the

military charges were excessive, while at the same time

the army in India was, in some respects, far from being

as efficient an instrument as could be desired. I am not

competent to criticise the details of military organisation

and administration, but there can be no doubt that many
of the highest military authorities concur with this

opinion of Lord Lytton. In 1879 he appointed a special

commission to inquire into these subjects. It had for its

president Sir Ashley Eden, one of the most eminent of

Indian administrators, and it included among its mem-
bers some of the most distinguished of Indian soldiers,

among whom may be named Sir Frederick Roberts and

Sir Peter Lumsden. There were some subjects, in a

E
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great measure political in their nature, on which there

was a difference of opinion in the commission, but on

almost all the important military questions its con-

clusions were unanimous. It declared its belief that,

if its recommendations were adopted, the strength and

efficiency of the army in peace and war, and the popu-

larity of the service, would be greatly increased, and

that without the sacrifice of anything that had any

value, the military expenditure in India might be re-

duced by 1,250,000/. a year.

I know how the powers of obstruction and pre-

judice and laissez /aire, both in India and in England,

are apt to stop attempts at army reform, and to frustrate

efforts to diminish the immense military charges now

imposed on the country. I am not sanguine that we
shall soon see them very largely decrease, but that they

ought to be decreased there can be no doubt what-

ever. It is not only in India that attention to the sub-

ject of Indian nuhtary expenditure is required. The

Government of India has never concealed its opinion

that in apportioning the charges which have to be

shared between the two countries, and when the in-

terests of both English and Indian taxpayers have been

at stake, India has sometimes received a scant meqsnie

of justice. This feeling has been increased by the know-

ledge, learned by the experience of the past, that this

is a matter in which India is helpless. It is a fact, the

gravity of which can hardly be exaggerated, that the

Indian revenues are liable to have great charges thrown

upon them without the Government of India having

any power of effectual remonstrance. The extension

to India of the numerous measures taken in England to

improve the position of the officers and soldiers of the

army was no doubt right and unavoidable, but the fact

that heavy additional expenditure has thus been in-
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curred by India gives her a claim to expect that no
efforts shall be spared to diminish charges which are

unnecessary, or of which she bears too large a share.

The heading Provincial and Local Surplus or Deficit

(22), requires a few words of explanation. Under the

system of Provincial finance initiated under the Govern-

ment of Lord Mayo, of which a full description will be

given in the sequel, contracts are made in respect of

certain branches of revenue and expenditure between

the Imperial and Local Governments, the Local Govern-

ment being entitled to receive credit in their account with

the Imperial treasury for any saving they may effect, and,

per contra, being bound to make good any excess charge

they may incur, the balance at their credit remaining at

their disposal from year to year, and not lapsing to the

Imperial treasury as in the case of ordinary grants

from the revenue. The Provincial surplus thus in fact

represents an addition to be made to the Provincial

balance by the Imperial Government, and the Provincial

deficit a payment to be made from the Provincial

balance to the Imperial Government. In this way,

while the Imperial and Provincial revenues and expen-

diture are brought into one combined account, the

true separate surplus or deficit for the year is shown,

both on the Imperial and Provincial accounts. In the

four years 1869-70 to 1872-73 there was an average

net surplus on the Provincial accounts of 338,967/., in

the next four years from 1873-74 to 1876-77 there was

an average annual net deficit of 279,714/., and in the

last four years from 1877-78 to 1880-81 there was an

average annual net surplus of 446,074/. The final

result of the twelve years was an accumulated net sur-

plus due to the Provincial Governments of 2,021,309/.

It is from this accumulation that the Local Govern-

E 2
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ments are enabled to meet the increased expenditure

before noticed, for ordinary public works, many of

which, though not productive in the restricted and con-

ventional sense of that term, will nevertheless yield

direct returns and develop the resources of the country.

I have now referred to all the permanent heads of

expenditure. For reasons which will be more fully

stated hereafter the charges on account of Famine relief

and War are not here included, and the general result

is that, apart from these, the net expenditure which

was 42,418,230/. in 1869-70 was 44,335,000/. in

1880-81, an increase of 1,916,770/. For more full

details reference may be made to the statements in the

Appendix.

That this result, always excepting the increase in the

last five years of the normal military expenditure, and

the increase in the last six years of the loss by exchange,

is, when analysed, highly satisfactory, it is impossible to

deny. It shows, in the first place, that in the total cost

of those branches of the Civil Administration over which

the Government of India has had complete control there

has been no increase whatever ; there has been, on the

contrary, an actual diminution of charge. This has,

to a great degree, been due to the measures of decen-

tralisation, by which while the powers and responsibili-

ties of the Provincial Governments have been largely

increased, their inducements to strict economy have at

the same time been equally stimulated. Next it is seen

that the apparent increase of expenditure includes

410,000/. of interest, but that in reality the burden

under this head has been reduced by about 3,500,000/.

The whole of the remaining increase has been caused

under the head Loss by Exchange by the fall in the gold

price of silver, a matter absolutely beyond the control

of the Government.



Abstract of the Net Expenditure from 1869 to 1881.

Average of four years First and last \
i

Head of account

1869-73 1873-77 1877-81 1869-70 1880-81

£ £ £ £ £
1. Land revenue, ex-

clusive of capi-

tation tax 2,772,482 2,877,573 2,935,138 2,790,375 2,956,000

2. Administration . 1,439,065 1,552,168 1,603,268 1,434,728 1,543,000
3. Minor depart-

ments 279,430 342,413 292,701 190,575 323,000
4. Mint . 793 36,607 123,785 56,150 6,000
5. Post office . 39,249 153,110 132,361 33,409 153,000
6. Telegraph . 251,979 155,712 33,071 296,267 50,006

7. Law and justice . 2,247,062 2,485,274 2,639,769 2,145,233 2,595,000
S. Police. 2,168,964 2,227,548 2,247,209 2,223,837 2,282,000
0. Marine 538,358 366,166 301,703 989,793 325,000

10. Education . 717,166 835,029 838,231 756,446 839,000
11. Ecclesiastical 157,438 163,978 157,063 161,126 159,000
12. Medical . 504,101 604,083 627,727 445,360 628,000
13. Political . 371,223 426,781 467,359 415,367 521,000
14. Stationery and

printing . 286,118 250,051 405,343 361,787 428,000

Total effective civil

services 11,771,842 12,403,268 12,457,158 12,188,152 12,723,000

15. Furlough allow-

ances 165,519 235,089 227,004 157,918 224,000

16. Superannuations

.

1,112,611 1,425,197 1,748,486 993,581 1,864,000

Total non - effective

civil services . 1,278,130 1,660,286 1,975,490 1,151,499 2,088,000

17. Allowances and
assignments un-
der treaties 1,773,747 1,745,334 1,798,803 1,863,615 1,908,000

18. Interest 5,419,945 6,106,542 5,700,467 5,245,187 5,655,000
19. Public works, in-

cluding guaran-

teed interest 6,221,088 5,870,744 3,852,876 6,635,796 3,852,000

Total interest and
public works . 11,641,033 10,977,286 9,553,343 11,880,983 9,507,000

20. Exchange . 270,152 951,170 2,364,050 102,786 2,553,000

21. Army 14,922,773 14,433,550 15,636,006 15,247,134 15,466,000

22. Provincial and
local surplus or

deficit 338,967 279,714 446,074 15,939 90,000

Total net expenditure 41,996,644 41,891,180 44,230,924 42,418,230 44,335,000

N.B. Figures in Italics signify receipts in excess of expenditure.



CHAPTEE V.

PROGRESS AND PRESENT CONDITION OF THE REVENUE AND

EXPENDITURE.

General Results.

REASONS FOR EXCLUDING CHARGES FOR FAMINE AND WAR FROM REVIEW
OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURE—GENERAL RESULTS OF PAST TWELVE

TEARS—AMOUNT OF SURPLUS EXCLUDING FAMINE AND WAR—CORREC-

TIONS TO BE APPLIED TO INSURE PROPER COMPARISONS—EFFECT OF

FAMINE AND WAR EXPENDITURE ON THE BALANCE OF ORDINARY REVE-

NUE AND CHARGES—STATEMENT OF ULTIMATE DEFICIT—MEASURES TAKEN

TO MEET FUTURE FAMINE OUTLAY—HOW FAR SUCCESSFUL—INFLO
ON FINANCIAL POSITION OF EXPENDITURE OF BORROWED MONEY ON

PUBLIC WORE8—PRESENT NORMAL SURPLUS SUFFICIENT TO ADMIT OF

FURTHER FISCAL REFORM.

The charges arising from famine and war, which have

been excluded from the review of the ordinary expen-

diture contained in the preceding chapter, although

uncertain and adventitious, are as real as any others,

and adequate provision has equally to be made for

them. Heavy expenditure for war is, however, so

exceptional in its occurrence that it is neither neces-

sary nor would it be practicable to make special

provision, in anticipation, for meeting it from the ordi-

nary yearly revenues. But no such plea can be in

in regard to famine. Drought and scarcity or famine

are calamities which, under present circumstances at

least, must be expected to recur periodically and at

comparatively short intervals, and the cost of relieving
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them must obviously, under a sound system of finance,

be provided from the annual revenues. The only way,

however, of making such provision is by securing a

sufficient surplus of revenue assets over the ordinary

recurring liabilities of expenditure ; and it is as true of

charges for famine relief as it is of those for war, that

unless they are separately shown the normal condition

of the finances cannot be understood, nor can any

comparison be made between the financial position in

different years, or groups of years, unless these great

disturbing elements are eliminated. Thus, for example,

the expenditure on Famine* relief in the last three years

has been 464,691/., while in the previous two years

it was 7,512,306/. It would give a totally incorrect

idea of the comparative condition of the finances in

the two periods, if we were to treat the famine ex-

penditure as an ordinary incident of the first period,

and were to ignore the fact that in the second period,

although little such expenditure was actually incurred,

it was necessary to store up, so to speak, during this

time of prosperity resources to meet the inevitable

requirements of the future.

While, therefore, due consideration will be given

in the sequel to the actual charges for famine and war

in the last twelve years, and the effect produced by these

charges on the finances, it has been deemed preferable,

in the first instance, to show the progress of the reve-

nues and expenditure apart from these causes of

disturbance. The net figures have also been taken

because they give a more accurate idea of the real con-

dition of the finances than figures representing the gross

receipts and charges.

The total net revenues derived not only from

the taxes, but from Land, Tributes, Forests, Opium,
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and Miscellaneous sources amounted in 1869-70 to

42,375,176/., and in 1880-81 to 49,431,000/., showing an

increase of 7,055,824/. In the four years from 1869-70

to 1872-73 the average annual net revenues were

43,316,740/., in the next four years, from 1873-74 to

1876-77, they were 43,251,038/., and in the last four

years, from 1877-78 to 1880-81, they were 47,760,828/.

Thus this great increase has taken place in the last

four years. Before 1878-79, the net revenues never

reached 44,250,000/.

Making a similar comparison on the other side

of the account, the total net expenditure, exclusive of

the charges on account of famine and war, and omitting

certain exceptional credits of the assets of the military

funds was 42,418,230/. in 1869-70, and in 1880-81

it was 44,335,000/., an increase of 1,916,770/. In the

four years from 1869-70 to 1872-73 the average annual

net expenditure was 41,996,644/. ; in the second four

years, from 1873-74 to 1876-77, it was 41,891,180/.
;

in the last four years, from 1877-78 to 1880-81, it

was 44,230,924/. Thus, as with the net revenue, the

greater part of the increase of net expenditure has

occurred in the last four years. It reached its maxi-

mum in 1878-79, when it amounted to 45,820,198/.

Apart, therefore, from famine and war, a comparison

between 1869-70 and 1880-81 shows that while the

net revenue increased by 7,055,824/., the net expen-

diture increased by 1,916,770/. ; thus the financial

position was, putting aside the charges for famine

and war, better in 1880-81 by 5,139,054/. than it was

twelve years before.

Setting off the net expenditure against the net reve-

nue, exclusive always of war and famine, the general

results for the twelve years would be to show an
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aggregate surplus of 24,839,433/., distributed over the

three periods of four years as follows :

—

In the first period, an average of . . 1,320,096

„ second period „ ... 1,859,858

„ third period „ ... 3,629,904

There are, however, certain corrections to the fore-

going comparisons which a severe criticism of the

financial position might appear to demand, and which

it may be well to notice.

One such correction, and it is the most important,

has indeed been already applied by excluding from credit

sums amounting in the aggregate to 3,599,212/., which

were transferred to revenue under the head ' Eeceipts

in aid of superannuation, retired, and compassionate

allowances,' from the book balances of the military

funds when the liabilities of those funds were taken over

by the Government. This departure from the published

figures was before mentioned. It is unnecessary to

discuss the question whether the procedure adopted

in regard to these funds was, as a mere matter of

account, accurate. It was not approved by the Go-

vernment of India, but was ordered by the Secretary

of State. Instead of the whole assets being credited to

revenue as soon as they became the property of the

State, they were credited piecemeal year by year in

sums varying from 250,000/. to nearly 600,000/., and

thus the annual revenue was, for a number of years,

artificially increased. These nominal credits which

added nothing to the revenue have therefore in the

present review been excluded. The whole of these

assets have now been brought to credit, and no further

disturbances on this account will occur. It may be

mentioned that a sum of 3,051,918/., the balance of the

Civil Service Annuity fund, taken over by the Govern-
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ment in 1874-75 under very similar circumstances, was
not credited as ordinary revenue, and has not, there-

fore, disturbed the comparison of the accounts.

There are two other items of expenditure which

are treated in the accounts in a manner to which,

on examining and comparing the annual financial

results, objection might be taken. These are the

Loss by Exchange and the expenditure on Bengal

Opium.

The sums recorded annually as Loss by Exchange

show the loss on the actual remittances to England to

meet the home charges. But the remittances during

the twelve years fell actually short of the whole current

requirements of the Home treasury by 28,578,135^.,

and this amount was provided by borrowing in London.

In the finance and revenue accounts, the loss by ex-

change on this sum, amounting to 1,773,427/. is not

charged ; but clearly this advantage was not wholly

real. It is true that apart from the direct diminu-

tion of expenditure thus caused under the head Loss

by Exchange, the current finances have indirectly bene-

fited from the short remittances and the borrowings,

which may have led to some improvement in the

rates of exchange, but no estimate of the amount of

this advantage could be made. But on the other hand,

the home charges have been increased by the interest

on the money borrowed to replace the short remit-

tances ; and to make the comparison between the

several years really fair, there should be added to

the recorded net loss by exchange, the sum by which

it would have been increased if the whole current re-

quirements of the Home treasury had been met by

remittances from India year by year, while t ho interest

paid on the money borrowed to make good the
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deficiency should be deducted from the amount re-

corded under the head of Interest.

The expenditure charged in each year under the head

of Opium does not represent the actual cost of opium

sold during the year. The conditions of the opium

revenue will be explained more fully hereafter, but it

may here be stated that the recorded expenditure of

each year represents the cost of the crop produced

and manufactured in that year ; while the quantity

of opium sold in the year has no direct relation to the

crop of that year, but is fixed with reference to the

average crop of a number^ of years, and to the necessity

of keeping a reserve stock to meet short crops. For

the purposes of a comparison of the general financial

position in different years, it is not right that the

finances of any particular year should benefit by the

accidental small outlay on a short crop, or suffer by

the large expenditure on a bumper crop. During the

twelve years we have paid 1,105,299/. more than the

actual cost of the opium sold, and this sum is invested

in the reserve stock of Bengal opium actually existing

at the end of the year 1880-81. To make the com-

parison correct, therefore, the expenditure under the

head of Opium should be adjusted so as to counteract

this excess charge.

The effect of excluding from credit the amounts

saved by short remittances to England, and of exclud-

ing from expenditure the amount invested in the

reserve stock of opium, would on the whole be to

lessen the accumulated surplus by 668,128/. Such an

amount, however, is of little importance in relation to

the total surplus, which amounts to nearly 25,000,000/.,

and it may be disregarded for practical purposes.

Introducing now the exceptional expenditure due
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to famine and war, it will be found that in the twelve

years in question 14,788,819/. was spent on famine

relief, and that the net charge on account of the

Afghan war was 18,072,353/., or in all 32,861,172/.

These charges therefore convert the calculated surplus

of 24,839,433/. on the ordinary account into an actual

deficit of 8,021,739/.

Against this deficit, however, may be set the sur-

plus amounting to 2,021,309/., which has in the same

period accrued to the local governments, so that the

ultimate deficiency on the Imperial and Provincial

accounts together is only 6,000,430/. This has been

the result not only after meeting the very large direct

expenditure before stated (32,861,172/.) for famine and

war, but after losing about 2,000,000/. in land revenue

in the Madras presidency, and after being subjected to

the vast loss by exchange, which has amounted in the

last six years to 12,000,000/. Thus the annual revenues

have been nearly sufficient to cover all these great and

exceptional charges, and if there had been neither

famine nor war the accumulated surplus of the twelve

years would have not been far from 30,000,000/.

A careful examination made in 1877 into the con-

dition of the finances, based on the accounts of the pre-

ceding seven years, satisfied the Government that,

applying the strictest tests, the income and expenditure

of the State might, with one reservation, be then con-

sidered, for practical purposes, to be in a condition of

equilibrium. This reservation was a serious one. It

was that there was no sufficient surplus of income over

expenditure to meet the obligation caused by the

periodical occurrence of famine. The Government

thought it necessary, therefore, to improve the financial

position by 1,500,000/. a year on account of famine
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liabilities alone ; and, in addition to this, to provide a

margin on the annual estimates of about 500,000/. to

meet unforeseen contingencies. The measures conse-

quently taken will be described further on. There

can now be no question not only that the improvement

aimed at in 1877-78 has been secured, but that India

now possesses an annual surplus greatly exceeding the

normal surplus of 2,000,000/. then declared to be

necessary. Apart from the expenditure on the Afghan

war, there was a surplus on the ordinary account of

2,710,465/. in 1878-79 ; of 4,917,525/. in 1879-80
;

and of 5,075,893/. in 1880-81.

In fact, the annual revenues have not only been suffi-

cient to meet the whole cost of famine relief, which pro-

perly falls among the ordinary charges, but also to cover

a very large part of the cost of the war. As, however,

most of the famine expenditure was actually incurred

before the commencement of the last period of four

years, and as the greater part of the improvement of

the revenues has taken place within this same period, it

is more correct to say that the greater part of the

money spent on the war has been provided from the

revenues, and that a portion of the famine charges was

met by borrowing.

The average annual charge on account of famine, if

distributed over the twelve years, would be 1,232,400/.,

or rather less than the sum of 1,500,000/., which the

Government of India estimated to be the average bur-

den for which provision must be made. It may
reasonably be hoped that even if future seasons should

be as adverse as they have been in the past, yet the

constant improvement in the means of irrigation and of

transport will greatly facilitate the relief of distress and

may reduce its cost. We may also fairly hope that
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war expenditure on anything like the scale of that which

we have lately had to meet is not likely to recur for

some years at least.

I know of one argument only which may be held

to support the opinion that these conclusions convey

too favourable an impression of the state of the Indian

finances, but whatever weight may be attached to it

affects the past and not the present or the future. The

policy under which it has been determined to borrow

money for the construction of productive public works

will be fully discussed further on. It is sufficient in

this place to notice that the rule has ultimately been

adopted of constructing by this means no works but

those in regard to which there is a reasonable cer-

tainty of their earning, within a moderate period of

time, an equivalent to the interest on the capital in-

vested in them.

Although, speaking generally, the policy followed

has been, as will be shown, in the highest degree success-

ful, some of the works constructed with borrowed money
do not fulfil the conditions now prescribed for produc-

tive public works. In several cases, some years ago,

it was determined to undertake great works required

for political or military reasons, the cost of which could

not be met from ordinary revenues. It might be held,

therefore, that the exclusion from the ordinary expendi-

ture of the cost of these works, from which a net

return is not now obtained equal to the interest on

the capital invested in them, has benefited the account

in a manner which is misleading. But these works

already yield a considerable and an increasing revenue,

and their construction can hardly be treated as an

ordinary incident of the administration. If they had
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not been undertaken with borrowed funds, they would

have been constructed very slowly, if at all.

There would be no advantage in now discussing the

hypothetical question of the amount of advantage

which has accrued to the current revenues in conse-

quence of the exclusion of the cost of these works from

the ordinary account. If an extreme view be taken,

and we say that no part of this partially profitable

expenditure ought to have been so excluded, the finan-

cial results of the period under review would no doubt

appear less satisfactory than those shown by the

figures given above. Thus, to give one illustration,

there was in the year 1876-77, apart from expenditure

on famine relief, and after making the other correc-

tions which have been described, a small deficit of

37,347/. But in that year 1,457,881/. was spent on

works not strictly answering to the present technical

definition of productive, and if this sum had been in-

cluded in the ordinary account there would have been

a deficit of 1,495,228/.

It is needless, however, further to discuss this

matter, which is wholly of a speculative nature, nor

would it be possible to estimate the correction which

might be made on this account. The important fact

is that such causes of disturbance have now almost

entirely ceased, nor is there any probability of their re-

currence.

I have thought it right thus to state the case,

in order to guard against the suspicion of exaggera-

tion. But it will probably be conceded that the safest

course is to take the figures exactly as we find them,

without any reservations whatever, the result, as before

stated, being this, that while the net annual expendi-
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ture has increased, during the last twelve years, by

1,916,770/., the net annual revenue has increased, during

the same period, by 7,055,824/., and therefore that the

financial position was better by 5,139,054/. in 1880-81

than it was in 1869-70.

Although the whole improvement has taken place

during the last part of this period, for which the Go-

vernment of Lord Lytton was responsible, I am far from

wishing it to be inferred that I attribute this immense

improvement in the financial condition of India to better

administration in the last few years, for its main cause

has undoubtedly been the rapid increase in the wealth

and general prosperity of the country, which, with

favourable seasons and other beneficial influences, has

rapidly recovered from the effects of the preceding

period of drought and depression.

Excluding the charges for War and Famine, the

surpluses for the last two years, as shown on the

accounts, have been for 1879-80 5,021,515/., and for

1880-81 (regular estimate) 5,123,174/. The figures of

the Budget estimate for 1881-82, if treated on the

same principles as those followed in the accounts of

those years, would give a surplus of 2,355,000/. But

to compare this last amount with the corresponding

figures of former years it is necessary to add 1,500,000/.,

the sum by which the opium revenue has been in-

tentionally under-estimated (see paragraph 77 of

Financial Statement for 1881-82), and the surplus

shown on the accounts when thus increased would

therefore stand at 3,855,000/. As certain restric-

tions were placed on the Provincial expenditure in

the years 1879-80 and 1880-81, the normal sur-

plus in those years would be somewhat less than

the sums shown on the accounts, and the general
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result therefore is that the figures for the three years

are fairly concordant, and that the present normal

surplus, in excess of obligatory expenditure, excluding

War and Famine, stands at somewhat above 4,000,000/.

In 1877-78 it was decided, as already noticed, and

as will be more fully explained hereafter, that to cover

liabilities for famine, provision ought to be made ior

virtually reducing the public debt by 1,500,000/. a

year, and that a further margin of 500,000/. should

also be provided to meet unforeseen contingencies

;

2,000,000/. a year has thus to be reserved for these

purposes from the surplus of 4,000,000/. There re-

mains, therefore, at the present time, after providing

for famine and all other liabilities, excepting always any

further possible charge under Loss by Exchange, an

available surplus of at least 2,000,000/. It may be

hoped that this will be increased by the reduction of

the military charges, and if a remedy be applied to the

exchange difficulty, the surplus may be expected to

become still larger.

It is evident therefore that the Government of India

enters upon the future with ample resources, though it

is fully recognised that there are possible causes of

financial disturbance. No remedy may be applied to

the difficulty regarding exchange, and the loss instead

of diminishing may increase. Also, although no branch

of the revenue now is more steady and seems less pre-

carious than that derived from opium, there may be

room for some anxiety about its future. But the

financial position of India is now so satisfactory and so

promising that it has become possible, for the first

time in the late history of British India, to contemplate

without anxiety all probable contingencies of the

future ; and I trust that this prosperity will enable the

F
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Government of India to give relief to the people from

those taxes which press to some extent on the springs

of industry and on the poor, and to complete the great

fiscal reforms which have been commenced.

If I am asked why, four years ago, I advised the

Government of India to impose fresh burdens upon the

country to enable it to meet its obligations on account

of famine, and whether, as a fact, sufficient provision for

that object would not have been made without any new

taxation, I reply that the subsequent progress of the

revenue has undoubtedly rendered the proceeds of that

taxation financially superfluous. But the condition of

the finances, four years ago, when the taxes in question

were imposed, was very different from what it now is,

and it was then impossible to predict that the revenue

would improve with such extraordinary rapidity. More-

over, I consider that even if this improvement could

have been foreseen, much of the new taxation would

have been necessary and right, because a more equitable

distribution of the public burdens was then, as now,

urgently required. That taxation, with some small ex-

ception perhaps, ought not only to be maintained but

extended, because it falls on the comparatively rich and

not on the poor. When the time comes, and in my
opinion it has come already, for reducing taxation in

India, it is not with the taxes imposed in 1877 and

1878 that we should begin, but with taxes like those

on salt and on clothing, which add to the cost of the

necessaries of life, or which fall on the materials of

industry. These are matters to which I shall return

hereafter.
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CHAPTEE VI.

THE HOME CHARGES.

THE HOME TREASURY HOW REPLENISHED—THE DISBURSEMENTS CLASSIFIED

—INTEREST ON DEBT—CHARGE8 FOR CIVIL ADMINISTRATION—ARMY

—

NON-EFFECTIVE—EFFECTIVE—8TORES—GUARANTEED RAILWAYS—GENERAL

RESULTS—INCREASE HOW ACCOUNTED FOR—LARGELY DUE TO RAILWAY
TRANSACTIONS—SECRETARY OF STATE'S BELLS—THEIR AMOUNT—MEANS

OF REDUCING THE HOME CHARGES—REDUCTION OF DEBT—TRANSFORMA-

TION OF STERLING INTO RUPEE LIABILITIES —SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

Although the review that has been given of the past

and present expenditure of India includes the whole

of the Home charges, the special interest attaching

to this part of the public outlay will justify a more

detailed examination into its character and amount.

Besides a natural and reasonable jealousy in regard

to the application of the revenues of India outside

the country, a strong additional argument for the

reduction of such outlay to a minimum has of late

years been supplied, by the heavy charges brought on

the revenues through the Loss by Exchange on the

remittances made from India to supply the Home trea-

sury. To this loss reference has already been made,

and it will call for further separate discussion.

Besides the remittances obtained by the sale of the

Secretary of State's Bills on India, the ordinary receipts

of the Home treasury include repayments of advances

made in India on account of the British Government

;

miscellaneous receipts of comparatively small import-
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ance ; large deposits of the capital funds of the gua-

ranteed railway companies ; and lastly money borrowed

in England.

Excluding from consideration transactions which

arise from the discharge of debt accompanied by simul-

taneous re-borrowing, and from the similar disburse-

ments and receipts consequent on the discharge and

renewal of railway debentures, the total amount of the

home disbursements has since 1868-69 never fallen

below 15,500,000/., and has often exceeded 17,000,000/.

For the purpose of the present discussion, it is neces •

sary to consider not only the final charges against the

revenues of the several years, technically spoken of as

' expenditure,' but also all other payments for which

provision has to be made by the Secretary of State.

In this view the disbursements may conveniently be

grouped as follows: 1. Interest on Debt; 2. Charges

for the Civil Administration; 3. Army; 4. Stores; 5.

Guaranteed Eailways and Madras Irrigation Company.

The charge under 'Interest on Debt' has risen from

about 2,209,000/. in 1869-70 to 2,685,000/. in 1880-81,

a result which apart from its causes is very satisfactory,

considering that the sterling debt, on which interest is

payable in London, excluding that due to the purchase

of the East Indian Eailway, has meanwhile increased by

not less than 26,500,000/. The whole question of debt

will be discussed hereafter ; in this place the only points

that arise are the direct consequences involved in the

shape of interest charge.

The charges under ' Civil Administration,' which

represent the payments for all services in all the civil

departments, have increased during the same period,

excluding certain exceptional payments for Public

Works, from about 2,800,000/. to 3,300,000/. The cost
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of the ' India Office ' has remained steadily at about

220,000/. The charge for « Furlough Allowances ' of all

civil departments is now about 300,000/. ; before 1873-74

it did not exceed 180,000/., but the increase is apparent

rather than real, being chiefly due to the inclusion of

the allowances of military officers in civil employ, which

had previously been shown under ' Army.' The charge

for ' Superannuation and Pensions ' of all sorts paid in

England has grown from 1,000,000/. to 1,400,000/. ;

it is under this head that nearly the whole increase

under Civil Administration ' has occurred, and it has

been due to the gradual increase of the European esta-

blishments in India. The outlay for miscellaneous ser-

vices connected with 'Indian Departments' has fallen

from 500,000/. to 360,000/. The charges under 'Public

Works,' include some large payments for the purchase

of the Calcutta and South-Eastern Eailway, and the

Orissa Irrigation Works, but apart from these, and

without the cost of stores, which is separately shown,

the outlay under this head only amounts to about

40,000/., chiefly for Cooper's Hill college (which, how-

ever, shows a set-off of about 17,000/. income), and

the special staff for the provision and inspection of

stores for the State Eailways.

Certain charges have been shown in the statements

in the Appendix under the head ' Civil Administration

'

which in the published accounts appear as ' Remit-

tances.' They are payments made in England, either

in consideration of sums paid into the public treasuries

in India, or for services the accounts of which are kept

and settled by transfer payments in India. The chief

heads are ' Postage ' due by India to England, 100,000/.

;

4 Family Remittances,' allowed under a long-established

custom to officers and men in the army, varying from
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about 400,000/. to 700,000/.; and < Miscellaneous

'

amounting to about 200,000/., of which more th;m

half is usually the price of stores ultimately paid for

in India from local funds. The aggregate of the

'Eemittance' heads is about 1,000,000/., and has not

varied much.

The next main head, * Army,' shows an increase

from 2,627,000/. in 1869-70 to 3,416,000/. in 1880-81,

excluding stores ; or, including stores, the amounts

would be 3,505,000/. and 4,200,000/.

Separating the army charges into ' Effective ' and

'Non-effective,' it is found that there has been since

1869-70 a small reduction under the former head, with

an increase of rather more than a million under the

latter. This increase is, to the extent of 600,000/., due

to payments in the shape of pensions, or their capitalised

value, to the officers of the old Indian army to induce

the supernumerary field officers to retire ; the remain-

ing 400,000/. arises from the charges for retired pay

and pensions of the British troops that have served in

India.

Under ' Effective ' the ' Furlough Allowances
'

have stood at about 200,000/. since 1873-74, when the

allowances to officers in civil employ were transferred

to the Civil head, and they do not exhibit any tendency

to grow. The charges under c Pay,' being the con-

tribution for the British troops, were at a minimum in

1875-76, standing at 474,000/., since which they have

risen to about 750,000/. The payments for some

years past, however, have been made without any fixed

principle of apportionment between India and England,

and little more can be said on the subject than that it

is not probable that the settlement when made will lead

to a reduction of this element of charge. The charges
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under ' Transport ' have remained without much varia-

tion between 300,000/. and 350,000/. The large in-

crease under 'Stores' (military) between 1874 and

1878, averaging about 250,000/. yearly in excess of the

preceding four years, was due to the cost of the new
arms and ordnance supplied to India during those

years, and this head of charge has again fallen to its

former rate. The Afghan war has not led to any

material addition under these heads, the charges falling

almost entirely on the Indian accounts.

The fourth head, ' Stores,' has been dealt with

in the aggregate, in order to show clearly the magni-

tude and nature of the transactions it embraces. The

charge is of necessity liable to vary greatly, and has

increased from about 1,500,000/. as it stood in 1869

-70 to 2,600,000/. in those years in which the supply

of railway materials has been on a large scale. Ex-

cluding this last class of stores, there has been a decided

tendency to diminish the outlay under this head, a

result to a considerable extent due to the constant

efforts of the Government to prevent demands being

made on England for stores which can be procured in

India. The details of the outlay under the chief

departmental heads will be seen in the Appendix, on

which a few comments may be useful. The reduc-

tion under ' Army Commissariat ' is largely due to the

consumption of beer brewed in India in place of

imported English beer. Under ' Marine ' the charges

are chiefly for coals and for vessels of various descrip-

tions required for service in Indian waters. Under
1 Stationery ' are included printing materials. The

growth of the charge under this head is considerable,

and is probably unavoidable. Under 'Stamps,' the

increased use of stamps for fiscal purposes accounts
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for the growth of the outlay, and there are obvious

advantages of economy and security in conducting their

manufacture in England. Under ' Miscellaneous ' is

included the cost of postage stamps, envelopes, and

cards, all of which have to be procured in England.

Under ' Public Works ' the largest outlay was in

1880-81, when it rose to 1,266,000/., chiefly for rail-

way
,
materials ; in the three previous years the charge

had slightly exceeded one million, and the average for

fourteen years has been about 700,000/.

< The last main head of the Home charges, that of
1 Guaranteed Kailways,' ;s a most important one. The

first entry under it is ' Interest.' The charge under

this head has risen steadily from 4,138,000/. in 1869-70

to 4,787,000/.* in 1879-80, the capital under guarantee

having increased in the same time from 86,500,000/.

to 98,000,000/. The next item of railway charge is the

supply of funds to the companies for their English

expenditure, whether for capital or revenue account.

This outlay is met from the corresponding deposits of

capital. In the earlier years of railway construction

these deposits, which included the whole paid-up

capital of the companies, largely exceeded the sums

required for expenditure in England, and the surplus

was available for supplying the Home treasury ; funds

were advanced for the railway expenditure in India by

the Government there, and a corresponding amount

was treated as a remittance from the funds in England.

During the years between 1868 and 1874 there

remained a floating surplus balance of railway capital

in the hands of the Government amounting to rather

more than 3,000,000/. ; since that time the drawings

1 These charges include, in both cases, a sum of 50,000/. yearly, guaran-

teed interest, paid to the Madras Irrigation Company.
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have exceeded the deposits, and the average yearly

balance is now not more than 750,000/. Previous to

1865 the balances of capital, after meeting the demands

of the companies, sufficed to meet the charge for

guaranteed interest, which had not then exceeded about

2,500,000/. yearly. The subsequent rapid growth of

the interest and the gradual falling off in the balances

led to a great change, and since 1869-70 there has

been a large permanent excess of the aggregate dis-

bursements on account of the capital and revenue

expenditure in England, and of the guaranteed interest,

over the receipts on account of guaranteed railways.

Since 1874-75 the withdrawals from the Home trea-

sury for the capital and revenue accounts, irrespective

of interest, have always been in excess of the deposits,

so that the old position is now entirely inverted, and

the Secretary of State, instead of being relieved of a

considerable part of his liabilities by help of the

railway transactions, is now charged by reason of them

with a considerable sum, varying from 500,000/. to

1,500,000/. yearly, in addition to the largely increased

payments for guaranteed interest, which now amount

to 4,750,000/. The combined charge for interest and

capital and revenue purposes, in excess of all receipts

from the companies, has in this way grown from about

2,250,000/. in 1869-70 to about 5,500,000/. at the

present time ; and thus the burden caused by the

guaranteed railways is now about one-half of the whole

charge for administrative purposes, or one-third of the

entire home disbursements.

The general result of this discussion is to show

that the total outlay classed as administrative (excluding

certain exceptional payments for public works) has

risen from 9,000,000/. in 1869-70 to 10,450,000/. in
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1880-81. The increase of 1,450,000/. is accounted for

as follows :

—

Interest on debt . . more
Civil—superannuations . ,,

Army—non-effective . ,,

Stores . . . less

Total

500,000

600,000

800,000

330,000

£1,450,000

Excluding the cost of railway stores, the total

administrative charge remained, with very small

variation, a little above 9,000,000/. (9,150,000/.) from

1869-70 to 1875-76. From the last-named year to

1880-81 the charge has varied between 10,000,000/.

and 10,500,000/. (average 10,300,000/.).

These figures indicate a careful management of the

details of the administrative expenditure, and leave

no possible doubt that the chief cause of the large in-

crease of the home charges in recent years has been

the guaranteed railway liabilities. The combined rail-

way requirements, which in 1868-69 left a surplus of

railway capital in the Home treasury amounting to

194,000/., led in the next year to a net charge of

2,241,000/., and this has gradually increased till in

1881-82 the charge had become 5,603,000/.

Altogether, therefore, comparing the first and last

years of the series, the demands to be met by the Home
treasury are greater in the last year by 5,000,000/.

;

of this one-fourth is due to actual increase of admin-

istrative expenditure, and three-fourths to liabilities

caused by the guaranteed railways, which, however,

do not involve ultimate increased charge on the re-

venues of India, but only increased disbursements in

England.

The sources from which the Home treasury has been

supplied have next to be examined. The years 1867,
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1868, and 1869 were rendered abnormal by large re-

payments of advances on account of the Abyssinian

war. These repayments led to a reduction of the

amount of the Secretary of State's Bills, which had,

since 1861, averaged about 6,000,000/. yearly. After

1869-70, when the Bills were about 7,000,000/., they

were gradually increased in amount, till 1872-73, when
they were about 14,000,000/. The financial pressure

caused by the heavy famine expenditure in 1873-74 and

subsequent years, and by the great loss by exchange, led

to a considerable contraction of the Bills after that year,

and, as a consequence, to the necessity for supplementing

the Secretary of State's funds by borrowing in London.

In 1878-79 the sale of Bills was again pressed to the

full extent thought practicable ; they then yielded about

15,500,000/, and they have since been kept at about the

same amount.

From these causes hardly a single year has passed

since 1869-70 without considerable additions to the

sterling debt, the aggregate increase to the end of

1880-81 (excluding that caused by the purchase of the

East India Eailway) being rather less than 26,000,000/.

net, of which about half was incurred before 1875-76.

The miscellaneous receipts hardly amount on the average

to 500,000/. a year, and, as already shown, the rail-

way capital has altogether ceased to be a source of

supply.

It is apparent from these facts that the normal

yearly charge to be met by the Home treasury cannot

at the present time be reckoned at a smaller sum

than 17,500,000/. or 18,000,000/., without making any

allowance for extraordinary demands, or providing for

the discharge of debt. Further, since the miscellaneous

receipts, including railway capital, cannot now be
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reckoned to produce more than one-half or three-quar-

ters of a million, it is obvious that unless the full

amount to meet the home disbursements be obtained

by the sale of Bills on India the necessary result will

be an addition to the home debt to make good the defi-

ciency, with a still further increase to the permanent

home charges.

It will likewise be readily perceived that there are only

two directions in which any really important reduction

of the amount of these home charges can be sought

—

first, through diminishing the charge for interest on

debt, and second, through obtaining relief in some

way from the obligations" arising from the guaranteed

railways.

As to the interest charges, such relief as has hitherto

been obtained has rather been by the reduction of the

rate of interest on the capital of the debt, than by any

actual discharge of the debt itself. In the present

condition of the currency of India, which virtually

precludes bullion remittances from that country, and of

the exchange with England, which is essentially depen-

dent on the varying value of silver in the London

market, it would manifestly be extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to make any sensible impression on the

home debt, by remitting surplus revenue from India

for its discharge. The addition of even 2,000,000/. or

3,000,000/. yearly to the sum to be remitted through

the sale of the Secretary of State's Bills would at present

be an operation of very questionable expediency. Any
pressure on the exchanges would be viewed with great

alarm by the commercial community, and in present

circumstances could hardly be justified. Nor is it pro-

bable that the operation could be carried out on a

scale to give results commensurate with the risk and
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discontent that would attend it. It is plain that with

interest at 4 per cent, the remittance of 2,500,000/.

yearly would only serve to extinguish 100,000/. of the

home charges ; operations such as this would aggravate

the evil they were designed to mitigate, and instead of

giving relief would add to the practical difficulties of

the situation.

If, then, the home debt is to be reduced, it must be

accomplished otherwise. The recent announcement that

it is the intention of the Secretary of State to apply

the sum received from England as a contribution to the

cost of the Afghan war, to the extinction of sterling

debt, is no doubt a right step ; but the two millions first

given as a loan have already been disposed of, and the

rest of the grant will be spread over so many years, that

the practical effect produced will be insignificant.

The extent to which the Secretary of Stated Bills

could be increased in amount without bad results de-

pends mainly on the condition of the trade of India, and

the subject cannot be conveniently discussed in this

place. But it may be affirmed, without risk of con-

tradiction, that so long as the currency of India remains

as it now is, in relation to the currency of England

and continental nations, no reduction of the sterling

debt can be hoped for through remittances by the

Secretary of State's Bills, in the face of the risk of still

further forcing down the Exchanges, and of the cer-

tain additional burden which would be thrown on the

revenues of India by such transactions.

Nor indeed is it likely that in any future improved

condition of the Exchanges it would be expedient to

adopt this means of providing for the extinction of the

sterling debt. There seems no room for doubt that in

the event of the Exchanges assuming a character of
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tolerable stability, the best, if not the only practicable,

method of dealing with the matter would be to raise the

money required to discharge sterling debt by the sale

in Europe of Kupee securities ; to operate in short by
transforming the sterling into Eupee debt, and then to

carry out in India and not in England all possible mea-

sures for the reduction of the debt. The Kupee paper

enfaced for the issue in London of interest Bills payable

in India now amounts to nearly 20,000,000/., having

increased since 1874 from 14,000,000/. It is probable

that by extending the issue of debentures or stock with

attached coupons, an amount of Eupee securities could

without difficulty be placed on the European market

sufficient to replace the whole of the sterling debt

likely to be redeemable for many years to come. Such

coupons would form a convenient means of remit-

tance in place of that portion of the Secretary of State's

Bills which would be set free by the discharge of the

sterling debt, and by the consequent cessation of the

payment of interest upon it.

It would, however, be difficult to carry out opera-

tions such as these with success, unless some fundamental

change takes place in the relations of the currencies of

India and England, and in some way or other a com-

mon standard of value be established between the two

countries, which shall insure fair stability in the ex-

changes. It would be out of place here to dwell more

on this aspect of the subject. But it is desirable to

direct attention to the great importance to India of

enabling her to establish a free and unrestricted market

in Europe for her securities, so that she may be in a

position to obtain in the future the aid of European

capitalists without incurring the objectionable liability

of having to discharge her debts in a currency other
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than her own. There is no reason why India should

not acquire this position, and when she does so there

will be an end, once for all, to the ever-recurring diffi-

culties which now attend the financial operations of the

Secretary of State in London.

That relief must in some shape be obtained from

the constantly growing burden placed on the Home
treasury by the Guaranteed Kailways is a truth so

obvious, and of such urgency, that it is surprising how
little attention has been paid to it. The obligations

which the Secretary of State has incurred towards the

companies must no doubt be faithfully discharged in

every particular, but so far as this condition will admit,

every possible step should be taken, not only to prevent

the further accretion of sterling liabilities, but to trans-

form those that exist into Eupee charges to be paid in

India.

It must of course be recognised that there are likely

to be difficulties in accomplishing either of these results,

and in any case it must be a work of time before the

Secretary of State, consistently with the terms of the

contracts with the companies, can acquire the powers

without which no remedy could be effectually applied.

It may probably happen in dealing with the Kailways,

as with the sterling debt, that the transformation of the

existing sterling payments in London into Rupee pay-

ments in India, will not be possible without some addi-

tion to the immediate charge. But the difficulty to be

overcome does not to any important degree consist in

the actual amount of the burden on the revenues of

India. It lies essentially in the form of the charge,

and in the extreme inconvenience of its incessant and

insidious growth. In the nature of the case the rail-

way capital must continue to expand, and, so long as a
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guarantee of interest continues, the charge for interest

must expand also. The actual growth of capital

has not hitherto been such as would justify a complaint

that it has been excessive, and its further growth at a

somewhat similar rate cannot be avoided. It is essen-

tial, therefore, that protection should be afforded to the

Home treasury against fhe increase of disbursements

which, however necessary in some form, may certainly

be otherwise met, and this protection will be well worth

whatever additional charge may be necessary in trans-

ferring the payment from England to India.

In what has gone before, all questions as to the

policy which has given rise to the various elements of

the home charges have been intentionally set aside as

appertaining to a set of ideas different from those before

us. It has been simply assumed that certain charges

have to be met, and their nature and incidence have

been examined and explained. There are, however, a

few points to which attention may properly be drawn.

First may be noticed the comparatively moderate

and stationary charge for the India Office establish-

ments ; it amounts to about 1£ per cent, on the net

home disbursements, while the total charge for admin-

istration in the combined home and Indian accounts is

about 2^ per cent, on the total expenditure. Next

may be observed the growth of the charges under civil

superannuations and pensions ; this indicates the finan-

cial consequences of the expansion of the European

administrative staff in India, a subject which on other

grounds has of late years most properly received in-

creased attention, and which manifestly demands

cautious procedure in the future. Another marked

feature is the heavy cost of the changes of military

system ; these have involved a large increase in the

G
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non-effective charges of the army, through the necessity

for getting rid of the superfluous officers of the old local

army, and the great expense which has followed the in-

troduction of the short service system of the British

army. However important may have been the increase

of efficiency consequent on this change, the necessity

is none the less but the more urgent for adopting every

reasonable measure for reducing the cost of the army,

and for removing all elements of charge which are not

directly conducive to efficiency, but are relics of a con-

dition of things belonging to the past.

The transactions under the head of ' Stores ' show

that apart from the requirements of the railways, the

outlay has a tendency rather to diminish than to

increase. There is every reason to believe that the

cost of agency, including all contingent charges, but

little exceeds 2 per cent., and is considerably less than

would be incurred if the purchases were arranged

through private trade in India. The quality of the

supplies is decidedly better than could at present

be ensured under any other system, and notwith-

standing occasional shortcomings, many serious causes

of failure and loss are avoided, the risk of which would

indeed in some cases render reliance on ordinary trade

impossible.

At the same time it is indisputable that every pos-

sible encouragement should be given to extending the

local supply of stores for Government purposes, whether

produced in India or obtained from England, in sub-

stitution for the present system of supply through the

India office. With this object it may even be expedient

for the present to pay a somewhat higher price for

articles locally supplied. The correct rules would seem

to be, that purchases should always be made locally
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when suitable articles, at reasonable prices, can be

obtained in the local market ; and that no payments

should be made till after delivery and approval of the

supply. Stores which must be manufactured under

inspection in England should be procured through the

India Office. These principles have been accepted by

the Government, though their practical application is

still incomplete.

The Guaranteed Eailway charges show the results

of a policy which, while its benefits to India have been

extremely great, has placed a burden on the home finan-

cial administration of India that could hardly have been

anticipated ; the true character of which has too long

been overlooked, and which now demands earnest and

immediate attention. There is no reason to think that

insurmountable difficulties would arise in dealing with

this matter, but its gravity increases year by year, and

the importance of removing or alleviating this con-

stantly growing burden cannot be exaggerated.

It may also be noticed that the growth of the

Home debt has fortunately not been accompanied by

corresponding growth of the interest charge. Induc-

tions in the rate of interest have secured this result

;

it has been the more acceptable as it was obtained

during the period in which India lay under the load

of an enormous expenditure for famine relief, and in

which a disturbance of the gold value of her currency

increased in a few years the annual expenditure by

sums varying from 2,000,000/. to nearly 3,000,000/.

sterling, without securing any increased advantage to

the State. Though the actual results of the large addi-

tion to the debt, which has taken place since 1869-70,

are less serious than might have been anticipated, the

fact must be steadily borne in mind that there are many
G 2
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great difficulties in the way of redeeming debt incurred

in England ; the lessons of the past should be read as

inculcating the importance of avoiding all borrowing in

sterling, unless as an inevitable necessity, and of meeting

the home requirements of every year as they arise by

the sale of Bills on India, or (when borrowing is un-

avoidable) of Eupee securities, the payment of interest

on which would be made in India.

Lastly, the important fact must be remembered,

that although the Loss by exchange appears in the

public accounts as a Eupee payment in India, it is in

reality a contingency of the Home expenditure, and

might not improperly be regarded as an addition to

those charges. The average amount of this item for

the last two years has been about 2,750,000/., and if

distributed proportionally it would lead to the following

additions to the main heads of the Home expenditure :

—

To interest on debt

£
400,000

„ administration . 1,260,000

„ guaranteed railways . 900,000

„ productive public works . 200,000

This subject will be more fully considered in a sub-

sequent chapter.
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CHAPTEK VII.

PRODUCTIVE PUBLIC WORKS.

EXPENDITURE ON PUBLIC WORKS BEFORE 1867-63—BORROWING AUTHORISED

IN 1864 TO CARRY ON IRRIGATION WORKS—EXTRAORDINARY PUBLIC

WORKS—EXTENSION OF SYSTEM IN 1870 TO RAILWAYS—PRINCIPLES
ADOPTED AND PRECAUTIONS TAKEN—FORECAST8 OF EXPENDITURE

—

CHANGES OF SYSTEM SUBSEQUENTLY INTRODUCED—PRODUCTIVE PUBLIC

WORKS—POLICY CONSIDERED BY COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

AND CONCLUSIONS ADOPTED—COMPARISON OF ACTUAL RESULTS WITH
FOKECA8T8—GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN FINANCIAL POSITION DUE TO SUCCESS

OF WORK8—PRACTICAL UTILITY AND VALUE OF WORK8—GUARANTEED

AND STATE RAILWAYS—IRRIGATION WORKS—THEIR PRESENT POSITION

AND PROSPECTS—GENERAL CONCLUSIONS—COMPLETE BUCCBS8 OF THE
POLICY.

The policy pursued by the Government of India during

the last twenty-five years in respect of Public Works
has had so important an effect on the expenditure and

revenues, as well as on the material prosperity of India,

while the further progress of the country will depend

so greatly on the policy that may be followed in the

future, that some time and space may well be given

to tracing its history, and discussing the lessons which

that history should teach us.

Before 1850 the expenditure on public works other

than military and civil buildings had been very small,

and the average yearly charge for the whole of India

hardly exceeded 250,000/. The decision to under-

take the construction of railways under a system of

guarantee, which dates from about that time, indicated
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that a more liberal policy had then begun to find favour,

and the commencement of the Ganges Canal, and Other

irrigation works in Madras and the Punjab, and of some
important lines of road, gave further evidence of this fact.

In 1854 the growing importance of this branch of the

administration led to the constitution of a special Public

Works department under the Government of India, and

the outlay shown under the head of Public Works in

that year rose to nearly 2,000,000/., exclusive of the

capital spent on the railways under guarantee.

The occurrences of 185 7 r while they for a time tended

to suspend all progress, gave such manifest proof of the

enormous utility of improved communications, that the

systematic extension of roads in connection with the

main lines of railway which were gradually coming into

operation, was among the measures most earnestly taken

up when the financial pressure caused by the Mutiny

had subsided. For some years, however, the urgent

necessity of providing barracks for the increased force

of British troops took precedence of other demands, and

eventually led to an outlay on so large a scale as to

force on the Government the question of how the

requisite funds could be provided for the numerous

works of improvement, the pressing need of which was

indisputable.

In 1860-61 the Public Works expenditure had risen

to 4,800,000/., and in 1865-66 to more than 5,000,000/.,

and it had become apparent that the ordinary revenues

could not furnish funds for carrying out works of per-

manent improvement on the scale that was felt to be

desirable. The large outlay which was unavoidable in

the years immediately following the Mutiny, for pro-

viding temporary quarters for the European troops,

was still further increased when the building of the
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permanent barracks began ; an operation which is

reckoned to have cost altogether between ten and

twelve millions, of which one-half was estimated to have

been spent before 1869. Under the pressure thus

caused it was at one time contemplated to provide for

the new barracks by borrowing, and though this idea

was in form given up, the heavy deficits which marked

the three years preceding 1869 made the actual result

little different from what it would have been if special

loans for this purpose had been obtained.

The severe famine of 1837-38 in Northern India,

and the terrible destruction caused by it in many dis-

tricts, afforded signal proof of the value of irrigation

canals in protecting the tracts through which they

passed, and the importance of works of this class was

strongly brought out as a means both of affording pro-

tection to the country from the frightful results of

widespread famine, and of adding permanently to the

resources of the people and the State. Similar ex-

perience obtained in Madras in the scarcity of 1853

enforced these lessons, and they were again repeated in

the North-Western Provinces in the severe drought of

1859-60. After a discussion which extended over

several years, the Secretary of State in 1864 at length

accepted the conclusion that the Government should

carry out all the irrigation works it could practically

manage, and that when the surplus revenues and avail-

able cash balances proved insufficient to supply the

requisite funds, loans should be raised for the purpose.

But before this decision was acted on, another extreme

drought had fallen on the province of Orissa in Bengal,

to be followed in the next year by a similar calamity

in Northern India extending over a vast area, and once

more affording practical proof of the efficacy of irriga-
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tion canals in giving complete protection against the

effects of drought to the country which they water,

Thus originated the policy of carrying out irrigation

works, by direct State agency, with borrowed funds.

The necessity for extending irrigation wherever it was
practicable, as a protection against famine in districts

liable to drought, which had been enforced by the sad

and recurring experience of thirty years, was at last

definitively accepted, and it was recognised, almost

without a dissentient voice, that the State must itself

undertake the construction and management of the

works, the agency of companies for such purposes being

manifestly unsuitable in the actual condition and cir-

cumstances of the Indian agricultural population.

These conclusions first took a practical shape during

the Government of Lord Lawrence, and in 1867-68 the

supply of funds by borrowing for what were originally

called ' Extraordinary public works ' commenced. The
Government accepted as the basis of their action pro-

posals put into a definite form by one of the authors

of this work, then Colonel E. Strachey and Secretary

in the Public Works department, and they were to the

following effect. It was reckoned that the sum which

the revenues could supply for these purposes would

probably not exceed 500,000/. yearly, while it was

estimated that the sum which could be beneficially

spent during the next ten years on the extension of

irrigation was not less than 30,000,000/., so that it

would be necessary to borrow largely in order to carry

out the scheme satisfactorily. It was proposed that

the accounts of the expenditure on works so con-

structed should be kept separate from those of works

supplied with funds from the ordinary revenues.

Though the aim was to protect the country from famine,
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no project was to be taken up which did not promise to

be fairly remunerative in a reasonable time ; and it was

calculated, from the data supplied by similar works, that

the earnings would gradually overtake the expenses,

and that before long the whole interest on the borrowed

capital would be covered, any charge meanwhile being

met from the general revenues. The essential considera-

tions which were held to justify this policy were, that

the works would really be worth the sum spent on them,

that the financial risk was small, and one which the

Government was bound to run for the sake of giving

to the country the best possible protection against

drought and famine, while the present charge until the

works became remunerative was not likely to be in

excess of what the revenues could bear without incon-

venience, and would soon cease.

The total expenditure on irrigation works from

borrowed money during the first five years amounted

to about 3,300,000/., excluding a sum of about

1,000,000/. paid to the Orissa Company on the

transfer of their undertakings to the Government, a

measure which the financial position of the company

rendered unavoidable. For the next few years the

grants were increased, and were somewhat in excess of

1,000,000/. yearly, but they have again been reduced ;

the whole outlay from borrowed funds to the end of

1880-81 was about 12,500,000/., including the pur-

chase of the Orissa works, so that the actual charge

incurred during the first ten years has been much less

than that originally contemplated.

In 1869 it was proposed by Lord Lawrence to ex-

tend the system thus introduced for irrigation works

to the further development of railways. His conclusions

to this effect were recorded in a minute, dated January
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9, 1869, which it is now no breach of official reserve

to say was drafted by Colonel Strachcy and accepted

by Lord Lawrence without reservation. The plan

sketched out in this paper was substantially adopted

by the Secretary of State, and by Lord Mayo who
succeeded Lord Lawrence as Governor-General, and

in 1870 the first steps were taken to give it effect.

The principal motive in this case was the desire to ex-

tend as widely as possible the great commercial benefits

which railways were seen to confer on the country,

their extreme importance in meeting the pressure of

famine not having been yet clearly recognised. It

was considered expedient, in the interests of economy,

that new lines should, as a rule, be undertaken directly

by the State, instead of by an extension of the old

system of guarantee, the financial and other incon-

veniences of which had been strongly felt; while

without a guarantee capitalists would not come for-

ward for the purpose. The outlay on railways has

much exceeded that on irrigation works. In 1874-75

the yearly expenditure had risen to about 3,000,000/.,

at which rate it remained until the reduction of the

sum borrowed for Public Works was enforced under

the orders issued by the Secretary of State in 1879.

The total outlay on State railways up to the end of

1880-81 has been about 26,689,000/., including a sum

of 675,000/. paid to the Calcutta and South-Eastern

Eailway Company, which surrendered its line under

the provisions of its contract, as it did not pay its

working expenses.

When the Government of India entered on this

policy, with the determination to provide such a system

of irrigation and railways as the safety and progress

of the country appeared imperatively to demand, it
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distinctly recognised the fact that for a time at least

some not inconsiderable burden would be placed on the

revenues. It was held that in making financial provi-

sion for these great works of material improvement

consideration must be given to general rather than to

particular results, and that so long as the aggregate

net charge on their account, after taking credit for

the income they earned, did not exceed a sum which

the revenues could meet without inconvenience, it

would not be an undue sacrifice on the part of the

people of India to make, for some years, a contribution

sufficient to secure the important objects in view, in

the confident expectation that before long the growing

income of the works would reduce the burden, if not

extinguish it. The guaranteed railways were regarded

as forming a portion of the general scheme of works,

and the charges that had arisen, or were likely to arise

on their account, were held to be undistinguishable in

their financial character from those that might arise

from the new works to be undertaken. It was known
that for several previous years a net charge, varying

from 1,500,000/. to 1,750,000/. had been met from the

general revenues on account of the interest on guaran-

teed railway capital, and it was argued that a charge

of some such amount could, without objection, be fur-

ther continued for a limited period.

It was, however, obvious that satisfactory results

could not be secured in carrying out the policy, unless

the general financial position was at the same time

placed on a thoroughly sound basis, and a substantial

surplus of ordinary income over expenditure main-

tained. With this view the expenditure on ordinary

public works was largely reduced, and chiefly that

on military works and buildings of all sorts, which
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in 18G8-69 had absorbed 2,380,000/. out of a total

grant (excluding outlay from local funds) of 5,440,000/.

Security was at the same time taken against the expan-

sion of other branches of outlay by the adoption of

the provincial financial system, the general scope of

which has already been noticed, and which will be more

fully discussed in a subsequent chapter.

Further, to guard as far as possible against the

risk of involving the finances in inconvenient or dan-

gerous charges for interest on the money to be

borrowed, the Government caused a forecast to be

prepared, for some years in advance, of the irrigation

and railway expenditure which it proposed to

authorise. The estimate thus framed in 1873 em-

braced the proposed outlay to 1878. For irrigation

works an expenditure of 8,500,000/. was anticipated,

and this, it was reckoned, would lead to the charge for

interest in excess of net income gradually increasing

from 38,760/. in the first year to 214,560/. in the last.

For railways an annual outlay of 3,000,000/. was con-

templated, to result in 2,125 miles of new lines to be

opened by 1878, with an excess of interest charge over

net income at the end of the period amounting to

378,000/. It was estimated, however, that during the

same interval the annual net charge for guaranteed

interest would be reduced from 2,200,000/. as it stood

in 1872-73 to 1,400,000/. in 1877-78, so that the

general result would probably be a reduction of total

charge of about 200,000/.

The experience of the next two years led to a re-

vision of this forecast, and in consequence of the actual

result being more favourable than the anticipation, it

was thought possible to increase the yearly expendi-

ture of borrowed money to 4,000,000/., to be applied,
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2,700,000/. to railways, and 1,300,000/. to canals. The

estimate thus modified in 1875, and extended to 1880,

indicated a result not materially differing from the

former, and still showing a reduction of total charge

at the end of the period embraced of about 200,000/.

yearly.

Such were the original plans for the extension of

railways and irrigation works. But in carrying them

out considerable modifications were by degrees intro-

duced. The term extraordinary/ which was applied

both to the works and to the expenditure supplied from

borrowed money, signified in the conventional language

of Indian accounts that these charges were to be ex-

cluded from the ' ordinary ' expenditure, which is that

met from the revenues of the year. Hence it was

thought proper to treat as ' extraordinary ' all expendi-

ture on railways and canals which could not be met

from the revenues, whatever might be the conditions

or circumstances under which they were undertaken.

The question of the probable early, or even ultimately

remunerative character of the works was in some im-

portant cases altogether set aside, the justification for

the outlay having been found in considerations of a poli-

tical or administrative nature. The forced purchase of

the Calcutta and South-Eastern Railway, which was an

admitted financial failure, and the somewhat similar

transfer to the Government of the Orissa Irrigation

Works, as well as the prosecution of the railways

through Sindh and from Lahore to the North-west

frontier, and the Madras Harbour, are instances in which

very large sums were expended, and treated as extrar

ordinary outlay, almost irrespective of any hopes of

early financial success. Such burdens have necessarily

weighed heavily on the general results, adding as they
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have done almost one-fourth or one-fifth to the total

outlay.

In 1876 the great fall in the value of silver in rela-

tion to gold, and the consequent large increase to the

cost of the remittances to England, together with the

heavy burdens which had been created by the famine

in Bengal, led the Government somewhat to reduce

the expenditure on ' Productive Public Works ' (as they

were then for the first time called), and it was resolved

to restrict the outlay of this description to the amount

which it was thought could be borrowed in India with-

out unduly pressing on the market, and this was then

estimated at 2,000,000/. or 2,500,000/. per annum.

From this time also increased restrictions were im-

posed on the application of borrowed money to new
works, in order to guard more completely against the

risk of entering on undertakings which would not be

remunerative, and which might therefore lead to a per-

manent charge for interest on the borrowed capital

being thrown on the general revenues. In 1878 and

1879 the whole question of supplying funds by borrow-

ing for public works was considered by a committee of

the House of Commons, and the policy of the Govern-

ment, since the issue of their report, has been to comply

with the recommendations it contained. The com-

mittee adopted the conclusion that the principle on

which the Government of India had initiated its policy,

namely of limiting and regulating the expenditure of

borrowed money by reference to the dead weight of

interest uncovered by the net income of the works as

a whole, could not be accepted ; and they proposed

instead to place an absolute limit on the yearly outlay,

with increased stringency as to the character of the

works to be sanctioned. They further advised that
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all debt incurred for public works should be separated

from the general debt ; that all capital expenditure on

productive works supplied from the revenues should

be dealt with in the accounts as though it had been

borrowed ; and that a sum equal to that which was

thus provided should be transferred from the ' Ordinary

'

debt to the ' Productive Public Works' debt, and interest

charged against the works accordingly.

Mainly as the result of these recommendations

there have been introduced into the public accounts,

entries which show under the heads of ' Productive Pub-

lic Works Revenue,' and Productive Public Works
Expenditure,' the whole income and charge arising

from these undertakings. It is, however, only in the

last year of our series, 1880-81, that these principles

have been fully carried out, and the results for previous

years are consequently not properly comparable with

them. Nor do the accounts admit of an immediate

or exact comparison with the forecasts of 1873 and

1875, which were based on estimates differently treated

from the figures shown in the published accounts.

Notwithstanding these differences the figures 1 are

very instructive; they give complete evidence of the

caution with which the forecasts were prepared, as well

as of the soundness of the principles of the policy, so

far as the practical financial results afford a test, and

it is impossible to see what better test could be found.

For the Irrigation Works the accounts of past years

are incomplete, and the true income of the Madras

and Bombay works is shown for the first time in

1879-80 ; the whole interest on borrowed funds,

wherever spent, is included throughout ; but the inte-

rest on capital supplied from revenue is first shown

in 1880-81.
1 See the table at pa^e 97.
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From this table it will be seen that (excluding

1880-81, which is not comparable with the earlier

years) the total yearly charge was reduced from

2,269,000/. to 277,000/. j or excluding the Madras and

Bombay net income, shown for the first time in 1879

-80, and amounting to 300,000/., the total charge in

that year would be 580,000/., still showing a reduction

of more than 1,500,000/. Taking the aggregate of

the eight years, whereas the forecast contemplated an

excess charge of 17,100,000/., the actual charge was

only 9,281,000/., or 7*£ millions less. These results

have followed an expenditure since 1872 of 6,600,000/.

on Guaranteed Eailways, of 22,800,000/. borrowed

money on State Railways, and of 7,400,000/. borrowed

money on Irrigation Works ; while in both of the last

classes of works there are many, on which large sums

have been laid out, which are still incomplete or not

fully brought into operation, and which are therefore

earning up to the present time little or no income.

The true practical results of the whole policy will,

however, be better seen by reviewing together the

whole of the charges arising from the ordinary debt,

from the guaranteed railway interest, and from the

public works outlay of all descriptions which have to

be met from the revenues ; thus there can be no risk of

losing sight of any part of the burdens which the policy

may have' caused, and its influence on the general

financial position will be rendered more apparent. In

the Appendix will be found in detail the figures from

1868-69, when the policy was initiated, to the present

time, and these will be better understood with the help

of the following remarks. 1

The entry ' Net interest on debt ' indicates the whole

1 An abstract will bo found at the end of this chapter.
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amount paid as interest on the public debt proper,

eluding service funds and deposits; and after deducting

the receipts under interest.

The net interest is divided so as to separate the inte-

rest on the borrowed Productive public works capital,

which in the last year includes interest on the capital

supplied from revenue, from the interest due to the

ordinary debt.

Under ' Guaranteed railways ' has been still included

(to facilitate comparisons) the East Indian Railway,

though its financial position was much changed after

its purchase in 1880. The entries under interest show

the true gross guaranteed railway interest paid ; those

under net income give the net traffic receipts after

deducting the share of surplus profits paid to the com-

panies and all other contingent charges. The published

accounts have commonly included, with the guaranteed

railway interest, the interest on the Madras Irrigation

capital (which is placed under ' Irrigation works ' in

the present statement) and the payments of the surplus

profits ; the net traffic receipts being shown in the gross.

But this gives an inaccurate view of the facts, for the

true liability of the State is only in respect of the

guaranteed interest, and the true set-off is the net traffic

receipts after deducting any share of surplus payable

to the companies.

The entries under ' State railways ' are properly

comparable throughout, though the rate of interest

charged on the borrowed capital, which is 4 per cent,

in the earlier years, and has been taken from the return

of net revenue and expenditure presented to the House

of Commons, June 2, 1881, differs from that shown
in the Indian separate accounts, which is 4£ per cent.

In the two last years large sums have been spent

H 2
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from ' revenue ' on railways, treated as due to the

Afghan war ; the cost of these is not included in the

present figures, and, as it is not added to the Pro-

ductive works capital, interest has not been charged on

it in the accounts.

Under ' Irrigation,' until 1879-80, the true income

on the Madras and Bombay works, which is mainly re-

ceived as land revenue, is not shown. For the other

provinces the figures are approximately correct, and

they include the portion of irrigation income re-

ceived with the land revenue so far as it has been

ascertained ; they will therefore not agree with the

published accounts which, until 1879-80, do not include

this element of income under the head of ' public

works.' The aggregate of the public works charges of

all descriptions is, however, left unchanged, and will

be found to agree with the sums entered in the Parlia-

mentary return just mentioned.

The guaranteed interest on the Madras Irrigation

Company's capital is included with interest, under
' Irrigation works,' at the rate of 50,000/. yearly, and

the losses on the working of the company's canals have

been added to the working charges of the State canals.

In the last year only has interest been charged on

the capital supplied from revenue, spent in past years

on the irrigation works classed as ' productive ;
' and, as

the published accounts do not show the years in which

this expenditure took place, this defect cannot be pro-

perly corrected. The net income of 1879-80 may
therefore, by reason of this, be regarded as exaggerated

(in comparison witli the figures of previous years) to the

extent of about 200,000/. ; as, however, in the earlier

years the income is understated by the omission of the

Madras and Bombay net revenues, which would exceed
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the understated charges for interest on the capital ob-

tained from revenue, the correction if made would no

doubt make the result still more favourable than that

shown in the statement.

The ' Ordinary public works ' expenditure is for

all purposes other than the productive works, and it is

charged against the revenues of the year. Since 1868

-69 the outlay on military buildings and works of all

sorts has been rather more than 1,000,000/. yearly,

and about the same amount has been provided for

local works from local funds, leaving from two to three

millions as the sum supplied from the general revenues

for all civil buildings, roads, and miscellaneous objects.

The increase in 1880-81 is in part due to the railway

expenditure from revenue before noticed, and in part

to an expansion of the provincial and local outlay on

public works.

The general results may be stated as follows :

—

1. The capital outlay on all classes of productive

works has been increased in the thirteen years since

1868-69 from 80,409,000/. to 142,223,000/.

2. The net yearly charge on all accounts for the

same works, including all interest on capital, has fallen

during the same period from 1,791,000/. to 195,000/.

3. The net interest on the ordinary public debt, ex-

cluding that due to public works, has fallen from

4,785,000/. to 2,898,000/.

4. The total charge for the productive works and

debt together has fallen from 6,576,000/. to 3,093,000/.

5. The outlay on ordinary public works after

1868-69 was reduced from 6,471,000/. to a yearly

amount varying between 4^ and a little more than 5

millions.

6. Comparing 1870-71, the year in which the pro-
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vincial system was established, with 1880-81, the

aggregate charge for debt and public works of all sorts

fell from 10,643,000/. to 8,405,000/. Comparing 1868

-69 with the last year of the series, the reduction in

the aggregate yearly charge has been from 13,047,000/.

to 8,405,000/., or no less than 4,642,000/.

7. To sum up : The outlay of 62,000,000/. on Irri-

gation works and railways has been accompanied by

an ultimate yearly reduction of charge of 3,000,000/.

sterling. India has now obtained works to the value

of 142,000,000/., which produce a gross income of

15,500,000/. and (excluding interest charges on capital)

a net income of 7,000,000/. ; and consequently yield a

return of 4J per cent, on the capital outlay, which

pays all interest except a present net residual yearly

charge on the State of 195,000/., or less than 3

shillings per 100/. per annum on the capital invested.

These results have been secured in a period during

which India has experienced a succession of famines,

unparalleled in history, leading to an extraordinary

expenditure of about 14,800,000/. ; during the same

time the fall in the value of silver has led to an excep-

tional outlay, in excess of the average of former years,

amounting to not less than 10,000,000/. ; and lastly the

war in Afghanistan, after deducting the grants made
by England, has cost 18,000,000/. net, which has been

met from the revenues.

It is difficult to understand how facts such as these

should have been so completely misconceived or over-

looked, and that the utterly mistaken idea should have

been so widely disseminated and accepted, that the

public works policy of the last ten years has been

leading India to financial difficulty, if not ruin. It

i^ only by the most complete neglect of proper inquiry
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into the facts that such ideas could have been formed;

the opinion that the expenditure from borrowed funds

has in the period under review been dangerously large

cannot be sustained for a single instant by the financial

results, which prove conclusively that following this

expenditure, and as its immediate consequence, there

has been a positive improvement of the resources of

the State amounting to 3,000,000/. yearly. During

this period there has been virtually no increase of taxa-

tion, and notwithstanding the very heavy extraordinary

demands of late years, the effective debt of the country,

so far from having been increased, has been largely

reduced. Further elucidations of this point will be

supplied in the sequel.

But it is not on the purely financial aspect of the

policy under consideration that its full justification

rests. We must turn also to the actual results of the

works, and inquire wThat has been their effect on the

country, and how their construction and management

have been carried out as regards economy and efficiency.

Commencing with the railways, it will be found that,

on a capital outlay of 124,417,000/., the gross receipts

in 1880-81 amounted to 14,240,000/., and the net receipts

to 6,096,000/., or close upon 5 per cent, on the capital,

results which compare favourably with those of any

other country. In the United Kingdom the average

return for 1879 was 4*15 per cent., and it has never

been above 4*74 per cent. ; in England and Wales

out of a total capital outlay of 442,000,000/. only

122,000,000/. earned more than 5 per cent., and only

41,000,000/. earned more than 6 per cent.

The guaranteed railways in India in 1880-81

earned 5,495,000/. net on a capital of 97,728,000/.,

being at the rate of b\ per cent. The State lines on
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a capital of 26,689,000/. will earn about 2^ per cent, in

1880-81. But only one of these lines had been open

more than six years, whereas the older guaranteed lines

have been at work twenty-five years, and at a corre-

sponding period of their existence they hardly gave such

good results as the State lines now give. Comparing the

older lines with the new it must also be remembered

that the latter pass through relatively poor districts,

and that as the former receive valuable additions to

their traffic from the newer State lines, the whole advan-

tage obtained from the latter cannot be properly esti-

mated without making some allowance for the traffic

they contribute to the older lines.

On the whole it may confidently be affirmed that

there is no country in which the railways, taken as a

whole, have been constructed with more economy, or,

having regard to the conditions to be dealt with, offer

bet fer present financial results, or more encouraging

prospects for the future. The gross receipts have

increased from 5,750,000/. in 1868-69 to 14,240,000/.

in 1880-81, and the net receipts have grown from

2,500,000/. to more than 6,000,000/., or nearly in the

same proportion ; which, bearing in mind the immature

condition of many of the lines last constructed or still

under construction, is eminently satisfactory.

It is fair to reckon the cost of transport by rail at

about one-fourth of the cost by carts, so that on this

standard India now benefits, by reason of its railways,

to an amount which may be taken at thrice the gross

receipts, or 40,000,000/. yearly.

The soundness of this view is confirmed by the

at expansion of the foreign trade since the railways

have come into operation. The first lines were opened

in 1854. In the five years before that time the aver-
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age yearly imports of merchandise were valued at

11,000,000/. ; for the last five years the average has

been upwards of 39,000,000/., and in the year just

closed the value has risen to 52,000,000/. For tin-

first-named period the exports of merchandise averaged

19,000,000/. yearly, for the last five years the value

has been 62,000,000/., and for the year just ended they

have risen to 70,000,000/. Thus in the last twenty-six

years, or since the railways have come into use, the

aggregate foreign trade has grown in value from thirty

millions to more than 130 millions sterling. The weight

of goods carried has increased between 1868 and

1880 from about 3,000,000 tons to more than

10,000,000, and the number of passengers from

16,000,000 to more than 47,000,000.

Bearing in mind that this remarkable expansion of

trade and traffic has been contemporaneous with years

of altogether exceptional pressure on the population,

caused by the extreme droughts and consequent high

price of food over very large areas, it is impossible to

avoid the conclusion that a great advance has been

made in the producing and purchasing power of the

people, or to doubt that this advance has been in a

very important degree due to the improved and cheap

means of transport given by the railways, and to the

increased production and security provided by the ex-

tension of irrigation works. The position of railways

in relation to the protection of the country against

the effects of famine will be more fully dealt with in

the sequel ; their value in the recent great calamities

of season, in bringing food supplies to districts where

the people without their aid must have had their suffer-

ings vastly aggravated, has been incalculable ; in many
cases, indeed, without the railways, millions of the
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population must have been left in a position almost

beyond the possibility of relief.

On the larger irrigation works which are classed

as ' productive,' about 18,000,000/. have been spent,

12,500,000/. from borrowed funds and 5,250,000/. from

revenue. There are also other works of the same

character, not classed as ' productive,' for which

borrowed money has not been granted, the capital

outlay on which has been about 2,500,000/. In all,

the capital invested in irrigation works for which

accounts of revenue are prepared is something less than

20,250,000/. ; the estimated net income from them for

1880-81 is 1,100,000/., or about 5£ per cent, on the

outlay, divided in the proportions of 900,000/. from

the productive works class, and 200,000/. from the

others.

The accounts for 1879-80 give the following results

for the irrigation works classed as productive in the

chief provinces.

Province Capital Net revenue
Interest at
4 \ per cent.

Surplus
Excess
charge

Bengal .

North - west )

Provinces [

Punjab

.

Madras.
Bombay

£
4,980,000

6,346,000

3,544,000

1,720,000

1,333,000

18,000

269,000

170,000
427,000
10,000

220,000

237,000

156,000
77,000
69,000

£

32,000

15,000
350,000

£
202,000

49,000

Total 16,933,000 894,000 748,000 146,000 —

The bad results in Bengal arise from the Orissa and

Sone works which, as before mentioned, were pur-

chased by the Government from the company that

began them. The relatively large returns in Madras

are due to the high average rates paid on the irrigation

of rice, which is the staple crop, and to the small capi-
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tal outlay. The Bombay works are not giving a satis-

factory return.

In the North-Western Provinces, for which the ac-

counts are available in a more complete shape than

elsewhere, we find that in 1872-73 the capital outlay

on all works in operation (including some which are

not technically classed as productive) was close upon

3,000,000/. ; the net profits amounted to 5£ per cent.

on that capital, and the irrigated area was 941,000

acres. In 1878-79 the capital outlay on all works in

operation had risen to 4,500,000/., with an increase

of profits to 8.^ per cent., and an extension of the

irrigation to 1,737,000 acres. Besides this, about

1,500,000/. of capital had been spent on the Lower

Ganges Canal, which had not come into operation, but

even including this outlay the net income would still

amount to 6 per cent, on the entire sum.

In the year 1877-78 a sum of 2,260,000/. had been

spent on irrigation works in the Punjab, the irrigated

area being 1,324,000 acres. The value of the food

crops raised on the two principal canals in that year was

estimated at 2,000,000/., and of other crops about

1,000,000/., in aU 3,000,000/., and of this it is con-

sidered that at least one-half was saved by irrigation.

Thus, in a single year, these two canals added to the

wealth of the Punjab a sum not less than two-thirds

of their entire original cost. The net canal revenue

shown in the accounts for this year was, however, only

119,000/., being about 5.!> per cent, on the capital outlay

on works in operation, a result which obviously supplies

a wholly inadequate test of their real value to the

country. In the North-West Provinces, in 1877-78, the

whole capital outlay being about 4,500,000/., the value

of the crops raised was 6,000,000/., and it is reckoned
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that one-half would have been lost without the canal

irrigation. The net revenue received was 315,600/., a

result, again, which in no way indicates the true value

of the works, for here, too, the value of the produce

saved by them was 3,000,000/. sterling, and equalled

about three-fourths of the first cost of the works.

Similar results might be gathered from almost every

province.

Though the results of irrigation are not so favour-

able in Bengal as in the North-West Provinces and

Punjab, there is even there abundant evidence of its

value. Up to the end of 1878 the outlay on the Sone

canals had been 1,908,000/., of which probably 20 per

cent, is due to the elaborate provisions made for navi-

gation. In the drought of 1873-74 these canals were

very incomplete, and water was rudely poured over

the fields through cuts in the banks. The result was

that 159,500 acres of rice were saved, worth not less

than 600,000/. Were a similar season of drought to

occur again, 1,000,000 acres might be watered, the

value of which would approach 4,000,000/. sterling,

or about double the cost of the works. It may still

be long, under the existing system of management,

which avowedly looks to the proceeds of the public

works land cess as supplying a contribution from the

landholders in aid of the necessary charges for this

and other similar works in Bengal, before a direct re-

turn is obtained equal to the interest on the 3,110,000/.

spent, or remaining to be spent, to complete the canals

of Orissa; but should another severe drought occur

after they are completed, their value would be incalcul-

able. In 1865-66, wher there were no canals, about

1,500,000/. was spent on famine relief in this pro-

vince; yet about 1,000,000 persons perished from
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starvation, and the province was enriched by no single

public work to set against the outlay incurred.

From the hilly character of the Deccan districts of

Bombay, their broken surface, and the absence of con-

stantly flowing rivers, the construction of large irri-

gation works has been more difficult and more costly

there than in other parts of India ; but some of the

works by which the waters of the minor streams are

utilised, though on a small scale, are extremely pro-

ductive, and the value of watered crops is, in ordinary

years, not less than four times that of others.

In Sindh we find a large province in which, it being

almost rainless, agriculture and population would be

alike impossible without irrigation, but with this pro-

tection it has 1,800,000 acres of cultivated land, has

reached a fair condition of prosperity, and gives evi-

dence of far greater capacities in the future.

The two great deltaic systems of irrigation in

Madras originated by our Government, the Godaveri

and the Kistna, yield returns of 15 and 11 per cent,

respectively on the capital spent on them. During

1876-77, a year when every unirrigated district was

importing the food of a large portion of its popula-

tion, the value of the rice produced in the deltas of

the Godaveri and Kistna is calculated, at the prices

then prevailing, to have been not less than 5,000,000Z.

sterling ; the quantity exported by sea from Coconada,

the port of the Godaveri delta, was valued at 870,000/.,

while an equal quantity is believed to have been ex-

ported by land. The Caveri works are still more pro-

fitable, but the revenue they produce cannot properly

be compared with their recorded cost, as they are very

largely the result of the labour of years antecedent to

British ride, the value of which cannot be estimated.
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It is needless to dwell further on the value of

the larger class of irrigation works in time of drought.

The advantages obtained by irrigation are, however,

far from being limited to such seasons. Even where

the rain is most abundant, it is reckoned that a com-

mand of irrigation will increase the produce of rice by

40 per cent. The ordinary rental of land in Northern

India is doubled by irrigation, while, on an average of

eleven districts in Madras, the increase is fourfold, and

in Tinnevelly it is said to be tenfold. In Mysore the

selling price of irrigated land, under favourable condi-

tions, is quoted at 35Z. per acre, while land which is

unirrigated would only fetch 21. or 21. 10s.

In almost every part of India artificial irrigation is

practised with great advantage to most crops, and to

many of the most valuable this aid is essential. It is

estimated that out of a total area usually under cultiva-

tion, amounting to 200,000,000 acres, about 30,000,000

are irrigated ; 8,000,000 from the better class of irriga-

tion works, 12,000,000 from wells, and the residue from

other less trustworthy sources of supply. Whether

as a means of increasing the necessary food supply of

the people, or of stimulating the production of the

agricultural staples of commerce, the extension of irri-

gation must be pronounced to be almost the greatest

blessing that can be bestowed on the country, and

the construction of the great works which have been

carried out in conformity with the policy now under

discussion, must unquestionably be classed among the

most truly beneficent acts of the British government in

India.

A retrospect of this chapter of our administration

shows that, notwithstanding many unforeseen obstacles,

the results obtained have greatly surpassed in their
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success the moderate anticipations of those who initiated

the policy of carrying out works of permanent utility

with borrowed money. The modifications which have

by degrees been introduced into the original scheme,

mainly as consequences of the very fluctuating opinion

which regulates the action of Indian administration, and

of the unfortunately small amount of real knowledge of

the essential facts to be dealt with, which is possessed

by persons influential in forming and directing that

opinion, have constantly tended to throw heavier bur-

dens on the profit and loss account of the projected

system of works than was at first contemplated ; but

the thoroughly sound character of the scheme has been

most significantly proved by the ultimate financial

results obtained, notwithstanding the continually in-

creasing severity of the tests applied to it. All that

was first asked was that this policy should not lead

to any increase of the public burdens. It has already

reduced these burdens by a yearly amount of 3,000,000/.

sterling.

That an outlay between 40,000,000/. and

50,000,000/. could be incurred without some blunders

or failures was not to have been anticipated. But

there is no reason for regarding the failures which

have occurred as more conspicuous than those which

necessarily attend all human action, or than those

which have arisen in the efforts to supply India with

education, good laws, efficient courts of justice, and the

like. On the contrary there is the best ground for

thinking, on the evidence which has been adduced of

the practical results, that no portion of the public

expenditure has more completely and certainly repaid

the people by whom it has been provided than that

which has been devoted to works of the productive

r
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class ; while it has been directly most beneficial to

the people, it has greatly added to the resources of the

State, and has led to an important improvement in the

general financial position of India.

Nor can the thorough success of this policy be

challenged because an analysis of the elements of income

and charge shows how large a portion of the effec-

tive income is due to the older irrigation works, which

naturally took advantage of the more easily accessible

sources of water supply, and to the older railways, which

occupied the main lines of traffic ; or because that

analysis indicates that the largest returns are mainly

derived from a comparatively small number of con-

spicuously profitable undertakings. Nor will the prin-

cipal conclusions be shaken if allowances are made for

cases like that of the Caveri irrigation works, in which

perhaps 100,000/. of the income now obtained is not

due to any action taken by our Government. A policy

of this description must be judged by its results as a

whole. In its nature its success depends on balancing

the unusually good against the bad. The object in

view was not merely to supply the more wealthy parts

of the country with conveniences for which they could

readily pay, but to give to the poorer tracts what to

them were essentials of well-being, or even of exist-

ence, and which were quite beyond their means if they

were left unassisted. Such an end could only be

secured by treating the undertaking as a whole, and

dealing with India as a whole. Thus, without putting

undue pressure on any part of the community, the more

prosperous have silently, but efficiently, aided the

poorer, and the prospects of the future have been

everywhere improved.
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Note to Chapter VII.

In the Accounts of the last two years the manner of treating

the guaranteed railway receipts has been changed, so that the

figures are not properly comparable with those of the earlier

years. The net traffic receipts now appear without modification,

in the conventional currency of 10 rupees to ll., instead of

being converted into sterling at the contract rates of exchange.

The new procedure is no doubt more correct. Its effect is to

make the railway receipts appear larger, as they now include

the amount which was before shown as * Gain by exchange,'

and treated as a deduction from the ' Loss by exchange ;
this

last head being now to the same extent increased. To bring

the years before 1879-80 into harmony with the two last years,

an addition of rather more than 200,000^. should be made to

the net traffic receipts for each year from 1869 to 1872, of

about 300,000Z. for the next three years, and of 400,000L for

the next three. It has been thought better to deal with the

figures as they appear in the published accounts, making this

explanation, rather than to alter them in what might appear a

somewhat arbitrary manner. Complications of the accounts

are unavoidable in dealing with the adjustment of the rupee

and sterling currencies, and the guaranteed railway transactions.

The figures in this chapter will not be found to agree with

those given in Mr. J. Danvers' reports on Indian railways, those

reports stating the traffic receipts and expenditure at the con-

tract rates of exchange, and not in rupee currency, and being

also for the calendar and not for the financial year.

Further, it should be noticed that in the table on the

preceding page, and in this chapter generally, the amounts of

interest on debt are those shown in the published accounts,

without the corrections explained at pages 118 to 120.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE PUBLIC DEBT OF INDIA.

THE TRUE CRITERION OF THE POLICY OF BORROWING FOR PUBLIC WORKS

—

INVESTMENTS ON REPRODUCTIVE WORKS SHOULD BE DISTINGUISHED FROM

ORDINARY DEBT—REVIEW OF INCREASE OF DEBT AND ITS PRESENT

AMOUNT AND CONSTITUENTS—ORDINARY DEBT AND CHARGE FOR IN-

TEREST GREATLY REDUCED—INTEREST ON PUBLIC WORKS INVESTMENTS

HOW FAR COVERED BY NET INCOME—GENERAL POSITION OF DEBT AND

PUBLIC WORKS CAPITAL—RETURNS FROM THESE INVESTMENTS—DISCHARGE

OF DEBT HOW FAR DESIRABLE—STERLING DEBT—ITS LARGE INCREASE

—

IMPORTANCE OF PREVENTING ITS GROWTH—DIFFICULTIES IN WAY OF ITS

REDUCTION—RUPEE DEBT—EXPEDIENCY OF ESTABLISHING A SINKING

FUND FOR DISCHARGE OF DEBT INCURRED FOR PUBLIC WORKS—MARKET

PRICE OF SECURITIES INDICATES COMPLETE MAINTENANCE OF CREDIT

—

GUARANTEED RAILWAY CAPITAL—THE OBLIGATIONS IT CREATES—IMPOR-

TANCE OF EXERCISING POWERS OF PURCHA8E—RESULTS OF PURCHASE OF

EAST INDIAN RAILWAY.

It has already been remarked that the true criterion of

the financial success of the policy of borrowing money
for the prosecution of public works, and the true

test of how far provision has been made for future

expenditure on famine relief by present reduction of

debt, will be found in the actual burden caused from

time to time by the public works and debt taken toge-

ther. It is, of course, true that many other causes

besides the two just referred to operate in determining

the amount of debt incurred or discharged, and of

the interest charge arising from the debt ; but if it be

found that the charge on account of debt is not in-

creased, and, a fortiori, if it is directly reduced, it may
be unhesitatingly affirmed that the measures of the

i 2
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Government have been successful, in proportion to the

value to the country of the works provided for its

material improvement and protection against famine.

Though the evidence already adduced in proof of

the success of these measures, and of the wisdom which

dictated their adoption, might be considered sufficient,

yet it is desirable that every possible light should be

thrown on so important a subject, and the more so

because it has been freely asserted that the increase of

late years in the public debt of India has become a

great danger, and that, whatever be the importance

of the objects aimed at by those who advised bor-

rowing to extend public works, this course ought

altogether to be abandoned.

It is a manifest misuse of language to speak of out-

lay on works of permanent utility, which, as a whole,

already meet all the expenses arising from them, and

yield a surplus after paying the ordinary rate of inte-

rest on the capital laid out on them, as though such

investments, if provided for by borrowing, were un-

distinguishable, or rather ought not to be distin-

guished, from debt for which no return can either be

obtained or hoped for. The debt which has been in-

curred for the productive public works of India, viewed

as a whole, is debt which involves neither the obliga-

tion of reimbursement nor a charge for interest, but

which brings a direct profit to the debtor ; and it would

be as little rational to describe the capital outlay on

the railways of Great Britain as a grievous burden

on this country, as to speak of the similar investments

in India as a danger or an evil.

It is no doubt a fair question for discussion whether

the Government, in adopting the system of constructing

these works directly through its own agency, did what

was best in the actual circumstances, and tins will
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more fully considered subsequently. But the point

more immediately in view is to ascertain the actual re-

sults of the course that has been pursued.

Statements will be found in the Appendix which

show the position of the debt of India since 1868-69.

The total amount of the permanent debt appearing in

the accounts has increased from 97,379,000/. at the

end of that year to 157,149,000/. at the end of 1880

-81, or in all by about 60,000,000/. The above

amounts include the debt incurred for productive

public works, which has increased from 1,241,000/.

to 39,656,000/., or by 38,415,000/.; and the sum

raised in part payment for the East Indian Railway and

for subsequent capital outlay, amounting to 10,208,000/.

Allowance must also be made, as a set-off against the

addition to the debt, on account of the loans and

advances to municipalities, public trusts, Native States,

and others which, in the first-named year, were little

more than 680,000/., but in the last exceeded 8,000,000/.

These loans and advances are covered by correspond-

ing payments of interest, and, as no ultimate liability

or charge on the revenues can arise from them, they

create no permanent burden. In the last year of

the series a sum of 5,306,000/. was transferred from

the ordinary debt to the productive public works debt

(under the rules that have been before explained),

to cover the capital outlay from revenue on the pro-

ductive public works which have been aided by bor-

rowed money. Consequently the whole debt in the

last year, stated in round numbers, may be thus

divided— ordinary debt, 93,839,000/. ;
productive

public works, 44,962,000/.; East Indian Railway,

10,208,000/. ; loans and advances, 8,140,000/. ; total,

157,149,000/.

To make a proper comparison between the first and
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last years of the series, it becomes necessary, however,

to point out that in 1874 a sum of 4,579,416/. was

added to the debt to complete the sum required for the

discharge of the East India Company's stock in that

year, the capital amount of which was not entered in

the account as debt. The residue of the sum, about

7. :>00,000/., was obtained by the investment of the

guarantee fund formed in 1834, which was dealt with

altogether outside of the public accounts. Conse-

quently, for a proper comparison, the sum of 4,579,41 62.

should be looked on as having formed part of the

public debt in 1868-69, instead of having been in-

curred only in 1874. Further, the sum of 5,306,000/.

transferred from the ordinary to the productive public

works debt in 1880-81, was, in fact, spent in a long

series of years, commencing before 1868-69. It is not

now possible to say how much of this amount is due to

the earlier period, and for purposes of the present

comparison it will be best to omit the transfer entirely,

thereby assuming that no reduction of the ordinary

debt has taken place from this cause since 1868-69,

which is a view unduly unfavourable to the period

after that year.

Mating these allowances, it will appear that the

ordinary debt in 1868-69 stood at 100,033,000/., and

in 1880-81 at 99,145,000/., or was reduced by nearly

1,000,000/., and this reduction will be an effective one

if the interest on the rest of the debt is adequately

covered by corresponding receipts. To ascertain how
ili is is we must turn to the interest charges.

In dealing with the interest charges, that item of

interest which is paid on service and other funds and

deposits must be excluded from consideration, as it

represents payments of a totally different <•!.•
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from that of interest on the debt proper ; the former

being more or less optional in their nature, and in no

way representing liabilities caused by borrowing to

meet the financial exigencies of the State.

The gross interest on debt proper (with which is

included in the accounts, till 1874, the payment of

630,000/. yearly to the proprietors of India stock) was

a little in excess of 5,000,000/. in 1868-69, and rose

to 6,096,000/. in 1880-81, the average rate (excluding

the payment on India stock, the capital of which is

not included with debt) having, at the same time, fallen

from 4-6 per cent, to 3*8 per cent.

The net interest rose from 4,814,000/. to 5,251,000/.,

or only by 437,000/. ; the net rate paid (excluding the

loans and advances on which interest is charged by

Government to its debtors) being 4*3 per cent, in the

first year, and 3*2 per cent, in the last.

For purposes of comparison a correction of the inte-

rest charge, similar to that above made in the account

of the capital debt, will be needed. Of the 630,000/.

entered in the earlier years for the payment to pro-

prietors of India stock, 450,000/. may be properly

regarded as the sum which was covered by the ac-

cumulated guaranteed fund, and 180,000/. as the true

interest charge corresponding to the capital sum of

4,579,416/. added to the debt in 1874, as before ex-

plained. In like manner the interest on the capital

amount of 5,306,000/., transferred to productive public

works in 1880-81, amounting to 238,000/., should

follow the capital debt, and be deducted from the inte-

rest charge on the ordinary debt in 1868-69. Making

these corrections the net interest charge in 1868-69

on ordinary debt will be 4,097,000/., and in 1880-81,

2,896,000/., showing a reduction of 1,201,000/. yearly.
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The interest charge on productive works (excluding

the guaranteed interest) will in like manner be 267,000/.

in 1868-69, and (excluding also 344,000/. on account of

the East Indian Railway) 2,011,000/. in 1880-81, show-

ing an increase of 1,744,000/. It remains to be seen

how far the receipts cover this charge.

The net income of productive public works, ex-

cluding the guaranteed railways and canals, rose from

199,000/. in the first year to 1,534,000/. in the last,

an improvement of 1,335,000/., leaving, therefore, a net

increase of charge of 409,000/. in 1880-81 for ink

not covered, and reducing the improvement under

ordinary debt, from 1,201,000/. to 792,000/.

As, however, the policy contemplated the inclusion

of the guaranteed railways and canals in the general

category of productive works, the charge or income, as

the case may be, due to them must also be considered.

The net charge for the guaranteed works in 1868-69

was 1,961,000/. while there is in 1880-81 a net receipt

of 626,000/., making (after deducting 344,000/. for

interest on account of the East Indian Eailway which

appears as a charge under interest on debt) an improve-

ment of 2,243,000/. ; this, combined with the net im-

provement of 792,000/. before arrived at, produces a

total reduction of 3,035,000/. of net yearly charge for

interest and productive works together.

On the whole, therefore, it is not only true that the

capital of the ordinary debt may be regarded as having

been reduced in 1880-81 by 1,000,000/. below what it

was in 1868-69, and the interest on it by about

1,200,000/. yearly ; but besides this, after paying the

whole interest on the money actually borrowed for

productive works, and on 5,250,000/. spent from re-

venue, and meeting the whole charge arising from the
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guaranteed railways, the net income of the works is

such that there now remains only the small deficiency

of 195,000/. as compared to a deficiency of 1,791,000/.

in 1868-69, and of 2,269,000/. in 1872-73.

That the full significance of these results may be

felt, it must be repeated that during the eight years

1873-74 to 1880-81 there has been spent, as before

said, from the revenues, on famine relief the sum of

14,700,000/., and in the three years 1878-79 to 1880

-81 on the Afghan war 18,350,000/. So that it has

been possible in this period of thirteen years to meet

the entire charge arising from the most disastrous

series of famines on record, and to provide an increase

of the capital laid out on productive works and other

useful objects of no less than 68,000,000/., with an

absolute reduction of debt instead of any increase, after

having paid upwards of 18,000,000/. of war charges.

Looking to the actual position in 1880-81 we find

it to be as follows :

—

Total amount of ordinary debt . . . £93,839,000

Net interest thereon..... 2,898,000

Total guaranteed railway capital, including the East

Indian Kailway..... £97,728,000

Gross receipts therefrom .... 12,065,000

Net receipts...... 5,495,000

Net Government receipts, after payment of all in-

terest ...... 337,000

26,689,000

2,175,000

602,000

Total State railway capital .

Gross receipts therefrom

Net „ . .

Net charge after payment of interest on capital . 608,000

Total irrigation capital (excluding Madras Company) 17,806,000
Gross receipts therefrom .... 1,357,000

Net „ „ .... 927,000
Net income after payment of interest on capital . 76,000

Total capital ..... £142,223,000
Gross receipts..... 15,597,000
Net „ 7,024,000
Net State charge after paying all interest . 195,000
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Viewing the aggregate public debt and guaranteed

railway capital as investments for the benefit of India,

we shall find that the whole amount stood in 1868-69

at 176,547,000/., and at 244,669,000/. in 1880-81,

with a corresponding charge on the revenues of India

in the former year of 6,576,000/., being at the rate of

3-8 per cent., and of 3,106,000/. in the last, being at the

rate of 13 per cent. ; thus, with an increase of 40 per

cent, in the amount of the investment, the charge on the

public has been reduced to one-third of its original rate.

The sums paid yearly as interest on debt and as

the interest and surplus profits of the guaranteed

railways, which constitute the return upon the invest-

ments of the capitalists who have furnished the amount

above mentioned, have increased from 8,984,000/. to

rather more than 11,000,000/. in the year 1877-78 and

those following it. Setting aside the 3,000,000/. which

is, so to speak, the burden placed on India for its un-

profitable debt, there remains a sum of 8,000,000/. whirl),

therefore, represents the yearly profits on the capital

invested in the great public wrorks ; profits, moreover,

obtained without causing any burden on India, India,

on the contrary, obtaining the vast advantages of the

works with no payment excepting that which is volun-

tarily made for the conveniences supplied in return.

Such results show conclusively how little foundation

there is for the allegation, on the one side, that the recent

public works policy of the Government of India lias

been leading to consequences of an alarming nature,

from the burden they are throwing on the country ; and

on the other, that this policy has proved a bar to the

profitable investment of capital in India.

In dosing this pari of the discussion, it may be well

to ii more precisely what haa the amount
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of the burden which has actually been placed on the

revenues during this series of years, and which it was

from the outset foreseen would be a necessary conse-

quence of the measures adopted. It may easily be

calculated that the accumulated net charge due to the

productive public works, guaranteed railways, State

railways, and irrigation works from 1868-69 to the end

of 1880-81, with compound interest yearly at 4 per

cent., would amount to rather more than 22,000,000/.

If the whole of this sum had been borrowed, and no

charge whatever had been thrown on the revenues by

the payment of interest, the present result would be

that the net yearly interest charge for productive works

would be increased from 195,000/. to 1,037,000/.

Hence, in such an event, the aggregate net charge for

productive works, together with all interest, including

that on the ordinary debt, would have been increased

from 3,091,000/., as it now is, to 3,933,000/. Com-
paring this with the total charge in 1868-69, viz.

6,576,000/., we should still find an improvement of

more than 2,500,000/. yearly, so that from this point of

view also the result remains thoroughly satisfactory.

Further, it becomes obvious that so far from

Lord Lytton's Government having failed to make pro-

vision for the future possibilities of heavy charges for

famine by the present reduction of debt and of net in-

terest, to secure which the measures of so-called famine

insurance were designed, as will be subsequently ex-

plained, such has been the elasticity of the revenues

that the ordinary debt is less now than it was in 1877

-78 by 6,000,000/., and the net charge for interest less

by 1,000,000/., while the net charge for productive

public works of all sorts, including all interest on capi-

tal, has virtually disappeared. That this has been
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accomplished in the midst of a time of extreme financial

pressure, consequent on the war in Afghanistan, and

immediately following the recent years of most severe

droughts, has doubtless been mainly due to the rapid

increase of the wealth of India during this period ; but

the success is complete, and those by whose action

and whose counsels the way has been opened for it

may confidently abide by the verdict which facts have

thus already pronounced.

The foregoing statements supply a firm ground on

which to rest the consideration of the policy which

India may best adopt in future in relation to its public

debt. It is not necessary here to reproduce the well-

known truisms which are so often repeated as to the

importance of paying off debt from surplus income.

The practical question which needs attention is how
best to secure a reasonable diminution without inter-

fering with the progress of the country, and with-

out placing undue burdens upon the revenues for pro-

viding works of permanent utility by which posterity

will benefit even more than the present generation of

taxpayers.

Attention has elsewhere been directed to the increase

of the home charges which lias attended the growth of

the Sterling debt and of the guaranteed railway lia-

bilities, and an opinion has been expressed that every-

thing possible should be done to reduce this branch of

the expenditure. The sterling debt has increased from

31,698,000/. in 1868-69 to 71,335,000/. in 1880-81,

that is, by 39,637,000/. If from this be deducted the

4,579,000/. required to complete the discharge of the

sum due to the proprietors of India stock, and the

9,576,000/. raised in connection with the East India

Railway purchase, there will remain nearly 25,500,000/,
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as the addition to the sterling debt caused by the financial

exigencies of the period, and it is difficult to avoid the

conclusion that this is the one serious blot on the

administration of Indian finance in this period.

That the additions to the home debt thus made were

regarded as unavoidable in the actual circumstances is

not questioned, and indeed such were the difficulties of

the time, in consequence of the great fall in exchange,

that it is possible that no other course could have been

followed. But unless a recovery in the exchange takes

place, the relief obtained by borrowing in London

may in the end be very dearly purchased. Excluding

the last two years of the series, there has been little

advantage gained by borrowing in sterling, other than

that secured by avoiding the loss by exchange on an

equivalent rupee remittance, and sooner or later this

must be made good again, if not on the discharge of

the debt then on the payment of the interest on it, un-

less some fortunate turn of events shall once more raise

the value of the rupee to something like its old rate.

Considering the very obvious importance of reduc-

ing the home disbursements of the Indian Government

to a minimum, and the equally obvious difficulties in

the way of making remittances by the sale of the bills

of the Secretary of State on India, in sufficient amount

to pay off any important part of the sterling debt, it is

not easy to see what objection could be taken, on

grounds of general policy, to any measures that could

be devised for transforming the sterling into rupee debt,

and thus obtaining indirectly those means of discharging

the debt which cannot be obtained directly. Though

it may be true that English constitutional practice

requires the sanction of Parliament to the raising of

loans in England by the Secretary of State for India,
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there would be no apparent cause for jealousy of a

power to transform sterling into rupee debt, or to sell

rupee securities, subject to the condition that the pro-

ceeds should be applied to discharge sterling debt or

other similar sterling liabilities.

In dealing with the rupee debt there are no such

technical difficulties to be overcome, and the main ques-

tion with reference to it is to consider what are the

conditions under which it is possible or expedient to

continue borrowing for the prosecution of public

works, and at the same time to discharge debt. It

can hardly be said that the debt of India at present

causes any very heavy burden on the country, or that

there is any particular urgency in its reduction. The

net charge for interest is hardly in excess of 3,000,000/.,

out of a total net expenditure of 46,000,000/.

The part of the debt due to public works may be

taken at 55,000,000/., or, excluding the East Indian Bail-

way portion, 45,000,000/. It would not appear unrea-

sonable to provide for the gradual discharge of this by

the action of some form of sinking fund, which should

distribute the burden over a series of years. One per

cent, on the capital, with interest at 4 per cent., would

pay it off in about forty years, and some such rate ap-

pears likely to be suitable. For reasons which will be

stated subsequently it would probably be preferable to

place the responsibility for the gradual discharge of the

capital debt incurred for public works, on the Provin-

cial Governments under which they are constructed

and kept in operation. Such a sinking fund would at

present involve an actual discharge of debt to the

extent of about 450,000/. yearly, and the changes which

occur from time to time by the lapse of old securit

would commonly give the opportunity of applying the
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accumulating contributions in a convenient manner.

The powers which are possessed by the currency

department to invest the currency reserve in Govern-

ment securities to the extent of six crores of rupees

would give facilities for such operations.

As the discharge of debt can only take place when

there has been a surplus of revenue over expenditure,

the continuance of any policy of reducing debt neces-

sarily implies a succession of years of surplus, and in-

volves the recurrence of a consideration of the relative

expediency of reducing taxation, or applying a realised

surplus to the discharge of debt ; but it would mani-

festly be out of place here to enlarge on such a subject,

which can only be usefully dealt with as the occasion

actually arises.

An examination of the market price of the securi-

ties of the Government of India during the period

under review gives no useful indications of the extent

to which the increase of the total amount of the debt

may have affected the selling price. The fluctuations

appear to have been mainly dependent on the varying

rates of interest in the money market, and the rates of

exchange between India and England, and the latest

results are altogether opposed to any idea that the

markets have been overweighted with such securities

either in this country or in India. How little the credit

of the Indian Government has been affected by the

clamours of the past year or two is sufficiently demon-

strated by the fact that the issue price of the loan

issued in Calcutta in the spring of last year, immediately

after the announcement of the serious error that had

been made in the war estimates, was actually higher

than the market price immediately before ; and the

success of the Secretary of State's 3| per cent, loan,
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which immediately rose to a premium, points to the

same conclusion.

Before leaving this part of the subject reference

may perhaps usefully be made to the position of the

Indian Government in relation to the guaranteed

railway capital. The obligation to pay interest on this

at the stipulated rate, commonly 5 per cent., with a

set-off of the net traffic receipts, operates of course in a

way which, when there is any deficiency in the net re-

ceipts, is identical with a liability to pay interest on

ordinary debt. This charge at present is from 500,000/.

to 700,000/. yearly, of which more than half is due

to the Madras Railway. The Great Indian Peninsula

Railway causes a charge of less than 100,000/. in one

half-year, in the other half-year giving a surplus, and

may so remain for some years. The Oudh and Ro-

llilkhund and the South Indian lines will probably

continue to bring a charge, from 50,000/. to 100,000/.

each, for several years. The Punjab and Sindh line

lias improved considerably, but is still likely to cause a

burden of about 100,000/. The East Indian and the

Eastern Bengal lines are permanently yielding a surplus

income. The Bombay and Baroda line will certainly

reach this condition almost immediately.

The conditions of the contracts with these com-

panies are complicated, and it is not necessary to -

plain them in detail. But in all cases they are such

as to make it to the interest of the Government to

exercise the power of purchase, which is among the

conditions, at the earliest date possible. It happened,

very unfortunately for the interests of India, thai owing

to ,i misconception on this point the Secretary of Si

some years ago gave up his first power of purch

in the case of the Great Indian Peninsula, Bombay and
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Baroda, and Madras railways, and cannot exercise it

for twenty-five years to come. The money value of the

loss caused by this error can hardly be estimated at

less than several millions sterling, but it is now beyond

remedy, and all that can be done is to take care that

no such blunder is again permitted. On the whole

it seems probable that, at least for the next ten years,

the aggregate burden caused by the less productive of

these railways will not be reduced much below 500,000/.

yearly ; but the set-off that is even now obtained

from the more profitable lines covers the deficiency,

and yields a direct surplus, and the ultimate advantage

to the State, though in a somewhat distant future, and

paid for by considerable present sacrifices, will certainly

be very large.

The power of purchase has been already exercised

with the most satisfactory results, in the case of the East

Indian Eailway, and a brief explanation of the manner

in which this was done, and of its present and probable

future financial effect, will afford the best indication of

the way in which other similar operations may be

expected to work.

The Secretary of State, under the contract with the

East Indian Eailway Company, was able to purchase

their undertaking by creating an annuity for seventy-

four years in their favour, equal in capitalised value to

the amount of their share capital, taken at the average

price during the three years preceding the purchase.

This price was by agreement settled at 125/. for 100/.

stock, and the rate of interest for calculating the

annuity at 4/. 6s. per cent. The capital having been

26,200,000/. an annuity of 1,473,750/. was created,

which is at the rate of 4J per cent, on 32,750,000/.

At the same time the Government took over the

K
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debentures of the company, aggregating in amount

4,450,000/. The purchase having been thus disposed of

a working lease of the railway was given to the com-

pany, on the following basis. A nominal sum of

6,550,000/., which is one-fifth of the purchase-money

on which the annuity was reckoned, was to be left with

the Secretary of State during the currency of the lease,

a corresponding deduction being made from the amount

of the annuity. On this sum interest was guaranteed

at the rate of 4 per cent, on the security of the revenue

of the railway. The net receipts of the line after pay-

ing all working expenses, and a contribution to a Pro-

vident fund, were then to be dealt with as follows.

From the receipts were to be deducted the following

sums : (1) the amount paid by the Secretary of State on

account of the annuity, (2) the guaranteed interest to

the working company, (3) interest on the debentures

taken over from the old company, and (4) interest on

all moneys advanced by the Secretary of State for the

purposes of the working company. The Secretary of

State was to supply all needful capital required for

extensions of the undertaking, being paid interest there-

on as just stated. The residue was then to be divided,

iu the proportions of one-fifth to the working company
and four-fifths to the Government. All sterling pay-

ments of interest and annuities, &c, made by the Secre-

tary of State were also to be converted into in

currency at the current rate, instead of at the old fixed

conventional rate of Is. lOd. per rupee.

The general result of the change thus made will

appear by comparing the actual amounts received by

the Government and the company respectively for the

year 1880, under the new arrangement, with what they

would have been under the old one.
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Under the new arrangement, the net traffic receipts

for the year, after the payment to the Provident fund,

being 2,84,66,849 rupees,1 they were distributed as

follows

:

Annuity and Interest Rs.1,90,71,220

Surplus to Company Rs. 17,72,690

Residue to Government Rs. 76,22,939

Under the old contract the result would have been :

Guaranteed Interest, 1,498,000/. at 1*. lOd. . Rs. 1,63,41,818

Surplus to Company Rs. 59,94,107

Loss by Exchange on Guaranteed Interest . Rs. 11,23,102

Residue to Government, net .... Rs. 50,07,766

Therefore the Government direct advantage is 26,15,173

rupees, or about 260,000/. in the year. But as this

profit will be made after paying the instalments of the

purchase-money included in the annuity, the average

amount of which for the 74 years is about 440,000/.

yearly, the whole advantage may be taken at 700,000/.

yearly. The present yearly Government income from

the railway being about 760,000/., about 53,000/. has to

be deducted from that sum as the interest on Govern-

ment capital advanced for the undertaking, so that the

present yearly clear income may also be taken at

700,000/. This will go on increasing as the receipts

of the railway improve, and at the end of the term of

seventy-four years, with the lapse of the annuity, the

Government, having completed the purchase of the

railway, will come into the receipt of a clear yearly

income which cannot be less than 2,500,000/. sterling,

and probably will be much more.

1 The Indian system of reckoning money is by crores, lakhs, and thousands

of rupees, so that this sum would be read as :—Two crores, eighty-four lakhs,

sixty-six thousand eight hundred and forty-nine rupees.

K2
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DECENTRALISATION OF FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION.
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Allusion has more than once been made to the

measures which have been taken for increasing the

financial authority and responsibility of the Local

Governments. Their extreme importance has not been

understood or appreciated by the public, which sees

little of their practical working, but they have in fact

revolutionised not only the financial relations which

formerly existed between the Supreme and Provincial

Governments, but the whole system of Indian adminis-

tration. Of these measures a more particular account

will now be given.

India, it ought always to be remembered, is no

homogeneous country, but a continent containing many
nations, the differences between which are as great as

those which exist between the nations of Europe. It
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is further from Lahore to Calcutta than from London

to Naples, and wide as is the difference between England

and Italy in physical conditions and in the character

of their inhabitants, the differences between the Punjab

and Bengal are hardly less. We should think it

absurd to suppose the same plans of administration to

be necessarily applicable in all their details to all the

countries of Europe, and it is not less absurd to suppose

it of India. And it may here be observed that this

consideration may often afford the explanation of

divergencies between high Indian authorities on matters

not only of opinion but of fact. We frequently hear

complaints of the impossibility of learning anything

certain about India ; we are told that statements made

yesterday, by men who ought to know, differ entirely

from statements made by men of equal knowledge

to-day. These uncomplimentary comments of English

critics often have their origin in forgetfulness of the

vast extent and the varying conditions of the provinces

comprised under the common name of India.

The necessity for dividing the country into separate

governments, and entrusting the chief local authorities

with large executive responsibility, arose very early.

But so long as the British power was in the tran-

sition state mentioned in the first chapter of this

work, the much smaller amount of the revenues, and

simpler character of the administration, rendered the

management of the finances a matter of comparatively

small difficulty. It was not until after the Mutiny in

1857 that anything deserving the name of a regular

financial administration was established in British India.

The enormously costly measures adopted for the restora-

tion of authority and order, followed by the hardly less
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imperious demands for funds to meet the rapidly

growing wants of the country, then made it apparent

that a system of strict financial control over all parts of

the empire, and all branches of the executive govern-

ment, had become essential. This control was naturally

centered in the Supreme Government of India, and

almost of necessity it was, at the outset, exercised in the

i of a wry severe repression of expenditure.

At tliat time * the Local Governments, which practi-

cally carried on the whole administration of the coun-

try, were left with almost no powers of financial

control over the affairs of their respective provinces,

and no financial responsibility. Everything was rigor-

ously centralised in the Supreme Government, which

took upon itself the entire distribution of the funds

needed for the public service throughout India. It

controlled the smallest details of every branch

of the expenditure ; its authority was required for

the employment of every person paid with public

money, however small his salary; and its sanction

was necessary for the grant of funds even for purely

local works of improvement, for every local road, and

every building, however insignificant.

The evils of this .system became more and more

manifest as time went on. There grew up gradually,

among the most competent advisers of the Govern-

ment, a strong conviction that radical changes w
necessary. By DO one was this opinion more forcibly

urged than by Lieut.-General Dickens, then Secretary

to the Government of India, in the depart men

public works, who in a memorandum written in

S account of the measures of financial decent™!:

adopted by Lord U lor the most part, extracted from Sir John
hey 's Financial Statement for 1877-78, which was founded on papers

written by General Straci
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September 1860, when serious discussions on the

subject had already begun, proposed to confide to

Local Governments a large share in the management

of the finances. He protested against a system under

which the exercise by the Supreme Government of

constant and minute control in matters of petty detail

was • regarded with feelings of aversion by the local

governors, whose powers it curtails, and with whose

acts it interferes. The consequence is, as might be

expected, that the Local Governments render at best to

the Supreme Government a cold and languid support in

financial vigilance and reform ; they too often exhibit

a passive resistance, and even countenance evasions

of regulations intended to be conducive to economy.

The Supreme Government is always suspicious and

dissatisfied ; the Local Government, always sulky and

discontented.'

In the financial statements for 1861-62 and 1862-63

Mr. Laing dwelt strongly on the evils of the existing

system ; and in the latter of those years he spoke as

follows :

—

* If this great empire is ever to have the roads, the schools,

the local police, and other instruments of civilisation which a

flourishing country ought to possess, it is simply impossible

that the Imperial Government can find either the money or the

management. The mere repair of the roads, where anything

like a sufficiency of good roads has been made, is matter alto-

gether beyond the reach of any central bureau. It is of the

first importance to break through the habit of keeping every-

thing in dependence on Calcutta, and to teach people not to

look to the Government for things which they can do far better

for themselves. . . .

1 It is most desirable to break through the system of barren

uniformity and pedantic centralisation, which has tended in

times past to reduce all India to dependence on the bureaus of
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utta, and to give to Local Governments the power and the

responsibility of managing their own local affairs. The great

branches of the expenditure, such as the army and national

debt, arc imperial ; and while this is the case, the great branches

of revenue must remain imperial also. But there is a wide

field, both of revenue and expenditure, which is properly local,

which in England El met by local rates, and which, in fact, must

be Met locally, or not at all.'

Mr. Laing made no actual change in this respect,

but the necessity for some measure of reform became

daily more apparent. The business of supervising

in a central office all the details of the receipts and

expenditure of the empire had become so enormous,

that its proper performance was impossible. 'I do

not think,' wrote Sir Henry Maine, ' that anybody can

have observed the recent workings of our system of

financial control without coming to the conclusion that,

if it be not on the point of an inevitable collapse, it is,

at all events, in great danger of going to pieces, unless

the strain be lightened somewhere.'

For many years the ordinary financial condition of

India had been one of chronic deficit ; and one of the

main causes of this state of affairs was the impossi-

bility of resisting the constantly increasing demands of

the Local Governments for the means of providing every

kind of improvement in the administration of their re-

spective provinces. Their demands were practically

unlimited, because there was almost no limit to their

legitimate wants, and the Loral Governments had no

means of knowing the measure by which their annual

demands upon the Government of India ought to be

regulated. They had a puree to drawupon of unlimited,

unknown, depth ; they saw, on every side, the

ssity for improvements; their constant and justifi-
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able desire was to obtain for their own provinces and

people as large a share as they could persuade the

Government of India to give them out of the general

revenues of the empire ; they found by experience that

the less economy they practised, and the more impor-

tunate their demands, the more likely they were to

persuade the Government of India of the urgency of

their requirements. In representing and pressing those

requirements, they felt that they did what was right,

and they left to the Government of India, which had

taken the task upon itself, the responsibility of refusing

to provide the necessary means.

The Government of India had totally failed to check

the constant demands for increased expenditure ; there

was plainly only one remedy—to prevent the demands

being made—and this could only be done by imposing

on the Local Governments a real and effectual responsi-

bility for maintaining equilibrium in their local finances.

There could be no standard of economy until apparent

requirements were made absolutely dependent upon

known available means. It was at that time impossi-

ble for either the Supreme or Local Governments to say

what portion of the provincial revenues was properly

applicable to local wants ; for the revenues of the

whole of India went into a common fund, and to deter-

mine how much of this fund ought fairly to be given

to one province, or for one object, and how much to

others, was impracticable. ' The distribution ofthe public

income,' General Strachey wrote, ' degenerates into

something like a scramble, in which the most violent

has the advantage, with very little attention to reason

;

as local economy leads to no local advantage, the

stimulus to avoid waste is reduced to a minimum ; so,

as no local growth of the income leads to an increase
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of the local means of improvement, the interest in

developing the public revenues is also brought down
to the lowest level.'

The unsatisfactory condition of the financial rela-

tions between the Supreme and the Local Governments

led to other evils. Constant differences of opinion

about petty details of expenditure, and constant inter-

ference of the Government of India in matters of trivial

importance, brought with them, as a necessary conse-

quence, frequent conflicts with the Local Governments,

regarding questions of provincial administration, of

which they were the best judges, and of which the

Government of India could know little. The relations

between the Supreme and Local Governments were

tin >roughly inharmonious, and every attempt to make
financial control more stringent increased an antagonism

the mischief of which was felt throughout the public

service.

It was not until 1867, when Mr. Massey had charge

of the financial department that the subject began to

assume a clear shape. Definite proposals were then

for the first time made for the adoption of specific

practical measures which should accomplish the object

in view. Their author was General Strachey ; the

principles laid down in papers written by him in 1867

are those which have since received so wide an applica-

tion, and the practical course he suggested has been

followed in the proceedings taken up to the prefi

time for conferring on Local Governments a lar

measure offinancial responsibility and power. Although

Mr. Massey was unable to carry those proposals into

effect, he gave them his firm and constant support, and

this contributed greatly to their ultimate adoption.

To Lord Mayo belongs the honour of having
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actually applied the only effectual remedy for these

serious evils. He resolved to carry out, so far as

circumstances allowed, the reforms which General

Strachey had proposed ; to give to the Local Govern-

ments the economical standard which they required ; to

make over to them a certain income within which they

must regulate their local expenditure ; and to leave to

them, subject to certain general rules and conditions, the

responsibility of managing their own local affairs.

From the commencement of the official year 1871-72

the financial control of the following services was trans-

ferred to the Local Governments : gaols, police, educa-

tion, registration, medical services, printing, roads, and

civil buildings.

The objects in view were stated by Lord Mayo him-

self in the Legislative Council on March 18, 1871, as

follows :

—

1 Under these eight heads it is proposed to intrust the ad-

ministration, under a few general conditions, to the Provincial

Governments, and a fixed contribution will be made from im-

perial revenue every year. ... It is impossible to prophesy

or say at present what can be done in the far future ; but I

should be misleading the Local Governments if I were not to

say that it is our opinion that these sums are now fixed at an

amount which cannot be exceeded for at least a number of

years. I think it desirable that this should be perfectly under-

stood, because one of our objects is the attainment of as great

an amount of financial certainty as is possible. . . . But, in

addition to the increased power of administration which it is

proposed to give to the Local Governments, an administrative

change will take place, which I think they will be able to exer-

cise with advantage. They will have a large sum to devote to

local objects ; the power of allotment will be left absolutely to

them ; and they will be able to vary their grants for roads,

civil buildings, education, and other heads, from year to year,

as they may think most desirable ; in some provinces it may be
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desirable in one year to spend a larger sum on roads ; in others

it may be desirable to fill up some shortcomings with regard to

education or other objects. The Local Governments will thus

be able to exercise that power of allotment with much greater

satisfaction to themselves and to the public than they did under

the old system, when they were obliged to consult the Supreme

Government, not only as to the allotments that were made in

the beginning of the year, but also with regard to any appro-

priati<>ns that were thought desirable within the year, provided

that those appropriations exceeded a certain amount.
* ... I have heard it stated that, by the proposals which we

make, there may arise a separation of interests between the

Supreme and Local Governments ; I fail to perceive any strength

whatever in this assertion ; I believe that, so far from there

being a separation of interests, the increased feeling of respon-

sibility and the feeling of confidence which is reposed in them

will unite and bind together the Supreme and Local Govern-

ments to a greater extent than before. ... I believe that we

shall see, in place of greater uncertainty, greater certainty ; we
shall see works and objects carried on with more vigour, enthu-

siasm, and with less hesitation, when these works and these ob-

jects are effected under the immediate responsibility of those

who an* most interested in them.'

The gross sum made over yearly to the Provincial

Governments for these services, and some few others

transferred between 1871-72 and 1877-78, amounted

to about 5,600,000/.

original distribution of the provincial grants

was strictly based on the then actual expenditure under

transferred. That there were greal differ-

ences in the incidence of the public burdens in different

provinces was well known, but it would manifestly have

been quite impracticable to have attempted any re

adjustment at that time, and all idea of dividing the

available revenues among the several governments, on

theoretical conceptions of supposed equity, was deliber-
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ately rejected. Nor is it indeed apparent how any more

satisfactory principle could have been adopted than to

start from the status quo of each province, leaving the

removal of inequalities to be effected by degrees and by

a readjustment of local burdens.

When Lord Lytton became Viceroy, and Sir John

Strachey took charge of the financial department of

the Government, six years' experience of the new sys-

tem had been gained, and there was not, nor had there

ever been, a dissentient voice, either in the Supreme

Government or in any of the Local Governments, in

regard to its success. The only fault ever found with

it was that, although an excellent beginning, it did not

go far enough. Every object with which the change

of system was made had been gained ; the old friction

between the Supreme and Local Governments had been

diminished ; the authority of the Supreme Government,

and its power of general control, instead of being weak-

ened, had become stronger and more real since the

attempt to interfere in all sorts of petty details had

been abandoned ; and the Local Governments had been

able to carry out many measures of improvement

which would otherwise have been impracticable.

The most important object of all, so far as the

imperial finances were concerned—that of economy

and the prevention of increased expenditure—had been

completely gained. The charges made over to the

Provincial Governments had been selected because they

were specially liable to increase. Between 1863-64

and 1868-69 the cost of the services in question rose

from 5,112,000/. to 6,030,000/., or at an average of

nearly 200,000/. a year. In 1870-71, in consequence

of the determined efforts of Lord Mayo's Government

the charges which had been growing at so alarming a
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rate were reduced to 5,197,000/., but until the new

system was introduced, there was little reason for

hoping that the process of constant increase would not

immediately recommence. Five years after the change

of system had been made, the expenditure on the whole

of the assigned services remained almost unaltered.

The total charges only exceeded by 200,000/. the sum

to which, by extraordinary efforts, they had been

reduced in 1863-64, and they were less in 1875-76

by 700,000/. than they were in 1868-69. When the

figures were examined in detail they were still more

satisfactory, for they showed that there had been

a reduction of expenditure under nearly all heads

excepting ' Education ' and ' Medical,' or, in other

words, that the people had got more schools, hos-

pitals, and dispensaries, although less money had been

spent on gaols and police.

When Lord Mayo's measures were taken in 1870,

there was much ignorant talk about their leading to an in-

crease of local taxation, and it has been loudly asserted

that in consequence of those measures new burdens

had been imposed on the country, which were none

the less serious for being called local. There is no

foil ii( lat ion for such statements. The Local Govern-

ments obtained no powers of taxation which they did

not possess before, and excepting in the North-Western

. inees, Punjab, and Ondh, where new rates for local

purposes were imposed to a very moderate extent, the

measures of 1870 led to no fresh taxation. It is true

that a considerable increase to local taxation was made

about the same time in Bengali Madras, and Bombay,

but this was an accidental coincidence, and had no con-

nection whatever with the introduction of the new
system of administration and final)
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The chief defect of these measures, excellent so far

as they went, was that they dealt almost exclusively

with expenditure, and hardly at all with income. If

it was certain that provincial responsibility would lead

to economy in expenditure, it was equally certain that

it would lead to improvement in those sources of

revenue which depend for their productiveness on

good administration.

For example, the two great heads of income, excise

and stamps, yielded in 1876-77 5,360,000/. The

whole of this went into the Imperial treasury ; the

increase or decrease in the receipts mainly depends,

in the long-run, on good or bad management ; and bad

management of such resources means not only the

wasteful throwing away of revenue without any relief

to the country, but very possibly the needless imposition

of other and more objectionable taxation. In the finan-

cial statement for 1877-78, Sir John Strachey referred

to this subject in the following terms :

—

1 How is this better management to be obtained ?—The
answer seems to me simple : it can be obtained in one way

only ; not by any action which gentlemen of the financial de-

partment, or any other department of the Supreme Govern-

ment, can take while sitting hundreds or thousands of miles

away in their offices in Calcutta or Simla ; not by examining

figures and writing circulars ; but by giving to the Local

Governments, which have in their hands the actual working of

these great branches of the revenue, a direct and, so to speak, a

personal interest in efficient management. It may be very

wrong, but it is true, and will continue to be true while human
nature remains what it is, that the local authorities take little

interest in looking after the financial affairs of that abstraction

the Supreme Government, compared with the interest which

they take in matters which immediately affect the people whom
they have to govern. When Local Governments feel that good

administration of the excise and stamps and other branches of
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revenue will give to them, and not only to the Government of

India, increased income and increased means of carrying out the

improvements which they have at heart, then, and not till then,

we shall get the good administration which we desire ; and with

it, I am satisfied, we shall obtain a stronger and more real power

of control on the part of the Central Government than we can

now exercise.'

Lord Lytton had always, from the time of his

assumption of office, desired to carry out to its full

legitimate extent the policy which had worked so

successfully, and consequently in 1877 he effected a

further important application of the original scheme,

which on grounds of expediency Lord Mayo had not

attempted in 1871. The services which were the

subject of the settlement of 1871 were gaols, registra-

tion, police, education, medical services, printing,

miscellaneous public improvements, and civil buildings,

with the connected receipts. Li 1877 the system was
cxi ended to all the remaining services, excepting the

few administered directly by the Central Government,

or in the management of which the Local Governm.

could manifestly exercise no influence. At the same

time, the revenues from stamps, excise, law and justice,

and some other items, were surrendered, under certain

conditions, to the Local Governments. To these was

added the licence tax as soon as it was impoe

er, the management of some of the railway- and

all of the canals within their jurisdiction was made over

to the Local Governments. The object of all that

done was, as far as possible, to renounce on the part of

the Government of India all responsibility for the

detailed management of these revenues and services,

and to intrust this responsibility to the Local Govern-

ments.
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These new arrangements still left the Local Govern-

ments without any separate interest in the land, the

forest, and some other items of revenue. As regards

the Governments of Assam and Burmah, this defect

was cured in the settlements made with them in 1879.

By these settlements, all the revenues and all the ser-

vices which could possibly be made provincial were so

treated ; and for the balance, instead of a fixed sum,

a fixed proportion of the land, forest, and other reve-

nues was assigned to the provincial treasury.

It will give a better idea of the practical scope of

these measures, and of their administrative importance,

to mention that the revenues assigned under them to

the Provincial Governments amounted in 1880-81 to

close upon 10,000,000/. sterling, to which were added

supplementary grants from the revenues reserved as

Imperial of about 4,250,000/. ; thus the sum of about

14,500,000/. was placed at the disposal of the Local

Governments, for provincial purposes, besides the more

strictly localised income designated as Local amounting to

nearly 3,000,000/., or altogether more than 17,000,000/.,

out of the 69,000,000/. which constitutes the whole

gross public revenue.

The latest settlements have worked most satis-

factorily ; still they are not perfect. On the one hand,

the Central Government has not always reserved a suffi-

cient share in the increase of such revenues as those

from excise, stamps, and registration. On the other

hand, the interests of the Local Governments in the

land revenue, and in the other revenues now shared

between them and the Central Government, are not

substantial enough. It is also felt that it would be
desirable, without insisting on any unmeaning identity,*

to make the arrangements with the several provinces
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more uniform. The existing settlements having been

made separately at various times, the terms of one

settlement sometimes differ needlessly from those of

another. The Government of Madras, moreover, has,

since the original settlement of 1871, declined to enter

into any extended arrangements, and none of the recent

measures apply to that Presidency. No reason for this

was apparent to the Government of India, except that

chronic and invincible dislike of change by which the

Madras Government has been so often distinguished.

Sir John Strachey had hoped, before leaving India,

to complete the policy described in this chapter by a

revision of the settlements with all the Local Govern-

ments upon a uniform and comprehensive basis. What
he contemplated was as follows. The revenues and

charges arising from tributes, salt, and opium, allow-

ances and assignments, the administration of the post

office and telegraphs, the political department, the East

Indian Railway, the guaranteed railway companies, and

all items recorded only in the accounts of the Central

Government, would have remained wholly imperial.

The revenues from forests, excise, and assessed taxe6,

stamps, and registration, and the import duties on

liquors, would have been shared equally between the

Local and Central Governments. Each Local Govern-

ment would have received a fixed proportion of the net

land revenue to make good the difference between its

assigned revenues and expenditure; and the rest of

revenue and expenditure, with a few exceptions,

would have been provincial. The assignment of a

re of the land revenue formed a part of General

Strachey's original scheme, but was deliberately avoided

at first in order to remove as far as possible all objec-

tions to the practical adoption of the measure, and 1 1

1
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introduce it in a form that should not excite opposition,

or risk failure, from its too large dimensions.

To complete this scheme the Local Governments

ought to have some interest in the salt revenue also

;

there are, however, difficulties in arranging this.

Except in Burmah the salt revenue brought to

account in each province is not the duty levied upon

the consumption of salt within the province ; it would

be difficult to ascertain the true local consumption, and

objectionable to allow to a Local Government a share

in the duty levied on salt consumed beyond its juris-

diction.

The foregoing is an outline of the measures for

completing the policy of financial decentralisation

which Sir John Strachey proposed, and the needful

details of which have been worked out by Mr. Chap-

man in the department of Finance with much care

and labour. The plan awaits the consideration of

the Government of India. 1 Under it, instead of the

general allotment now made, amounting to about

4,250,000/., specific proportions of the separate items of

revenue would be assigned for provincial purposes,

amounting in all to about 7,000,000/., with a cor-

responding addition to the charges that would become

provincial, so that the provincial income and expenditure

would be raised from 14,500,000/. to 17,000,000/.

The facts and figures given in this chapter and

elsewhere show how completely successful this policy

of decentralisation has been. Viewing it in its finan-

cial aspect, we find that in the last twelve years there

has been, on the whole, no increase in the charges

1 While these pages were passing through the press, the decision of the

Government to carry out arrangements based on these plans has been

announced.

l 2
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under the chief provincial heads, the only exceptions

being a moderate growth of the expenditure upon

education, medical services, the internal civil adminis-

tration, and gaols. The provincial revenues are

flourishing, and show every indication of successful

management. The aggregate surplus of provincial

revenue over expenditure during the twelve years lias

amounted to more than 2,000,000/., so that the provin-

cial treasuries were able without difficulty beU\

1879 and 1881 to contribute 670,000/. towards the

necessities of the central treasury arising from the war.

The total amount standing to credit as the provincial

and local balances was at the end of 1880-81 rather

more than 3,000,000/., and in 1881-82 is estimated at

2,500,000/., after providing for an increased expenditure,

compared to the previous year, of nearly 1,000,000/.

The administrative results are equally satisfactory.

Controversies between the Central and the Local

Governments are now almost unknown; the transaction

of public business has been greatly facilitated ; and the

Local Governments are generally well content, not only

with their financial position, but with the wide measure

of administrative independence which they have ob-

tained. And this last is the greatest result of all.

Interference with the petty details of expenditure

• ssarily involved interference in all the details of

administration. The Local Governments are incom-

parably stronger than they were, and the efficiency of

all the most important branches of the public service

has been increased. As was said at the beginning of

this chapter, the whole system of Indian administration

been profoundly affected by this change. I

royalty of Lord Mayo will be honourably remem-

bered for its introduction: to that of Lord Lytl
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belongs the honour of its accomplishment. The reform

is now not far from complete, all that remains being

to make final improvements of detail, and to give the

policy an extension in a direction which Lord Lytton's

Government had desired, but was unable to accom-

plish. The nature of this extension will be briefly

stated.

The arrangements which have been described relate

almost exclusively to the receipt and expenditure of

the ordinary revenues. They should be supplemented

by others, more completely handing over to the Local

Governments the responsibility for applying borrowed

funds to works of public improvement. It would have

been the aim of Lord Lytton's Government to appro-

priate suitable sums, proportional to the ascertained

wants of the several provinces, in a manner that would

have secured to the Local Governments reasonable

continuity in their operations, and would have freed

them in respect to this part of their duties from the

necessity of constant references and appeals to the

Central Government, in a way similar to that which has

been accomplished in dealing with the ordinary funds

derived from the revenues. The measures of Provincial

decentralisation will not be complete until the Local

Governments have been invested with full responsibility

for the financial administration of all branches of the

public service, the executive management of which is

placed in their hands ; and with this responsibility

should be joined that of originating all measures needed

for the good government of their respective charges.

Were this done, the Government of India would be

freed, as it should be, from all details of local business,

and would assume its proper position of a controlling

authority only.
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One direction in which the efforts of Lord Lytton's

Government thus to extend the powers of the Local

Governments were frustrated calls for special notice. It

is plainly an object of considerable importance to obtain

the co-operation of local capitalists in the prosecution

of useful works. In the North-Western Provinces,

Sir W. Muir, when Lieutenant-Governor, undertook a

branch railway on this principle. A large part of the

requisite capital was supplied by persons locally in-

terested in its success, the residue being made up from

the Provincial funds. A moderate guarantee of interest,

to be met from Provincial revenues, was promised on

the capital locally subscribed, as well as the right to

participate in half the profits in excess of the guaranteed

interest. A local committee of native gentlemen was

formed from among the subscribers of the capital, which

was consulted as to the tariff and business arrangenn

of the line.

The success of this undertaking, which almost from

the outset gave a return a little in excess of the gua-

ranteed rate of interest, and caused no burden on the

Provincial revenues, made it clear that the plan might

be usefully adopted in other cases, and the Local Govern

ments, generally, were invited to adopt the system,

under certain rules which were framed to secure financial

regularity, and prevent the undue extension of the Pro-

vincial liabilities. Two or three works of local int<

were immediately brought forward for prosecution in

this manner; considerable sums were subscribed locally

for them; and the subsequent great success of one of

them, the Patna and Gja Railway, shows that the plan

was one of much promise. Bui before it had received

such a development as would certainly have rendered

most valuable assistance in the extension of works of
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local improvement, and would have initiated a system

of true local co-operation for such purposes, the Secre-

tary of State issued orders which had the effect of

arresting all further progress in this direction. He
required that all money raised locally, under engage-

ments by the Local Governments to pay interest from

the Provincial revenues, should be treated as though it

had been borrowed by the Imperial Government, and

that the amount thus provided should be deducted

from the limited sum to which he had restricted the

loans for the prosecution of Public Works. It followed

that the Local Governments could not increase the

means at their disposal by thus receiving local aid. All

inducement to seek it was removed, and a plan of the

greatest promise fell—still-born. The centralising power

of the Government of India, and of the Secretary of

State acting through that Government, which it had

been desired to relax in a new direction, was strictly

maintained, and the means of developing a healthy and

useful spirit of local co-operation and self-support, which

it had been proposed to give to the Local Governments,

were withheld.

The reduction of the total amount to be spent on

productive works, and the refusal to authorise this use-

ful extension of the powers of the Local Governments,

were subsequently followed by still further restrictions,

both on the classes of works that might be undertaken

with borrowed money, and on the application to them

even of funds obtained from the revenues of the year.

It is hardly necessary to point out how little such a

restrictive policy finds any justification, either in the

present state of the finances, or in the actual results of

the different course that was till lately followed in this

matter ; how manifestly it stands in the way of the
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reasonable development of Provincial administrative

and financial responsibility, on which the future pro-

gress of India essentially depends ; nor how seriously it

must interfere with the early provision of those means

of protection against future calamity, which a true

perception of the demands of good government and

Ordinary humanity alike require.

The following extract from a Eesolution of the

Government of Bengal, reviewing the position of that

province at the commencement of the present financial

year, affords the best possible corroboration of the views

expressed in this chapter. The able Lieutenant-Gover 1 lor

of Bengal, Sir Ashley Eden, whose independence of

judgment and freedom from all disposition to exaggera-

tion are beyond question, and whose cordial co-operation

with the Government of India in all matters affect

the financial administration calls for special ackn

ledgment, uses these words :

—

'That the system of decentralisation has been thoroughly

successful in Bengal is sufficiently clear from the foregoing

sketch. The revenues have rapidly increased, independently

of any new taxation ; useless expenditure has been curtailed ;

and funds have been made available for improvement under all

branches of the Administration. All grades of the service 1

shown the deepest interest in increasing the resources of

Government, under the belief that the surplus revenue would

be available for the good of the province. The three heads of

Improvable revenue made over to the management of the Pro-

vincial Gfovernment, with an income of 165 j lakhs in 1876

will stand with an income of not less than 217£ lakhs in

1881-82. In the meanwhile, the Lieutenant-Governor has

been able to carry out numerous works of improvement on his

own responsibility, many of which, under the previous system,

would have been Indefinitely postponed I' making a

ial contribution of 20 lakhs to the bnperia] treasury in

time «'f need, he en able during these fiv< in-
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crease the staff of executive and judicial officers ; to provide

increased facilities for the administration of justice ; to increase

the grant for education ; to make grants in aid of district com-

munications and of works of drainage, sanitation, and municipal

improvement ; to build schools, colleges, and hospitals ; to re-

place the huts in which the public business was transacted, or

prisoners were confined, by substantial masonry court-houses

and gaols ; to spend 20 lakhs on railways which will bring in

a large return, 5£ lakhs on tramways, f of a lakh on a steamer

service to improve communications with Assam, and 2 lakhs on

a road to develop the trade with Thibet ; to spend 1 1 lakhs on

the first portion of a work which will develop the trade of Orissa

and protect it from famine ; and to spend 38J lakhs on im-

proving navigation and providing a supply of pure water for

the people. While 77^ lakhs have thus been expended on

great measures of material improvement, and the expenditure

on Ordinary Public Works has been increased from Ks. 25,12,000

in 1877-88 to Ks. 63,53,000, exclusive of expenditure on pre-

liminary works of railway construction, in 1881-82, and while

no legitimate outlay has been spared to strengthen every de-

partment of the Administration, the five years' period, which

opened with a credit balance of Ks. 2,88,000 only, will close

with a credit balance of at least Ks. 14,46,000. When it is recol-

lected that under the system which prevailed before 1871 every

new charge required the sanction of the Imperial Government,

that the decision on the demands of each province took no

cognisance of the extent to which it had contributed to the

general Exchequer, that nothing was to be gained by economy,

because money left unspent by any one Government was

practically lost to it and only went to increase the amount to

be scrambled for by all, some idea may be gained of the advan-

tages which Bengal has reaped from the control of its own
finances. There is no department of the service which has not

felt the benefit of the financial independence conferred on the

Government immediately responsible for its administration.'

It may not be out of place here to point out how
the measures of which this chapter gives an account,

differ from certain proposals made by Mr. Bright some
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years ago. He told us in eloquent terms that it was

folly to suppose that so vast a country as India, with

all its different nations and languages, could ever be

bound up into a single State. ' What you want,' lie

said, ' is to decentralise your Government. What
would be thought if the whole of Europe were under

one Governor who knew only the language of the

Feejee Islands?' The basis of truth in these observa-

tions is obvious and undisputed. But the projects by

which Mr. Bright would have abolished the Governor-

General in Council, and established half-a-dozen se-

parate Governments in India having little or no con-

nection with each other, and each of them directly

subordinate to the Government at home, would if

carried out have hardly failed to destroy our Indian

Empire. Although it is true that we ought to de-

centralise our administration, the last thing we ou<_rlit

to desire is to diminish the authority of the Central

and Supreme Government. The one thing most essen-

tial to India is a strong Central Government. We shall

certainly never get such a government except in India

itself, and it is difficult enough to get it even there.

Hence has fully established that the only way to

secure this object, and to maintain a true imperial

control, is for the Central Government to refuse to

meddle with details which the local authorities al<

< .m understand, and with which they alone can in-

telligently deal.



CHAPTEE X.

FINANCIAL MEASURES FOR MEETING FAMINE LIABILITIES.

famine liabilities must be met from revenues—their heavy amount
—lord Salisbury's opinion of necessity for localising them—
danger of meeting them by borrowing—provincial revenues o's

bengal made liable for charges arising from railways and irriga-

tion works— similar steps in north-western provinces—lord

northbrook's views—famine expenditure estimated at one-and-

a-half millions yearly—decision to obtain special yearly subplus

of this amount—to be applied directly or indirectly in reduc-

tion of charge for debt—fre8h taxation how far needed

—

actual receipts from new taxes—misconceptions as to famine

insurance—creation of a fund not proposed—plan necessarily

inoperative in absence of real surplus—changes of policy made
by home government—substantial realisation of scheme of in-

SURANCE,

Among the measures which have engaged the attention

of the Government of India during the last ten or

twelve years, none have surpassed in their importance

those which had their origin in the distinct recognition

of the obligation to provide against the liabilities,

financial as well as administrative, arising from the

destructive seasons of drought to which almost all

parts of India are periodically subject. These liabilities

included not only the necessary direct relief of the

population which suffers from scarcity or famine, but

the obligation to carry out those public works which,

as experience has proved, afford the only true safe-

guard against such calamities. The very heavy expen-

diture which famine has entailed has been already
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referred to. How the administration of Lord Lytton

dealt with these matters will now be described.

Shortly after Lord Lytton assumed the office of

Viceroy, the south of India was visited by a most de-

structive drought and famine, the measures for the relief

of which were necessarily on such a scale of magni-

tude, and followed so closely on the enormously costly

operations thought requisite for meeting the famine in

Bengal in 1874, that it became evident to the Govern-

ment that one of the most obvious and important duties

which the State was called upon to discharge, was that

of maturing and carrying into execution plans for

guarding against the financial consequences of the

outlay on relief, which threatened to become ruinous.

This question had to be taken up in a time of great diffi-

culty, while the most serious drought of modern times

was devastating the provinces of Madras and Bombay.

In a despatch, dated November 25, 1875, reviewing

the relief measures adopted in Bengal in 1874, Lord

Salisbury had called the attention of the Government of

India to the question of the proper incidence of the

charges which have to be incurred for the relief of

famine. These, he argued, should be localised as far

as possible. He said that, however plain may be the

primary obligation of the State to do all that is possibly

towards preserving the lives of the people, it would be

most dangerous, either to make the general reven

bear the whole burden of meeting all local difficulties

and of relieving all local distress, or to supply the need-

ful funds by borrowing in a shape thai establishes a

permanent charge far all future tl.

The firol practical recognition of the principle on

which Lord Salisbury thus insisted was given in March

1877 by measures which had for flieir object the im-
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position upon the several provinces of responsibility for

the charges incurred in providing canals and railways

to give protection to the people against famine.

The famine which prevailed in Southern India

rendered it impossible at the time to think of imposing

fresh burdens on Madras and Bombay; and the first

measures of the Government were confined to the Ben-

gal Presidency, including Bengal, the North-Western

Provinces and Oudh, the Punjab and the Central Pro-

vinces.

It was estimated that in Lower Bengal the capital

outlay incurred by the Government on canals and rail-

ways, in operation or under construction, would be at

least 8,000,000/. To enable the Local Government to

discharge the interest on the capital expended on these

works, and to meet similar obligations in the future, a

provincial cess, of which more will be said further on,

was imposed upon the land in Bengal.

Similar obligations for the same purpose were at

the same time imposed in the North-Western Provinces,

but they were much lighter than in Bengal ; and to

enable the Local Government to meet its new liabilities,

all that was thought necessary was the introduction of

a very fight licence tax upon traders, estimated to yield

50,000/. a year.

This was in the beginning of 1877. In December of

the same year the Government announced the measures

by which it hoped to complete a sufficient insurance of

the whole country against the financial consequences

of famine ; and early in 1878 those measures were

carried into effect. The principle which underlies the

policy they involved had been publicly recognised by

Lord Northbrook after the famine of 1874 in Northern

Bengal. He said that famines could no longer be
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treated as abnormal or exceptional calamities, and that

sound financial principles required that the grave ob-

ligations which they entailed upon the Government

should be explicitly recognised and provided for among
the ordinary charges of the State. Within the previous

ten years three serious famines had occurred. The

drought of 1866 led to famine in Behar and Orissa

;

the failure of the rainy season in 1868 and 1869 caused

severe distress over a great tract of country in Northern

India ; and in 1874 came the famine in Bengal. As it

could not be doubted that India was liable to the

periodical and not unfrequent occurrence of such calami-

ties, Lord Northbrook justly concluded that to attempt

to meet them merely by borrowing without a simulta-

neous increase of income would be financially ruinous.

'Whatever means,' he said, 'we may take to obviate

or mitigate them, it must, under present circumstances,

be looked upon as inevitable that famines will from

time to time occur.' He therefore declared that, to

enable the State to meet the obligation of preventing

and relieving famine, it was necessary to secure, in pros-

perous times, a substantial surplus of revenue over i

penditure, in addition to that necessary margin which a

prudent administration always requires for the ordinary

service of the State. Due provision would thus be

made for meeting occasional expenditure on famine.

He said that if this surplus were devoted in years of

prosperity to the reduction of debt, or to preventing the

increase of debt for the construction of productive

public works, there would be no objection to the public

expenditure exceeding the public revenue in occasion;

years of adversity, so that we might then meet the

charges on famine from borrowed funds to the full ex-

tent to which our surplus bad permitted the discharge
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of debt or prevented its increase. The principles thus

enunciated by Lord Northbrook were fully accepted by

the Secretary of State, Lord Salisbury, but no steps

were taken to put them in practice until they were

made the basis of the policy carried into effect by Lord

Lytton.

The actual expenditure on famine relief, including

remissions of land revenue, in the five years from 1873

to 1878, was nearly 16,500,000/. But there was good

reason for believing that this had been a period of

exceptional disaster, and the Government came to the

conclusion, necessarily in a somewhat arbitrary manner,

that, taking an average of years, the annual cost of

relieving famine, including loss of revenue and actual

expenditure, was not likely to exceed 1,500,000/. It is

satisfactory to find that the probable sufficiency of this

assumption has been confirmed by the subsequent

elaborate inquiries of the Famine Commission, which

has estimated the yearly average charge at 1,250,000/.

' Considering,' the Commission says, ' the doubts that

must necessarily surround any such estimates, the ac-

cordance of the sum thus obtained with the 1,500,000/.

adopted by the Government of India in 1878, seems to

justify the belief that this last-named amount is not

likely to be exceeded as the average charge for famine

relief over a series of years.' 1

The Eeport of the Famine Commission gives so clear

and succinct an explanation of the policy adopted, of

the principles laid down, and of the objects aimed at

by Lord Lytton's Government, that it may usefully be

quoted here :

—

' The Government,' it says, * has, with good reason, pro-

1 Report of Indian Famine Commission, part i. paragraph 100.
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ceeded very cautiously in its arrangements for localising the

expenditure which famines must involve. It was declared tli.it

the Local Governments should henceforth be regarded as

responsible, to the full extent of what was possible, for providing

the means of protecting the people of their own provinces

againd {'amine, and of meeting the cost of relief when famine

a.t oally occurred. As to the first of these objects, arrangement >

were made under which a guarantee might be given by each

province f«»rthe interest on the capital expended on its own
railways and canals, and the sources of income necessary for the

discharge of this liability being at the same time entrusted to

it. As to the second, it was expected that, by economical and

judicious control of the expenditure on the numerous branches

of the administration which have been transferred to Provincial

Governments, a balance would be secured which would be avail-

able for purposes of relief, and that such balances standing to

the credit of provincial revenues should be exhausted before the

imperial treasury could be drawn upon. But it was recognised

that there was a limit beyond which the provincial revenues

could not supply relief, and that resources must be created

from which the central authority could supplement provinci.il

funds on occasions of widespread and severe famine ; and it

to this end that arrangements were made to secure a surplu> i f

1 J millions of income over ordinary expenditure, in addition to

the annual surplus of half a million otherwise regarded as proper.

It was determined that this surplus should not take the form

<>f a fund specially allocated to meet the cost of famine relief.

because such an arrangement would be financially inconvenient

and objectionable. The intention was simply that a source of

revenue should be provided which would enable the Government

to carry out the principle on which it had for some years insisted

—that the relief of famine distress must be regarded as a cha

constantly liable to recur, which must be met like all other

obligatory items of State expenditure. The money obtained, or

bo much of the 1£ millions as remained after meeting charges

for f;i mine during the current year, was to be applied to I

discharge of debt, or the prosecution of remunerative public

I of a character likely to give protection to the country

against the effects of drought Such worka mighl be expected

.oduce an income equal to the interest on the capital bj
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on them, and thus lead to a result financially identical with the

discharge of debt, but otherwise more beneficial from the pro-

tection given by the works. As the Government was engaged

in carrying out productive public works, the expenditure on which

involved annual loans to the extent of three or four millions,

the plan practically operated in reducing, to the extent of the

surplus, the sum to be thus borrowed. We see no reason to

doubt that the general arrangements thus made were in the actual

circumstances well suited to meet the difficult problem that had

to be solved, nor is it easy to see how such heavy and irregularly

recurring charges as those that arise from the relief of famine

on a great scale of severity and extent, could otherwise be met
than by borrowing when the calamity occurs and by discharging

the debt in times of prosperity, or securing such an increase of

revenue from productive works as shall cover the interest on the

debt.'

"

According to this plan, the Government, when the

country is free from famine, would virtually reduce the

public debt by 1,500,000/. a year, or prevent debt to

that amount, and resources would thus be stored up in

years of prosperity, by means of which, when famine

actually occurs, it would be possible to discharge the

heavy obligations which then fall upon the State.

The Government in 18-77 came, as elsewhere stated,

to the conclusion that the ordinary income and expen-

diture of the State might at that time be considered to

be, for practical purposes, in a state of equilibrium. It

was therefore, in the opinion of the Government, neces-

sary to improve the financial position by 1,500,000/. a

year on account of famine liabilities alone, and in addi-

tion to this to provide a margin on the annual esti-

mates of at least 500,000/. to meet unforeseen con-

tingencies.

A considerable portion of this total sum of

2,000,000/. was supplied, without any addition to the
1 Report, part i. paragraphs 175, 176.

M
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public burdens, either imperial or local, by the transfer

of charges to the Provincial Governments under the

measures of financial decentralisation of which I have

spoken ; but fresh taxation was thought necessary to

complete the whole amount required.

The new taxes actually imposed will be described

elsewhere ; it will now be shown what financial success

has attended these efforts of the Government towards

insuring the country against the liabilities entailed by

the periodical occurrence of famine.

The question whether this object has been ga

is practically identical with the question, which has a

much simpler appearance, and which has already been

answered in a previous chapter of this work, whether

we have really secured a substantial annual surplus

of income over ordinary expenditure of not less than

2,000,000/. a year.

This was to be ascertained on a comparison of the

revenue with the expenditure, after excluding the

penditure on productive public works, which, to what-

ever extent was necessary, might be provided for by

loan. That portion of the surplus which was especially

required to meet famine liabilities, or 1,500,000/., would

be subject to reduction by any amount which might

be expended on famine relief, or which might be lost

in the shape of remission of revenue on account of

famine. The remaining 500,000/. of the required e

plus might be reduced by expenditure of an obviously

abnormal and extraordinary character. Tn other WO

it was desired to secure an income sufficient to meet

all ordinary charges year by year, I L,500,000£

for famine, and also all extraordinary charges up to

'.()()()/. More than this was not aimed at.
I

heavy war expenditure, for instance, no provision was
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made beforehand, and it would have been absurd to

attempt to do so.

The amount of new taxation actually imposed

amounted originally to 1,345,000/., and is now about

1,000,000/. Whether the public accounts have shown

deficit, surplus, or equilibrium, it is indisputable that

if the new taxes were not applied to stimulate fresh

expenditure, they must have prevented debt, or per-

mitted its reduction, to the exact amount which they

have yielded, and that, when famine occurs, our re-

sources for meeting it will be increased by an amount

exactly equal to the amount obtained from those taxes,

with compound interest upon them.

The actual sum which they are estimated to have

yielded in the aggregate in the three years since they

were imposed is 3,393,891/. In the same period the

actual or estimated expenditure on famine relief was

417,420/. Therefore the taxation thus levied in these

years has enabled us to defray the expenditure on

famine relief, and to prevent debt to the amount of

2,976,471/. with interest on this sum, and therefore

to improve the general financial position to the same

extent apart from other independent causes of expendi-

ture, and to obtain a corresponding resource available

in the future. That this result has been achieved is

self-evident ; it is independent of the surplus or deficit

of the revenue as a whole, and requires no further

demonstration.

It has been asserted that the proceeds of these

taxes have not been expended on the objects for which

they were imposed, but on the prosecution of the

Afghan war. Such assertions are based on miscon-

ception of the facts. These taxes were imposed to

enable the State to meet its future liabilities for the

M 2
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relief of famine. Their proceeds have been devoted to

meeting these liabilities as certainly as if they had been

actually expended on famine relief, or had been applied

to the direct repayment of debt. If these taxes had

not existed during the last three years, the revenues

would, as wa< ^hown, have been less by nearly 3,000,000/.

than their actual amount; consequently the amount

available for meeting the whole public expenditure,

including that on the war, which has obviously not

been affected in any way by these taxes, has been in-

creased by this sum, and the amount to be borrowed

has been reduced by the same sum : in other words,

the public debt is now 3,000,000/. less than it would

have been. It is plain, therefore, that when serious

famine next occurs we shall be able, if necessary, to

borrow 3,000,000/. for its relief, without creating liabi-

lities of a larger amount than that by which the present

increase of the general liability has been prevented ;

any increase of debt due to the war is beyond the

present discussion.

There has been much misunderstanding in regard to

the so-called Famine insurance fund or surplus, which,

in fact, was never designed to be anything more than a

mere surplus of annual revenue over expenditure,

though the necessity for it arose from a particular

cause. It was impossible for the Government, even if

it had desired to do so, to have given a diflei

character to this surplus, unless, indeed, the expedient

had been adopted of paying the proceeds of the i

sinto a separate fund to be applied only to specified

purposes. From the very first, and at all times, ev

idea of this sort was repudiated by the Government as

out of the question, foolish, and impracticable, and no

ibt will be equally repudiated in the future.
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In further explanation of this point reference may
be made to the following extract from the Budget

Eesolution of 1879-80.

' The propriety of the course followed by the Government last

year in refusing to constitute any separate fund in connection

with the famine arrangements has thus, it may be added, been

justified by the event. Foreseeing the possibility of such a

contingency as that which has actually occurred (namely, the

anticipated failure of the surplus in consequence of the heavy

fall in the exchange and the cost of the Afghan war), Sir John

Strachey spoke in the Legislative Council on February 9, 1878,

as follows :

—

" Any other decision might lead to results probably not con-

templated by those who have suggested the establishment of a

separate fund ; I mean that this might involve the necessity

for imposing fresh taxation. Suppose, for instance, that the

produce of the new taxes were, by law, strictly set apart from

the general revenues and paid into a separate fund only to

be applied to specified purposes ; if then any sudden change

of circumstances arose, calling for seriously increased expendi-

ture, or causing a considerable falling off in the revenue, we
should have to choose between the imposition of fresh taxes and

the abrogation of the law constituting the fund, for I set aside

the idea of meeting the ordinary charges by borrowing as a

course financially inadmissible. This dilemma might arise,

though the pressure was likely to be only temporary ; nor can

any one say that such a contingency would be at all improbable,

or that it might not occur at any moment. With all my desire

to see the pledges maintained that we have given as to the

application of a sum not less than 1,500,000^., as an insurance

against famine, I think it would be irrational, under many cir-

cumstances that I can conceive, to object to the temporary

diversion of any necessary part of the revenue from this purpose

with the view of obtaining relief which might be no less urgently

required than that which experience has taught us to be

requisite in meeting famine. Without thinking of a future

far removed from us, events might of course happen which

would make it impossible even for us who have designed these

measures to maintain our present resolution."
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In the very nature of the case, a real sinking fund

involves the existence of a real Burplus, and the above

extract clearly shows that this was well understood.

Indeed in circumstances such as had been foreseen,

and were very soon to arise, the only effect which

the specially created resources could have, would be

the indirect one which has already been explained. It

is obvious that the measures which were propoM

d

could have no effect in averting other causes of ex-

penditure, or in preventing debt being incurred for

other objects, and that so long as the surplus was dis-

sipated never mind how, or as debt was increased ne

mind why, no real sinking fund operations could be

carried out.

That the misunderstanding which has been alluded

to may have been due to want of precision in the

original explanations of the policy of the Government is

not denied. When these questions were first brought

forward, being, as they were, new and complicated,

they were not in their financial aspect very easy

comprehend, and some things were undoubtedly said

which not unnaturally gave rise to misinterpretation.

Moreover, the difficulty which the public has had in

understanding this matter has been increased by the

fact that the original policy was afterwards greatly

modified by Her Majesty's Government, and some

the statements of the Government of India thus

to be applicable. This observation applies especially

the orders of the Secretary of State, given in accordance

with the recommendations of a Committee of the House

of Commons, by which the Government of India \

obliged greatly to reduce its expenditure on th

tprarks the construction of which it had looked upon

rd against famine, it* Lord Lytton's
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beneficent and admirable schemes for the protection of

the country have been abandoned or postponed, it

has certainly not been his fault. So far as his Govern-

ment has been concerned, there was at no time any

change of policy in regard to the subject of famine

insurance, or to the construction of necessary public

works, or any failure to carry out any of the intentions

with which the new taxation was imposed.

But no apology or explanation is in truth needed for

any part of these measures. So far from the famine

insurance policy having failed through the faults of its

originators, the fact is indisputable that notwithstanding

all the difficulties of the actual situation, the net charge

for interest on the public debt, after making allowance

for the receipts from public works, has actually been

reduced during the past three years by a much larger

sum than had been aimed at. The net charge for

productive public works and interest on debt fell from

4,070,000/. in 1877-78 to 3,093,000/. in 1880-81 ; that

is, more than 900,000/., which is equivalent to a dis-

charge of debt of about 20,000,000/., so that instead of

there having been any failure in the policy, it has

obtained an altogether unexpected measure of success,

and in the precise manner that had been from the first

designed.



CHAPTER XI.

MEASURES FOR GIVING PROTECTION AGAINST FAMINE,

RECURRENCE OP FAMINE STILL UNAVOIDABLE—MEASURES OP ALLEVIATION

AND PREVENTION POSSIBLE— NECESSITY POR APPLYING THEM—LORD

NORTHBROOK's OPINION—EXTENSION OP RAILWAYS AND IRRI'

REQUIRED— INSUFFICIENCY OF MEASURES ACTUALLY TAKEN— LORD

LYTTON's PROGRAMME—EMIGRATION NOT APPLICABLE—IMPORTANCE OF

EARLY EXTENSION OF CHEAP RAILWAYS—VALUE OF IRRIGATION

OPERATION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO BE SECURED STEADY SUPPLY

OF FUNDS ESSENTIAL—PLANS FRUSTRATED BY ORDERS FOR REDUCTION

OP OUTLAY ON PRODUCTIVE WORKS—OTHER RESTRICTIONS IM!

APPLICATION OF HALF OF FAMINE SURPLUS TO UNREMUNERATI \ E WORH
PROPOSED—OBJECTIONS STATED TO THIS ARRANGEMi.M.

THE periodical recurrence of seasons of drought in

India must be regarded as a physical necessity, and, in

the present condition of the country, famine in an

treme form must at times be unavoidable. The gradual

advance of the economical position of the people can

alone bring complete remedies ; nor need we doubt that

a security may some day be attained equal to that now

enjoyed in other countries, which, as their past history

Bhows, long remained liable to periodical famines hardly

less disastrous than those which have recently de\

tated India.

But it is certain that it is already possibli

vent, or very greatly to alleviate, by remedial measi

the worst effects of scarcity. When provision had 1

le against the financial liabilities to which it had

ome obvious that the Eh 8ed in the
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future by the recurrence of famine, it still remained,

therefore, to supply such direct means of protection

and prevention as were practicable, and Lord Lytton

regarded this object as being, if possible, even more im-

portant than financial security.

After the famine in Bengal Lord Northbrook had

insisted upon the duty which rested on the Government

of sparing no efforts to provide railways and canals

for this purpose. In the financial statement for

1874-75, reference having been made to the necessity

of providing a sufficient surplus of income over ordinary

expenditure to meet periodical charges on account of

famine, it was said that there remained

—

' the further and more important consideration, whether the

disastrous effect of periodical failures of rain may not be miti-

gated, and to a great extent obviated, by the extension of irri-

gation works, and of railways or other means of communication.

This subject has constantly received the attention of the

Government of India. Already a vast area of country has been

rendered secure from the effect of a failure of rain by the irri-

gation works which have been originated or renewed by the

British Government. Had it not been for the large expenditure

upon the construction of the guaranteed railways, it would have

been physically impossible to have taken adequate precautions

to preserve the lives of the people in Behar. In the forecast of

expenditure upon reproductive public works, published in July

last (1873), it was announced that 2,700 miles of railway and

irrigation works, calculated to secure from liability to drought

50,000 square miles of country, would be constructed during

the five years ending with 1877-78 at a cost of 22J millions

sterling. This programme is sufficient to show that, before the

occurrence of the drought of last year, the Government of India

were fully alive to the necessity of a vigorous prosecution of

such works. A general view is now being made of the position

of the whole of Her Majesty's dominions in India as regards

liability to famine from the want either of the works of irriga-

tion or of means of communication. It will be the duty of the
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Government to consider how far it may be desirable to accele-

rate the construction of reproductive public works, and, if so,

how the necessary funds shall be provided.'

Bat, as has too frequently been the case on other

occa hese promises were not followed up by any

sufficienl action. After the immediate pressure caused

by the occurrences of 1874-75 had passed away, tilings

went on in their old routine. If such a review of the

wants of the country as was spoken of was actually

made, nothing came of it, and so far from any accelera-

tion of the construction of productive public works

having ensued, a disposition to reduce the available

in nds began to find favour.

The subject, however, was once more taken up by

Lord Lytton,with the serious intention of doing all that

it was possible for a Government to do towards pre-

venting famine, and furnishing the country with the

machinery by which, when it occurred, the largest

practicable amount of relief could be most speedily and

• anally distributed. The new taxation, and the

Other measures by which the finances were improved,

gave the means of carrying out these objects with a

ainty and rapidity which it would otherwise !

i impossible to insure.

A nobler, more humane, or wiser programme was

r devised by any Government for the benefit of a

Country than that put forth by the Government of

India in 1878 for the protection of India against this

most terrible and ruinous and far-reaching of all

natural calamities ; and until it is brought into far n

ipletc operation than has hitherto been permitted,

most urgent of the duties of the British rulers of

India to t lie Va8t population they have undertaken to

'in will be left unfulfilled. The fbllowi
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from Lord Lytton's speech before the Legislative

Council l
is quoted at length, as containing the clearest

exposition of the whole subject of providing the country

with protection against famine, through the instru-

mentality of public works, and his words deserve to

be remembered among the wisest utterances of Indian

Governors.

1 The statement made by Sir John Strachey will, I trust, have

satisfied the Council that the additional revenue now required

by the Government, and the increased burdens which must con-

sequently be borne by the people of India, are the inevitable

consequences of famine, and of famine only. I will not abuse

your sympathies by harrowing your feelings with any descrip-

tion of the ghastly scenes I have witnessed this year in Southern

India ; scenes which, horrible as they were, only partially re-

vealed the mass of unseen, unuttered misery that lay behind

them. I feel sure you will believe that no such sights were

needed to impress me, and I am equally confident that no such

descriptions are needed to impress this Council, with a profound

sense of the paramount obligation now resting on us all to spare

no effort for preventing the recurrence, or mitigating the

effects, of such calamities. But of one thing I am convinced

—

our efforts must fail if they be merely the uneducated offspring

of casual impulse and indefinite sentiment. The primary con-

dition of successful effort is the strictly sympathetic subordina-

tion of it in all directions, and in all details, to the verified re-

sults of experience, and the carefully ascertained conditions of

what is practically possible. It is not by the indulgence of that

morbid sensibility to the dramatic elements of horror which so

unconsciously simulates compassion, it is not even by exclama-

tory utterances of a generous impatience, or a genuine grief,

under the painful contemplation of the sufferings of our fellow-

creatures, that we can practically prevent or alleviate such

national calamities as those through which Southern India has

been passing during the last two years. I am profoundly per-

suaded that every rupee superfluously spent on famine relief

1 Some sentences have been omitted which are not of importance to

the present argument.
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only aggravates the evil effects of famine, and that in all such

cases waste of money involves waste of life.

1 The measures now before the Council have for their principal

object the provision of that increase of the public income which

experience has proved to be the first condition of any practical

insurance against famine ; and, therefore, it is only proper that

tin- Council should know how we intend to employ the resources

which its adoption of these measures will place at our disposal

for that purpose.

'Our first duty must be, I fear, to recognise and face, with

all its consequences, the sad but certain fact that, in the pre

social condition of India, famines cannot, for many year

might almost say for many generations) to come, be entirely

prevented. The population of this country is still almost

wholly dependent upon agriculture. It is a population which,

in some pails of India, under those securities for life which

are the general consequence of British rule, has a tendency

to increase more rapidly than the food it raises from the soil.

It is a population whose consumption, in many places, trenches

too closely on the crops already provided by its industry ;

and which, therefore, runs great risk of having no accumulated

produce to depend upon, whenever the earth has failed

bring forth her fruit in due season." A people permanently

living under such conditions—a people, that is to say, wl

entiie labour provides only just food enough for its own annual

sustenance—is, it must be confessed, a people removed only

a few degrees from a state of barbarism. Until the accumu-

lated fruits of industry exceed the current requirement- of

population for its own subsistence, there can be no growth

in the wealth of the community ; and until the national wealth

—that is to say, the exchangeable surplus produce of the

country has been increased up to a certain standard, there

'an be no adequate security against famine. To the attainment

of this object, therefore, all our efforts, in every department of

the administration, must be constantly directed. But, at the

time, it must also be always borne in mind that, until

this object has been attained, no exertions and no expenditure

on the pari of the State can practically do more than provide

n and mitigation of peri It is
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not yet in the power of human science to foresee, still less to

control, the uncertainty of the seasons ; and this uncertainty,

which is so constant and violent in India, must always afflict with

exceptional severity any population that is habitually living

from hand to mouth. Fortunately, however, the material ap-

pliances which already exist, and only need to be prudently

developed, in order to provide us with an effectual insurance

against the worst consequences of famine, are also those which,

if rightly employed, will most rapidly promote that general in-

crease of the national wealth on which alone we can reckon for

the permanent prevention of famine.

* Now, of the countless suggestions made from time to time,

.

and more especially during the present year, for rendering less

bitterly ironical than it still seems, when read by the sinister

light of recent events, that famous inscription on the huge

granary built at Patna for " the perpetual prevention offamine

in these provinces" there are only three which merit serious

consideration. These are, firstly, Emigration ; secondly, Rail-

ways ; and, thirdly, Irrigation Works.
1 We must practically exclude the first expedient from the list

of those on which we mainly rely as a means of insuring the

population of India against the calamities of periodical famine.

The conclusion thus arrived at forcibly confines our immediate

efforts to the most rapid development, by the cheapest methods,

combined with the most appropriate and efficient application, of

the only two remaining instruments for increasing the produce

of the soil, facilitating its circulation, and thereby improving

the general social condition, and augmenting the collective

wealth, of the whole community. Those instruments are rail-

roads and irrigation works.

* Now, the incalculable value to India of her present railways

has been unmistakably demonstrated during the past year ; and

the Government is unquestionably bound to stimulate the ex-

tension of this class of works to the greatest extent, and with

the greatest rapidity, consistent with the requirements of finan-

cial prudence. The capital expenditure on the guaranteed

railways, during a period of 28 years, has amounted to not far

from 95 millions sterling, with a result to be measured by about

6,000 miles of broad-gauge line. During the last nine years
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the outlay on State railway- has amounted to about 18

millions, producing 1,050 miles of broad and 1,200 miles of

narrow-gauge due, more or less finished. I need not here re-

D the onc< -vexed question of broad versus narrow gauge.

For all practioa] purposes that question has long ago been

settled. Had we now to consider the construction of long lines

ail solely, or chiefly, for military purposes, I doubt not that

guments might be forcibly urged in favour of a broad-

_^e system. But when the object in view is to stimulate the

oxchange of commodities, and provide for a goods traffic with

rial reference to local needs and local means, then, 1 think,

it cannot possibly be doubted that any extension of our railway

system must be carried out in strict conformity with that method

which experience has proved to be the cheapest, and indeed the

only one financially possible in the circumstances of a poor

c> »untry with a languid commerce. The importance of st rat

railroads to such an empire as this is not, in my opinion, open

to question. But it is not for the construction of strategic rail-

road- that we are now seeking assistance from the local popula-

tions and Governments of India.'

1
It i> an unquestionable fact that the railway.-, and the rail-

alone, were the salvation of the situation in North Behar

during the famine of 1871; and tha< they have again I

<>f the situation in Madras during the pre*

! io doubt, would have thrown rice into the town

of Madras; hut, with the cattle dying of drought, it would I

been impossible to move the grain up-country; nor, if e

ible mile of navigable canal had been completed throughout

the Madras Presidency, would it have greatly helped as to throw

ose very districts where the famine has been at its

I : for the broken upland country of Bellary and Kurnool,

and the Mysore plateau, are physically impracticable for

: sad had there been no railway within reach i

. the people, where they have now died by hund

must have assuredlv vuccumbed by thousai

tisfied that the development of a network

r railway, giving the of transport thn

ii<t of British India, has become a of vital

i
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necessity for the attainment of the great object now before us.

To accomplish this, in accordance with the financial and admin-

istrative policy already explained, we propose to call upon the

various Provincial Governments to undertake at once the pre-

paration of such a scheme of local railways, with plans for their

gradual and systematic execution, carefully made out by the

best-informed local authorities. Our present object is to render

available, within the shortest possible time, a maximum length

of line specially constructed for a slow goods traffic, rather than

to provide those more ample conveniences for passengers and

goods which have been commonly deemed necessary for all

Indian railways hitherto constructed. We have every reason

to believe that, by restricting the works at the outset to the

essential requirements of a slow goods traffic, we can, without

any sacrifice of durability, or sound constructive principle, reduce

the first capital outlay even below the amount which was found

sufficient for the execution of the Hathras and Muttra Railway

in the North-Western Provinces—a line which furnishes us with

a most instructive illustration of what may be done, under a local

Government, in the way of thoroughly useful work executed at

a small cost. We have also in the United States of North

America an encouraging example of the rapidity and financial

ease with which cheap railroads may be constructed over vast

tracts of sparsely populated territory, and of the incalculable

benefits conferred by them on every part of a continent even

more spacious in extent and various in climate than our own.

' During my visit to Madras and Mysore I had many oppor-

tunities of obtaining information about the distribution of grain

into the distressed provinces. I cannot doubt that but for the

main trunk lines of railway there must have been an appalling,

and quite irremediable, failure in the supply of food to those

provinces ; and, for all purposes of famine relief, I am equally

convinced that the proved utility of these great arterial lines

will be immensely increased by the cheap internal railroads we
now propose to commence, with the intention of completing

them as rapidly as may be compatible with the extent of the

financial resources at our disposal for that undertaking.
1 The early conclusion of such an undertaking must necessarily

depend upon its financial practicability ; and for this reason all
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minor considerations must be subordinated to the most rigid

economy in construct ion, and the most severe limitation of the

works to what is indispensable for the efficient exercise of their

special function. But if these conditions be duly complied with,

I have confidence that, at a comparatively early period, we shall,

without any strain upon our financial resources, have extended

t«> all parts and provinces of our Empire the most efficacious

etion, not indeed from dearth (for that is impossible), but

from those terrible effects of dearth which now generally termin-

ate in famine.

1 These, then, are the principles on which we are pre]..,

apply at once to the extension of our railway system, as a m<

of insurance against famine, an adequate proportion of the re-

sources at our command for that purpose. We cannot, ind

solely for the sake of developing local commerce, undertake to

build railroads on the commodious and costly scale of our pre-

sent main lines, which have been constructed with a view to

their general utility in many other ways. But with the active

co-opera t i« >n of the Local Governments, and by steadily adhering

to, and prudently developing, the great principle of provincial

responsibility which is the backbone of our financial policy,

are persuaded that the resources ofthe State will now be sufficient

h.r the early and continuous construction of a wide network of

cheap provincial lines well adapted to the special object for

which they are required.

' It remains to explain to the Council the manner in which we

propose to apply to the extension of irrigation works preci

•me principles and policy.

' It u certain that throughout the greater part of India the

produce of the soil may still he very considerably increased by

artificial irrigation. But it is equally certain that in many
|

of India, and formally kinds of Indian crops, irrigation could

only be employed at a cost which would render it unremunera-

tive. Canal irrigation cannot everywhere be supplied from

permanent sources; and, wherever it la n«»t supplied from per-

manent sources, it frequently proves altogether abortive as a

preventive against famine. Again, in the second year of the

drought from which we have been suffering throughout Southern

India, tank irrigation generally failed, y. . even w<
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physically possible to apply irrigation to all the cheap millet

crops now grown upon the uplands of Madras, the expense of

their cultivation by that means would render them quite un-

purcha sable by the classes who at present derive from them
their chief means of subsistence. The difficulties and disasters

of the recent famine have been greatest in Madras. But

Madras is, taken as a whole, the best irrigated part of India.

Out of a total area of 22,000,000 acres under cultivation, that

Presidency has some 4,000,000 acres artificially irrigated ; and

its entire irrigation system is supervised by professional officers

who, in their own line, are unsurpassed. One part of the

irrigation system of Madras is supplied by the permanent

rivers ; and of these the number is limited. All the rest of it

is derived from the local rivers and storage tanks which are

scattered in profusion over the whole Presidency. Now, the ex-

perience of the present year has proved that the latter source

of supply is only one degree less dependent on the normal rain-

fall than are the dry crops of the unirrigated districts. If,

therefore, we are to insure Madras against future famines by

largely increasing its present water supply, it is exclusively upon

the permanent rivers that we must reckon for our attainment

of that object. Assume (and from all the inquiries I have yet

been able to make this is the most I feel justified in assuming)

that the waters of the permanent rivers might be so employed

as to irrigate another half million of acres : what effect would

the produce of half a million of acres have had towards prevent-

ing the famine in Madras ? It would not represent one-third of

what the railways alone have carried down from Northern India,

and it is about equal to what was landed by sea during only two

and a half months out of the twelve through which this famine

has lasted. So far, then, as it was possible to render irrigation

a protection against famine in a second year of drought, Madras

has received, within a narrow margin of some 20 per cent., all

the benefit which the nature of the case and circumstances of

the country permitted, and yet Madras has this year suffered

from a worse famine than has afflicted any province of India

during the present century. In view of such facts as these, we
cannot safely lay down any fixed rule for universal application.

Whether the value of increased produce will, in any particular

N
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case, be sufficient to justify the requisite outlay of capital on

providing irrigation ; whether the necessarily limited amount of

capital available for works of improvement is best applied to

irrigation works ; or, again, whether the physical conditions of

the locality will practically admit of irrigation at all—to these

and many similar questions no general answer can be given.

Each case must be decided in reference to its own merits, and

on a careful review of many conflicting considerations.

* But, though I feel that, for all these reasons, we must be

constantly on our guard against premature generalisations and

impulsive action in such matters, I am none the less most fully

persuaded that, next to the facilitation of transport, our greatest

safeguard against future famine will be found in a well-con-

sidered and widely developed system of irrigation works. The

surplus produce of industry is the foundation of national wealth :

and irrigation is the most certain means of improving and ex-

tending agricultural industry. It enables the cultivator to

accumulate produce ; and, if combined with navigation, it

enables him to transport produce.

' Every country which produces only just enough for its own

consumption is a poor country. So is every country which can-

not export its surplus produce, and exchange it for other com-

modities. Therefore, admitting even that in many parts of India

irrigation cannot appreciably augment the local food-supply, it

by no means follows that irrigation cannot largely augment the

wealth of the whole community ; for if this Empire be ade-

quately provided with the means of transport, it is not so much
by increasing the actual food-supply of the people as by helping

to create other and different produce, not required for the con-

sumption of the people, and possibly not even adapted for such

consumption, that extensive irrigation will promote the s<

and financial prosperity of India. It is only by the gradual and

continued improvement of their material condition that the

people of this country can permanently escape the calamities

they now suffer from the uncertainty of the seasons.

'To look to irrigation works as a panacea for our misfortunes

would be to trust to an illusion ; to hesitate to recognise

them as among the most certain of our means of protection

would be to reject the irrefutable evidence of prolonged ex-

perience.
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' A memorandum has been placed in my hands showing from

the latest returns of the actual operation of the irrigation works

in the North-Western Provinces that the whole area now

irrigated by them is about 1,500,000 acres, which, under

pressure, might be extended to 1,600,000 acres, producing

respectively 775,000 or 800,000 tons of grain, and providing

food for eight months for six million to six and a half million

persons. The progress of these works will add half a million

of acres ; and this addition would yield one quarter of a million

tons of food, and feed for eight months two millions of people.

Thus these works will secure the food for the period named of

between eight and nine millions of persons.

' I conclude, then, that we shall be certainly right in carrying

out irrigation works wherever the water-supply is both sufficient

and constant, and wherever the material difficulties to be over-

come do not involve an outlay that interposes insurmountable

financial obstacles ; so long of course as due attention be, at the

same time, given to the means of communication. But we can-

not, and do not, undertake to provide irrigation gratuitously

to those for whose special benefit it is required. We cannot

afford to apply to new irrigation works the financial policy

which has hitherto rendered so costly, and so unremunerative,

the works of that kind which are already constructed. Here,

again, we can only proceed in strict accordance with the prin-

ciple of provincial responsibility and self-support. As the only

funds at the command of the Government for irrigation works

are derived from the country itself, the cost of such works must

fall to a great extent upon those who derive from them imme-
diate benefit. I repeat that it is on the co-operation of the

whole community we reckon for the means of securing the

whole community against the worst consequences of periodical

scarcity. But it is to the local Governments that we look for

the execution of local works of a preventive character ; and it

is upon local resources that we must depend for the ultimate

supply of the funds necessary to provide and maintain such

works. I am aware that there are already some parts of India

whose exclusively local interests are practically secured by the

bounty of nature, or the industry of man, from the direct

effects of famine. In the nature of things the population of

n 2
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those particular localities may, and probably do, derive some

immediate advantage from the periods of scarcity which so

fearfully afflict their fellow-subjects in other provinces. But

it would be an insult to suppose that their fortunate exemption

from the perils and sufferings common to the rest of the com-

munity can furnish any argument they would stoop to urge in

favour of exempting them from their fair participation in the

support of any general burden imposed for the protection of the

whole community from such sufferings and perils. Whilst,

therefore, I do not doubt that the chief cost of protective works

ought to be borne by those who most need them, and will

chiefly benefit by them, I must maintain that no province of

the Empire, and no class of the community, can be legitimately

relieved of the national obligation to contribute to the means

required for the construction of such works.

' And here I would ask the Council to listen to the testimony

of my honourable friend the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal,

who, speaking of the measures he contemplated last spring for

dealing with irrigation works in the province he so ably admin-

isters, observed that

—

* " During the last five years the Government of India lias

spent nearly 20 crores of rupees in alleviating famines caused

by deficient water-supply. When I say that the Government

of India has spent this money, you will understand that this ex-

penditure has fallen, not upon the Viceroy and the Council, but

upon the people; and that, if the necessity of expending their

money had not been forced upon the Government, the taxation

of t he people would have been diminished to this extent. Now,

the only way of averting famines arising from drought is to

make the greatest use which science and experience can

gest of the supply of water which fortunately nature has gj

us in Behar. . . . This, of course, cannot be done without the

expenditure of money ; and the question is who, in fairness and

justice, should find this money.
' " After very careful consid* nil inn, I come to the concl I

t hat, as the whole of the province of Bengal suffered when there

were such famines as have occurred of late years En Oriasa and

Behar, it was fair that a large proportion of t he cost should be

borne by a tax laid upon the public at large. Bui it alx.se.
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to me fair, and I believe you will agree with me if you will give

the subject your unprejudiced consideration, that a share of the

cost should fall on the people who directly benefit by the intro-

duction of water to the neighbourhood of their fields, and are

thus assured of a good crop at all seasons, instead of being ex-

posed to the risk every few years of absolute failure. When I

proposed this, I was told that the people did not want water
;

that they would sooner be left alone to bear the risk of famine

;

and I was even told that the water of the Sone was destructive

to fields. Shortly after this discussion took place, the periodical

rains were suspended, and then we had practical proof as to

whether or not the Sone water was considered injurious or pre-

judicial. The people clamoured for water, and to meet this

demand we were forced to open our unfinished canals, by means
of which we have irrigated, during the last few months, 200,000

acres of land, which would otherwise have remained waste for

the year, but which are now covered with luxuriant crops. The
produce of this land represents food grain of the value of 55

lakhs of rupees, 550,0001., and of this crops to the value of 40
lakhs, 400,000^., certainly would have been entirely lost if it

had not been for the supply of canal water ; but it also repre-

sents the rent of the land, of which the landholder would "have

been otherwise deprived ; and to this must be added the outlay

which would fall on him if he had again to give relief to his

tenantry in consequence of famine."

* To sum up, then : the Government of India is convinced,

upon a careful review of its financial position and prospects, that

the heavy obligations imposed upon it by the calamitous cir-

cumstances of recent years can only be discharged, without

serious risk to its financial stability, by a strict and patient

adherence to the principle affirmed in the financial measures

we introduced last year, and developed in those which are now
before the Council. That principle involves the enlargement,

with adequate precautions, of the financial, and consequently

also of the administrative, powers and responsibilities of the

local Governments. In the next place, we believe that, if this

principle be fairly carried into effect, the new imposts, which

the Council is now asked to sanction, will, when added to the

resources already created, provide the State with sufficient
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means for the permanent maintenance of a national insurance

against famine, without heavily increasing the pecuniary burdens

of its subjects. For the attainment of this object the material

appliances we intend to promote, by means of additional

revenue, are cheap railroads and extended irrigation works.

We are conscious of the reproach we should justly incur if, after

such a declaration as I have now made, the prosecution of these

necessary works was commenced, suspended, or relinquished ac-

cording to the increased or relaxed pressure of annual circum-

stance, or the intermittent activity of spasmodic effort. We
therefore propose to entrust, in the first instance, to the local

Governments the duty of framing a sufficient and carefully con-

sidered scheme of local railroad and irrigation works. We are

prepared to provide them with the means whereby they may
from year to year work systematically forwards and upwards to

the completion of such a scheme. The funds raised for this

purpose will be locally applied. But provincial Governments

will have to meet the cost of provincial famines out of provincial

funds to the fullest extent those funds can bear. They will

find that thriftless expenditure in one year may involve the

risk of diminished allotments in subsequent years ; and I cannot

doubt that the unavoidable recognition of this fact will make
them wisely eager to spend the requisite proportion of 'their

annual income upon well-planned and carefully estimated rail-

way and irrigation works, which will be their best insurance

nst the losses of famine, and the postponement of all ad-

mi aid rat ive progress which famine generally entails. It will be

the special duty of the Public Works Department of the Govern-

meni to keep those objects constantly in view of the local

Governm* mte, and to assist them, no less constantly, in their

endeavours to give a rational preference to really useful and n -

munerative works, over those more captivating, but less com-

pensating, subjects of expenditure which, in all comparatively

small communities, so powerfully appeal to provincial pride,

professional proclivities, or popular pleasure.

1 The specific projects now announced to this Omnril 1 have

presumed to put forward as the enunHat ion of any new

policy. On the contrary, I should have spoken with much more

hesitation if I imagined myself to be treading upon ground not
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long since surveyed by experienced authorities; and the

strongest recommendation I can claim for the views I have ex-

pressed is that they differ in no important particular from those

of the eminent statesmen who have preceded me in the office I

now hold. But between the present and all previous occasions

on which the Government of India has declared its policy and

principles in reference to the prevention of famine, there is one

essential difference which I am anxious to impress upon your

attention. We have been told over and over again by the

highest authorities that India is to be insured against famine

in this way or in that ; but when famines come upon us we find

that the promised way is still wanting. The current claims upon

the activities and resources of the Government of India are so

numerous, so pressing, so important, official forces and imperial

funds so necessarily limited, that when once the daily, hourly

strain of a great famine has been removed from a wearied

administration and impoverished treasury, its fearful warnings

are soon forgotten.

' Well, then, I think I am entitled to point out to the Council

that we are not now fairly open to this customary criticism.

We do not speak without having acted; and we promise

nothing which we have not, after long and anxious consideration,

provided ourselves with the means of performing. I must

have very imperfectly explained myself thus far, if I have failed

to make it clearly understood that I am not now speaking of

what we ought to do, or would do, to insure this country against

the worst effects of future famine, had we only the means of

doing it ; but of what we can do, and will do, with the means

already provided for in the measures now before the Council.

I do not mean to say that the construction of such an extensive

system of local railroads and irrigation works as we propose to

undertake will not be the gradual task of many years. But I

do mean to say that, in the manner and on the principles

already explained, we are now providing for the prompt com-

mencement, and uninterrupted continuation, of this great and

necessary task. We are systematising a policy the principles

of frhich have been repeatedly approved and proclaimed by our

predecessors. We are associating with it the interests, the

powers and the duties of our local administrations. We are
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providing them with the means of permanently prosecuting and

developing it, not without reference to our financial control,

but exempt from the distressing uncertainty which has hitherto

been inseparable from the practical execution of this policy, in

consequence of the obligation which till now has rested on the

Government of India, with the very limited funds at its disposal

for the prosecution of public works, to choose, from year to

year, between the conflicting claims upon its purse of the various

and dissimilar localities of this spacious empire. If you look

back over a wider and a longer tract of experience than that

which is covered by the history of India, if you embrace in one

view our own history with the past history of other countries in

other climates, you will find that the principles on which we have

lately acted, and on which I trust we shall continue to act, in

dealing with seasons of calamitous drought, have been found

no less applicable, no less efficient, in other countries similarly

affected, than they have proved to be in this country, wherever

they have been intelligently understood and loyally carried out.

There is, I venture to think, no more striking illustration of

this truth than the history of the scarcity that occurred in

Central France during the year 1770-71. That great atai

man, Turgot, was then Minister. His administrative ability

was equalled by his philosophical power of thought ; and,

fighting with difficulties in many respects almost identical with

those which we ourselves have lately had to deal with— diffi-

culties partly material, but greatly aggravated by the prevalence

of extremely erroneous economical conceptions—Turgot con-

ceived, developed, and, in the face of great opposition, carried

into effect, views no less identical with those which have guidrd

our own action, as to the essential importance of guarding

perfect freedom of inland trade in grain, of improving the in-

ternal communications of the country, and of providing relief

works of permanent utility upon which to employ the suit.

population. Here, to-day, in India, those views ai rand,

and m applicable, as they were in the Limousin a century

If, then, from the past we look forward into the future, why,

let me ask, may we not hope that, under improved condition!

of administration, and with increased development of tl

material appliances which civilisation createa for the provision
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of national wealth, India will eventually enjoy as complete an

immunity from the worst results of scarcity as that which now

exists throughout those regions of France where but a century

ago such a result might have seemed as difficult of attainment

as it now appears to be in many of our own provinces ?
'

It was the confident hope of Lord Lytton that lie

would soon see the rapid fulfilment of these plans.

Their execution, which the imperative requirements

of humanity prescribed, not only involved no financial

risk, but was certain to prove financially sound and

prudent and profitable. Notwithstanding mistakes,

which after all have not been numerous, and which

in transactions of such magnitude it was impossible

altogether to avoid, the policy by which, for many

years past, we have been constructing railways and

canals in India was wise and statesmanlike in its

conception, and its practical results have, as already

shown, been triumphantly successful. The wealth of

the country, and the prosperity and happiness of its

people, have been increased by it to an extraor-

dinary extent ; the consequent gain to the country and

to the public finances has been immense, and is not

to be measured by figures showing only the direct

returns from the works which have been constructed.

There are no drawbacks, and no disadvantages which

deserve to be weighed for one moment against the bene-

fits which have been derived. It is certain that limits

can hardly be assigned to the increase in wealth and

prosperity which it is in our power to bestow upon India

by the construction of works of material improvement.

The exercise of careful judgment and of all possible

caution are of course essential ; but if these conditions

be duly observed, the boldest policy will be financially

the safest. Other counsels, however, have temporarily
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prevailed. Lord Lytton was prevented from fully

executing the plans which have been described ; he

was compelled, by orders from the Secretary of State,

largely to reduce the expenditure which, for many
years past, the Government of India had incurred on

works of necessary improvement, and to leave unex-

ecuted measures by which he had hoped to facilitate

their more rapid progress.

Similar partial failure attended other efforts of Lord

Lytton's Government to supply protection to the

country.

The arrangements described in the last chapter

were intended to secure a surplus revenue, to the

average amount of 1,500,000/. a year, which should

be applied either directly to the actual relief of

famine, or to the reduction or prevention of debt

;

and this amount, or any part of it, might be in-

vested in the construction of productive works, likely

to produce an income equal to the interest of the

capital spent on them.

But it was apparent that, under the strict rules laid

down for the application of borrowed funds, no facilities

existed for meeting a very important class of cases, in

which, although it is obviously necessary to construct

certain works for the prevention of famine, it cannot

be assumed that they will be so directly remunerative

as to yield a net income equal to the interest on the

capital expended on them. The question therefore

arose how to provide means for the construction of

this class of works, called for the sake of distinction

protective, when the required expenditure was too

large to be met from ordinary income.

The province of Bandelkliand supplies an illustra-

tion. It suffers frequently from serious drought, and
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is peculiarly exposed to failure of the periodical rains

and consequent famine. It is cut off from the existing

railway system, and its means of communication

are very imperfect. Designs for irrigation works and

for cheap railways had been completed, which would

render the province secure against serious danger, and

would make its relief in case of necessity easy. But the

country being naturally poor, it could not confidently be

said that the direct money return from these works

would cover the interest of the capital expended on their

construction. It might, perhaps, for a good many years

cover only half of it, and leave, say 20,000/. or 30,000/.

a year unprovided for. Under the existing rules these

works could not be undertaken, except from the ordinary

revenues, and, in the absence of funds from this source,

Bandelkhand was left exposed to the dangers of famine.

The first suggestion for dealing with such cases

was that these protective works might properly be

constructed from the famine insurance surplus, which

would be reduced to a corresponding extent. But,

although this plan had been proposed by the Secretary

of State, the Government of India considered that it

was not admissible. ' It is essential,' they wrote to the

Secretary of State, 1
' that the limited amount of that

surplus should not be trenched upon to an extent that

will frustrate the main object of its creation, namely,

the prevention of any permanent increase of the public

debt by reason of the public expenditure upon famines.

If the assumption be true upon which our recent

measures were founded, namely, that 1,500,000/. sterling

is the amount which it is necessary to secure as a yearly

surplus to provide for the cost of counteracting famines,

1 Despatch from Government of India to Secretary of State, dated

September 16, 1878.
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it is plain that, if unremunerative works were carried

out under conditions which caused a reduction of that

surplus beyond a certain limit, additional taxation would

be eventually required to make good the loss. This

result could only be avoided if the works were found so

useful as, when famine occurred, to cause a diminution

of the expenditure which must otherwise have been in-

curred for purposes of relief, sufficient to compensate

for the cost of the construction and maintenance of the

works at other times.'

The suggestion that the supply of funds from the

famine surplus for the construction of protective works

may be justified by such an expectation as that just

referred to should be received with much hesitation.

The true object of these works is to give increased

security against the greatest dangers that arise in ex-

treme drought, to supply the means of saving life and

of averting suffering and misery, rather than to cause

an eventual reduction in the cost of famine relief.

Experience indicates no valid ground for hoping for any

important diminution of the burden of such relief. On
the contrary, the probabilities of the future, within

any period to which for practical purposes we can

now look forward, assuredly are in the direction of a

constantly growing demand for a more bountiful

administration, and of increased efficiency rather than

for reduced cost. In short, no reduction of any insur

ance fund against future liabilities could be prudently

accepted on grounds such as those just noticed.

Further, one of the most essential conditions to

be observed in the construction of great public worl

that, when they have been commenced, they should be

carried on to completion without interruption, at a

tain and steady rate of expenditure; the neglect of
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this condition has notoriously been already a fruitful

cause of wasteful expenditure in India ; and consequently

if the construction of protective works depended on

the possession of a sufficient surplus, there could be

no certainty that they would go on uninterruptedly for

a single year, for their progress might at any time be

disturbed by famine, or war, or other causes.

For such reasons, to which no reply can be given,

the Government of India rejected the proposal to provide

from the famine special surplus the capital required for

protective works demanding a large expenditure, or in

other words to provide the money from ordinary

revenues, making an equivalent reduction from the

surplus of 1,500,000/.

Lord Lytton's Government considered that there was

only one way in which these works could be made with

the speed which the necessity of protecting the country

against famine required, and at the same time without

financial risk. In any case, they said, in which it would

be justifiable in principle, although not expedient in

practice, to diminish our annual famine insurance

surplus, with the object of defraying the capital ex-

penditure on protective works, it would be unobjection-

able to apply a portion of that surplus in payment

of interest en the capital required. It was therefore

proposed to allow, in case of necessity, money to be

borrowed for these works, subject to the condition that

the net charge for the interest on their capital cost, and

for their maintenance, after setting off the income yielded

by them, should not exceed a specific maximum amount,

to be provided from the ordinary standard surplus. The

amount of the liability thus admitted might be altered,

from time to time, as experience was gained ; but to be on

the safe side, it was proposed, in the first instance, to fix at
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250,000/. the sum by which the yearly charge for inte-

rest and maintenance might exceed the net revenue

from the works. It was believed that the annual surplus

of 1,500,000/., reserved for famine, might safely be re-

duced by this amount, not only because the construction

of these works would reduce the ultimate liability for

the relief of famines when they occur, but because, as

the inquiries of the Famine Commission have since

more decidedly shown, there is reason to think that, in

originally determining the standard amount of that sur-

plus, it was fixed at a sum somewhat higher than was

really essential.

This sum of 250,000/., to be annually expended in

paying interest on fresh capital for protective works,

would have been distributed between the Local Govern-

ments according to the urgency of their wants ; and as

soon as the quota of any province became exhausted,

the further capital outlay in that province would I ,

been, suspended until the growing income from the

provincial works as a whole, or, under certain condi-

tions, from other sources of provincial income, again

relieved the provincial revenues and supplied a surplus.

Even if the works should produce no net income at

ill, and should merely cover their working expenses

—

a supposition so improbable that it does not really

deserve to be considered—a capital sum of about

6,000,000/. might, under this plan, be gradually

p'-nded, and such a sum would go far towards providing

the protective works most urgently required. But, in

fact, the growing income would, without the least doubt,

rapidly provide the means of extending the capital ex-

penditure, while, as already said, the gain to the coun-

try from the improvement of its communications would

outweigh any deficiency in the direct return from
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the works. The adoption of this plan would create

no fresh ultimate obligation beyond what has already-

been accepted ; the interest payment would be nothing

more than an indirect contribution of the capital itself,

and no greater risk would be incurred than if the

capital had been directly supplied from surplus revenue.

These proposals were not sanctioned by the Secre-

tary of State. Not being able to appreciate the force

of his reasons for this, and wishing not to misrepresent

them, I quote his orders on the subject in extenso :

—

1 1 have given a most careful consideration to this important

question, and regret that I am unable to give my consent to the

modification proposed. . . . The events of the last few months,

and their effect on our financial position, have compelled me to

reconsider the question of public works expenditure ; and I pro-

pose to address your Excellency in another despatch on this

subject. In the meantime, however, I deem it necessary to ex-

press the opinion that the present condition of the finances does

not justify any loan for outlay on protective works, or any ex-

penditure on them beyond what may be met from the receipts

from the special taxation recently imposed. The first claim on

those receipts being that of the Home Government for the re-

payment of debt already incurred on account of famine, I am of

opinion that not less than one-half, or, say, 750,000^., should be

held available for remittance to England in the next ensuing

years on that account. The remainder may be appropriated, at

your discretion, to the extinction of debt, to the relief of famine,

or to the construction of protective works, not necessarily re-

munerative, but obviously productive in the sense of guarding

against a probable future outlay in the relief of the population.

I cannot, however, under present circumstances, sanction the

raising of capital by loan for the construction of works which do

not distinctly fall under the regulations laid down for productive

public works.'

It must be understood that the proposals of Lord

Lytton's Government were made on the assumption that
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the regulations referred to in the last words of this quo-

tation would be maintained, and that it was useless to

advise their alteration. So long as this assumption

remained true, no other satisfactory means of providing

the funds required for protective works could be

suggested. But a far better solution of the difficulty

would have been found in the abandonment of the

system under which the assignment of borrowed funds

for the construction of irrigation works and railways

was made to depend solely on the immediate financial

prospects of each individual undertaking. It would 1 >e

a much more reasonable and beneficial plan, and one

attended with no financial risk whatever, as lias been

shown in Chapter VII. of this work, to revert to the

principles originally laid down in the time of Lord

Lawrence and Lord Mayo, and to regulate the expendi-

ture of borrowed money on great public works of im-

provement on the broader considerations, of what

the true requirements of the country, and what the

amount which can wisely be contributed from the general

revenues in payment of interest on capital laid out fofc

such purposes. Under such a system there would be

an end to the misleading and really meaningless distinc-

tions now. drawn between productive and protective

works, to the arbitrary lines laid down for determining

what are and what are not remunerative works, and to

the artificial and inconvenient complications in the

accounts which are now growing up as a result of tl

distinctions, and which can only tend to make the facta

unintelligible to the public.

It appears from the Budget Statement for 1881-8!

recently published, that effect is about to be given to

the views expressed by the Secretary of State in the

quotation above given, and that a sum of 750,000/.,
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to be taken from the famine surplus, is assigned for

expenditure in the coming year on the class of works

that have been spoken of as protective ; and among

these will be some of the works before mentioned as

required in Bandelkhand. I have thought it right to

notice this in connection with what has been said on the

subject of protective works ; but it may be added that

the object of this book is to state the policy of Lord

Lytton's Government, and it forms no part of my plan

to discuss the acts of their successors.



CHAPTER XH.

TAXATION IMPOSED IN 1877 AND 1878.

TAXATION FOR FAMINE RELIEF SHOULD BE GENERAL—REIMPOSITION OF

INCOME TAX- IMPRACTICABLE— CLASSES SPECIALLY LIABLE—TRADERS
HITHERTO UNDULY EXEMPT FROM TAXATION—LICENCE TAX PROPOSED

—

ADDITIONAL RATES ON LAND IN BENGAL— IN NORTHERN INDIA-
AMOUNT RAISED FROM LAND— INCIDENCE OF LICENCE TAX— ITS

EXTENSION TO OFFICIALS AND PROFESSIONS—DIRECT TAXATION HOW
FAR NOW APPLICABLE AND DESIRABLE—FREQUENT CHANGES LN PAST AR-

RANGEMENTS MOST MISCHIEVOUS—RETENTION OF CESSES IN BENGAL AND
LICENCE TAX ON TRADERS NECES8ARY FOR PROPER ADJUSTMENT OF

BURDENS—TAXATION FIRST NEEDING REDUCTION.

When the Government of India resolved, in 1877, that

it was necessary to make a permanent addition to the

public revenues, with the object of enabling the State

to meet its obligations for the relief of famine, it de-

clared that there was no class in the whole community,

and no sort of property or income, which might not

properly be made to contribute for a purpose of such

general interest as the protection of the country against

the consequences of famine. But there were special

reasons which at the time rendered it hardly possible

to reimpose an income tax, and their sufficiency could

not be denied even by those who have always rej

the loss of that tax, and have always believed that it

might with great advantage have been maintained aa

one of the permanent sources of Indian revenue. Lord

Lytton could not avoid the conclusion that its reim-

ition was impracticable, and the Secretary of State

had declared that he would not assent to it. There
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was, therefore, an income tax having been set aside, no

way in which any universal liability could be enforced,

and there were good reasons for considering that the

trading and agricultural classes should be the first to

bear the new taxation which was considered necessary.

These reasons were fully explained by Sir John

Strachey at the time. It was shown that when scarcity

affects one part of India, the dealers in grain and

the producers of grain in parts of the country not

so affected make large profits; and that while the

agricultural and trading classes are, on the one hand,

those that require large measures of relief in a region

suffering from extreme scarcity, so, on the other hand,

these are the classes which are in a position to obtain

large profits when their own provinces are flourishing

and others are suffering. The less wealthy members

of the professional and official classes, on the other

hand, who depend on fixed incomes for their support,

or on incomes little affected by competition, as well

as the labouring class paid by wages, suffer from the

pressure of high prices, not only when scarcity prevails

in their own provinces, but when it prevails elsewhere.

The high prices which, under such circumstances, serve

to enrich the producing and trading classes, entail suf-

fering on the small officials, and on those subsisting on

wages the amount of which they are powerless to regu-

late. Also, though it was never suggested that the

richer members of the official, or professional, or any other

classes, might not equitably be taxed, yet it was con

sidered that the class of European officials, from which

the professional classes could hardly be distinguished,

were for the moment placed under such special dis-

advantages by the recent sudden and heavy fall in the

exchange value of the rupee, that it would be inex-

o 2
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pedient then to subject them to any fresh burden.

These considerations did not apply to the trading and

agricultural classes, to which, for the reasons above

stated, a special liability was held to attach, and as

regards the former there were other reasons of a more

important and more permanent character.

It has always been admitted that the trading classes

in India are the least heavily taxed portion of the

population. They have ordinarily contributed almost

nothing to the expenses of the State, while they

derive perhaps the largest share of benefit from our

administration, and from the railways and other works

of improvement provided at the cost of the country

at large. The exemption which these classes have

enjoyed has long been felt to be one of the most in-

defensible and inequitable peculiarities of our Indian

system of taxation.

It was not an easy task at once to apply a remedy,

and to introduce a system under which a fair share of

the public burdens should be placed on the commercial

and trading sections of the community ; but the Govern-

ment resolved that the task must be undertaken. It

was clear that until it was accomplished the condition

of our fiscal administration would always be unsatis-

factory. The Government believed that at least the

foundations might be laid for a better apportionment of

the public burdens, and that, although mistakes might

be made at the outset, they would be corrected as

experience was gained. They accordingly endeavoured

to frame a scheme which, although it might be im-

perfect, should, as far as possible, be equitable in

principle, and which might be capable of future de

bpmenl into a system which would Becure many of the

ebjectfl aimed at by a general income tax.
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It was therefore decided to impose a licence tax

on all traders whose presumed annual profits exceeded

a certain amount. This amount varied in different

provinces. The average rate of the tax on annual

profits was about 1J, and was in no case to exceed 2

per cent. This Indian licence tax, it should here be

explained, has no analogy with the licence duties levied

in England. Here persons are required to take out

licences to carry on certain occupations or to perform

certain acts. The fees paid for the licences are com-

paratively small in amount, and have no relation what-

ever to the income of the person paying them. Bankers

pay 30/., auctioneers 10Z., game dealers 2£., wine mer-

chants 10Z. 10s., and the like. But the Indian licence

tax is a tax assessed on persons engaged in professions,

commerce, or trade, with direct reference to their income.

The persons who are chargeable are divided for pur-

poses of assessment into classes according to their pre-

sumed income. All persons in the same class pay the

same tax. Thus the so-called licence tax is in fact

a limited income tax assessed on a system of classifica-

tion according to approximate income.

The propriety of placing fresh taxation on the land

might seem, at first sight, more open to question ; but

the Government was satisfied "that no room for doubt

existed. In Bengal an additional cess on the land had

been already imposed in 1877, under the name of the

Public Works Cess, to cover the liabilities caused by

the works constructed in that province to protect it

from famine. A new rate was placed on the land in all

other provinces, excepting Madras and Bombay, which

were at the time actually suffering from famine.

In the permanently settled province of Bengal, the

land revenue, which was fixed nearly a century ago, has
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notoriously become a very small and often hardly

appreciable burden. There is certainly no important

class of persons in any civilised country in the world

which enjoys such a virtual immunity from taxation

as the Bengal zemindars, and Bengal, although the

wealthiest, is the most lightly taxed of all the provinces

of the Empire. There was also a special propriety in

insisting that when the Government was obliged to

impose fresh taxation for such a purpose as the pro-

tection of the country against the consequences of

famine, Bengal, in which, within the last few years,

nearly 7,000,000/. had been expended from the general

revenues of India on famine relief, should not escape

its just share of the common liability. It was inevit-

able that on this as on every other occasion on which

the zemindars of Bengal have been called upon to

bear their share of fresh public burdens, it should be

loudly asserted that the Government was infringing the

conditions of the permanent settlement of the land, and

was committing a breach of faith. On these grounds,

the zemindars had demanded to be exempted even

from the income tax, which was imposed on all kinds

of property throughout India, without exception. Lord

Lytton was not disposed to listen to such extravagant

claims. They have received, during the last ten or

twenty years, much more consideration than they de-

served. It is sufficient to say here that it has been

repeatedly and finally decided that (to quote the words

of the Duke of Argyll, when he was Secretary of State)

1 the levying of such rates upon the holders of land,

irrespective of the amount of their land assessment,

involves no breach of faith upon the part of the

Government, whether as regards holders of permanent

or temporary tenures/
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In Northern India, the imposition of the new rate,

at one per cent, on the rental of the land, to meet famine

liabilities, was approved by all the Local Governments.

It is payable by the landlord and not by the tenant. It

cannot, of course, be asserted that this or any other

taxation is not disliked by those who have to pay it,

but it is so slight a burden that it certainly constitutes

no real hardship. The debate of February 9, 1878, in

the Legislative Council, and especially the speeches of

Mr. Thornton and Mr. Bazett Colvin and Sir Ashley

Eden, than whom no men could speak with higher

authority, indicates the opinions of the Government on

this point.

Mr. Thornton showed that ' the landholders of the

Punjab could well afford the proposed insignificant

addition to the local rates,' that the agricultural popula-

tion was ' eminently prosperous and thriving,' and that

land had so increased in value that the people were, as

a rule, more than six times as well off as they were

twenty years ago. ' What,' he said, ' does the Govern-

ment ask ? Why, it asks a body of landowners, whose

property has more than sextupled in value, to pay a

famine insurance rate for that property amounting on an

average to one farthing per acre per annum.'

Mr. Colvin showed that similar facts were true in the

North-Western Provinces. He said that 'everywhere

there has been an extraordinary rise in the value of

land,' that ' the great advance in wealth and prosperity

of the agricultural classes is too plainly evident to be

called in question,' and that ' whatever the industry and

intelligence of the proprietary class may have been, this

improvement in their position is, in very great measure,

due to the direct action of our Government. It is

scarcely too much to say that it has created proprietary
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rights in the soil. It has secured them by maintaining

good order and tranquillity ; and it has added indefi-

nitely to their value by furnishing marvellously improved

and accelerated means of communication, and by open-

ing markets for the produce of the land, of which the

people of two generations back never even dreamed.'

Mr. Colvin declared his belief that the landowning class,

as a body, are four or five times as rich as they were at

the beginning of the century.

The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, Sir Ashley Eden,

gave similar testimony. He stated his opinion that ' no

measures could have been devised more likely to be

efficient, equitable, and inoppressive,' and with reference

to the position of the landholders of Northern India, who,

as Mr. Colvin had shown, had prospered greatly under

former settlements, when they paid to the Government

two-thirds of their collections, instead of one-half as at

present, he made the following remarks :

—

* For no very apparent reason, when the new settlement was

made the zemindars were only called upon to pay half of their

collections, keeping one-half. Admitting, as I do, that it is

sound policy in the Government of India to limit its demands

on the country to its actual requirements, and to distribute the

burden of taxation as evenly as is practicable on all classes of

the people, I should be sorry to condemn the principles of the

present settlement ; but the fact remains that if the present

settlement had followed the lines of the old settlement in

respect of the shares of the Government and the landholders,

the Government would, setting new cesses aside, have received

2,000,000£. more than it receives now. And making all allow-

ances for new cesses, including those now imposed, the Land-

owners of the North-Western Provinces are receiving 1,500,000/.

more than they received before. And now that its imperative

requirements have increased, I do not consider that there is

anything unjust or unreasonable in Government imposing upon

tli< classes who received these great benefits the same burden
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which is imposed upon all other classes. Of course it requires

no very great ingenuity to find some sort of objection, theoretical

or practical, to every kind of tax ; and I am sorry to have to say

that those who are loudest and most unreasonable and im-

patient in their demands that Government should take upon

itself the liability of relieving and preventing famine, and of

constructing extravagant works of irrigation, are the first to put

into the mouths of the people reasons why no one should con-

tribute towards such a purpose. But the money has to be raised,

and this being so, I must congratulate your Excellency's Govern-

ment on the substantially fair and even manner in which this

liability has been distributed.
,

The so-called famine taxation, though it is con-

venient for some purposes to treat it as a whole, was

actually imposed partly in 1877, and partly in 1878.

The additional cess on the land in Bengal was origin-

ally imposed in 1877, as a part of the modified finan-

cial arrangement under which the provincial revenues

were required to bear the charges incurred on ac-

count of the canals and railways constructed for its

benefit, and for its protection against famine. The

Bengal taxation differed in this respect from that im-

posed in Northern India. Its character was provincial

and not imperial ; and whereas in the other provinces

the whole of the proceeds of the new rates on the land

have gone into the imperial treasury, a large portion of

them has, in Bengal, been left at the disposal of the

Local Government, over and above the amount paid to

the Government of India. The Bengal Public Works
cess yielded in 1878-79, 355,590/. In 1878 the new

rates were imposed on the land in the North-Western

Provinces, Oudh, the Punjab, and the Central Provinces
;

they yield about 170,000/. Thus the total amount of

new taxation on the land was about 525,000/.

The licence tax on traders was first imposed in 1877
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in the North-Western Provinces, and in the following

year the licence Acts, which, with modifications to be

noticed, are still in force, were applied to the whole of

India. They yielded at their maximum about 820,000/.

net. The total amount of what has been called

the famine insurance taxation was therefore about

1,345,000/. Subsequent exemptions of the poorer

classes have reduced it to about 1,000,000/.

The attempt to make the commercial and trading

classes, by means of the licence tax, contribute some-

thing towards the expenses of the State, was, on the

whole, financially and otherwise, successful. The

greater part of the tax, in by far the greater part of

India, was assessed and collected without difficulty or

opposition. But experience showed that, as originally

introduced, it descended too low, and fell on large

numbers of people on whom the imposition of direct

taxation was not expedient or profitable.

The lower limit of liability to the tax, which varied

in different provinces, had been in every case virtually de-

termined by the Local Governments ; in some instances,

however, the Government of India interfered to make
the limit higher than the Local Governments pro-

posed, for some of them would have gone lower than

annual incomes of Es. 100, the minimum actually fixed.

In the North-Western Provinces, Oudh, and Madras,

traders whose annual earnings amounted to Es. 200

were originally liable to the tax ; in Bengal, Bombay,

and the Punjab, the limit was Es. 100. After nearly

two years' experience, the Governments of Madras, of

Bengal, and of the North-Western Provinces concurred

in the opinion that about Es. 250 might properly

adopted as the minimum. Sir Eichard Temple, the

Governor of Bombay, and Sir Eobert Egerton, the Lieu-
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tenant-Governor of the Punjab, would have made little

or no change in the existing limit of Es. 100. They

informed the Government of India that the tax was

working well, that collections were made without trouble

or complaint, and that the difficulties which had at first

been felt had ceased.

Notwithstanding these opinions, given by such high

authorities, the Government, towards the close of 1879,

decided that it was desirable to raise throughout India

the limit of liability to the tax. Statistics received

from all parts of India showed that we were raising

by direct taxation from more than a million of people

no larger sum than about 340,000/. a year, and it was

clear that this was neither financially nor politically

wise.

The lower limit of liability to the tax was conse-

quently fixed at an annual income of Es. 500. This

decision was not arrived at on the ground, often main-

tained by persons possessing little knowledge of the

country, that the licence tax fell upon the poor.

Speaking on this subject in the Legislative Council, in

denial of the assertion that the tax would fall on the

poorer classes, Sir- Ashley Eden, the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal, said—' It may be difficult for

men who know nothing of the country to realise that

practically a native with an income of Es. 100 a year is

in a better position than a trader or mechanic in Europe

with an income of 100/. a year. I am sure that every

one really acquainted with native habits and modes of

fife and requirements will agree with me that this is so.'

There now remain* in all India not more than

250,000 traders liable to the tax, and it is expected to

yield, in the present year, something over 500,000/.

When it was decided that the imposition of a
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general income tax was impracticable, and that mea-

sures of class taxation must consequently be adopted,

it was inevitable that whatever were the measures

actually taken they would be open to objection on

the ground of inequality and unfairness in their inci-

dence. Such objections were raised by the mercantile

classes in the Presidency towns, and by others, early in

1878, shortly after the licence tax was imposed, and

the injustice of exempting the official and professional

classes from taxation was strongly urged.

The Government of India, although it had thought

it necessary, in the first instance, to restrict the opera-

tion of the new taxes, had no desire permanently to

maintain any such exemptions ; in the latter part of

1878 it made a definite proposal to extend to the

professional and official classes taxation similar to that

already imposed on the traders and agriculturists, which

was approved by the Secretary of State. Various cir-

cumstances rendered the postponement of the measure

necessary, and it was not until November 1879 that a

Bill to carry it out was introduced into the Legisla-

tive Council. The extension of taxation to the official

classes was supported by every local Government in

India.

But from causes which need not be stated in detail,

the proposal was dropped, a step which, though I my-
self accepted it as inevitable, I now regret ; and I think

the Marquis of Hartington was right when, in his

despatch of August 5, 1880, he said that he could not
1 approve of the withdrawal of the measure for the ex-

tension of the licence tax to the official and professional

classes, which had been recommended by the Govern-

ment of India and sanctioned by the Secretary of State

as being likely to remove from the minds of the other
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classes a sense of being subjected to unequal treatment,

and which, while thus desirable in itself, would have

avoided a loss of 240,000/. a year.'

The existing licence Acts impose, or, with modifica-

tions such as those proposed in 1880, would impose,

without minute inquisition, and in a manner little open

to objection, a virtual income tax, at an average rate of

about 1| per cent., on the richer members of the pro-

fessional, commercial, and trading classes. They are

estimated to yield in the present year 515,000/.

With the extension of taxation, at 1^ per cent.,

to all the higher salaries, the richer officials would

contribute at a rate similar to that already paid by

the traders. The fund-holders and house-proprietors

would remain untouched. Under existing circumstances,

while India is every year borrowing money for the con-

struction of productive public works, the exemption of

the fund-holders from new taxation has much to recom-

mend it. With regard to house-proprietors, according

to the income tax returns for 1871-72 there were, in

all India, only 3,100 persons deriving incomes exceeding

Es. 1,000 a year from houses alone, and a tax on them

of 1\ per cent, would have yielded about 18,000/. In

the absence of a general income tax, it would not be

worth while to impose fresh taxation on this class.

The new rates on the land, now yielding 525,000/.

a year, impose an approximately equal burden on the

agricultural portion of the community in the Bengal

Presidency, and, there is no reason why, with certain

restrictions which the different tenure of land and other

considerations would render proper, similar taxation

should not be imposed in Madras and Bombay, especially

on the permanently settled zemindars of Madras, if at

some future time it should become desirable. But it
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would be very unwise on theoretical grounds of uni-

formity to impose any such fresh taxation when finan-

cially it is not wanted.

Although I have always regretted the loss of the

income tax, and recognise that its reimposition at the

present time is impracticable, rather from the strength

of adverse opinion than from any fundamental objec-

tions of principle or policy, yet I am satisfied that it

will be wise to continue, in regard to the question of

direct taxation, to act on principles similar to those

which during the last four years have been followed

by the Government of India.

I do not propose to discuss at length the advantages

of an income tax, or of other forms of direct taxation.

In a note to this chapter a quotation is given from

Mr. Bazett Colvin's valuable paper on Indian taxation,

because it expresses the views which I hold. Although

under existing circumstances I do not advise that prac-

tical effect be given to them, I must repeat Mr. Colvin's

observation that they are in accordance with those of

very many of the most distinguished men in modern

Indian administration.

Foremost among these is that of my honoured

master and friend, Lord Lawrence, who never, while he

was in India, or after he left it, wavered in his opinion on

this subject. No man knew India better than he, and

never was there a man who would have more strongly

and indignantly refused his consent to measures which

he thought must entail injustice and oppression on

the people. He believed that there are some classes

of the community which have borne no proper pari of

public burdens, although no classes are better able

than they to bear their share; that it is by direct

taxation alone that they can be reached ; and that
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with reasonably good administration, which it is cer-

tainly within our power to secure, there is no neces-

sity whatever for any gross abuses in the assessment

and collection of taxes of this kind, particularly if a

high minimum of taxable income be adopted. On the

very last occasion on which I saw Lord Lawrence, he

spoke to me to this effect.

Indirect taxation, in a country like India, is in it-

self no doubt preferable to direct, but many erroneous

ideas are prevalent on the subject. Direct taxation on

the trading classes has been imposed in India from

time immemorial, and there is at this moment no im-

portant Native State in which it is not a recognised

part of the fiscal system. There is probably no country

in the world in which so large a proportion of a great

revenue is raised by direct small payments as India.

As a matter of fact, the greater part of the land revenue

of more than 20,000,000/. is raised by what are vir-

tually direct payments from an immense number of

persons ; and obviously it matters little to the millions

of small proprietors and cultivators, who pay the

greater portion of this revenue, what name we give to

their payments. So, again, nearly the whole of the

local taxation in a great part, perhaps in the greater

part, of India, is received in the form of direct and not

indirect payments.

If, however, any plan of direct taxation is to become

successful, the fast-and-loose system which has hitherto

been followed must be abandoned. As Mr. Kivers

Thompson has observed, ever since the days of Mr.

Wilson licence taxes have succeeded income taxes, cer-

tificate taxes have followed licence taxes, in various

forms and shapes, and each in turn has been abandoned

through an entire absence of any settled continuity of
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administration in our finances. No agency could be

perfected under such constantly recurring changes.

It was forcibly pointed out, some years ago, by Mr.

Alonzo Money, that in the assessment of direct taxation

throughout the greater part of India a system re-

sembling, in some respects, the periodical settlement of

land revenue ought to be adopted. The character of

the population is so stationary and unchanging that

there is little variation from one year to another in the

income and profits of the great majority of the persons

called on to pay an income or licence tax, and, excepting

in the large commercial centres, no necessity exists for

annual assessments. Sir WiUiam Muir, when Lieutenant-

Governor ofthe North-Western Provinces, laid much stress

on these considerations. ' As in the assessment/ he said,

1 of landed profits, so in the assessment of incomes, the

more fixity and permanency arrived at, the greater will

be the feeling of rest and of confidence. In proportion

as such a state of comparative permanency can be

approached, the suspicion and irritation, the fraud and

oppression, and the other evils incident to the tax, would

be diminished, the pressure on the people would be

lightened, and the action of the Government would be

better understood, and its motives more fully appre-

ciated.'

The question may here fairly be asked, whether,

granting that the imposition of this new taxation waa

right in 1877, its maintenance is necessary now, when
the condition of the finances has become so far more

satisfactory than it was, and when there is declared to

be a large surplus of revenue over ordinary expen-

diture ?

Before replying to this we should remember what

are the classes on which this new taxation actually fall-.
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There are, first, the landlords of Bengal, the richest

class in the richest province of the Empire, who now
pay in taxation almost nothing, and in land revenue an

amount altogether inadequate. They have succeeded

in throwing upon the tenants a portion of all the cesses

hitherto imposed on the land, and if this could be pre-

vented I for my part should be glad. I can therefore

conceive no more unwise or unjustifiable measure than

the exemption of the Bengal zemindars from their

share of this burden, the only fault of which, in rela

tion to them, is that it is too light, while so much
remains to be done for the relief of the poorer classes

from taxation. Secondly, the new taxation falls, at the

rate of 1 per cent, on their gross rental, on the land-

lords of Northern India. It has been shown how well

they can afford to pay this demand, no portion of

which is payable by the tenants. At the same time

their case is altogether different from that of the land-

lords of Bengal. Although their assessments are very

moderate, they nevertheless contribute largely towards

the necessities of the State, and I should see without

regret relief given to them by the remission of the

rates imposed three years ago. The loss of revenue

would be about 170,000/. Nor would there be any in-

consistency in retaining the rates in Bengal and re-

mitting them in Northern India, because, independently

of the fact that Bengal is incomparably better able to

pay, the rates were, as already explained, imposed at

different times and for different purposes ; and al-

though it has been thought convenient to consider the

Bengal public works cess as a part of the so-called

famine taxation, it has been treated quite differently

from the rates imposed in Northern India. Thirdly, the

new taxation falls on the richer class of traders, touch-

P
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ing no one whose annual profits are less than Rs. 500

a year, a limit equal perhaps to 400/. or 500/. a year in

England. This class, if the licence tax were remitted,

would pay literally no obligatory taxes at all, except

indeed an annual Id. a head for salt. The total

number of persons paying the licence tax in all India

is about 250,000. Considering that the population of

British India exceeds 190,000,000, it is an abuse of

language to talk of such a tax being unpopular. Of all

the taxes that are levied in India, there will be none

more just or more necessary than this, when, as I trust

may soon happen, similar taxation has been extended

to the official and professional classes in the way that

has been proposed.

Indignation is always aroused in India by every

attempt to relieve the poorer classes from taxation at

the expense of the richer. ' Such a change/ it has been

observed by an accomplished writer, ' is inevitably de-

nounced with more vigour and outspokenness than are

available for its defence. Those whom it relieves are

for the most part persons who accept the decrees of

Government, whether for better or worse, as providential

dispensations which it is in vain to question, and as to

which silent endurance is the wisest policy. On the

other hand, it touches the pockets of a class of persons

who have both the will and the power to make their

troubles known, and are by no means inclined to let

their interests suffer for want of courageous advocacy.

Indian journalism of the more respectable and influential

order is closely allied with the official world, and reflects

with undeviating accuracy the feelings and tl a of

those from whom it draws its inspiration, and on whose

patronage it depends. The English merchants, too, at

the presidency towns have no difficulty in stirring the
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sympathies and guiding the convictions of writers whose

interests are in many particulars identical with their

own. The consequence is that every measure which

imposes on the official or mercantile classes a larger share

in the taxation of the country, is denounced by the

Indian press with a vehement unanimity which an in-

experienced observer would be tempted to value at more

than its true worth. It implies really nothing more

than the natural pang which every conscious contribu-

tion to the public treasury occasions : and its political

importance is certain to be exaggerated, because we hear

nothing of the silent millions whose opinion, were they

capable of expressing it, could not fail to be in favour

of a measure which transfers a portion of the burden of

taxation to sturdier shoulders than their own.' 1

Thus temptations are never wanting in India for

Governments to earn for themselves an easy and apparent

popularity by a refusal to impose taxes on the richer

and more influential classes of the community ; and

while these, the only audible critics, approve, it will

never be difficult to find acceptable reasons for a course

essentially impolitic and unjust. Statesmen should

never forget that the real foundations of our power in

India do not rest on the interested approval of the noisy

few. They rest on justice, on the contentment of the

millions who may not always be silent and quiescent,

and on their feeling that, in spite of the selfish clamour

of those who profess to be their guardians and representa-

tives, they may place implicit trust in the equal justice

of our Government, and in its watchful care of the in-

terests of the masses of the people. The exemption of

1 Although the general truth of these remarks is undeniable, there is one

notable exception. The justice and liberality of view shown by the public

and by the press of Bombay in regard to all these questions of direct taxa-

tion have long been remarkable.

P 2
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the richer classes from taxation is a political mistake

which, as time goes on, and knowledge and intelligence

increase, must become more and more mischievous.

When taxation is diminished, these, then, are not the

taxes with which we ought to begin. As I have endea-

voured to show in another chapter, further reductions

in the salt duties are, on all grounds, desirable, both for

the benefit of the people and of the finances. Further

reforms in the customs tariff, involving a loss of present

revenue, but certain to be most beneficial to the country,

should also be made. The court fees, which are U\

on the administration of justice, ought to be reduced.

The capitation tax in Burma ought to be abolished.

These are among the taxes of which the reduction or

remission are first required.

NOTE TO CHAPTER XII.

Extract from a Paper by Mr. Bazett Golvin on Indian

Taxation.

A n income tax is not an untried resource, or a doubtful experi-

ment. In one shape or another it has been imposed, at inter-

vals, during the last twenty years, and the arguments for and

against it are familiar to most people in this country.

I am aware how much there is to be urged against an in-

1 know it8 defects not from hearsay but from ex-

perience, having been personally engaged as a (list ric-t officer, in

assessing and collecting every direct tax upon income.-, except

one, which was imposed between 1860 and 1872. I do not

deny that there are serious defects in it ; but it does not follow

th it those defects are beyond remedy; or, even if they were,

that an income tax would be worse than any of the other forms

ii which we have been examining. I Mir choice in the

case supposed would lie among evils ; and, this being so, the
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real question is, whether an income tax is not the least that we
can choose.

The chief argument that is used against an income tax by

its opponents is its unpopularity. It is, no doubt, greatly dis-

liked both by Europeans and Natives. The European aversion

from it is due, in some measure no doubt, to its incidence as a

direct tax upon themselves ; but the official dislike to it should

(I think) be chiefly ascribed to the defects of its assessment,

and to an Englishman's reluctance to be concerned in anything

like arbitrary taxation. Natives object to it, less, perhaps, be-

cause its assessment is faulty, than because it is a direct tax,

and because they hate all taxation of which they are conscious.

Whatever the motives may be, I am not prepared to dispute the

fact of its unpopularity. But I believe that much more import-

ance has been conceded to this unpopularity than it deserves.

The classes who cherish hostility to an income tax are, of course,

the classes who feel it—in other words, the European commu-
nity, and the educated and well-to-do portion, which is a very

small portion, of the native population. These classes have

every opportunity of making their dissatisfaction heard, and are,

indeed, the only classes whose voice is audible. But they are,

of all people, the least likely to carry their dissatisfaction to the

point of disaffection towards the Government, and of any active

desire to disturb order. The political importance, therefore, of

the hostility displayed to the tax is really much less than it

seems. The great mass of the people do not pay it, and are

utterly indifferent about it. A tax on tobacco, or one on houses,

or marriages, would stir the people with a far greater force, and

to a much lower depth.

Putting aside the unpopularity of an income tax with the

few whom it affects, there seem to be no other objections to it

which are entitled to much weight. The inquisitorial mode in

which it was at first assessed was abandoned after a short trial,

and was no longer a characteristic of the tax when it ceased to

exist. It is hardly disputed now that there was exaggeration

in the charge made against it, that it afforded facilities for great

corruption and oppression on the part of subordinate officials.

Moreover, if an income tax became a permanent part of our

financial system, there is no reason to suppose that these defects
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in its working, so far as they actually exist, could not be

remedied as well in this as in other branches of the adminis-

t ration.

On the other hand, whatever may be said against an income

tax, this, at least, in its favour, is true—that it would be no

doubtful experiment, but a measure of which the result is

known, and the success certain. Again, it is no less true that

an income tax is a just form of taxation, and that it is the only

way in which the mercantile wealth of the country can be made
to contribute to the cost of the Government. It is notorious

that this wealth, which is considerable and daily increasing,

pays very little, in proportion to its means, for the protection

and the great advantages which it enjoys under British rule.

It is no small recommendation of a tax that it should redress

the great injustice which this immunity of so many rich men
causes to all other tax-payers. Admitting, also, that its assess-

ment has been hitherto defective, this evil might certainly be

remedied, if the number of persons liable to it were largely re-

duced, which, as I hope to show, is possible, and if the tax were

made permanent. Nor must we forget that, however great the

alleged evils of an income tax may be, they have not prevented

a grrat many of the most distinguished names in modern Indian

administration from expressing their approval of it.
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THE SALT AND SUGAR DUTIES.

SOURCES OP SALT SUPPLY IN VARIOUS PROVINCES—SYSTEM OF LEVYING

DUTIES—ORIGIN OP DUTIES—ABOLITION OF OLD INTERNAL CUSTOMS DUTIES

—SALT AND SUGAR EXCEPTED—RATES OF DUTY VARIED IN DIFFERENT
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—

RAISED IN BOMBAY AND MADRAS—REDUCED IN NORTHERN INDIA AND
BENGAL— FINAL REDUCTION TO 2 RS. 8 ANS. EXCEPT IN BENGAL

—

ARRANGEMENTS WITH NATIVE STATES IN RAJPUTANA—SINDH—ABOLI-
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SUMPTION AND REVENUE—POSSIBLE FURTHER REDUCTION OF DUTY

—

SALT IN BURMA—ADMINISTRATION OF SALT DEPARTMENT—SUGAR DUTIES

—THEIR ABOLITION IN 1878.

The changes carried out during the administration of

Lord Lytton in the system of assessing and collecting

the salt duties in India have been extremely important,

and, notwithstanding large reductions over the greater

part of India in the rate at which the duties were

levied, they now yield a revenue exceeding by nearly

1,000,000/. that which they yielded in 1877-78, four

years ago.

Properly to appreciate the measures that have been

taken, and the policy by which those measures have

been guided , it is necessary to understand the condition

of things which previously existed.

And first it must be explained that the circum-

stances under which the salt duties are raised vary
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greatly in different parts of India. Bengal and Assam,

with 70,000,000 people, now get nearly the whole of

their salt supply from England. Almost the only local

source within easy reach, from which Bengal can

obtain salt, is the sea, but owing to the damp climate,

and the large body of fresh water brought down by the

numerous rivers which intersect the delta of the Ganges,

the natural facilities for making salt on the northern

coasts of the Bay of Bengal are not great. On the

equalisation of the duty on salt manufactured locally

and on that imported by sea, the latter almost com-

pletely supplanted the former.

In Madras and Bombay, on the other hand, which

contain about 47,000,000 people, the manufacture of

salt from the sea is cheap and easy ; and for these pre-

sidencies, as well as for the greater part of the Central

Provinces and the Native States of Southern India, the

sea is the great source of supply.

In Northern India the Punjab possesses inexhaust-

ible supplies of rock-salt, which is consumed by about

1 1
;
.i h H ),000 people. Throughout the North-Western Pro-

vinces and Oudli, and in a portion of the Central Pro-

vinces and of the Punjab, although there are many
places where more or less impure salts can be pro-

duced by washing the soil, the home sources for the

supply ofgood salt are altogether insufficient ; 47,000,000

of our subjects depend almost entirely for their salt on

the Native States of Eajputana, or on places on the

confines of those States, where lakes or springs impreg-

• (1 with excellent salt occur.

The system under which the duty is levied also

varies in different provinces. In Madras the duty is

mostly collected under a monopoly by which all Ball

ofactured on behalf of the Government, and sold at
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a price which gives a profit equivalent to the duty. In

Bombay the duty is chiefly levied as an excise. In

Lower Bengal it is levied chiefly in the form of a sea

customs import duty. In the Punjab the duty is in-

cluded in the selling price of the rock-salt, which is

dug and removed from the mines and sold by the

Government. For the rest of the upper provinces,

until 1879 the duty was collected when the salt im-

ported from Eajputana crossed the British frontier ; it

is now levied at the places of production, where it is

prepared by evaporation from the brine by a Govern-

ment establishment.

The origin of the Indian salt duties is well ex-

plained in the following quotation, taken, with some

unimportant omissions and alterations, from a speech

by Lord Lytton, made in the Legislative Council on

February 9, 1878 :—

' The taxation of salt is a part of the fiscal system which the

British Grovernment inherited from the Native rulers of India.

The history of our present salt duties is a separate one for each

province. Except in one respect, which I will mention immedi-

ately, these provincial duties have had no connection with each

other ; and hence that irregularity in their rates which the

Grovernment of India has always desired, and is now endeavour-

ing, to rectify. The only historical connection between these

local salt duties is to be found in the common origin of additions

made to them in connection with the abolition of a mass of most

vexatious transit duties with which the whole surface of this

Empire was formerly covered. Under Native rule, tolls were

taken on all roads and navigable rivers ; and, in spite of their

irregularity, these early transit duties were probably less

harassing to trade than the forms which they subsequently

assumed under the regulations of the East India Company ;

for those regulations added to the original tolls all the refine-

ments and checks of an elaborate customs system. About half

a century ago the Grovernment, recognising the intolerable
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inconvenience of these multiplied checks upon internal trade,

decided to abolish them and substitute for them higher rates of

duty upon salt. This great reform is mainly due to the en-

lightened advice of Sir Charles Trevelyan, than a member of the

Bengal Civil Service. The extinction of the condemned imposts

involved a loss of revenue, in the Bombay Presidency, amounting

to more than 345,000Z., whilst the enhanced duty on salt yielded

only a revenue of less than 215,000/. In Madras the loss of

nue was still greater. The transit and inland customs

duties had yielded a net revenue of about 310,000L, while the

increase in the salt duty yielded less than 95,000/.

* The history of the southern salt duties is thus not one

which the Government of India has any reason to recall with

self-reproach. A similar policy has been pursued in Bengal

and the upper provinces of India. The Bengal transit duties

were abolished by the Act of 1836, and the Bengal salt duty was

fixed in the following year at Rs. 3-4 per maund. The Act of

1 843 abolished all import and export duties on the frontiers of

the North-Western Provinces, with the exception of the duties

on salt, sugar, and cotton ; and the cotton import duty was

abandoned in 1855; the salt duty in the North-Western

Provinces having been fixed in 1843 at Rs. 2 per maund, with

an additional assessment of R. 1 on all salt passing eastward of

Allahabad. The annexation of the Punjab was followed by an

increase of the salt duty in that province; but thai increase

was part of a general measure which extinguished simultaneously

all the export, import, transit, and town duties previously levied.

It will thus be seen that the present system of comparatively

high salt duties in British India is the result of an enlightened

and beneficent fiscal policy, which has relieved British India

from a multitude of mischievous and vexatious imposts on

internal commerce; imposts described by a competent authority

as being "so full of inequalities, and anomalies, and complica-

tions, that it would be vain to inquire from what objections or

what abuses they were free."

Thus the salt duties levied in the different provi

of India had little real connection with each other,

and the rates at which they were imposed varied
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greatly from time to time. From 1869 to 1877 the

duty in Lower Bengal was Rs. 3-4 per maund (82 lbs.)

;

in the upper provinces Es. 3 ; and in Madras and

Bombay Rs. 1-13.

So long as there were no railways, and the means

of communication were imperfect, the inconvenience of

these different rates of duty in different provinces was

comparatively little felt. But to secure the levy of the

duty on the salt imported from Rajputana, and, as com-

munications were improved, to prevent the ingress of

salt taxed at lower rates into the provinces where it

was more highly taxed, preventive measures were

necessary, and there grew up gradually a monstrous

system to which it would be almost impossible to find

a parallel in any tolerably civilised country.

A customs line was established, which stretched

across the whole of India, which in 1869 extended from

the Indus to the Mahanadi in Madras, a distance of

2,300 miles; and it was guarded by nearly 12,000

men and petty officers, at an annual cost of 162,000/.

' The line,' the commissioner of inland customs wrote

in his report for 1869-70, ' is divided into 110 beats,

each presided over by a patrol, and watched from 1,727

guard-posts. A very perfect system of patrolling

exists, and, except in some wild portions of the Central

Provinces (where tigers bar the way alike to smuggler

and customs officer after dark), goes on with unabated

vigilance night and day.'

Before the latest changes were made this inland

customs line had been partially reduced, but still ex-

tended from a point north of Attock on the Indus to

the frontier of Berar, a distance of more than 1,500

miles, and was guarded by some 8,000 men. If put

down in Europe, it would have stretched from London
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to Constantinople. Along the greater part of its extent

it consisted of a huge material barrier, which Mr. Grant

Duff, speaking from personal observation, said could

be compared to nothing else in the world except the

great wall of China ; it consisted principally of an im-

mense impenetrable hedge of thorny trees and bus]

supplemented by stone walls and ditches, across which

no human being or beast of burden or vehicle could

pass without being subjected to detention and search.

A similar line, 280 miles in length, was maintained in

the north-eastern portion of the Bombay Presidency,

from Dohud to the Eunn of Cutch.

It may be easily imagined what great and inevitable

obstruction to trade, what gross abuses and oppression,

what annoyance and harassment to individuals, took

place. The interference was not confined to the traffic

passing into British territory ; for, owing to the levy of

an export duty on all sugar passing from British terri-

tory into Rajputana, which had been retained after all

r similar inland duties were removed, and to which

I shall again refer, the same obstructions were offeivd

to the traffic pawing in the other direction. In sp

however, of the evils inseparable from the existence of

an inland customs line, it was impossible to dispense with

it so long as we levied our salt tax at different rates

in different provinces, and had no means of controlling

the manufacture and taxation of salt produced in Native

States and brought thence into our own territories.

The flagrant evils arising from this state of things

were long recognised by the Government of India, but

nevertheless, until ten or twelve years ago, it acted as

if it had little interest in applying a remedy, or in facili-

tating the supply of salt to the people. Thus, far

example, salt from the Sambhar Lake, the most import-
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ant source of supply to the North-Western Provinces,

had to find its way two hundred miles through Native

States, with no roads or bridges, on the backs of pack-

cattle or camels, and subjected to imposts and exactions

and hindrances of every kind, until it came to the

greatest hindrance of all, our own customs line.

In 1869, Lord Mayo's Government, with the con-

currence of the Governments of Madras and Bombay,

raised the salt duty in those presidencies by five annas

a maund, and this was done not merely to increase the

revenue, but chiefly as a step towards the equalisation

of the duties throughout India, and the abolition of the

inland customs line. A still more valuable measure

taken by Lord Mayo, in the same direction, was the

acquisition by the British Government, under an amic-

able arrangement with the Native States of Jaipur and

Jodhpur, of the lease of the Sambhar Salt Lake, the

most important of the salt sources of Eajputana. To
Lord Mayo also belongs the honour of commencing, as

the first instalment of the projects for railway extension

then happily conceived, the lines from Agra and Delhi

to the Sambhar lake, thus providing railway transport

between the salt sources of Eajputana and our own
territories. With the means of communication which

formerly existed, it was physically impossible to bring

into Northern India a supply of salt sufficient for the

wants of the people. During the administration of

Lord Northbrook the same policy was followed, and,

although the rates of duty remained unaltered, the

extension of the railways in central India admitted of

a further great step in advance, by the abolition in

1874, with practically no loss of revenue, of about

800 miles of the customs line in the Central Provinces

and Behar.
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When Lord Lytton became Viceroy, the whole

question of the salt duties was reconsidered, and the

result was the declaration by the Government of India

not only of the policy which it intended to follow in

connection with the equalisation of the duties and the

abolition of the inland customs line, but of the principles

by which the administration of the salt revenue ought

in future to be regulated. What those principles are,

what has been done towards carrying them into effect,

and what still remains to be done, will now be stated.

There can be no doubt that salt is, in itself, a proper

subject of taxation in India. The following extract

from a despatch by the Duke of Argyll, dated January

21, 1869, expresses, very clearly and accurately, what

appears to be the true doctrine :

—

1 On all grounds of general principles, salt is a perfectly

legitimate subject of taxation. It is impossible, in any country,

to reach the masses of the population by direct taxes. If they

are to contribute at all to the expenditure of the State, it

must be through taxes levied upon some articles of universal

consumption. If such taxes are fairly adjusted, a large revenue

can be thai tailed, not only with less consciousness on the part

oCthfl people* baA with less real hardship upon them than in

any other way whatever. There is no other article in India

answering this description upon which any tax is levied. It

appeal! to be the only one which at present, in that country,

can occupy the place which is held in our own financial system

by the great articles of consumption from which a large part of

the imperial revenue is derived. I am of opinion, therefore,

that the salt tax in India must continue to be regarded as a

legitimate and important branch of the public revenue. It is

the duty, however, of the Government to see that such taxes

are not so heavy as to bear unjustly apoa the poor, by amounting

to a very large percentage upon their necessary expenditure.

The best test whether an indirect tax is open to thifl objection

is to be found in its effect upon consumption.
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1 1 observe that several of those officers whose opinions upon

this question have been given in the papers before me, found

that opinion upon what they have heard, or what they have not

heard, in the way of complaint among the native population

;

but this is a very unsafe ground of judgment ;Qt is one of the

great advantages of indirect taxation that it is so mixed up

with the other elements of price that it is paid without

observation by the consumers. Even at home, where the people

are so much more generally educated, and more accustomed to

political reasoning, the heavy indirect taxes formerly levied

upon the great articles of consumption were seldom complained

of by the poor ; they were not themselves conscious how severely

they were affected by those taxes, and how much more of the

articles they would consume if the duties were lower. But
whilst this peculiarity of indirect taxation makes it a most con-

venient instrument of finance, it throws additional responsibility

upon all Governments which resort to it to bring the most

enlightened consideration to bear upon the adjustment of taxes

which may really be very heavy and very unjust, without the

fact being perceived or understood by those on whom they fall.'

In Sir John Strachey's financial statement made in

March 1877 it was declared that the main object of

the Government, and the basis of its whole policy in

regard to this question, was ' to aim at giving to the

people throughout India the means of obtaining, with

the least possible inconvenience, and at the cheapest

rate consistent with financial necessities, a supply of salt

the quantity of which should be limited only by the

capacity of the people for consumption. There can be

no doubt that, in the interests of the revenue, the best

system would be that under which we should levy

throughout India a low rate of duty on unrestricted con-

sumption.'

Although it cannot be truly asserted that there was

any part of India in which the actual supply of salt was
insufficient for the preservation of the health of the
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people, and although it is an exaggeration to say that

the salt tax anywhere pressed with extreme severity

on the poorer classes, yet it was not open to question

that very large numbers of our subjects failed to obtain

a full supply of salt, and that the system under which

high duties were levied on a restricted consumption

had not even the merit of being financially profitable.

In the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, where the

duties were lowest, and salt was cheap and abundant,

the average consumption of the people per head was

double that of the people in Northern India, where

salt was dear, where the duty was high, and the supply

limited ; and financially, the results in the former case

were far more satisfactory than in the latter. The
salt duties yielded, relatively to the population, a larger

revenue in Madras than in any other part of India.

The Government would have desired that the duties

throughout the whole of India should be at once

brought down to the rates in force in Madras and Bom-
bay, but the immediate loss of revenue would have been

at least 1,500,000/., and some years must have elapsed

before increased consumption restored the revenue to

its former amount. It was clear that the equalisation

of the duties throughout India was impracticable, unless

while reducing the duties throughout the greater part

of India some additions were made, for a time at least,

to the low duties in Madras and Bombay.

Although the financial difficulties in the way of

dealing with this subject in a thoroughly satisfactory

way were greatly increased by the necessity, which

arose in 1877-78, of imposing fresh taxation to meet

the liabilities caused by famine, that necessity at the

same time diminished the practical difficulty of en-

hancing the salt duties in Madras and Bombay, and
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prevented much opposition which would otherwise have

been inevitable. Throughout the rest of India, rates

were imposed on the land, as a part of the so-called

famine taxation, but, although no pledges were given

that the exemption would be maintained, no such rates

were imposed in Madras and Bombay, in consideration

of the increase made in those Presidencies to the salt

duties. This fact has been systematically misinter-

preted, and it is still often asserted that the salt duties

were raised in Madras and Bombay as a part of the

famine taxation, though the contrary was distinctly

stated at the time. The measure was a step towards

the equalisation and ultimate general reduction of duties

throughout India.

It is not necessary to state in detail the measures

taken, from time to time, during the last four years,

for carrying out this policy, but the main facts will

be described.

In the beginning of 1878 the duty on salt in the

Madras and Bombay Presidencies was raised from

Es. 1-13 to Es.2-8 per maund. In Northern India it was

at the same time reduced from Es. 3 to Es. 2-12, and

in Bengal from Es. 3-4 to Es. 3 ; a further reduction

was made in July of the same year to Es. 2-8 in

Northern India, and Es. 2-14 in Bengal. In 1878

agreements were completed with the Native States of

Eajputana under which the British Government ob

tained leases of all the more important remaining salt

sources, and on April 1, 1879, the whole customs line,

with a small exception on the Indus, was abolished,

and its abolition led to a direct saving of expenditure

on the preventive establishments of about 100,000/. a

year. The leases of the salt sources were framed on

the precedent of the lease sanctioned by Lord Mayo,

Q
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under which the SihnUiar Lake had been managed for

nine years, without any friction with the Native States,

and with most beneficial results on the price of salt.

Ample compensation was paid to manufacturers and

others interested in the salt-works. The chiefs were

treated with liberality; they were fully compensated

for all loss of revenue, and there is every reason to be-

lieve that they were and are well satisfied with the

terms which they obtained. But, as an unavoidable

consequence of the new system, and one without whim
the relief of our own subjects would have been im-

practicable, the people of the Native States in question

became generally liable to the payment of the British

salt duty ; a portion, however, of the population still

obtains salt free of that duty, and another portion pays

only half the usual rate. Efforts were made, in carrying

out these indispensable measures, to give to the people,

as far as possible, compensation for the new salt tax

so imposed on them. In four of the States, all transit

duties on goods of every kind were abolished, and in

all the States with which agreements were made it wa-

Stipulated that no transit duties on salt should continue

to be imposed. Relief was also given by the removal.

from April I, L878, of the duties formerly levied on all

sugar exported across the customs hue from our own

territories, which fel] mainly on the people of the

t Rajputana. These sugar duties will be

more particularly referred to hereafter.

In ( Sentral India the new arrangements have worked

very satisfactorily. Some difficulties have occurred

with the Maharaja Holkar alone, certainly through no

fault or want of liberality on the pari of the British

nicnt. The Maharaja Scindia, and all the

Other chiefs with whom agreement* have been made,
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have declared themselves thoroughly satisfied. ' Salt,'

wrote the Governor-General's Agent, Sir Henry Daly,

on November 20, 1880, ' is cheaper in Indore than

it was in 1875, and in all the eastern parts of Central

India the benefit to the consumers has been great. The

salt, except in Holkar's State, is untrammelled by petty

dues ; and to the poor is at a price before unknown.

Scindia admits that he has been handsomely treated
;

and I have heard no chief with whom we have dealt

say otherwise. I urged liberality in every case ; and

liberality was observed. . . . Everywhere throughout

Central India the price shows that salt is a commodity

within the reach of the poorest.'

In Eajputana the Agent to the Governor-General,

Colonel Bradford, wrote, December 4, 1880, that ' the

salt arrangements are working most satisfactorily.'

The price of salt was necessarily increased in some

of the States where salt is produced, but in this respect

matters go on improving as trade adjusts itself to the

new conditions. That the income of the chiefs is

greater now than before the new arrangements were

made, is said by Colonel Bradford to be indisputable.

In connection with this subject, it must be remem-

bered that the British Government has now nearly

completed, entirely at its own risk and at a cost of

some 10,000,000/., the railways running through the

Native States of Eajputana and Central India. The

benefit thus conferred on the people of these States

has been enormous. No part of India was formerly

more completely cut off from communication with the

sea-board and with the great trading marts of the

country. The transport of every article of trade has

now been cheapened ; and wherever the railways have

displaced road traffic, the onerous transit duties on

q2
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almost every article of consumption, from which the

people of these States have long suffered, have ceased

to be collected.

These measures, by which the British Government

obtained the control of the salt manufacture in Rajpu-

tana, and without which the abolition of the inland

customs line would have been impossible, were not

expected to give any direct profit to our revenue. On
the contrary, they were expected, in the first instance,

to lead to an annual loss of about 48,000/., which it was

believed would in time be made up by increased con-

sumption in British territory, following the reduction in

the cost of salt. It is too soon to speak confidently,

but it now appears probable that the additional reve-

nue received from the salt consumed in the Native

States, together with the amount saved by the abolition

of the customs line, will considerably exceed the annual

expenditure on account of compensation to the States,

and the loss on account of sugar duties, which have also

been relinquished.

If this anticipation should be fulfilled, and the new

arrangements, independently of their effect on the people

of our own territories, should prove financially profit-

able, it will be cause for satisfaction. It has been

generally fell that the Native States throughout India

ought to make much larger contributions towards the

genera] expenses of the Empire than we now receive

from them. For the maintenance throughout India of

peace and tranquillity, they pay, for the most part,

almost nothing, and these inestimable benefits are mainly

provided for them at the cost of our own Bubjects. In

many cases, however, a partial remedy has been supplied

by the operation of our salt duties. Thus the States of

the Nizam, all the Native Bfc the Punjab, and others
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in other parts of India, derive their supplies of salt,

wholly or in part, from sources where the British duty-

lias been levied, and these States thus contribute indi-

rectly towards the revenue of the British Government.

Hitherto, with unimportant exceptions, no contributions

of this or any kind have been made by the Native States

of Eajputana, and if the new arrangements should give

some direct financial gain to our treasury, they will in

truth cause the partial removal of an injustice, not

inflict one.

The great customs line ceased to exist in April 1879,

and there was an end to those artificial obstructions to

the free development of trade which had so long

checked the supply of salt to the people. With it

disappeared one of the greatest opprobria of British rule

in India. Lord Lytton, speaking on this subject in the

Legislative Council in February 1878, said that the

maintenance of this line was ' a great commercial and

political scandal,' and that he ' sincerely trusted that the

history of his administration might be associated with its

removal.' It is a cause of great satisfaction that this

hope has been fulfilled.

The salt revenue in the province of Sindh was,

before 1878, raised by a system of sale by contract.

This system was extremely defective, led to much
smuggling, and produced a revenue very small in pro-

portion to the population. At the beginning of 1878,

the system in Sindh was assimilated to that in Bombay,

and the duty was raised to the same level, namely,

Es. 2-8 per maund.

The general result of all these measures was, that

while the Government was compelled, for a time only as

it believed, to increase the rate of duty on the salt con-

sumed by 47,000,000 of our subjects, the rate was
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reduced throughout the greater part of India, to the

relief of 148,000,000.

Complete figures to show the difference between the

present prices of salt in various parts of India, and those

which prevailed before the first steps in the new policy

were taken, cannot be given, but the following facts are

interesting.

At the chief salt mart in Northern India, Agra, in

January 1868, good average Sambhar salt was selling

wholesale at Rs. 5-8 per maund. In 1869 the price was

Rs. 6. In 1876 it had fallen to Rs. 4-6, and in 1880 to

Rs. 3-3. Thus, a reduction of about 40 per cent, in the

price of the most important salt in Northern India lias

been secured at the cost of a reduction of 16J per cent,

in the duty. The increased duty in Southern India has

necessarily increased the price of salt there, but to a

smaller extent than might have been anticipated. In

1877, before the last increase of duty, the average price

of salt in the Madras Presidency was Rs. 2-12 per maund,

while in 1880 it was Rs. 3-5. This signifies, taking the

average annual consumption at 12 lbs. per head, that

each person has to spend in the whole year upon salt

about 2d. more than he spent before. The increase

of price in the Bombay Presidency has been nearly the

Bame as in Madras. On the other hand the extension of

railway communication lias done much to lessen the

price of salt over a great part of the country. In the

livadv quoted, Lord Lytton observed

—

* Nor should it be forgotten, I think, when we come to con-

sider the practical incidence of the existing salt duties upon the

poorer portion of the population, thai the extension of railway

municataoo has done much to cheapen the virtual price of

salt to the people. IW instance, the lints which now connect

Bombay with Beypur ami M . the one side, and Jab-
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pur and Nagpur on the other, and those which connect

Negapatam with Tuticorin, carry salt from the sea-coast to the

interior at the rate of one anna (l£d.) per maund for about

every fifty miles. Thus the carriage of a maund of salt from

Madras or Bombay to any intermediate railway station does not

now exceed eight annas, which is considerably less than the old

cost of carriage by road, and may be fairly reckoned in favour

of the consumer, against the corresponding increase of duty.
1 Similarly, in the Bengal Presidency, the present railroads

have placed a great part of the country in immediate communi-

cation with the sea-coast and internal salt sources ; so that, in

spite of the continued imposition (in the past) of comparatively

high duties, the development of railway communication has

cheapened the price of salt over a great part of the country ;

and further reductions in the price of salt may consequently

be expected from further progress in the development of railway

communication.'

The effect of these measures on the consumption of

salt and on the public revenue will next be shown.

In 1870-71 the total consumption of duty-paying

salt in India was 23,031,000 maunds,1 and the net salt

revenue was 5,686,335/. In the three years preceding

1877-78, when the rates of duty were altered, the total

average annual consumption was 24,218,000 maunds,

and the average net revenue was 5,739,460/. Since the

alteration in the duties, the total consumption and the

total revenue have steadily increased. In 1879-80 the

consumption had risen to 27,861,000 maunds, and the

net revenue had risen to 6,895,713/., an increase in three

years of more than 1,000,000/. In 1880-81 there has

been a decline in the consumption to 27,240,000 maundy,

and of the net revenue to 6,572,000/. This is attributed

partly to an artificial stimulus given to the sale of

Sambhar salt in the previous year, and partly to the

ordinary fluctuation of trade.

1 The maund equals 82f lbs. ; a ton contains 27| maunds,
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The reform commenced in the course of the year

1877-78, and was not completed until the end of the

year 1878-79. It will therefore be best to compare the

average consumption of the years 1875-76 and 1876

-77 with that of the years 1879-80 and 1880-81. It

will be found that the increase has been universal.

In Bengal, where the duty was reduced from Es. 3-4 to

Es. 2-14 per maund, the average consumption lias

risen from 8,014,000 to 8,877,000 maunds, but there

has been a loss of duty amounting to 48,000/. In

Northern India where the duty was reduced from

Es. 3 to Es. 2-8, and the place of levy removed from the

customs line to the sources of production, the consump-

tion has increased from 4,517,000 maunds to 6,155,000

maunds, and the duty levied from 1,334,000/. to

1,519,000/. In Madras and Bombay, which should

be taken together, since the west coast of Madras is

eh icily but not wholly supplied with salt from Bombay,

while Madras chiefly but not wholly supplies Mysore

and the Nizam's territory, the duty was raised from

Eta 1-13 to Es. 2-8 ; nevertheless, the consumption has

increased from 10,678,000 maunds to 10,923,000 maunds,

and the duty from 2,001,905/. to 2,727,800/. For tin-

whole of India the average annual consumption rose

from 24,424,000 maunds in 1875-77 to 27,550,000

maunds in 1879-81, the revenue increasing at the same

time from 5,996,000/. to 6,834,000/.

The maintenance and even increase of the consump-

tion in spite of t lie increase of the duties in Madras and

Bombay u remarkable. The increase of annual taxation

which the measure involved was estimated at about two-

pence a head, distributed over the year by almost daily

dments, eaeli of them infmitesimally small. The fed
appears to be that, when, in consequence of the abund-
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ance of supply and lowness of price, the people of a

country have become accustomed to consume a con-

siderable quantity of salt per head, a small increase in

the cost of salt will have a very slight effect in altering

Labits and diminishing the quantity which they

consume, and will interfere little with the growth of

consumption following increased population, and ex-

tended cheap railway transport.

Such considerations as these indicate another and

a very important conclusion. It appears highly probable

that if the policy that has been described is followed for

some years to come, the average consumption per head

of the population will increase in the other parts of India

to an amount as high as that which already prevails

in Madras and Bombay ; and that with a uniform duty

throughout India, at a rate lower than the lowest now
in force, and coincidently with a general reduction in

the price of salt to the people, the revenue wT
ill become

several millions larger than it is at the present time.

If these anticipations should be fulfilled, the Govern-

ment will have in its hands a financial engine of im-

mense power ; for it will be able, for the purpose of

meeting any serious emergency, to obtain temporarily,

by a small increase of duty, a large increase of revenue,

and this almost without the people being conscious that

any addition has been made to their burdens. But

these results will only be attained if we steadily perse-

vere in the course that has lately been followed ; we
must finally abandon the erroneous notion that it is

profitable to levy the salt tax at a high rate on a

restricted consumption, and resolve to act at all times

on the only sound principle, that the interests of the

people and of the public revenue are identical ; for

we shall receive the largest possible revenue when the
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salt duties are low, and when the people throughout

India obtain 4 an unlimited supply of salt at the

cheapest possible cost.' No time could be more favour-

able than the present for taking another step in tliis

direction, by a large and general reduction in the salt

duties. The condition of the finances is so prosper-

ous that a temporary loss of revenue could well be

afforded, but this would rapidly diminish, and the salt

revenue would before long be in a far more satisfactory

condition than any which has hitherto existed.

Although the wisdom of these reforms is plainly

shown by their results, it must not be supposed that the

increased consumption of salt and the improvement

in the revenue have been exclusively due to the

reduction and equalisation of the duties, and to the

removal of the hindrances to trade caused by the inland

customs line. The extension of railways, the general

improvement in the means of communication, the open-

ing out of new markets, and the increasing prosperity

of the country, have all powerfully contributed to the

results which have been obtained ; and without

support of this kind the policy which has been

adopted could not have succeeded. Until the last lew

years the means of supply and transport throughout

the greater part of India were most imperfect, and the

quantity of salt available for consumption was limited

by material causes, and not by the requirements of the

people. So long as this was true, many of the essential

conditions of success for a policy which aims at ra-

the salt revenue without placing any avoidable restric-

tions on the consumption of the country, were absent.

The amount of duty is obviously only one an

the numerous causes by which the price of salt is

affected, and it is clear that it can by no means I
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assumed that reduction of duty will always be at once

followed by reduction of price ; but it is equally clear

that, although in some particular place and province the

price of salt may be as high after the reduction of duty

as it was before, this affords no evidence that the reduc-

tion was unwise. Whatever may happen for a time, it

is certain that if trade be free, and the means of com-

munication sufficient, every reduction of duty must ulti-

mately contribute to a reduction of price and to an

increase of consumption.

During the last eight years the average rate of duty

for the whole of India has only varied between a mini-

mum of Es. 2*43 per maund in 1875-76 and a maximum
of Es. 2*56 per maund in 1878-79, the mean for the

entire period being Es. 2-48. It was in view of this

that in the measures of the last four years, which aimed

at establishing throughout India a uniform duty, the

Government adopted as nearly as possible the existing

average rate ; thereby alike avoiding any loss of reve-

nue which could not then be spared, and any increase

to the average burden on the people. The rate fixed

was therefore Es. 2-8 per maund, equivalent to five

eighths of a penny per pound. This rate is now in force

everywhere except in the Trans-Indus territory of the

Punjab, in the greater part of Lower Bengal and in

British Burma.

Most of the salt produced Trans-Indus is exported

into Afghanistan, and is charged with extremely low

rates of duty for reasons chiefly of a political character.

This, however, involves the maintenance of a customs line

for some 400 miles along the Indus. There seems to be

no sufficient reason for not raising the duty to the rate

prevailing in the Punjab, which would enable the Govern-

ment to get rid of this last fragment of the customs line.
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The duty in Bengal, which is now Rs. 2 14 per

niaund, should be immediately reduced by 6 annas.

Increase of consumption would soon make good the

temporary loss of revenue. It must not be forgotten

that the difference between the rate of duty levied on

Liverpool salt in Bengal and that imposed on salt pro-

duced in Northern India was formerly 4 annas and is

now 6 annas a maund. The Salt Chamber of Commerce

of Cheshire and Worcestershire represented early in

1880 that Liverpool salt had thus been placed at an

unfair disadvantage, and that it had been driven out

of markets formerly supplied by it.
1 The latter state-

ment is perhaps a mistake, but it is impossible to deny

the general justice of the complaint. Lord Lytton v

very anxious at the commencement of 1880-81 to apply

an immediate remedy, but, pending further inquiry,

this was delayed. It is impossible to defend the main-

tenance of this differential duty, and there can be n<>

doubt that the Liverpool and the Indian salt ought, in

respect of the rate of duty, to be placed on precisely

the same footing.

In British Burma an important reform remains to

be carried out. Salt is now taxed at the nearly nominal

rate of three annas per maund. It has long been re-

cognised by the most experienced local authorities that

it would be highly desirable to abolish the presenl

objectionable capitation tax, and impose a duty on Bait

at the Indian rate. A salt duty could not, while the

population of the province remains small, produce so

much revenue as the capitation tax, but it would re-

place it to a considerable extent. Indeed, there would

probably be no loss at all, if the people of Upper Burma,

who now obtain their chief supplies of salt from our

1 &*> Financial RHIciBMilf for 1880-81, paragrapL
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territory, were obliged to contribute to our revenue by

paying duty on the salt which they consume. ' I do not

see,' Sir C. Aitchison, the Chief Commissioner, wrote

in 1878, 'any objection to the enhancement of the salt

duty in Burma. The ordinary objection to a tax on

necessaries, as lowering the condition of the labouring

classes, hardly applies to the present circumstances of

the country. The standard of comfort of the labouring

class is higher than in other Indian provinces. The

rate of wages is very considerably higher, while the

staple food of the working classes is not correspondingly

dear. From certain calculations I have made of the

relation of wages to the price of various staple articles

of food, I estimate that, roughly speaking, a labouring

man in Burma is twice as well off as his fellows in the

North-Western Provinces, the Central Provinces, or the

Punjab ; he gets far more from his labour, and does not

pay very much more for his food.'

No such enhancement of the salt duties is at the

present time possible, because the British Government

is obliged, by its treaty engagements, to supply salt to

Upper Burma at the rate of 1 per cent, ad valorem, or

about one-half pie, or a small fraction of a farthing, per

maund. Upper Burma is almost entirely dependent on

us for its salt supply, and, while the treaties remain in

force, we could not largely increase the duty in our own
territories without the certainty that our attempts to

raise a higher revenue would be, to a great extent,

frustrated by smuggling from Upper Burma. It is to be

hoped that a revision of the treaties may before long

remove this obstacle to an important fiscal reform, and

meanwhile the subject ought to be kept in view by

the Government.

Before leaving the subject of Salt, it must be ob-
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served that one great improvement still remains to be

carried out. The salt department throughout India

ought undoubtedly to be administered by the Supreme

Government, and not by the Local Governments as is

now the case in the greater part of India. The evils of

divided management are strongly felt. There are, of

course, some most important functions which the Local

Governments can alone exercise ; they alone can judge

how far it is wise and right to enforce the salt laws

in their absolute rigour; they alone can take care

that the operation of the tax does not become oppres-

sive, and they alone can suggest efficient measures

for mitigating its severity by the improvement of the

communications, by the encouragement of local manu-

facture, or other means of a local kind. But, without

depriving the Local Governments of their jurisdiction,

or exempting them from their obligations in such

matters, justice to the taxpayers throughout India

requires that the salt tax should be in the main regu-

lated and administered by the Central Government.

The Salt Department is already administered directly

by the Government of India in the North-Western and

Central Provinces, Oudli, and the Punjab, and in Cen-

tra] India and Kajpntana, and with most satisfactory

results. Conllicts between the Local Governments and

the Salt Department or the Central Government are

unknown. It would be most desirable to apply the same

procedure to the rest of India, and thus to utilise Pot

the general advantage the experience gathered in various

parts of the country. Another reason for making the

administration of the salt revenue imperial Lfl the foci

that the revenue brought to account in each province

is not die duty levied upon the consumption of sail

within the province. Bombay supplies salt to Madras,
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Bengal, the Central Provinces, and the Native States of

Central India. Madras salt goes to Mysore and Hyder-

abad, as well as to the Central Provinces. The Imperial

Government can alone administer the salt revenue with

a view to the interests of those provinces where the

salt is consumed as well as of those where it is pro-

duced. Difficulties and disputes have not unfrequently

arisen from the contention of these interests.

The fact that the inland customs line was used,

until the year 1878, for the purpose of levying duties

on Sugar as well as on Salt, has been already referred to ;

and the abolition of these duties, which were more
than once characterised as ' the most discreditable relic

of the dark ages of taxation that exists in India,' must

be mentioned among the useful measures of Lord

Lytton's administration. The following description of

them, and of the considerations which led to their ex-

tinction, is taken from Sir John Strachey's Financial

Statement for 1877-78 :—

[ I have alluded to the duties levied on sugar exported across

the inland customs line. These are one rupee per maund on

refined sugar, and six annas per maund on unrefined sugar, or

saccharine produce. Except where the line runs along the left

bank of the Indus, exports across it are taken to Native States

;

but, when it passes the Indus, the sugar is merely taken from
one part of British territory to another. This sugar is all the

produce of our own people in the North-Western Provinces,

Oudh, and the Punjab ; it is one of the most important agricul-

tural staples of those provinces ; and it is important not only to

agriculturists and manufacturers and consumers, but directly

to the Government, which looks greatly to sugar cultivation

for its irrigation revenue.

' While we are taxing heavily our own sugar grown on the

east of the customs line for the supply of the country beyond
it, we admit into the same country the Mauritius sugar, which
is imported largely to Bombay, taxed at a much lower rate. It

is calculated that the inland customs duty is equivalent to 10
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per cent, on the value ; but the incidence of the duty varies

considerably, particularly on refined sugar. In the cheaper

kinds the duty is equivalent to more than 20 per cent, on its

value. The sea import duty on Mauritius sugar is 5 per cent.

ad valorem. I do not assert that there is, at present, any

great competition between the sugar of the upper provinces

of this presidency and foreign sugar ; but as far as competi-

tion exists, the inland customs duty acts as a protective

duty in favour of foreign and against our own sugar ; to this

extent the duty must fall on the producer within the customs

line. The competition will be more apparent and severe when

the connection of the Rajputana State Railway with the Bombay
and Baroda line is completed.

1 Little or no sugar is grown in Rajputana or Central India
;

and the increase of price caused by the inland customs line must

tend to diminish consumption, and so, still further, to injure the

producer. It is impossible to estimate the iujury to the people

and to the Government caused by placing artificial obstructions

on the export of one of the great agricultural staples of the

country ; and such obstructions obviously affect not only the

export but the import trade as well. The Government of India

has repeatedly urged upon Native States the policy of abolishing

their transit duties, but it is difficult to see with what consis-

tency we can do this, so long as we retain sugar duties. They

yield about 165,000^. a year.'

These duties were altogether abolished on April 1,

1878, with the approval of everyone who could ap]

date their mischievous and discreditable charact

Arguments were used in their defence, it is true, founded

on the belief that their existence was probably unknown

to the sugar growers in our provinces, and that they

were virtually paid by the consumers in Rajputana.

Hut the ij/norance of the peasants of the North-W

Provinces did not affect the interference of the dut

with the growth oi* sugar, nor did the incidence of

charge <>n the people of Rajputana diminish the real

obstruction they caused to the salt trade which, it was

so important to develop.
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OPIUM.

OPIUM REVENUE HOW RAISED—MANUFACTURE IN BENGAL—EXPORT DUTY

AT BOMBAY—MISTAKEN IDEAS AS TO UNCERTAINTY OF REVENUE—CAUSES

OF FLUCTUATIONS—GREAT VARIATIONS IN SALES BEFORE 1867—NECES8ITY

FOR REGULARITY IN SUPPLY AND SALE—FORMATION OF RESERVE—VARIA-
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CHARGES OF YEAR NOT PROPORTIONAL TO QUANTITY SOLD—EXCESS RE-

PRESENTS VALUE OF RESERVE—CORRECTED NET INCOME—UNCERTAINTY

CAUSED BY UNDER-ESTIMATE ORDERED BY SECRETARY OF STATE—IN

PRESENT YEAR ONE-AND-A-HALF MILLION— RISKS ATTENDING OPIUM

REVENUE FROM ENGLISH OPINION THAT TRADE IS IMMORAL—TRUE POSI-

TION OF CHINA IN RELATION TO OPIUM—SIR THOMAS WADE'S TESTI-

MONY—ACCOUNT FROM SHANGHAI—FACTS DO NOT JUSTIFY INTERFERENCE

—PROBABLE EFFECT OF SUBSTITUTING EXCISE FOR MONOPOLY—RELATIVE

FISCAL RESULTS FROM BENGAL AND MALWA SYSTEMS—EQUIVALENT DUTY

CORRESPONDING TO PRICE—IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING A RESERVE

—

POSSIBLE * FURTHER EXTENSION OF CULTIVATION—AN ADVANTAGE TO

BENGAL AGRICULTURE—OBJECTIONS TO REDUCED SALES—IMPORTANCE OF

AVOIDING CHANGES OF POLICY IN ADMINISTRATION.

Next to the land revenue the most productive head of

revenue. in India is opium, the net receipts from which

are now little less than 8,500,000£. a year. The greater

part of this sum is derived from the opium exported

to Eastern Asia, and chiefly to China. Less than

200,000^. is obtained from opium issued to the excise

department for consumption in India.

The revenue from opium is raised in two ways. In

Bengal a strict monopoly is maintained by the Govern-

ment ; the poppy may not be grown and opium may
not be prepared except for the Government. The

R
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cultivation of the poppy is voluntarily carried on in

certain districts, under a system of advances, without

interference in details, nor is any pressure exercised

for its promotion. Its extent depends chiefly on the

increase or decrease of the price offered by the Govern-

ment for the produce, the rate being regulated so as to

secure the quantity required for manufacture. The

crude opium thus obtained is carefully prepared at the

Government factories, sent to Calcutta, and sold there

by auction without reserve to the highest bidders.

The quantity sold annually is now 56,400 chests, or

4,700 at each of the monthly sales which take place

regularly throughout the year. The Government is

pledged not to alter this quantity without giving at

least twelve months' previous notice. The difference

between the cost price of the opium and the auction

price constitutes the revenue from Bengal opium.

Another part of the opium revenue is raised by the

levy of a fixed duty on all opium exported from

Bombay. This opium, commonly known as Malwa

opium, is produced in the Native States of Central India.

The British Government has no concern with either the

cultivation of the poppy or with the preparation or

transport of the drug ; it exercises no control over the

quantity exported, otherwise than by the levy of the

duty on every chest of opium before its export from

Bombay is allowed. The present rate of duty is IN.

700 per chest. The average quantity annually exported

is now about 45,000 chests.

Thus, rather more than half the total quantity of

the opium exported from India is derived from the

Government monopoly iu Bengal, and rather Less than

half from the produce of the Native States of Central

India.

There is a general impression that this source of
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revenue is peculiarly uncertain, that its fluctuations have

been extremely great, and that its maintenance is in a

high degree precarious. That such opinions were fifteen

or twenty years ago to some extent justified by the

facts cannot be denied, but there is no room to doubt

that nearly all the serious oscillations which at that

time took place in the opium revenue were directly

caused by administrative mistakes, and by the absence of

any settled policy on the part of the Government. At

the present time the only serious doubts in regard to the

stability of the opium revenue are those suggested by

the hostility of influential classes in England, a hostility

inspired by respectable motives, but based on ignorance

or complete misconception of the facts, though not for

that reason less formidable.

Between 1794 and 1838, when the commercial mono-

poly of the East India Company was abolished, the gross

opium revenue rose pretty steadily from an insignificant

sum to more than 2,000,000/. sterling. In 1839 the first

Chinese war took place ; this caused a temporary de-

pression, which, however, was of short duration. By
1842 the revenue had recovered its position, and it went

on steadily and constantly rising until 1855-56, when
it amounted to 5,197,000/. During this period there

were only two fluctuations of importance ; the first in

1847-48, when the second Chinese war reduced the

revenue, for a single year only, by nearly 1,000,000/.,

and the other in 1850-51, when the rebellion in China

led to a not very serious disturbance in the regularity

of its progress. Until 1855-56 no important branch of

revenue could, in any country, have increased more

steadily. The supply of opium brought to sale in Ben-

gal had been gradually increased, the number of chests

rising from 18,362 in 1842 to 33,561 in 1852. During

r2
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this period the fluctuations of price were small. In

1843 the price per chest was Rs. 1,345 ; in 1852 it was

Ks. 1,110.

After 1852 a great change came over the manage-

ment of the opium department. For reasons which

are not apparent, the system which had worked so satis-

factorily was abandoned ; frequent vacillations of policy

took its place, and then began the great fluctuations

in the opium revenue from which came that reputation

of precariousness which has not yet been lost, although

under a better system it has ceased to be deserved.

In the three years following 1852 the sales were

increased very rapidly, the number of chests sold in

1855 having been 53,319, an increase of nearly 20,000

chests in three years. In 1856 the number was again

diminished to 41,492, in 1857 it was 43,903, in 1858 it

was 32,676, in 1859 it was 27,173, in 1860 it was

21,363. After this the number of chests sold was raised

again as rapidly as it had before been reduced. In

1861 it was 21,423, in 1862 it was 29,393, in 1863

it was 39.240, in 1864 it was 49,646, and in 1865 it \

64,111. In 1866 it was once more suddenly reduced to

40,000, and in 1867 raised again to 47,999.

That the violent fluctuations in the quantities sold

during this period of twelve years should have b<

accompanied by equally violent fluctuations in the price

at which the opium was sold was no more than might

have been expected, a rise taking place as the quantity

was reduced, and i fall as it was increased. Thus the

price, which had fallen to Rs. 737 a chest in 1855, on

the great increase of the sales in the two preceding

rs, rose to Rs. 1,871 in 1861, 1 with the great reduc-

1 For three months in this year the prices were Rs. 2,280, Rs. 2,470, and

Rs. 2,607.
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tion of quantity, and fell again to Ks. 956 in 1865 with

the next great increase. This time was one of constant

and violent speculation in the export trade, caused

almost entirely by the absence of any settled policy on

the part of the Government as to the quantity offered

for sale year by year, and the fluctuations in the opium

revenue were, as a necessary consequence, very great

also.

The gross revenue from Bengal opium was during

this period as follows :

—

1855-56 . . £4,172,000 1862-63 . . £4,813,000

1856-57 . . 3,825,000 1863-64 . . 5,347,000

1857-58 . . 5,216,000 1864-65 . . 6,255,000

1858-59 . . 4,671,000 1865-66 . . 6,390,000

1859-60 . . 4,314,000 1866-67 . . 4,948,000

1860-61 . . 4,200,000 1867-68 . . 6,565,000

1861-62 . . 3,914,000

Its amount directly depended on the price and on

the quantity of the drug brought into the market.

The price in great measure followed the quantity, which

depended on the extent of the crop and produce, and

this in turn varied with the season and the area under

cultivation. The opium crop is very much influenced

by irregularities of season, which are incessant, while

the area under cultivation at this time constantly

changed, being regulated on no uniform system.

The true principles upon which the opium revenue

ought to be administered were first clearly laid down by

Sir Cecil Beadon, Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, in a

minute dated April 18, 1867. 'Vacillation or uncer-

tainty,' he wrote, ' in regard to the quantity of opium

to be provided and brought forward for sale, not only

acts injuriously upon the market and encourages

1 From a change in the commencement of the financial year, 1866-67

embraced only eleven months,
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gambling, but deprives the State of the full profit of its

monopoly, and causes great fluctuation in the revenue.

It also deranges the condition of agriculture over a wide

extent of country, and discourages the ryots from

engaging in a cultivation which, though more profitable

than that of ordinary crops, they may at any time

be required to abandon. It is not desirable that the

area under poppy cultivation should be in excess of

what on an average of years is found sufficient to

produce the desired quantity of opium. ... If in

any year the produce of opium exceeds the quantity

which it is thought desirable to bring forward for

public sale, the excess should be held as a set-off

against the temporary increase of expenditure involved

in its purchase, and as a reserve against failure in future

seasons ; but if in any year the crop be a short one, and

there is no such reserve, the quantity to be brought

forward for sale must of necessity be limited to the

actual supply, and, though there may be some saving in

the expenditure of the year, the net revenue must either

decline or be maintained only by such an increase

on the selling price as will stimulate competition from

abroad. Unfortunately the vicissitudes of season are

so great, and the crop so precarious, that it is impossible

to estimate beforehand, within a range of several thou-

1 chests, what the actual produce of a given area

will be; but though the yield under the most favourable

nn-umstances cannot exceed a certain limit, it may,

under very unfavourable circumstances, such as a pro-

longed drought or the prevalence of hail-storms during

the brief gathering season, be reduced almost to nothing.'

Sir Cecil Beadon showed that the quantity of opium

brought to market ought to vary very little from y
. and that with the maintenance of a permanent
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reserve, from which the deficiencies of bad seasons

would be supplied, the regulation of this quantity could

always be secured. He showed that the quantity sold

ought to be determined by the price obtained, and that

the price to be aimed at was one that should neither

provoke the competition of foreign countries in the

Chinese market, nor stimulate the production of opium

in China itself. His conclusion, based on all available

facts, was that Es. 1,200 per chest might be looked on

as a safe average price, but that anything much above

this was dangerous to the revenue. He considered that

at the time he wrote, in 1867, not less than 48,000

chests should be brought to sale annually, and that when
a sufficient reserve stock had been accumulated this

quantity ought to be gradually and cautiously increased.

Thus, he believed, the stability and steady progress of

the opium revenue would be insured. The wise policy

recommended by Sir Cecil Beadon was accepted by the

Government of India in 1867, and it has been acted

upon ever since. Owing, however, to bad seasons, it

was a long time before the necessary reserve stock

could be collected, and it was not until 1875-76 that

full effect could be given to the new system. Its intro-

duction was completed by the notification of March 8,

1879, when the Government abandoned the system of

varying yearly quantities, and announced that a certain

fixed amount would be brought to sale every month,

and that this amount would not be altered without due

notice.

This policy has been highly successful, and there

can be no doubt that the great and constant increase of

the opium revenue for some years past has been to a

large degree due to the steadiness of the supply brought

into the market, which the accumulation of a reserve
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stock has rendered possible, and to the consequent com-

parative steadiness of price and diminution of mischievous

speculation in the trade. The Government, in this

respect, now acts on the principles which are uni-

\ ei -sally observed in the supply of agricultural produce

by prudent traders. A wine merchant, for instance,

would find it impossible to carry on his business if he

acted on the plan formerly followed by the opium

department in India, and neglected to keep in store a

stock sufficient to guard him against the accidents of

season.

The foregoing observations refer exclusively to the

Bengal opium revenue. The Bombay portion of the

revenue lias been much more stable. The quantity

exported has not varied greatly or suddenly from year

to year, while a fairly gradual increase has taken place.

Nor have Bombay prices been subject to violent change,

though they have been perceptibly affected by great

fluctuations in the Bengal market, and have thus acted

on the export trade, and therefore on the revenue. The
uncertainties of the gross revenue receipts directly due

to the want of method in the Bengal administration

during past years, have in this manner been not a little

increased.

Whatever may have been the case before the

present system was established, it is a complete error

to suppose that the opium revenue has at the present

time any special character of uncertainty; on the con-

trary, during the last twelve years there has been no

branch of the revenue which has been generally more

steady, and during the last five years its growth has

been rapid.

m and net opium revenue in each year since

1869-70 have been, according to the published ac-

counts, as follows:

—
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Gross Not

1869-70 £7,958,008 £6,132,387

1870-71 8,045,459 6,031,034

1871-72 9,253,859 7,667,187

1872-73 8,684,691 6,870,415

1873-74 8,324,879 6,323,395

1874-75 8,556,629 6,214,782

1875-76 8,471,425 6,252,026

1876-77 9,122,460 6,280,781

1877-78 9,182,722 6,521,337

1878-79 9,399,401 7,669,032

1879-80 10,319,162 8,249,808

• 1880-81 10,498,000 8,466,000

These figures show that the net revenue presents

rather larger fluctuations than the gross, but that the

progress of the revenue receipts has been in reality con-

tinuous and steady notwithstanding these fluctuations

The fact is often not duly appreciated that the

fluctuations which, from time to time, are seen in the

account of the net opium revenue are caused to a very

great extent, not by fluctuations in the Chinese demand

or in the price obtained, but by the greater or smaller

out-turn of the crop, and the consequent variations in

the expense of gathering it ; that is to say, that they

are often not due to fluctuations in the income, but in

the charges upon it.

The greater part of the expenditure is due to the

cost of purchasing and manufacturing the opium in

Bengal. But (as was explained in Chapter V.) the

actual expenditure in each year does not depend on

and has no direct relation to the quantity of opium sold

in that year. Advances on account of the crop are

first made in August or September, when preparations

for the sowings commence, and these advances are con-

tinued, from time to time, until all the opium is de-

livered, weighed, and taken over by the Government

Opium Agent, that is, until May or June. It is evident

that the expenditure must vary with the extent of the
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crop, and since the year of cultivation is not conter-

minous with the financial year, the expenditure incurred

in the financial year is on account of two crops; the

chief part of the expenditure on the crop actually sold

in any financial year will have been incurred in the

previous financial year, and the actual expenditure in

tin* financial year chiefly depends on the character of

the season commencing six months after the estimate is

framed. The quantity of a crop depends entirely on

the season, and the seasons are very variable. For

instance, in 1875-76 and 1876-77 the seasons were

favourable, and the amount of opium produced in each

of these two years was about 72,000 chests, while in

1877-78, there was a poor crop, from which only 47,700

chests were manufactured. These facts were reflected

in the expenditure incurred, which was 2,841,647/. in

1876-77, 2,661,266/. in 1877-78, and only 1,698,730/.

in 1878-79. The result of these variations is seen in

the recorded net revenue of the three years, which was

as follows :

—

1876-77 . . . £6,280,781

1877-78 .... 6,621,337

1878-79 .... 7,099,032

It might be supposed from these figures that there

had been in the last year a great and sudden increase

in the demand for opium, but in reality there was no

increase or fluctuation at all. The high net revenue

of 1878-79 was due to the shortness of the crop and

consequent diminished expenditure, while the net

revenue of 1876-77 and 1877-78 was greatly redi;

by the bumper crops of the years next preceding.

If we adjust the expenditure to the real cost of the

opium sold during the three years, we find that the •

net revenue remained steady, as follows ;

—
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1876-77

1877-78

1878-70

. £7,069,533

. 7,208,820

. 7,276,610

It was before stated (as was explained in Chapter V.)

that during the last twelve years we have paid 1,1 05,299/.

more than the actual cost of the opium sold, and that

this sum is represented by the reserve stock of Bengal

opium actually existing at the end of 1880-81. Unless

these facts are properly appreciated, it is not possible to

understand the real position of the opium revenue, nor

can any comparison be made between the amounts yielded

in different years. Setting off each year the actual cost

of the opium sold against the amount received from

the sale, the real net revenue for each of the last twelve

years has been as follows :

—

1869-70 . . £6,170,484 1875-76 . . 6,496,450

1870-71 . . 6,117,919 1876-77 . . 7,069,533

1871-72 . . 7,161,438 1877-78 . . 7,208,820

1872-73 . . 6,829,225 1878-79 . . 7,276,610

1873-74 . . 6,468,395 1879-80 . . 7,981,682

1874-75 . . 6,583,164 1880-81 , . 8,409,763

Going further back, and taking the figures as they

appear in the published accounts, the progress of the

net revenue during the last twenty years has been as

follows :

—

Total net revenue. Annual average.

1861-62 to 1865-66 . . £27,251,241 £5,450,248

1866-67

"

„ 1870-71 . . 31,668,832 6,333,767

1871-72 „ 1875-76 . . 33,317,805 6,663,561

1876-77 „ 1880-81 . . 37,188,958 7,437,792

There has thus been a constant increase in the net

revenue from opium, and the annual net receipts are

now nearly 2,000,000/. more than they were twenty

years ago. In the last three years the increase has

1 In this year there were only eleven months, which reduces the annual

average for the five years by about 100,000/.
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been very marked ; no reason is apparent why it should

not be maintained.

These facts conclusively show that the opinion fre-

quently expressed as to the instability and precarious

character of the opium revenue is, so far at least as the

present time is concerned, completely incorrect, and

that no branch of the revenue has shown a more steady

development. They show also that there has been no

reason for the practice constantly followed for many
years past, and constantly urged upon the Government

of India by successive Secretaries of State, of greatly

under-estimating the opium revenue in making the

financial arrangements of the year. This practice has

been the consequence of the mistaken ideas that have

prevailed in regard to the instability of this branch of

revenue, and those ideas have been encouraged by the

constant divergences between the estimates and the

actual receipts from opium, which are the necessary

consequence of deliberate under-estimates. There is

no single year since 1870-71 in which the opium

estimate has not proved greatly too low. The deficiency

in the estimate has never been less than 270,000/., and

its average amount in the last twelve years has been

941,000/. In the Budget estimates for 1881-82, lately

published, the net opium revenue is estimated, in ac-

cordance with the Secretary of Stated orders, at

'•0,000/. This is less than the average revenue of

ten years ago ; it is 1,500,000/. less than will probably

be realised, and at least 1,000,000/. below what would

have been an estimate of moderation and caution.

There is no justification for continuing this practice.

Even if it be admitted that there is real cause for

doubting whether the Opium revenue will be perma-

nently maintained on its present scale of productiveness,
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it cannot for a moment be asserted that any danger

exists of its immediate and sudden collapse, and deli-

berately to under-estimate it is as great a mistake as

deliberately to under-estimate any other branch of the

revenue. It is, of course, impossible to speak with

equal confidence of the future, but the Indian opium

revenue runs, in my own opinion, one serious risk only,

and this arises, not from any action likely to be taken

in China, but from the wel]-meaning but misinformed

prejudices of those people in England who believe it

to be morally wrong that the Government should derive

a large part of its income from such a source.

It is proved to demonstration that although excess

in opium, so far as the effect on the individual consumer

is concerned, is as bad as excess in alcohol, for it can-

not be worse, opium is to the immense majority of the

Chinese, who use it in moderation, as harmless as any

other of the stimulants which enter largely into the

consumption of the world. Excess in opium-smoking

is less common in China than excess in drinking in

Great Britain, and, however ruinous it may be to the

individual, it is much less injurious to his neighbours.

It destroys his health, but it does not lead to violence

and to crime, and it seems certain that the consumption

of opium in China is infinitely and beyond all com-

parison less productive of evil than the consumption of

alcoholic drinks in our own country. So long as the

principle of repression by the State in these matters

is not accepted for our own countrymen, Englishmen

should surely hesitate before they proceed to apply it

arbitrarily to others.

Opium, like all other stimulants, is mischievous

when taken in excess, and harmless or beneficial when
taken, as it ordinarily is, in moderation. Evidence can
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be produced to any extent on both sides of this question,

but it is not proposed to quote it. One fact, however,

must be noticed which lias an important bearing on the

subject, because it has received little attention in the

discussions regarding the results to which the moderate

consumption of opium leads.

There has practically been very little restriction,

either under the Native Governments or under our

own, on the cultivation of the poppy in the Punjab, and

there has always been a very large consumption of

opium in the province, especially among the Sikhs, who

are prevented by religious prejudices from smoking

tobacco, The opium is chiefly consumed in the form

of a decoction of the poppy heads called post. Its use,

although general among the Sikhs, has never been

asserted by any competent authority to be injurious
;

the people who use it are physically the first race in

India, and it would be difficult to find finer-looking

men in any part of the world. It is the abuse,' wrote

the Financial Commissioner of the Punjab, ' not the use

of the products of nature that deserves the condemna-

tion of the moralist. From the poppy is extracted a

valuable sedative, largely used by the Sikh nation, than

whom there is not a people of India of finer physical

development, of more manly character, more excellent

health, or more prolonged fife.' The same may be said,

with little exaggeration, of the Chinese.

The common notion that China mainly depends on

India for her supply of opium, and that if Indian opium

ceased to be imported the Chinese would cease to con-

sume the drug, is a complete delusion. India, I

Mayo observed, possesses conditions of soil and < -Innate

which give her the monopoly of opium of the highest

cachet. She b in this respect situated as France
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respect of wines. The superiority of her produce

enables it to defy competition in the Chinese market,

but the Chinese would no more give up the consumption

of opium if the Indian supply were to fail, than the

people of France would cease to drink wine if the rare

vintages of Burgundy and Bordeaux were no longer to

be produced. Opium was largely consumed in China

long before the trade in Indian opium became import-

ant, and the belief that it was the introduction of large

quantities of opium from India which led to the general

use of the drug in China is altogether without truth.

The richer classes in all parts of China, and more par-

ticularly in the maritime provinces, consume Indian

opium, but the bulk of the opium smoking popula-

tion has always been dependent on the supplies pro-

duced at home. If everything that is said regarding

the demoralisation of the Chinese by opium were true,

instead of being, as it is, without foundation, the fact

would remain that the total abandonment of the Indian

opium revenue would confer no benefit upon China, for

the consumption of opium would remain, for all practi-

cal purposes, as great and general as before.

Nor is there any solid foundation for the common
belief that the Chinese Government is anxious to pro-

hibit and discourage the cultivation and consumption of

opium. It is doubtful whether at any time any serious

objection was felt to it by the Chinese authorities on

moral grounds, although these were often urged, as a

matter of expediency, in their controversies with the

British Government. It is historically false, although

frequently asserted, that we have made war with China

with the object of forcing our opium upon her against

her will, and in spite of her protests that the opium
trade was demoralising her people. The first Chinese
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war was caused by the desire of the Chinese Government

to prevent the exportation of silver, which was believed

to be impoverishing the country. The second war had

nothing to do with opium. But, whatever may have

been the case in former times, it is certain that there is

now no wish on the part of the Chinese Government to

put a stop to the trade. It obtains a large revenue

from duties on Indian opium, and as this goes directly

into the central treasury at Pekin, it is one of the most

certain and highly-prized sources of the State income.

It is far more difficult for the Central Government to

get the benefit of the taxes levied by the provincial

authorities on the home cultivation of the poppy. The
Chinese Government sees that the Government of India

derives an immense revenue from the opium exported

to China, and it is naturally and not unreasonably

anxious to obtain for itself a larger share of profit.

This, and not the prohibition of the trade, is what it is

really aiming at, and it would be right and politic for

our Government to consider in a liberal spirit any pro-

posals brought forward with this object, the adoption

of which would not seriously injure Indian interests.

A very significant statement of the views of the

Chinese Government was made by the ministers in

January 1881 to Sir Thomas Wade, and quoted by the

Marquis of Hartington in his speech on April 29 in the

House of Commons. ' I went,' Sir Thomas Wade re-

ports, ' on the 16th to speak of various matters. Four

ministers received me. Adverting to opium, I observed

that the authorities in some places were taxing opium,

native and foreign ; in others they were trying to in-

crease both sale and consumption of both. Without at

all denying the right of the Chinese Government to do

as it chose, I said I should wish to know which course

d
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the Government approved. They said the question

was embarrassing. The Chinese Government would be

glad to stop opium smoking altogether, but the habit

was too confirmed to be stopped by official intervention.

No idea of abolishing the trade at present was in the

mind of the Government. Alluding to the desire of

well-disposed people at home to see England with-

draw from the trade, I asked if it would be of any use

to diminish yearly the exports from India. They said,

so long as the habit exists, opium will be procured either

from India or elsewhere. Any serious attempt to check

the evil must originate with the people themselves.'

The conditions under which opium is produced and

consumed in China, and the results of the introduction

of Indian opium, have lately been described by a writer

who is evidently well acquainted with all the facts, and

possesses the great advantage of knowledge acquired

on the spot ; and his accounts are so full and to the point

that it will be useful to quote them here :

—

1 The British public is told that England taught China to

smoke opium, and thereafter insisted upon supplying her with

the drug at a handsome profit to the Government of India, at

first whether the Chinese Government would or not, and latterly

by virtue of a tariff rule legalising its importation attached to

the Treaty of Tientsin, which was extorted from the terrified

Chinese commissioners by force of arms ; that Lord Elgin, in

extorting the permission through his secretaries, was simply

carrying out the brutal and bullying policy of the English

Grovernment of the day, whose servant he was, but that the

policy itself was to him distasteful and to the Chinese plenipo-

tentiaries odious; that the production and consumption of

opium by its subjects have always been abhorred by the

Chinese Government, and that they have shown this by their

persistent and consistent efforts, at all times and in all pro-

vinces, to root up the poppy crops ; that, deeply sensible of the

evils which opium-smoking entails on the country, they have

8
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ever been vigilant to minimise the mischief by limiting the

consumption to the amount of the Indian drug imported ; that

the whole policy and the only policy of the Chinese Government

with regard to native opium has been and is one of hostility,

prohibition, and punishment ; that these efforts are rendered

futile and this policy is paralysed by the increased importation

of the Indian drug ; and that, in sum, Christian England, turn-

ing a deaf ear alike to the prayers of the Chinese Government

and the groans of the people, is directly responsible for the

slow poisoning of heathen China.

* Now the instincts of an ordinary Englishman, whether with

regard to his family, his country, or the world generally, are in

the main those of the bonus paterfamilias of the Koman Law,

and an accusation of this kind brought against his country,

pecially when reiterated with all the fervour of religion and the

vehemence of burning truth, will certainly arrest his attention.

Neither the fervour nor the vehemence has of late been want-

ing. The proceedings of the society whose gospel I have just

given are rapidly reaching the stage of organised agitation, and

Bfl public opinion in England, given the initial impetus, forms

and shapes itself with dangerous rapidity, this question of the

Indian opium revenue may come prominently before Parliament

and the country at any time. To help my countrymen to

decide whether we are as a nation the immoral wretches the

anti-<>pium society say we are, I have been at some pain

collate certain broad facts regarding the production and con-

sumption of Opium in China, a knowledge of which will tend to

illumine the question by the light of common sense.

1 The habit of opium-smoking is common all over China, but

it la in the Weft, in the comparatively unknown half of China

west of the 110th meridian, that it is most prevalent. In some

parts of Western Hu Pei and Eastern Szechuen it is all bid

universal; there are few adults in any station of life who do not

an occasional whiff, and the very streets of the town- and

villages reek with opium fumes. The practice is there indulged

in in the most open manner, and no more stigma or <1 re-

attaches to it than to smoking tobacco. Mr. Waiters, Her
Majesty's Consul at Ichang, made careful inquiries I

into the origin of the practice, and he found that it had been
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indulged in for several hundred years, long before either the

present reigning dynasty or foreign merchants and their opium

were ever dreamt of. The custom, generations ago, passed into

the family sacra, and at funerals in the West of China, among

other gifts which are transmitted into the next world, by burn-

ing paper fac-similes of them in this, for the solace of the

departed, is a complete set of opium-smoking requisites—pipe,

lamp, needle, &c. By the people themselves the habit, so far

from being regarded as a curse, is looked on as sine qua non

for a Chinaman who wishes to make the best of both worlds.

The whole of the opium consumed in the West is locally pro-

duced, and Indian opium does not come higher up the Yangtsze

than the districts contiguous to the port of Hankow, nor is it

imported by any channel into Western Hu Pei, Szechuen, or

the other provinces of the West. Above and beyond the enor-

mous quantity there grown for local use there is a large trade

in the drug, mostly contraband, from WT
est to East. Indian

opium is consumed in the provinces adjacent to the treaty ports,

and, being an expensive article as compared with native opium,

is mostly smoked by the well-to-do classes. The common
people in these provinces smoke the native drug, which is either

grown on the borders of Kiang Su and Ho Nan or is smuggled

overland from the West. All Western China, therefore, and

the lower classes in Eastern China smoke native-grown opium,

and it is most important for English people who are asked at

meetings to say whether they think Indian opium is forced by

our Government on the Chinese or not to know to what extent

and under what official conditions the production of native opium

is carried on.

4 Regarding the opium districts of Eastern China—that is,

the borderland of Chih Li, Ho Nan, Shantung, and Kiang Su

—

I have no personal knowledge. But with the West, and

especially the section of it I have mentioned as the centre both

of consumption and production of the native drug, I have not

only had some acquaintance myself, but I have lately been able

to avail myself of the experience of the two Englishmen who

have had the best opportunities and means of procuring infor-

mation regarding the native opium of the West—Mr. Colborne

Baber, who was for four years Consular Agent in Szechuen

6 2
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watching the trade there, and Mr. Watters, who was our Consul

at Ichang, the port of Western Szechuen, until the other day.

I caa, therefore, speak with authority and confidence. The

production of opium in Szechuen has been exceedingly under-

estimated hitherto. Mr. Davenport gives it as 50,000 chests

for 1878, basing his estimate probably on Chinese official infor-

mation. But all such statistical information on this point is

misleading. I have been assured by officials both of Szechuen

and Kweichowthat for every picul (133 lbs.) of opium returned

to the Government, 2J to 3 piculs are produced and sold con-

traband. Mr. Baber, living and travelling among the Szechuen

people, has been able to hear and see for himself, and he has

obtained ample evidence that the production of Chinese opium

in this one province is greater than the whole Indian crop,

Malwa, Patna, and Benares put together. Of the amount pro-

duced in the hill country of Hu Pei, Mr. Watters has not been

able to give me any figures, but he says that in Ichang alone

there is an opium restaurant to every thirteen inhabitants,

where nothing is consumed except the native drug, produced in

one or other of the four western provinces, and that in the out-

lying parts of the two adjacent prefectures the officials admit of

a production, on which they receive revenue, of 2,000 piculs.

All over Western China the conditions of poppy culture, as far

as the officials are concerned, are those of perfect freedom, and

even open encouragement. All the grower has to think of is

hifl profit. Opium is a more risky crop than cereals, but it pays

seven times as well. If he chooses to run the risk of a failure

in the crop, or of inability to buy rice with the money he gets

for his opium, he is at liberty to grow opium if he likes. In

ordinary circumstances a poppy crop subjects the grower to no

interference on the part of his officials beyond paying the cus-

ary taxes: and in many districts where opium in manu-
facture or transit is the sole source of revenue its culture is

encouraged.
1 There is one risk, however, which the native grower of the

poppy must take into account, although it is a small one, and

that is the risk of destruction of his crop by an official in some

of whose jurisdiction there may be a famine. When
cereals fail in China the places which haw, cannot come to the
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relief of those which have not, and neither money nor opium

can be exchanged for bread, owing to the defective means of

inter-communication in the country. It is customary in such

circumstances to order the rooting up of the poppy crop, and

the orders are carried out in proportion to the sincerity and

energy of the official. But as soon as the time of scarcity is

past the poppy is allowed to bloom over the land again, and the

reforming official, whose thorough-going patriotism has in the

meantime been reported to and dilated on by the anti-opium

society, reaps the usual reward in an enhanced revenue. Pro-

clamations against the culture of the poppy, whether emanating

from high or low officials, the grower may at all times disregard

or ' contract ' himself out of by valuable consideration in the

shape of bribes. During the past twelve years I can only recol-

lect one case where a crusade against the poppy was carried on

by an honest and a determined reformer with a single eye to the

good of his country, and being honest and determined he was

thoroughly successful, as a local official in China must be in any

legitimate scheme of local government he may choose to enforce

with energy.

' Eegarding the effect of opium on the Chinese nation, there

is by no means a consensus of opinion that it is thoroughly bad.

That it enslaves, enfeebles, and may kill all who take it in ex-

cess is incontestable. That it impoverishes all except the well-

to-do is equally incontestable. But there are two things that

may be said in favour of it. As it is a pleasure, or a vice, which

it is quite possible to enjoy moderately, the vast majority of

smokers take their opium as most Scotchmen do their whisky

—

in moderation ; and a Chinaman stupefied is a much less terrible

person than a Scotchman drunk.

Be this as it may, so long as the Chinese do not interfere

with the production of opium within their own borders in any

manner which can be considered either genuine in purpose or

effective in deed, the question of the supply by India to China

of opium hardly comes within the domain of practical politics.

So long as the Chinese not only allow the free cultivation of the

poppy by their people, whether in the west or the east of China,

but regard native-grown opium as a valuable and legitimate

source of revenue, the cry that England is forcing opium on
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China is unfair and untrue, and statements such as that made by a

now responsible member of the present Government, that * the

opium traffic gravely imperils our friendly relations with the

Chinese Empire,' are unmeaning. The present attitude of the

central and provincial Governments of China regarding native

opium, as judged by their acts and forbearances, not their words,

and the present state of poppy cultivation in Western China,

must be taken into account by anyone who wishes to decide for

himself the question which the Society for the Suppression of

the Opium Trade is placing before the country ; and the society

itself, in not fully informing itself of either one or the other,

seeins to be basing its case more on the sands of prejudice than

on the rocks of truth.'

In a subsequent communication the same writer

makes the following statements :

—

1 All over the west of China, in the provinces of Szechuen,

Kweichow, and South-Western Hu Pei, opium cultivation is

everywhere tolerated, and in most places encouraged by the

provincial officials. The production there is not only sufficient

for the entire consumption of a population among whom the

habit of opium-smoking is universal and who have never even

heard of Indian opium, but is leaving a yearly increasing surplus

for the supply of the east. Although this is mostly carried

from west to east in a contraband manner, the quantity sent is

enormous and is driving out the Indian drug in the inland

cities of this and the neighbouring provinces. Two travellers,

nil — iniinries belonging to the China Inland Mission, have re-

cently arrived from Bhamo, on the upper Irrawady. They re-

porl the province of Yunnan to be rapidly recovering from its

"f waste and desolation, and the universal form of the

new cultivation to be a winter crop of opium. In February

last the province was ablaze with poppies. The fact is that

the supply of opium from India is a small part of the total con-

sumption of this country ; it is mainly obtained from her own
fields, and the cultivation of and trade in the drug are part i<i-

1 in by the Government of the country, in the west at

least, in the most open manner. Under the circumstances,

language which the Government at Pekin have recently
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adopted with regard to the modicum of the drug coming from

India, and which they have taught their representatives abroad

to use, and their acts in the case of the opium clause of the

Commercial Treaty with the United States, is a hypocrisy

which deserves a stern rebuke. China, in the matter of opium,

in reproducing her grievances of thirty years ago as the trials

of the present, is imposing on the world. While her high

authorities at the capital pose as plaintive and helpless sufferers

from the Indian import, her officials and people throughout the

regions of the empire remote from foreign gaze are cultivating

opium everywhere. In these provinces the power of the

Government is even more absolute and complete than it is on

the sea-board, and there is no excuse for a language and a

foreign policy so grossly and outrageously inconsistent with the

state of things there. The imposture has met with success in

the case of the treaty with the United States, but it is to be

hoped that the recent accounts of travellers and foreign officials,

of the extent of opium cultivation in the provinces which are

still the by-ways of China, will warn ourselves and other nations

who may be disposed to base a policy in the East on the philan-

thropy of the West, that such philanthropy is wasted on the

China of to-day.' !

A careful inquiry into the effect produced by the

Indian opium trade on the people of China, in all the

parts of that country within our reach, leads conse-

quently to the conclusion that if, in deference to the

prejudices to which allusion has been made, India is

deprived of the revenue which she now obtains from

opium, an act of folly and injustice will be perpetrated

as gross as any that has ever been inflicted by a foreign

government on a subject nation. India now possesses

the rare fortune of obtaining from one of her native

products a great revenue, without the imposition of

taxes on her own people, and we are asked to sacrifice

1 Letters from the Shacghai Correspondent of the Times, March 3X

and September 28, 1881.
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the manifest and vital interests of those people, to wh<

good we are pledged by the highest duties, in hope of

protecting others, against their will, from doubt nil

evils ; in other words, to inflict certain injury where we

have the power, in pursuit of a benevolent chimera

which must elude us. Truly, to use the words of

Condorcet, ' L'enthousiaste ignorant est la plus terrible

des betes feroces/

For such reasons it is hardly necessary to discuss

the validity of the arguments of those who contend

tli at, in the interests of morality, the Government of

India should substitute an export duty as in Western

India, for the monopoly in Bengal, and still less to enter

into the question whether the opium revenue ought not

to be abandoned altogether, and the cultivation of opium

be prohibited in our own and in the native states.

With reference, however, to the first of these ques-

tions, it seems clear that unless the production of any

staple on which taxation is imposed is, by some natural

causes, absolutely limited, a State monopoly is the most

repressive and the severest of all fiscal restraints. If,

therefore, it were desirable freely to promote and

develop the export of opium from India to the utmost,

it might deserve consideration whether the interests of

the < ountry and of the trade would not require or

justify the great sacrifice of direct revenue which the

abandonment of the monopoly would, certainly in the

first instance, and in all probability permanently, in-

volve. But if, in deference to feelings which, though

mistaken, cannot practically be ignored, it were admitted

not to be desirable largely to increase the supply of

opium to China and other countries in Eastern A -in.

then it seems indisputable that the last course to DtU
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should be to give up the Bengal monopoly and throw

open the trade. An export duty could not possibly

be regulated with that undeviating maximum severity

of pressure which a monopoly secures. If it is legiti-

mate, then it is also desirable, that we should obtain

from opium the highest possible revenue, and this end

can only be attained by a monopoly. If, on the other

hand, it be true that the interests of morality are in-

volved, then those interests and the interests of the

treasury coincide in demanding the maintenance of the

monopoly. For to abandon the monopoly would be

to sacrifice a great revenue with the probable result

of a speedy development of the opium exports. In

either case the substitution of a monopoly of Malwa

opium for the present export duty, under conditions

suitable to the joint interests of the British and Native

Governments, would be preferable.

As a consequence of the discussion on the Opium
question in the House of Commons last session, the

Secretary of State has lately invited the attention of

the Government of India to the general position of this

branch of the revenue, more particularly with reference

to the possibility of transforming the present monopoly

in Bengal into a system of excise. The question is not

a new one, and until now the suggestion referred to has

received very little support in India. My own opinion

is decidedly adverse to entertaining it, but beyond

what has been said on the general subject it is not

necessary now to go.

The question of the relative fiscal advantages to

British India of the Bengal and Malwa systems is one of

great importance, and the facts on which the answer to

the question depends will be explained.
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A chest contain?, everywhere, the same gross weight

of opium—namely a fraction over 140 lbs. avoirdupois

weight. This is equal to a Chinese picul (133£ lbs.),

plus 5 per cent, which is appropriated by the middle-

men in trade perquisites. The different chests, however,

contain different weights of what is technically called

1 fine ! opium/ as follows :

—

lbs. avoirdupois.

A chest of Behar, consistence 75, made at Patna contains . 105*107

A chest of Benares, consistence 70, made at Ghazipur contains 98*1

The consistence ' is the percentage of ' fine opium/

excluding all water. The weight of fine opium in a

chest of Malwa opium varies, because this opium is not

prepared and packed under any responsible supervision

or upon any uniform system ; but the fixed rate of duty

favours a high consistence, and it is usually assumed

that Malwa opium contains from 90 to 95 per cent, of

fine opium. At the lower of these two consistencies,

a chest contains 126*128 lbs. In other words, a chest

of Behar opium contains, at most, -83, and a chest of

Benares opium, at most, *78, of the contents of a chest

of Malwa opium.

Tims, in order that the three kinds of opium might

contribute, equally, to the British Indian Treasury, it

would be necessary that, for every Bs. 100 of duty

levied on a chest of Malwa opium, a profit of, at most,

Bs. 83-5-4 should be obtained on a chest of Behar opium,

and a profit of, at most, Bs. 77-12-5 on a chest of

Benares opium.

The actual cost of a chest of Behar opium, including

a liberal allowance for interest on the capital employed,

1
' Fine opium ' is opium dried to powder on a steam table at 200° Fahr.,

and then weighed whilst a little warm, i.e., before moisture can be reabsorbed

from the atmosphere.

—

Opium Manual, 1875 edit., paras. 68 and 78,
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and for all indirect charges, is Es. 436, and of a chest of

Benares opium Es. 373.

*

The following table shows the least duty which it

would be necessary to levy on a chest of Malwa opium

to obtain from it a revenue as large as that derived

from a chest of Bengal opium at various prices :

—

Corresponding

Prick of a chest of Duty on a chest of
X

Behar opium. Benares opium. Malwa opium.

Rs. Rs. Rs.

936 840 600

978 879 650

1,019 917 700

1,061 956 750

1,103 995 800

1,144 1,034 850

1,186 1,073 900

1,228 1,112 950

1,269 1,151 1,000

1,311 1,190 1,050

1,353 1,229 1,100

1,394 1,267 1,150

1,436 1,306 1,200

1,478 1,345 1,250

1,519 1,384 1,300

With these facts before us, we must remember in

proceeding further to consider the fiscal advantages of

the two systems, that, apart from the direct revenue

which reaches the treasury, the cultivation of the

poppy, both in Behar and in the North-Western Pro-

1 Cost of a chest of Behdr opium.
Rs.

68 seers 2 chittacks opium @ 75%'consistence = 73 seers @
70% consistence,—@ Rs. 5 a seer . . . 365

Cost of manufacture and packing, interest on capital, per-

centage for pensions and leave allowance of officers, &c. . 71

436
Cost of a chest of Benares opium.

68 seers 2 chittacks @ 70% consistence,—@ Rs. 4-8 a seer . 307

Miscellaneous items as before

,

. . . .66
"373
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vinces, is, notwithstanding the monopoly, very profit-

able to the agricultural population directly engaged in

it, and to the landholders who obtain a high rent for

land upon which the poppy is grown. This is an

established fact, denied by no one. The cultivation is

extremely popular, and there is no doubt that it leads

to no objectionable consumption of opium by the

people who carry it on.

On the other hand, although we fix the export

duty on Malwa opium at our discretion, we have never

objected to the Native States in which the opium ifl

produced obtaining revenue from this source. Opium
has always been one of the chief branches of their

income. It is impossible to say how much per chest is,

on an average, thus levied ; we do not know the true

cost of the production of a chest of opium in Malwa
;

and the numerous Native States concerned impose

their dues partly in the shape of increased revenue

upon lands on which the poppy is cultivated, and

partly as transit duties. If it should be found possible,

at some future time, to substitute for the present

system in Malwa a monopoly, the profits of which

might be divided in suitable proportions between the

British Government and the Native States, there would

1 h great advantages in the change ; but there are

serious difficulties to overcome before it could be made.

Meanwhile, it is clear that, chest for chest, the

Bengal opium monopoly yields us much more revenue

than the Malwa export duty, so that we gain largely

upon every chest of Bengal opium which is substituted

for Malwa opium. This may be shown as follows:

—

About 45,000 chests of Malwa opium are now exported

yearly, upon which we levy, at the present rate of duty

(Es. 700 a chest), 3,160,000/, At the rates obtained at
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the sale held in November, 1880, in Calcutta, the

profits on the same quantity of Behar opium would

have been 5,081,400/., and of Benares opium 5,635,300/.

!

Even at the much lower average prices of the whole

year 1879-80, the profits would have been, at Behar

prices, 4,158,000/. and at Benares prices, 4,402,000/^

These calculations include the recent increase in the

price paid for Behar crude opium, and all indirect

charges.

Significant as these figures are, they do not tell the

whole tale. There is every reason to believe that the

taxation of Malwa opium by the Native States is not

sufficient to make the whole burden upon it equal to

that borne by Bengal opium under the monopoly. To

whatever extent the aggregate British and native duties

on Malwa opium fall short of the Bengal monopoly

profits, the Malwa opium must compete on unfairly

favourable terms with Bengal opium, and the tendency

of this competition must be to reduce the Bengal

monopoly profits.

Accordingly, the established policy, in the manage-

ment of the opium revenue, is to regard our chief

interest as concentrated in the Bengal monopoly, and to

regulate our action in respect to Malwa opium with

1 Thus calculated :

—

45,000 chests @ 90 % consistence = 54,000 chests @
75 % = 57,857 chests @ 70 % consistence.

At the sale in Nov. 1880. During the whole
YEAR 1879-80.

Average price of a chest .

Cost price

Profits ....

Behar.

Rs.

. 1,377

436

. 941

Benares.

Rs.

1.347

373

974

Behar. Benares.

Rs. Rs.

1,206 1,134

436 373

770 761

54,000 chests x 941 = Rs. 5,08,14,000 and x 770 - Rs. 4,15,80,000

57,857 chests x 974 = Rs. 5,63,53,000 and x 701 = Rs. 4,40,29,000
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a primary regard to that interest. For this reason,

on a comparison of the prices of Malwa and Bengal

opium, the duty on Malwa opium was raised, in July,

1877, by Rs. 50 a chest, and, again, in September, 1879,

by another Rs. 50 a chest. The export duty on a chest

of Malwa opium is now Rs. 725 when paid at Ajmir 1

and Rs. 700 when paid elsewhere. At present Bengal

prices, a chest of Malwa opium is taxed Rs. 429 less

than an equal quantity of Behar opium, and Rs. 552 less

than the same quantity of Benares opium.

The high level of Bengal prices which has lately

prevailed has been regarded as to some extent accidental,

and to it has been attributed the dulness of the Malwa
trade. A further increase to the Malwa duty was

therefore not proposed. But, if present Bengal prices

should be maintained, and, especially, if the Malwa
trade should revive without a simultaneous collapse of

Bengal prices, there is no doubt that the duty on Malwa
opium should be further increased.

It is difficult to lay down any principle upon which

to fix the difference which should be allowed in favour

of Malwa opium as a margin for Native State taxation,

but probably it need not, under existing conditions, be

more than Rs. 250 a chest ; that is to say, the duty on

Malwa opium should, as a rule, exceed the present rate

of Rs. 700 in the proportion of Rs. 100 for every Rs.

83-5-4 by which the permanent average price of BehAr

opium exceeds Rs. 1,228 a chest. On the other hand,

the existing duty of Rs. 700 need not be reduced unless

the average price of Behar opium falls permanently

below Rs. 1,186 a chest.

The policy of maintaining a reserve of Bengal opium,

1 The exports from Ajmlr are insignificant. The duty there is enhauced,

because we do not wish to divert opium to Ajmfr from the neighbouring
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in order to prevent fluctuations in the supply sold month

by month, has already been described, and is not now,

it is hoped, likely to be seriously questioned ; but there

is still enough speculation in the opium trade to make
it probable that, from time to time, pressure will be

put upon the Government to induce it to revert to the

plan of yearly notifications, with all its attendant in-

conveniences. A deaf ear should be turned to all such

demands. The chief hope of getting rid of the specu-

lative element in the trade lies in a steady perseverance

in the system of fixed monthly sales, subject to as unfre-

quent variations as possible.

The Government of Bengal has sometimes been dis-

posed to favour a dangerous reduction in the amount of

the opium reserve. Such influences also should be re-

sisted. The minimum reserve on December 31 should

be 30,000 chests, besides the whole of the crop last

gathered, and a still larger reserve might be desirable.

The reserve on December 31, 1880, was only 25,183

chests, and it is not yet clear that it will be possible to

maintain permanently the present fixed monthly sales

of 4,700 chests ; experience only can decide this.

The supply of Bengal opium should certainly be

developed to whatever extent may be found possible.

This matter has, from time to time, received much
attention. Some years ago, the Opium Agent at

Ghazipur was deputed to inquire whether the poppy

could be profitably cultivated in the Punjab and Sindh.

His reports were not encouraging, and, according to

present information, it seems likely, not only that the

production of Bengal opium cannot be much increased,

but that in order to maintain the present production, it

may be necessary to increase the price paid to the culti-

vators for crude opium. The price was raised in 1880
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in the Behar Agency, from Es. 4-8 to Ks. 5 a seer of

70 per cent, consistence. There should be no hesitation

about any needful increase of price, as occasion arises.

The views of those who object on economical grounds

to the extension of the cultivation of opium need not

be discussed at length. About 500,000 to 550,000

acres of land are now cultivated with poppy in Bengal,

on much of which a second crop is grown. The poppy

takes the place, for the most part, of garden crops, not

of cereals. The appropriation of half or three-quarters

of the productive capacities of half a million of acres,

or, say, including Malwa, of a million of acres or more

to this valuable commodity, is far from being a matter

for regret upon economic principles ; on the contrary,

the discovery of fresh staples, other than food crops,

which can be profitably grown in India, a country so

essentially dependent on its agricultural produce, is a

constant desideratum.

It has been contended by some authorities that a

larger net revenue would be obtained by the sale of a

limited supply of Indian opium at a higher price, than

1

1

y t he sale of a larger supply at a lower price. It is

not worth while to examine this hypothesis. The

Government of India wisely concluded, many yean

ago, as already noticed, that its opium revenue would

be endangered if the price of Bengal opium should

rise, for any length of time, above Rs. 1,200 a chest;

but, with all its efforts to extend the cultivation and

discourage speculation, it has not been able to prevent

this limit being constantly passed. It can hardly be

conceived that the Government of India will ever be

so foolish as to restrict its opium exports otherwise than

under necessity.

In conclusion, it must be urged that the opium re-
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venue should be directly administered by the Govern-

ment of India itself, and that, while the co-operation of

the local governments should be encouraged and even

insisted upon, these Governments should not interpose

between the Government of India and the Opium Agents.

The care and ability with which the Government of

Bengal has discharged its duties in respect to the man-

agement of this department is fully acknowledged ; but

its hands are full of other work, and an increasing

proportion of the Bengal opium is produced beyond the

limits of Bengal. The interests at stake are so vast, and

the risk of some misunderstanding, involving a disturb-

ance of established policy, is so considerable, that it

cannot be doubted that the management of the opium

revenue should be in the immediate charge of the

Government of India, every precaution being taken to

preserve its traditional policy unbroken.

Illustrations could be given of the dangers to which

the opium revenue is exposed. On one occasion, not

very long ago, orders were actually issued for the re-

duction of the cultivation in Bengal, which, if they had

not been cancelled, would in all probability have pre-

vented the formation of the long contemplated reserve

and the recent large increase of the revenue. It is very

desirable that, while leaving all needful freedom to the

Government of India as to details, Her Majesty's Govern-

ment should peremptorily forbid any innovation in the

management of this department without the previous

sanction of the Secretary of State in Council. The con-

servative instincts of the India Office would in this case

have a very valuable influence.
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THE CUSTOMS DUTIES.
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DUTIES THEN OF SMALL IMPORTANCE—ALL INDIAN PORTS SHOULD BE

THROWN OPEN.

Great changes were made during the Viceroyalt\

Lord Lytton in the customs tariff, and in the practice

which the Government of India had previously followed

in regard to its commercial policy. The merits

those changes have been, and will be, very differently

estimated, but no one doubts their importance. They

must produce, for good or evil, great effects on the

commercial and manufacturing interests of India, and

on the financial position of the Government.

There has been much acrimonious discussion of

these questions, and much has been said in the heat of

controversy, which reasonable men will agree had
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better be forgotten. In order to avoid the repetition of

such errors, it is desirable to enter as little as possible

into fresh argument, but rather to give a dispassionate

account of what has been done or proposed, and of the

results actual or anticipated.

It is not necessary to follow, in any detail, the history

of the commercial legislation of India during the last

ten or twenty years. It has already been referred to in

Chapter II. Until 1860 almost everything imported or

exported was taxed. In 1860 the general rate of duty

on imports was 10 per cent, ad valorem, and on exports

3 per cent. Various changes, of which some only of the

more important need be noticed, were subsequently

made from time to time. In 1864 the general rate of

duty on imports was reduced from 10 to 7^ per cent.

Between 1860 and 1867 many articles were exempted

from export duty, and in the latter year a large

number of minor articles were placed on the free list

of imports. In 1871 the articles subject to export duty

were reduced to eight in number,—cotton goods, grain,

hides, indigo, lac, oils, seeds and spices.

In 1875 important changes in the tariff were made
by the government of Lord Northbrook. The general

rate of duty on imports was reduced from 1\ to 5 per

cent., and the only articles which remained liable to ex-

port duty were rice, indigo and lac. This was the state

of things when Lord Lytton became Viceroy.

In his speech in the Legislative Council, on the 5th

August, 1875, Lord Northbrook gave an explanation of

the general views which he held on the subject of cus-

toms duties in India. He in no way expressed approval

of customs duties in themselves as a means of raising

revenue in India. He accepted them as the lesser of

two evils, and did not disguise his regret that in his

T 2
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opinion circumstances prevented him from carrying

out thoroughly in India those principles of free trade

the universal truth of which he fully recognised. In

this aspect of the subject there was little or no differ-

ence between the principles of Lord Northbrook and

those of Lord Lytton, although there was a wide dif-

ference in the action taken by them. While Lord

Northbrook admitted the objections to which customs

duties were open, he considered that we could not

afford to abandon the revenue which they yielded, and

that as it was impossible to replace them by other ta

which would not be more objectionable, they must be

retained.

These views found general acceptance in India both

among the official and unofficial classes. As a general

rule, subject to rare exceptions, few people in India

think much about economic questions, and public

opinion regarding them is almost always in favour of

the policy of leaving things alone, which too often is

also the most ignorant and unenlightened policy. This

reproach has no special applicability to India, for, ex-

cepting perhaps England, there are few countries which

do not equally deserve it. Hence the practical applica-

tion to the Indian customs tariff of free trade prin-

ciples might have been delayed for an indefinite period,

however satisfactory had been the general condition

of our finances, had not the interests of the English

manufacturers of cotton goods forced the matter into

prominence.

Whether it might not be right to impose fresh t

for the purpose of getting rid of the cotton duties, or

other parts of the Indian customs tariff, if they could

rid Of in no other way. is ;i question on which

opinion differs, but it need not now be discussed. Lord
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Salisbury, when he was Secretary of State for India, and

Lord Lytton as Viceroy, repeatedly declared that no

such course would be adopted by the Government.

Nor was it suggested by those who thought it might

have been legitimate, because they were satisfied that

these and other necessary fiscal reforms could be carried

out without fresh taxation. This anticipation has been

justified by the event.

Lord Salisbury, however, was not satisfied with

Lord Northbrook's conclusions. In a despatch dated

May 31, 1876, he declared his conviction that the true

interests of India, as well as the legitimate claims of

English industry, required a reconsideration of the

matter ; that the complete removal of the duties on

cotton goods was essential as soon as the condition of

the finances would allow, and that they could not be

relied upon as a permanent source of revenue.

Lord Lytton was prepared to act in complete ac-

cordance with these views, and if his Government had

not fallen upon evil times of famine and of great

financial disturbance caused by the depreciation of the

value of silver, there would now be no cotton duties,

and not many other customs duties, in India. It was

not until the beginning of 1878 that any action be-

came possible, when an important step was taken by

the public definition and authoritative declaration of

the principles, which the Government adopted and in-

tended to carry out gradually as circumstances allowed.

This declaration was made in Sir John Strachey's

financial statement for 1878-79, as follows :

—

'The Government deems it right to place on record the

principles on which its action is at the present time guided,

and by which it desires to be guided in the future.

'It is not necessary now to discuss the advantages to a
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country of free trade and the disadvantages of protective

duties. It is sufficient to say that these have been admitted

for many years by the statesmen who, of whatever party, have

guided the policy of the United Kingdom. In pursuance of the

principles thus accepted, the tariff of the United Kingdom,

which, less than thirty years ago, subjected to duty more than

one thousand different articles, has been brought down by

various stages to some half dozen, of which the only important

ones are wine and spirits, tea and tobacco. At the same tinu

all export duties have been abolished.

'The principles on which the customs legislation of the

United Kingdom has been based are now admitted axioms by all

who recognise the theoretic advantages of free trade. They
must be regarded as a part of the national policy which Great

Britain has finally adopted, and which the Secretary of State for

India, with the deliberate approval of the House of Commons,

has required the Government of India in this country to carry

out.

1 These principles are, as regards imports :
—

4 1. That no duty should exist which affords protection to

native industry ; and, as a corollary, that no duty should be

applied to any article which can be produced at home, without

an equivalent duty of excise on the home production ; I

that no duty should be levied except for purely fiscal purposes.

'2. That, as far as possible, the raw materials of industry

and articles contributing to production should be exempt from

customs taxation.

'3. That duties should be applied only to articles which

yield a revenue of sufficient importance to justify the inter-

ference with trade involved by the machinery of collection.

* As regards exports—that duties should be levied on those

commodities only in which the exporting country has practi-

cally a monopoly of production.

* These principles are of general application ; but, in the case

of India, they possess a peculiar significance. India is a country

of unbounded material resources, but her people are a poor

people. Its characteristics are great power of production, but

almost total absence of accumulated capital. On this account

alone the prosperity of the country essentially depends on \U
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being able to secure a large and favourable outlet for its surplus

produce. But there is a special feature in the economic con-

ditions of India which renders this a matter of yet more

pressing, and even of vital importance—this is the fact that

her connection with England, and the financial results of that

connection, compel her to send to Europe every year about

20,000,000^. sterling worth of her products without receiving

in return any direct commercial equivalent. It is this excess

of exports over imports which, in the language of the econo-

mists, is described as tribute. It is really the return for the

foreign capital, in its broadest sense, which is invested in India,

including under capital not only money, but all advantages

which have to be paid for—such as the intelligence, strength

and energy on which good administration and commercial

prosperity depend. From these causes the trade of India is in

an abnormal position, preventing her receiving, in the shape

of imported merchandise and treasure, the full commercial

benefit which otherwise would spring from her vast material

resources.

' The comparatively undeveloped condition of the trade of

India may be illustrated by the following figures :—The value

of the imports and exports, taken together, per head of the

population is in the United Kingdom about 201. In British

India it is about 10s. The customs revenue on the few articles

now retained in the import tariff of the United Kingdom is

about 12s. per head ; while that of India, on all the articles of

its lengthy tariff, is about 3d., showing that small as is the

proportion of the foreign trade of India to that of England,

the proportion of customs revenue derived from it is smaller

still.

' Here then is a country which, both from its poverty, the

primitive and monotonous condition of its industrial life, and

the peculiar character of its political condition, seems to require

from its Government, before all things, the most economical

treatment of its resources, and, therefore, the greatest possible

freedom in its foreign exchanges.

' Under these circumstances, what are the conditions of

production and consumption in India ? How far is it possible

to construct a tariff of import and export duties which will
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comply with the accepted canons of taxation ? And how far

does the existing tariff conform to those canons ?

' In answering these questions, it will be found that India,

by the extent and favourable conditions of its territory, is

capable of producing almost every article required for the use of

man. If, therefore, the import customs tariff be maintained,

it will involve the evils of protection, unless an excise duty to

countervail the customs duty be imposed upon almost every

item which the tariff now includes. Now, as excise duties are

generally costly, vexatious, and inconvenient forms of taxation,

and would be in most cases impracticable in India, this of itself

is a reason against the permanent retention of the existing

customs tariff, and one which interposes a very serious difficulty

in the way of constructing one that shall be free from objection.

Since almost every article that is now on the tariff, or that

could be named, is either produced or is capable of being

produced in India, it follows that import duties must in every

case be actually or potentially protective, while, with the ex-

ception of liquors and salt, none of them are subject to an

excise.

1 Again, the people of India are too poor to consume many
luxuries. The import trade merely consists of what may be

considered either the materials of industry or the necessaries of

life. It will accordingly be found that nearly all the heads of

customs revenue which are of any importance are derived from

one or other of these descriptions of commodities, and that the

revenue derived from other articles is so insignificant as neither

to justify the machinery of collection nor the interference with

the trade.

'The total amount of import duties was, in 1876-77,

4,170,947/., or, deducting erroneous collections, refunds and

drawbacks on re-exportation, 4,098,296/. : of this latter sum

there was realised

—

From salt . . . . £2,491,010

From liquors . . . 331,761

Total . . £2,822,771

On these articles there is an internal excise duty countervailing

the customs duty.

'Deducting the duty on these two articles, there remains
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1,275,5251. Deducting again from this the revenue realised

from cotton goods, or 811,340£., there remains 464,185L, which

is thus distributed :

—

Copper . . £65,624

Iron 17,096

Other metals . 30,020

£112,740

Silk, raw and manufactured .... 43,727

"Woollen manufactures ..... 38,068

Provisions . , 32,901

Apparel . 25,658

Hardware and cutlery- 21,049

Spices 18,724

Sugar 13,886

Glass 13,244

Railway materials 11,335

Articles, each group of which gave less than 10,000/. , 132,853

Total . £464,185

6 Many of the numerous articles in the last c ass yield e

an insignificant revenue, and nearly the whole are, or can be,

produced in India. The duties on them are thus indefensible

in principle, and cannot consistently be maintained longer than

financial exigencies require their retention.'

When making this declaration of principles the

Government of India added that it would not hasten,

by imposing fresh taxation, the fiscal reforms thus de-

clared to be necessary, and that it confidently expected

that the normal growth of the revenues would place at

its disposal the necessary means.

In March, 1878, twenty-nine out of the sixty-two

major heads under which the customs tariff was classi-

fied, comprising a larger number of sub-heads and a

multitude of articles, were swept away. This remission

of duties involved an estimated loss to the revenue of

51,400Z. The inland duties on the export of sugar to

Native States, to which reference has already been made,

were at the same time abolished, with a loss of 150,000/.

In February, 1880, the export duties on indigo and
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lac were removed. The average amount derived from

the export duty on indigo was 42,000/. The export

duty on lac yielded about 9,000/. With the exception

of the duty on rice, no export duties now remain on

the Indian tariff.

The effect of the duty on the manufacture of indigo

may not actually have been great, but the progress of

scientific discovery is now so rapid that any day this

industry might have been seriously threatened by some

chemically prepared substitute, and we should then

have been exposed to the deserved reproach of having

stimulated competition by the suicidal folly of our

fiscal legislation. Even as these words are written, this

possibility has been so far realised that the artificial

preparation of indigo has become a fact, though its

high price for the present may preclude its use.

Export duties enjoy the credit of having deprived India

of an almost exclusive trade in saltpetre ; they were

taken off when it was too late to repair the mischief,

and the Government of India did not choose to run

any longer a similar risk with indigo.

The only remaining export duty is that on rice,

grown for the most part in British Burma, but partly

in Bengal and Madras. It yielded in 1879-80 a

revenue of 590,000/., and in 1880-81, 718,000/. The

economical objections to this duty are undeniable, and

it is to be hoped that the time is not far distant when

it will be abolished, and an amount equivalent to the

duty levied in British Burma raised by a readjustment

of the land revenue. Sir C. Aitchison, the chief com-

missioner of the province in 1878, said :
' The country

is now in a state of transition, making gigantic strides

every year. Existing taxes do not apparently check

that progress to any appreciable extent. I would,
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therefore, let well alone ; but hereafter, when the

country is fairly populated, when the enormous area of

cultivable waste is brought under the plough, and the

province has become ripe, generally, for a regular

revenue settlement, I am of opinion that the rice duty

and the capitation tax ought to disappear and give

place to an improved system of land assessment/ At

the same time, there can be no doubt that the export

duty on rice is, at the present moment, practically less

objectionable than many of the import duties. Al

though it cannot be said that India and Burma have

a complete monopoly of the supply of rice to Europe,

they have something closely approaching to it, and so

long as this is true the injurious effect of the duty

on Indian interests is less serious. It is impossible,

however, to say how long this may continue ; the

export duty on rice should certainly not be counted

upon as a permanent source of revenue, but while

more urgent fiscal reforms remain to be carried out,

there is no immediate necessity for surrendering the

large sum which it yields.

The measures taken with a view to the removal of

the duties on cotton goods were of far more importance

than those just described, both on account of the large

interests directly at stake, and the indirect consequence

almost necessarily involved, of the ultimate, complete

extinction of all Indian customs duties. The reasons

which led to the adoption of those measures were

stated by Lord Salisbury in a despatch to the Govern-

ment of India, and are quoted at length in a note to

this chapter. They were most forcibly and lucidly

s.ated, and will, without any doubt, be conclusive

to every one who accepts the principles of free trade.

Lord Salisbury's orders were emphatically confirmed
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by a Kesolution of the House of Commons, adopted

without a division on July 11, 1877, in the following

terms :

—

1 That, in the opinion of this House, the duties now levied

upon cotton manufactures imported into India, being protective

in their nature, are contrary to sound commercial policy, and

ought to be repealed without delay so soon as the financial

condition of India will permit.'

The position of the import trade of British cotton

goods must here be explained. The Indian manufacture

is at present confined to the coarser yarns, and to

goods made of such yarns ; it was clear, therefore, that

the 5 per cent, import duty served to protect these

yarns and goods against competition from without. It

was asserted by many that the duty was so low that

it could have no appreciable effect, but that it was

protective in theory was denied by no one, and the

Government of India considered that the first step

towards the gradual removal of the cotton duties

should be the remission of this undoubtedly protective

portion of them.

The Indian manufacturer could compete with certain

descriptions of grey or unbleached English cotton

goods, which contained only the coarser yarns such as

the Indian mills could produce. It was, therefore,

decided to begin by exempting some of these classes of

goods which were similar in character to goods actually

manufactured in India, and which did not contain finer

yarn than that known as 30s. This measure was carried

out in March 1878, at the same time with the remission

of the duties on minor articles above referred to.

The step thus taken was avowedly of a temporary

and tentative character; the estimated loss of revenue

was only 25,600/., and it affected only those qualities
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of goods on which the duties were directly and ob-

viously protective. With any indirect protection which

may have been given to the duty-free locally made

fabrics, by displacing, to some extent, the finer dutiable

imported goods, there was no attempt to deal.

The scope of the measure thus adopted was pur-

posely very limited ; it produced little effect, and the

Government of India, in the beginning of 1879, appointed

a Commission, under the presidency of Mr. T. C. Hope,

to inquire further into the subject, in consultation with

the mercantile community, from which various repre-

sentations had been received. Their report showed that

although the orders of the previous year had worked

without much trouble or complaint, they were clearly

open to this serious objection, that ' there was little

essential difference between the cloths which had been

exempted, and large classes of cloth, otherwise styled,

which had not '; and the Commission stated its opinion

that ' the only effective remedy obviously is to treat

similarly, whether by exemption or taxation, all cloths

of the same texture, irrespective of the lengths and

widths in which they happen to be made up, or the

names by which people may choose to call them.' The
course thus proposed by the Commission had been

more or less explicitly recommended by the Chambers
of Commerce of Manchester, Bengal, and Bombay.

Some important facts were also established in illus-

tration of the necessity of early action to relieve those

imported goods which were exposed to local com-

petition. It was shown that the falling-off in the im-

ports of the coarser goods, on which much stress was

laid by Lord Salisbury in the despatch mentioned

above, was still going on, although there had been a

large increase in the importation of goods of finer
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qualities. The effect of the import duty in leading to

these results was estimated differently by different

authorities, but the fact was indisputable that a branch

of the trade which was once important had greatly

fallen off, while on the other hand the Bombay mills

had not only, in the four past years, increased their

exports of yarn and piece goods to foreign countries

by 26 per cent, and 51 per cent, respectively, but had

more than doubled their exports to other parts of India.

The total value of those exports, which was 432,000/.

in 1875-76, had risen to 945,000/. in 1877-78.

The Eeport of the Commission was published

with the Financial Statement for 1879-80, and its

recommendations were adopted by the Government.

It was decided to remit the duties on all grey goods,

consisting of yarns not finer than 30s, a step which

would remove the more urgent and immediate causes

of complaint, and could be afforded at an annual loss

of revenue estimated to range from 150,000/. to upwards

of 200,000/.

Although, from the fact that India was at the time

engaged in war and other adverse circumstances, the

state of the finances was not such as to render this loss

of revenue unimportant ;
yet the measure was held by

Lord Lytton to be so necessary, both on economic and

political grounds, that it could not rightly be delayed,

and it was carried into effect on March 13, 1879. This

important step was taken by Lord Lytton, in opposi-

tion to the opinion of a majority of his Council, but

on the advice of Sir John Strachey, the Financial

member. It was approved, on April 4, 1879, by the

House of Commons in the following Resolution :

—

* That the Indian import duty on cotton goods, being unjust

alike to the Indian consumer and the English producer, ought
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to be abolished, and this House accepts the recent reduction in

these duties as a step towards their total abolition, to which

Her Majesty's Government are pledged.'

It was stated by one of the dissentient members
of the Governor-General's Council, that there were not
1 a dozen officials in India who do not regard the

policy which has been adopted in this matter, as a

policy which has been adopted, not in the interests of

India, not even in the interests of England, but in the

interests, or the supposed interests, of a political party,

the leaders of which deem it necessary at any cost to

retain the political support of the cotton manufacturers

in Lancashire.

'

Making allowance for some exaggeration of expres-

sion, this statement doubtless contained a good deal of

truth as to the state of public opinion. The official and

non-official classes of Englishmen in India have never

been favourable to fiscal reforms based on the princi-

ples of free trade, and the natives of the country, even

the richer and better educated, have not, with rare

exceptions, arrived at the most elementary knowledge

of such questions ; nor were there wanting among all

these classes those whose prejudices could attribute

none but political or party motives to the advocates of

the reduction of the cotton duties. The nature of this

opposition satisfied Lord Lytton that he must carry out

the measure himself, or acquiesce in nothing being

done at all. He believed that the essential interests of

India required it, and he was not to be deterred by
the imputation of base motives. The case was one of

those which had either to be settled by a bold and

enlightened Viceroy, or be allowed to drift on to the

serious discredit of the Government and injury of the

country.
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The measures thus taken were avowedly first steps

towards that total abolition of the duties to which the

Government of India is pledged, and which it has

been ordered by Her Majesty's Government and by

Parliament to carry out. They were intentionally given

a form which at the outset placed them almost beyond

the reach of opposition, except from avowed partisans

of protection, though it did not affect their ultimate

efficacy. If the object in view had been the mere

reduction of the duties, and their maintenance for an

indefinite period at a lower rate, it would have been a

better mode of procedure to have made a general

reduction of the duties on all classes of goods, instead

of remitting the whole duty on the coarser kinds and

retaining it on the finer. But as it had been decided

that the cotton duties were producing mischievous

effects on great Indian and English interests, that their

maintenance for any length of time was impossible, and

that their abolition could be effected without financial

risk, it followed that the sooner they were removed the

better. The knowledge that by the particular method

chosen for dealing with them the difficulty of main-

taining any part of them in any shape would be in-

creased, was no objection, but rather a recommenda-

tion, to those who had made up their minds that every-

thing was an advantage which helped to hasten the

completion of a necessary reform.

The results have been greater and have come

sooner than was foreseen, but they have entirely con-

firmed the accuracy of the conclusions at which the

Government of India arrived. All present grounds for

the complaint that we were levying protective duties in

favour of the Indian mills, in their competition witji

English manufacturers, have been removed. Some
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classes of English goods are unduly favoured in

comparison with other classes of English goods, but

no protection remains for the special benefit of goods

now produced in India.

It was anticipated by Mr. Hope's Commission and by

the Government of India that the remission of duty on

all goods made of 30s and under ' would probably soon

effect a complete revolution in the piece goods trade.'

In support of this opinion the Commission quoted the

following passage from a report by Mr. Pritchard, the

Commissioner of Customs in Bombay :

—

* The remission will operate to create a new class of shirtings

made of yarns 28 by 29 or 30, instead of the present standard

quality of 32 by 36. This will pass free of duty, and, if it finds

favour in the market, will take the place to a large extent either

of the longcloths or of the shirtings now used, or of both.'

. The Commission also quoted the following opinion

of a mercantile firm :

—

There can be no doubt that a trade in cloth made of yarn

just within the limit of exemption of duty would be fostered,

and which might gradually become of considerable importance.

Such cloth would probably be appreciated by consumers for its

intrinsic value, as well as for its comparative cheapness, owing

to there being no duty upon it ; and, if this should be the case,

it might do away with the importation of cloth made of yarns

varying from 32s upwards.'

The immediate consequence of the exemption from

duty of all goods containing no yarn of a higher number
than 80s was the rapid development of the manufacture

and import of a new class of goods made of 30s and

lower counts. In consequence of their superior relative

cheapness, these duty-free goods rapidly became popu-

lar, and, the experiment having thus proved successful,

the tendency is now to make of the coarser yarns all

u
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cloth for which they can be used, and to substitute the

coarser for the finer fabrics formerly made of yarn-

ranging from 30s to 40s. Within one year after the

removal of the duties, this process had reached such a

point that the duty-free shirtings and longcloths consti-

tuted more than 74 per cent, of those kinds of imported

goods, and the dutiable qualities of some other classes

of goods had almost disappeared from the market.

This rapid development of the trade in the class of

goods exempted from duty has ever since gone on at

an accelerated rate, and no one can now assert, as used

formerly to be often asserted, that the 5 per cent, duty

was so small as to have no appreciable effect upon the

trade.

The changes that have taken place are illustrated

by the following facts and figures. The year 1878-79,

which immediately preceded the remission of duty on

all the coarser sorts of grey cotton goods, was one of

restricted and depressed trade, and the value of the

imports of cotton manufactures, in particular, was

smaller than it had been for many years. The following

table shows the quantities and values of the various

descriptions of cotton piece goods imported into India

for the six years ending with 1880-81:

—

1876-76 .

18J6-77 .

1877-78 .

1878-79 .

1879-80 .

1880-81 .

Grey White Coloured

Yarda Value Yarda Value Yarda Value

856,564,622

M0,MMSt
992,537,579
7 ;:,. 120,394

908,630,183

1,170,467,629

£10,689,712
10,128,258

11,66!

10,391,903

18,544,719

171,290,998

193,458,866
216,624,360
192,098,379

226,483,867

285,358,911

£2,687.706
2,887,634
•J.:»:;t;.ii).s

8,661,904

8,062,067

MNyBM

155.208,307

162,240,661

150,548,918
7 7,489

198,457,802
318,051,644

£2,837,250

2,588.836

I.1MJM1
5,147,639

It will be seen that there was a general recover

v

or increase under each head in 1879-80. The remis-

sion of duty came into force from the commencement

of that year, but during the first three or four months
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the manufacturers and importers had not had time to

arrange for supplying the market with goods of the kind

exempted from duty. While for the first quarter of

the year the proportion of duty-free goods to the

whole quantity of shirtings and longcloths imported

was only 16 per cent., it rose rapidly after August, and

by the end of the year it had reached 82 per cent.

Thus it was only during the last three quarters of the

year that the remission of duty had any very great effect.

' The effect of the remission, however, was not so much
to encourage a general increase in trade as to induce manu-
facturers and importers to substitute goods of the coarser and

duty-free kinds for the medium and fair qualities which had

formerly, when all classes were alike subject to duty, formed

the bulk of the trade. In this respect, the results were much
more decisive than was anticipated. It was of course expected

that a certain proportion of the goods ranging from 30s to 40s

would, in future, be made of yarns of 30s and under, so as to

bring them within the limit of exemption. But what has

actually occurred has been a complete revolution in the course

of the trade in grey goods. . . . The removal of the duty on

certain classes has enabled those classes to practically thrust

out of the market the kinds still liable to duty, so far as these

dutiable goods were consumed by the mass of the population.' l

During 1880-81 the same process continued. This

is illustrated by the following table, showing the quan-

tities of duty-free and dutiable grey piece goods im-

ported into India in this and the two preceding

years :

—

Quantities in Yai'ds.

1878-79. 1879-80. 1880-81.

Dutyfree . . 21,796,881 374,360,464 815,792,705

Dutiable . . 753,323,513 534,269,669 354,674,924

Total . . 775,120,394 908,630,133 1,170,467,620

1 Review of the Maritime Trade of British India for 1879-80, by Mr.

J. E. O'Connor, published by the Government of India, Department of

Finance and Commerce, 1880.

TJ 2
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It will be seen at a glance that, while there has

been a large increase in the total quantity of grey goods

imported, the increase in the duty-free goods has been

enormous, and that they alone now exceed in quantity the

total imports of two years ago, and bid fair to supplant

the finer sorts which are still liable to duty.

In the imports of the superior classes of piece goods

known as white and coloured, on which the duties were

not remitted, there was, as shown by the table given

above, a large increase in 1879-80 ; and the increase in

1880-81 was still greater.

Simultaneously with the increase in the import trade,

the cotton mills in India have been highly prosperous,

and the evil consequences to this growing industry which

we were often told would follow from the reduction of

the import duties, have proved wholly imaginary. In

1880-81 the value of the exports of Indian cotton yarns

and piece goods was 1,908,240/., against 1,621,747/. in

1879-80, and 1,397,979/. in 1878-79. There has been

a large increase in the number of looms and spindles

working, and in the number of hands employed.

Notwithstanding the remission of duty on the coarser

kinds of grey goods, the increase of imports, especially

under the head of coloured goods, has been so great

that the total revenue yielded by all cotton goods in

1880-81 was 732,265/., being sensibly in excess of the

amount received in 1879-80, viz., 681,768/., and little

below the receipts of 1878-79, 771,280/. The aver,

amount received in the four years before any remission

of duty was made was 890,362/., so that the revenue

from all cotton goods for 1880-81 is about 158,000/. less.

The average amount of duty collected on grey piece

goods, for the four years ending with 1878-79,

490,000/., while the amount of duty collected on this
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class of goods in 1880-81 did not exceed 107,000/.

The measures which have been described have therefore

resulted in relief to the trade, and loss to the revenue

of about 320,000/. ; and it would apparently cost about

170,000/. more to complete the exemption from duty of

all grey goods, without reference to the quality of the

yarn of which they are made. But the loss would in

fact be much less, for the supersession of the dutiable

by the duty-free goods still goes on, and it is understood

that the duty derived from grey goods in the current

year will be less than 100,000/. This further exemption

ought to be made as soon as possible. The necessity

of distinguishing the grey goods still liable to duty from

those which are duty-free, necessarily causes consider-

able trouble to manufacturers and importers, and many
complaints have been made. Clearly, the present state

of things is not satisfactory. As observed in a letter

addressed to the Government by the Bengal Chamber

of Commerce, the old conditions described by the

Government in 1879, when it declared that ' it is not

reasonable that certain goods should be admitted free

while large quantities of goods of almost precisely the

same character in everything but name remain liable to

duty,' still exist, with this difference, that the hardship

is now not caused by the competition between Lanca-

shire and the local mills, but by competition amongst

Lancashire manufacturers themselves. Nothing but

financial necessity, which does not now exist, could

justify the retention of the remaining duties on the finer

qualities of grey goods. When these are given up,

there will remain the duty on twist and yarn, on white

and coloured piece goods, and on other sorts, which in

the four years ending 1878-79 yielded, on an average,

360,000/., and yielded, in 1879-80, 400,000/. It is to
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be hoped that this also may soon be abandoned, and it

will then probably be found that the effect on these

branches of the trade has been hardly less remarkable

and satisfactory than that which has followed the

remission of the duty on the coarser qualities of goods.

There has been a general consent of opinion among

the most competent authorities, that one result of the

remission of the duty on the coarser kinds of cotton

goods has been that the poorer classes of Indian con-

sumers obtain cheaper and better goods than they ever

obtained before. The following quotation is taken from

a letter written by one of the most important firms in

Bombay :

—

6 The dutiable goods have gone so generally out of consump-

tion latterly that the manufacturers for the Indian markets do

not make them, and the prices quoted are only for old stocks of

goods made before the fullincidence of the remission was felt. . . .

It is difficult to speak too strongly of the benefit that the con-

sumer has derived from the change. The natives get cheaper,

better made, and more durable cloths than they ever did be-

fore, and the remission of the duties has acted as a direct

incentive to the manufacturer of bond fide cloth, as contrasted

with the adulterated articles.'

The great development of almost all branches of

Indian trade during the last two years has, no doubt,

been due to general causes ; but the foregoing facts

show that removal of the import duties on the grey

cotton goods has largely increased their sale, and that

the Indian consumer has been greatly benefited by

their free admission. At the same time that this result

has been obtained, none of the remissions and reductions

of duty made during the last twelve years have had

any serious effect in diminishing the customs revenue

as a whole. This will be seen from the following
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figures, which show the gross receipts from the sea

customs duties, excluding salt, for each year :

—

Import duties generally 7£ % :

—

1869-70 . . £2,431,167

1870-71 . 2,401,696

1871-72 . 2,339,186

1872-73 . 2,447,629

1873-74 . . 2,402,388

1874-75 . 2,476,502

1876-76 . 2,489,897

Import duties generally 5 % :

—

1876-77 . 2,258,754

1877-78 . 2,441,547

1878-79 , 2,273,307

1879-80 . 2,229,947

1880-81 . 2,490,036

It appears clearly from this review that the policy

followed by the Government of India during the Vice-

royalty of Lord Lytton was one of absolute free trade,

without reservation or qualification, and financial neces-

sities alone prevented that policy from being carried

out to the fullest extent. The proceedings of the last

three or four years have, however, succeeded in ren-

dering inevitable the almost total abolition of the customs

duties, which of all Indian taxes are probably the worst.

The cotton duties are virtually dead, and the other im-

port duties cannot long survive them. How long a

period may elapse before such a consummation is

reached cannot be predicted, but the time is not very

far distant when the ports of India will be thrown open

freely to the commerce of the world.

The people of India consume at present hardly any

foreign luxuries ; and cotton goods, which are among

the necessaries and not among the luxuries of life,

are the only articles of foreign production which come

largely into their consumption. There is no present

possibility of deriving a large customs revenue from
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anything else. Putting aside the duties levied on salt

and alcoholic liquors, which stand on special grounds,

and on which internal excise duties corresponding with

the customs duties are, and must continue to be, im-

posed, there will remain, when the cotton duties are

removed, a very small amount of revenue derived from

import duties It is not likely to exceed about

500,000/., and apart from all other reasons in favour

of a policy of absolute free trade, it will not then be worth

while to keep up large establishments for the collection

of so insignificant an amount. Further facts bearing

on this subject will be given in the next chapter, and

it will be shown that it is reasonable to anticipate that

no permanent loss of revenue would be caused by such

a general abolition of all customs duties in India,

since any such loss would before long be made good by

the expansion of trade and by the increase of the rail-

way traffic receipts of the Government.

The reforms which have now been described will be

remembered hereafter in the economical history of

India, and they will be set down among the honourable

titles of Lord Lytton's and Lord Salisbury's administra-

tion. They will be remembered not only because they

were the first application to India of the principles of

free trade, but also because they have been carried out

in a manner which has made the adoption of any other

policy virtually impossible in the future, and has ren-

dered it almost a matter of certainty that, within a

short period of time, the absolute freedom of Indian

commerce will be accomplished. The authors of this

book may be pardoned for recollecting the pan they

have taken in this work, and while on public grounds

they must regret the almost universal opposition and

disapproval in spite of which the policy they have
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so long maintained has been carried out, they cannot

pretend that their personal satisfaction in the success

which has been gained already, and in the greater

future success which is inevitable, has been diminished

by such considerations.

Non tarn portas intrare patentes

Quam fregisse juvat.

NOTES TO CHAPTER XV.

I.

Extract from a Despatch from the Marquis of Salisbury,

Secretary of State for India, to the Government of India,

dated May 31, 1876.

I never shared the belief which appears to have been en-

tertained by the Government of India, that in this question

there was any kind of real conflict between the interests of

India and of England. On the contrary, while I was glad to

feel assured that the measures which I recommended would

have had for one of their effects the satisfaction of legitimate

claims on the part of a most important British industry, I be-

lieved still more strongly that they were primarily required in

the interests of the people of India.

I will not dwell again at length upon the political reasons

which furnish, in my judgment, the weightiest arguments in

favour of the course which I have urged upon Your Excellency's

Government. I need hardly insist further upon the danger of

keeping open between two great communities of Her Majesty's

subjects an irritating controversy, which can be closed by one,

and only one, solution. It is difficult to overstate the evil of

permitting an industry so large as the cotton manufacture in

India is certain to become, to grow up under the influence of a

system which a wide experience has proved to be unsound, and

which is opposed to the deliberate policy of England ; nor can
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I view without serious apprehension, unless it should be the

result of natural causes, the gradual contraction of a trade which

constitutes one of the strongest bonds of material union be-

tween England and India. But the urgency of these considera-

tions is not denied by your Government ; and I feel convinced

that they will commend themselves to Your Excellency's mind
with ever-increasing force.

The view of the Government of India appears rather to

have been that the import duties on cottons, although protec-

tive in theory, are not so in practice, except to a very limited

extent ; that they are therefore not injurious to India, nor

contrary to Imperial policy ; that they yield a revenue which

cannot be spared ; that, regarded as purely fiscal duties, they

constitute a more convenient tax than any which can be sub-

stituted for it ; and that the relief which their remission might

afford to a particular branch of British trade affords no suf-

ficient ground for subjecting the people of India to a less

popular form of taxation.

It is manifest that the strength of this chain of reasoning

entirely depends on the assumption that the cotton duties are

not protective. If this assumption is unfounded, the argument

of the Government of India, derived from a supposed conflict of

interest between India and England, falls to the ground, and

the political objection to which I have referred revives in its

full force. It is therefore to the examination of this question

that I shall now address myself.

The opinion of the Government of India as to the operation

of the cotton duties is stated to be derived from a report of a

committee appointed to revise valuations and consider sugges-

tions for the amendment of the tariff.

The method adopted by this committee in estimating the

effect of these duties appears to have been to consider 'what

proportion the particular goods which have to meet Indian

competition bear to the whole cotton import duty ; ' and ha

satisfied themselves by an analysis of the importations of cotton

goods, that only about four lakhs of rupees were levied on this

particular class of goods in the year 1873-74, they arrived at the

conclusion ' that to demand that, because one class of goods,

represented by four lakhs of rupees duty in all India, has in one
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part of India to meet a local competition, the Government shall

remit the remaining seventy-seven lakhs which competition can-

not affect, was, in their opinion, quite unreasonable, and rendered

it unnecessary even to inquire whether the finances could

afford the remission.'

Upon this the Government of India, in their despatch of

February 25 last, remark as follows :

—

1 We agreed with the committee that no sufficient reason

had been shown for the removal of the import duties on cotton

yarn and piece goods. The report of the committee showed

that the cotton goods imported into India mainly consist of

the higher qualities which cannot be manufactured from the

cotton grown in India. Those who have the best opportunities

of knowing the facts stated that the attempts made by Indian

manufacturers to make the finer descriptions of cotton manu-
factures and yarn from Indian cotton had proved unremunera-

tive, and had been abandoned. We believe that this has

arisen, not as Your Lordship appears to think, from the imper-

fect development of the Indian manufactures, but from the

inferior quality of the Indian raw cotton. It was shown by the

committee that, in regard to the great bulk of the trade in

cotton goods, the importers were subject to little or no com-

petition from the Indian manufactures.,

These remarks are followed by a statement of the statistics

of the cotton trade, which show that, in the four years from

1862-63 to 1865-66 the average value was 12,150,000?. ; that

value was in the next four years 17,966,000?., and in the last four

years 17,970,000?., which, allowing for a reduction in valuations

in 1869, would represent an advance of 250,000?. in the latter

period against an advance of 5,816,000?. in the former period.

It is true that, in the year 1874-75, the value of the imports

increased to 19,387,000?., which is, as your Government state,

the highest return for any year since 1859 ; but in a review of

the Indian Trade and Navigation 'Accounts for 1874-75 by the

Department of Agriculture and Commerce, contained in your

despatch of February 25 last, No. 7, Statistics, I find that the

trade of this year is described as having been notoriously of an

unsound and unprofitable kind, and the more recent accounts

appear to show that it has not been sustained. I fail, therefore,
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to perceive any evidence of adequate or satisfactory progress in

the general features of this branch of trade as exhibited in the

foregoing figures.

With regard to the arguments of the Tariff Committee, I

must observe that the facts which they adduce in support of

their conclusion prove by themselves absolutely nothing.

The case of the importers of British cottons is that the

trade in the coarse and low-priced goods has been so seriously

injured by the operation of the duties, that it has in conse-

quence become a comparatively small branch of their trade

;

and it is replied that, because the trade is comparatively small,

it is unreasonable to ask that the duties shall be regulated with

reference to it. From this point of view, the argument of the

committee would have been still stronger if this branch of

trade had been altogether destroyed by the duty ; for it might

then have been said that it was idle to discuss the question of

a tax on a trade which had no existence. In other words, the

more fatal the effect of the duty, the more complete would be

the justification of its retention.

I should have been glad if your Government had supplied

me with official means of inquiring how far the allegations of

the importers have a foundation in fact, by supplying a statement

of the importations of the particular goods in question, not only

for one year, but for a series of years preceding 1873-74, as it

is only by a comparison of its present with its past amount that

any conclusion can be drawn.
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But in the absence of official data, I have referred to a table

furnished by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce in their letter

to the Tariff Committee, of January 29, 1875, which is said to

be compiled from Custom House returns, and the substantial

accuracy of which I have no reason to doubt.

Comparing, then, the average per year of 1858, 1859, and

1860, the three years immediately preceding the American war,

with the average per year of the last three years, viz., 1872,

1873, and 1874, we find the following decrease in each of these

descriptions of cloth and yarns, viz. :—

.

T cloths..... 381,111 pieces

Longcloths .... . 275,261 „

Domestics .... . 170,699 „

Mule twist, above 20s and under 30s 628,418 lbs.

Mule twist, 20s and under . 447,916 „
Water twist, 20s and under . 1,126,739 „

These figures conclusively show that, so far as the import

trade of Bombay is concerned, a serious decline has taken place

in this branch of trade during the period in question ; but their

significance is increased by the considerations urged in the fol-

lowing extracts from the letter of the Chamber :

—

1 It should be remembered that this absolute decrease has

occurred, after a lapse of fourteen years of profound peace and

security, in the cloth and yarns principally consumed by the

poorer classes, whose condition, it is well known, has immensely

improved from a variety of circumstances, and during which

period railway communication throughout the country was

yearly extending. In 1860, 836 miles of railway only were

opened in British India. In 1873 the number of miles of rail-

way open had increased to 5,872. The progress of education,

closer and more frequent contact with more advanced commu-
nities, and the wealth accumulated by the cotton cultivators

throughout the Presidency during the American war and for

several years subsequently, when the prices obtained showed

enormous profits on the cost of production, combined to increase

the demand for cloths and yarns of these descriptions to an ex-

tent far exceeding the demand which would have arisen at the

ordinary rate of progress in ordinary years.

' The Chamber apprehend that, under the circumstances, a

very great increase indeed in the present imports of low cloths
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and yarns over the imports of the years immediately preceding

the American war would be necessary to show that the import

duty has not been operating as a protective duty, unless experi-

ence proves, after the abolition of the import duty, that local

mills are able to compete successfully on equal terms with the

English manufacturers. As it is, it may be fairly assumed,

however, that the duty is maintained at the expense of the con-

sumers, principally the poorer classes, against whom it tells in

this instance with particular hardship in a prime necessary such

as clothing, and that it is injurious to the thousands of village

handloom weavers throughout the country who are prevented

from using the English yarns, which they might prefer, and are

compelled to pay a higher price for what they do use, in conse-

quence of its operation.'

I have taken from the same source, viz., customs returns, the

following comparative table of the imports into Bombay of the

finer cloths and yarns during the years 1872-74 and 1858-60,

from which it appears that the progress of the trade in

piece goods has been considerable :

—

Statement of the Increase of Imports into Bombay of Fine Cloths and Yam
during the Years 1872-74, as compared with the Years 1868-60.

(From Custom-house Returns.)
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A similar result is shown by an examination of the returns

of the importations of cotton piece goods into Calcutta, at which

place they have not been hitherto exposed to the competition of

native mills. From these it appears that the value of these

imports has increased in fourteen years 77 per cent., while the

corresponding advance in Bombay has been only 12 per cent.

It is difficult in the face of these indications to doubt that

the protective action of the present tariff has had a marked

effect in contracting within its present limits a trade which, if

it had not been impeded by this obstacle, would have expanded

to much larger dimensions.

But clearly as the protective operation of the duties is trace-

able in the past, I cannot but apprehend that their effect in the

future will be even more decisive.

I have no belief in the existence of any cause of permanent

disability on the part of the Indian mills to meet foreign com-

petition to a far greater extent than has hitherto been in their

power.

On the contrary, the information which I have received

leads to the conclusion that the conditions of Indian production

are such as to afford grounds for believing that the scope of the

protective action of the present cotton tariff will at no distant

time be so extended as to affect a very large proportion of the

whole trade.

It is estimated that about one-half of the cotton manufac-

tures consumed in India is supplied by foreign importations,

nearly the whole of which consist of British goods, representing

an average annual value of 17,000,000^.

From the statements to which I have referred, it appears

that two-thirds of this vast import trade, or at least a trade of

a value of 10,000,000^., is threatened by a competition which is

rapidly becoming formidable, and which is artificially sheltered

by a protective duty.

When the inevitable increase of consumption of mill-made

cotton goods in India, consequent on the extension of the rail-

way system and improved communication of all kinds, is taken

into account, it becomes evident that, long before the point has

been reached at which this large portion of the British export
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trade will have been superseded altogether by the products of

the Indian mills, the area of the consumption of native products

will have been so much enlarged that the people of India will

be compelled to pay, for a first necessary of life, a price enhanced

by all the incidents of protection ; that a large industry, which

it is of the first importance to place upon the soundest founda-

tion, and the prosperity of which is a matter of national interest,

will have grown up in India under influences which experience

has shown to be in the highest degree injurious to its healthy

and natural development ; and that a revenue upon which the

Government has been led to rely will year by year elude their

grasp, until it altogether disappears.

Whether, then, the question be regarded as it affects the

consumer, the producer, or the revenue, I am of opinion that

the interests of India imperatively require the timely removal

of a tax which is at once wrong in principle, injurious in its

practical effect, and self-destructive in its operation.

II.

Extract from a Speech by Lieut-General R. Strachey in the

Legislative Council of the Governor-General of In < I'm,

March 31, 1871.

Tin: first measure which the Government of India should

seriously take up, after a permanently healthy condition of the

finances has been established, is the complete reform of the

tariff, and the removal from it of the blots which so greatly

disfigure it.

The worst of these blots no doubt are to be found in the

export tariff. And I should perhaps explain to the council why

I have said that export duties are essentially bad, for no doubt

those who first imposed them, and now retain them, thought and

think better of them than I do. I regard it as an axiom in

taxation that it shall, as far as possible, fall <>n the fund

destined to supply consumption, and not on that which supplies

production. An export duty necessarily falls on the producers.
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To tax the export of rice is to do what is virtually equivalent

to rendering the soil on which that rice was grown less produc-

tive. To tax the export of cotton goods manufactured in India

is to do what in its result in no way differs from any material

obstruction thrown in the way of such a manufacture. By the

imposition of such taxes, the inducement to the production of

the things taxed is reduced in India, and an additional stimulus

is given to competition in other countries. It is of course

true, that among export duties that is least noxious which is

imposed on any article having a virtual monopoly in its

markets. But as a fact all experience proves that nothing has

such a monopoly. India can tell the tale of its saltpetre trade

destroyed by export duties. Is India also to destroy its export

rice trade ? Will it stimulate to the utmost the production of

other dyes to compete with its indigo ? Will it drive its own
sugar out of its own markets for the benefit of the Mauritius ?

Even in that commodity of which India apparently has the

most important monopoly, opium, the competition of the local

Chinese market is already beginning to be felt, and there are

those who foretell the ultimate destruction of our export of

this drug. Only to-day I have read of a commencement of

opium production in the United States of America. But what-

ever is the immediate consequence of export duties in special

cases, it is quite certain that the necessary tendency of the

growth of knowledge, the spread of commerce, and the increase

of competition, is to bring all producers more and more nearly

to a level, and to reduce more and more the special advan-

tages of any of them. Under such a competition, the law which

has for other purposes been called a law of natural selection,

will eventually destroy the industry which is weighted the

heaviest, and export duties will thus constantly be tending to

destroy the commerce of the country that imposes them.

The gross receipts from the export duties for the year

1870-71, reckoned from the actual accounts of the first eight

months by adding one half, would be 528,000?. Of this, two

articles, grain and seeds, paid 465,500?., and all others 62,500?.

Among these last have a place, by a refinement of barbarity,

two of the very few manufactures of which India can boast.

Cotton goods and leather pay 21,000?. together. Indigo, oils,

X
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lac, and spices, articles requiring either to be manufactured or

specially dealt with, to fit them for the market, figure for

28,500Z. I confess that I am at a loss to supply the arguments

by which the retention of such duties can be justified in pre-

ference to refusing an infinite variety of petty administrative

demands, among which I am quite content to class require-

ments for public buildings and such matters, which have been

allowed to swallow up the money that, to my mind, would so

vastly better have been applied to getting rid of these senseless

and positively mischievous hindrances to the growth of the

wealth of the country. . . .

I do not know that I should be disposed to agree with my
honourable friends who have spoken of the grain dutie

being those which most demand attention, though I fully

assent to their condemnation of them absolutely. I regard

that duty as the worst, which is most in the nature of a class

duty, and which at the same time is least productive. Now
all these little productive export duties are essentially class

duties, and inflict special injury on a small body of persons

employed in particular trades. Inasmuch as the rice duty falls

on a large area it is less obnoxious and not more, and it

partakes more of the character of a general tax on agriculture.

I fear that the true reason we hear more of it than of other

worse duties, is that it affects a greater number of influential

persons who can complain, and not that it is really more

obnoxious to censure.

And here I would say a word as to how bad a test of the

character of a tax is mere absence of complaint. The si

production of the North-West Provinces, to take an insta

that has been lately referred to in this room, may be ut:

strangled by export duties levied hundreds of miles away in the

Punjab, Central Provinces, and Kajpootana, of which the

grower of the cane probably never even heard. And so it may
readily be with all industry. The poison is absorbed into the

system imperceptibly, and the victim dies without a struggle

it is true, but not the less surely.

The sugar duties of which I have just spoken arc without

doubt the most discreditable relic of the dark ages of taxation

that yet subsists in India. A 10 per cent, ad wUor&m <lm
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deliberately retained on the export of British sugar into

Rajpootana, and into our own territories on the wrong side of

the customs line drawn across Northern India, by a Govern-

ment which has for many years past preached to the very states

on whose borders this tax is levied the impropriety of doing this

very thing which is justified in our own case, because it yields

120,000£. or 130,000£. which it would be inconvenient to give

up. I have rejoiced to hear the head of the Government (the

Earl of Mayo) say that he thinks this is among the matters

first to be put to rights, in any future revision of the public

burdens, and I cannot see how there can be a difference of

opinion on the subject. These sugar duties have been defended,

by persons who should have known better, on the ground that

no one complained of them. It shows a truly melancholy

want of insight into, or consideration of, the action of such

imposts, on the part of those who supervise this part of the

administration, to find these duties in existence at the present

day, and I trust that another year may not elapse before some

step at least is taken towards extinguishing them.

And before I leave these export duties, let me ask why is

it that the cotton goods manufactured on one side of the

Hooghly are taxed, while the jute on the other goes free?

Why does the cotton grown side by side with the indigo escape

the duty which the other staple pays ? The reply is obvious.

The customers of the jute mills and the purchasers of the

cotton live in England, and can make themselves heard, and

hav j made themselves heard and feared. Here, for such

reasons as I have mentioned, and in the absence of the natural

defenders of the suffering interests from the councils of the

Government, the true principles of taxation have too long been

neglected for the sake of obtaining a revenue really insignifi-

cant in amount, and the necessity for which might quite easily

have been avoided by proper firmness in refusing the expansion

of expenditure.

But I fear that my bill of indictment against the customs

duties does not end with the export tariff. As I before said,

the true test of character of a customs duty is that it shall fall

on consumers. Now there are several items of the import

tariff, and one an important one, that does not comply with

x 2
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this condition. The first on the list is metals. It is true that

iron is taxed lightly at 1 per cent., but all other metals are taxed

at 7J per cent., and almost in all cases such metals are in truth

used in manufactures, and are not in any true sense articli

consumption. Naval stores come under the same description,

also hides, and paints, and colours, and there may be others,

which for the most part stand at 7J per cent.

Railway materials, I need not say, come under the same

condemnation, but this duty is yet more objectionable, for it is

either paid by the Government in the form of guaranteed

interest in case of materials used on an open line, or if f'<»r

a new line it is charged to the capital account of the railway,

and is converted into debt bearing interest at 5 per cent, for

ever. Now that the Government is about to commence railway

construction, the absurdity of this duty will perhaps become

more obvious, and I hope that it will not make its appear-

ance in another tariff. The aggregate of the five items which

I have named is 225,000Z.

Excluding these items, I find that the ten largest amounts, of

which the lowest is 15,0001., yield together 1,444,000L, and that

all the rest, thirty-nine in number, together give only 134,000/.

The whole list comprises fifty-four items. I cannot consider

that it is desirable to maintain such a tariff as this, several of

the items of which do not produce 1,000£. Among the D

miserable of the list are the last two additions to it, the mere

mention of which will, I think, sufficiently indicate the spirit

which has governed the commercial policy of the Government

in late years—corals and lucifer matches.

Many of the items in the import tariff are, moreover, open

to objection as being class taxes. Such are the duties which

exclusively, or nearly exclusively, fall on the Europeans resident

in India, and of these a long list might be enumerated*

Although it would, no doubt, be indefensible to place Europeans

in a better position than the natives of the country in t

!

matters, yet to do the converse is still more indefensible ; and

I consider that many of these duties press most unjustly on

the class to which I belong, and I think that I should be

neglecting my duty in this council, and to that class, if I did

not say it in perfectly plain terms. The European lias ;it
]
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as much claim to my sympathy in matters of taxation as the

sugar grower of Northern India, or the indigo grower of Bengal,

or the cotton spinner of Bombay. In all these cases, I affirm,

are grievances in the matter of taxation far more onerous than

those of which we have, within the last few weeks, heard so

much, and having this distinctive character that they are as

real as the others were imaginary. And I may add that, for

my own part, I should be glad to hear the voice of the House
of Commons require the Government of India, if it were

necessary, which I hope and indeed believe it will not be, to

do what is necessary for the removal of evils such as I have

mentioned in the interest of Great Britain, for she has a great

interest in them, and may justly defend it, as well as in the

interest of India itself.

I am, of course, quite aware that it is not possible in a

summary way to take off these duties, and I am anxious not

to be supposed to suggest such a course. But what I say is,

that the first occasion should be taken to reduce the list, and

to carry out the other reforms of which I have spoken ; and

that such an occasion can only be found by a resolute determina-

tion on the part of the financial administration that there

shall be no addition to the expenditure which shall prevent

these necessary fiscal reforms. A distinct and positive policy

must be adopted and acted up to, or nothing in this direction

will be possible. I am too well aware of the incessant and

insidious demands for money for mere administrative purposes,

and I know the difficulty of resisting these demands, and I

repeat, therefore, with special emphasis, what I believe to be

the only rule of action that can lead to success.

Neither am I satisfied that even this amount of reform is

all that we can fairly hope to see carried out. I go further

still.

And in the first place, I reject entirely the doctrine that we
do well to maintain a high rate of duty on tne piece goods

imports. Whether Manchester be selfish or not—and no doubt

it has been loudly asserted—it is not for me to say ; but this I

know, that the men of Manchester gave England free trade,

and understand the real requirements of commerce and progress

vastly better than those statesmen who put export duties on
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such products as tea, and coffee, and grain, as well as on the

few manufactures India ever had, and who maintain t ran .-it

duties in the heart of our own provinces to this very day. I

say, then, that those who ask for a reduction of the duty on

piece goods may at all events possibly, and to my mind actually,

have a very substantial ground on which to base their argument,

quite apart from mere personal interest, though no doubt this

is one of the motives of those who object to high duties, and a

motive which is a perfectly proper one.

The truth is—and it lies on the surface—that exports are

best paid for by imports, and that if a fair return in the sh

of imports is not taken, the export trade is carried on at a

disadvantage. Everything which enlarges the consumption of

imports opens the way for a further production of exports.

Now, obviously the best way of enlarging consumption i

reduce price, and even a very small fall of price may in a \

important degree influence the total amount of trade. In the

particular case of piece goods, moreover, every increase of con-

sumption tends to add to the demand for the raw material, and

thus in another way to stimulate Indian production.

And let me here further remark that it by no means follows

that a duty is not mischievous because it only adds one, two,

or three per cent, to the cost of goods. It is precisely these

small amounts which in the end determine whether trad

ible or not ; and in the present condition of commerce,

with ' extent and close competition, it is altogether

erroneous to say that a duty is not important because the rate

is low.

Nor do.s this finish my demands in behalf of the coran

of India. I do not affirm that it can at present be said to be

within the limits of the practicable to make all the portfl of

India entirely free ; but this is certain, that there is hardly any

sacrifice of present administrative progress that I can cono

of that would not be a reasonable price to pay for the vast

benefit of complete freedom of the export and import trade of

India. The customs duties at the present time are not o

magnitude to render this idea in any way chimerical. . . .

I need not speculate on the probable result* of men i

policy, if carried out; but I may point to the wonderful eflfi
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of the adoption of a modified form of free trade by England,

and say that it seems to me certain that the greatest benefit

would be obtained by following a like course in India.

III.

Extract from Financial Statement by Sir John

Stracheyfor 1880-81.

Although I do not intend to discuss the propriety of the

course that has been followed in regard to the removal of the

duty on cotton goods, I must ask Your Excellency's permission

to say a few words on what is, in some respects, a personal

matter. We are constantly told that these measures have been

adopted in disregard of the interests of the people of India, and

in obedience to the selfish demands of the Manchester manu-
facturers. If we had, indeed, manipulated, in the interests of

England or of any political party in England, the taxes paid by

the people of India, our conduct would have been not only

shameful and odious, but absolutely criminal, and I, as Your

Excellency's chief constitutional adviser in the financial measures

of the last two years, must have borne my share of the re-

sponsibility. But for myself, who have taken part in these

measures, I wish to say that I hardly rememb jthe time when

I did not argue, in the interests of India, for the removal of

these and all other restrictions on her commerce. I advocated

the abolition of these duties before, to the best of my belief,

Manchester had herself discovered that she was injured by

them, and before Lord Salisbury had proved in his despatches,

in a manner which seems to me unanswerable, the serious injury

which they were inflicting upon this country. As I said in my
first financial statement three years ago, I would not have

accepted my present office if I had not hoped that I should

have an opportunity of co-operating with Your Excellency in

carrying out what I may say without exaggeration have been

the convictions of a lifetime. I have had that opportunity.

The cotton duties are, in my opinion, virtually dead.
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VALUE OF INDIAN TRADE SINCE 1834—COMPARISON WITH ENGLAND—EX
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DUTIES.

Tilkre is no more striking evidence of the progress of

the material wealth of India than that furnished by the

record of its foreign trade, as shown in the tabic at

the end of this chapter-

The general volume of the trade of India at the

present time approximates nearly to that of Great

Britain between 1830 and 1840, but with the important

difference that the Indian exports exceed the imports

by about the same amount as that by which the British

imports exceeded the exports. The British exports

appear to have been in excess of the imports until about

1825, when the Imports began to prevailmore and m
and the excess at length reached the enormous value of

10n,000,00(M. or 160,000,000/. sterlin

Supposing the values recorded in the trade returns
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to be substantially correct, which there is no reason

to doubt, the excess of the value of exports over imports

indicates approximately the sum which India sends to

England to pay for all charges connected with the

administration, the interest on English capital invested

in India, and the profits of private trade and savings

from salaries remitted by Englishmen, less the new
capital sent out from year to year for investment in the

country. The period from 1854 to 1864 was the time

when the capital for the guaranteed railways was being

raised. About 80,000,000/. was borrowed or raised

in England ; 30,000,000/. chiefly to meet the heavy

charges of suppressing the Mutiny, and 50,000,000/.

subscribed as railway capital for investment or expendi-

ture in India, and there was hardly any surplus of

exports during this period. In 1869 the heavy outlay

on the guaranteed railways was coming to a close, and

the system of construction by the State was beginning
;

and since that time, the large sums which India has

had to pay as interest, now amounting to more than

5,000,000/. yearly, have exceeded the capital supplied

from England for investment. The great rise in the

export trade dates from that time, and for the last

ten years the excess of exports has averaged about

16,000,000/. sterling, of which perhaps half may be

regarded as the return on capital invested in railways

and commercial enterprise, and half as the charge on

account of the administration of India, which has to

be met in England.

It has frequently been alleged that this excess of

the exports over the imports signifies a drain on the

resources of India which, to use the words of one of

those who thus argue, ' must stop all real improvement,

and eventually bring the country to pauperism.' The
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most conclusive argument, perhaps, that can be brought

against such a view is the practical one, that the nation

which probably of all others at present gives the

greatest signs of progress and of increase of wealth

and genera1 prosperity—the United States of America

—

exhibits a balance of trade similar to that of India,

but with a still greater relative excess of exports. In

round numbers the average values of the exports

and imports of the United States for the five years

ending with 1880 were 140,000,000/. and 106,000,000/.

sterling respectively, showing an excess of exports of

34,000,000/. The foreign trade of India for the last

five years is almost exactly half this amount, but with

an excess of exports of only 15,000,000/., the propor-

tions of the excess to the total export values being

about 22 per cent, for India, and 24 per cent, for

America.

It seems, indeed, hardly necessary to discuss seriously

such a doctrine as this, which would inevitably lead to

the conclusion that Great Britain, by the enorm<

excess of its imports, is rapidly bringing to pauperism

the countries from which those imports are received,

and is stopping all real improvement in them. i

obvious truth is that the accumulating wealth of Eng-

land seeks useful employment all over the world, and

that the legitimate returns on the capital thus in-

vested flow back in the form of the excess imports,

which India and the United States of America, with

many other countries similarly situated, contril

their shares.

So far as the excess of Indian exports is due to

the investment of English capital in that country, it is

difficult to conceive conditions under which the remit-

tance of interest on such capital judiciously applied
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could be onerous to the country which pays it ; for

the investment must necessarily lead to the outlay of a

much larger sum than the interest sent away, which only

represents the profits, the other portion of the gross

receipts which supplies the cost of production or work-

ing expenses, remaining in the country. Thus, in the

case of the guaranteed railways, about 100,000,000/. of

capital has now been raised and spent in India, and say

5,000,000/. a year has to be paid in England as interest

on that capital ; the railways pay this 5,000,000/. by

earning a gross income of 10,000,000/., of which

5,000,000/. is spent in wages or other working ex-

penses, and affords increased profitable occupation to

the people of the country. The persons who voluntarily

pay the 10,000,000/. for the use of the railways are

themselves largely benefited by them, and would have

had to pay much more had they been obliged to use

ruder means of conveyance. The remittance of

5,000,000/. of interest to England, therefore, indicates

the investment of a sum of money in India which, so

far from causing a drain on the country, confers in

numerous ways great direct and indirect benefits on it.

The same may be said of the smaller investments in tea

and coffee, indigo, cotton mills, and other industries

which are mainly supported by British capital, the

interest remitted on which does not imply the impover^

ishment but the enrichment of the country. As to the

other half of the excess exports, which goes to pay the

cost of English administration necessarily incurred out

of India, there can be no room for doubt that it is to

the advantage of India to pay the sum really necessary

to secure its peaceful government, without which no

progress and no accumulation of wealth would be pos-

sible ; and so long as this condition is not violated it is
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not material whether a part of the charge has to be

met in England, or whether it is all paid in India.

The aggregate export and import trade of India

now amounts in value to nearly 140,000,000/. sterling;

twenty-five years ago it had not reached 50,000,000/.

Though the progress of India has been great, the trade,

in relation to the population, is, however, still far

behind that of even the more backward European

countries, as the following figures (showing approxi-

mately the facts between 1878 and 1879) will in-

dicate :

—

Rate

Country Population Imports Exports Total
bead

£ £ £ £ t.

Great Britain 34,000,000 363,000,000 249,000,000 612,000,000 18

France 38,000,000 184,000,000 127,000,000 311,000,000 8 2
United States

of America 47,000,000 107,000,000 141,000,000 248,000,000 5 6
Russia . 85,000,000 65,000,000 68,000,000 133,000,000 1 11

Austria

.

37,000,000 68,000,000 70,000,000 128,000,000 3 7
Italy . 27,000,000 51,000,000 44,000,000 95,000,000 3 10
Spain . 17,000,000 16,000,000 17,000,000 33,000,000 i 19
India . 262,000,000 49,000,000 67,000,000 116,000,000 10

The imports of merchandise have increased from

14,000,000/. in 1856 to 53,000,000/. in 1880-81,

showing an increased purchasing power of close upon

30,000,000/. yearly. The exports, which in the ii

named year were 23,000,000/., rose in the last to

71.500,000/., showing an increased power of produc-

tion of 50,000,000/. sterling. The steadily increasing

amount of the imports during the last forty y<

affords conclusive proof that the power of purchasing

for internal consumption, so far from having 1

unduly pressed upon by adverse influences, BUch

over-taxation or any general deterioration of condition,

has been constantly improving. The decennial in-
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creases of the imports of merchandise have been as

follows: 1841 to 1851, 3,000,000/.; 1851 to 1861,

12,000,000/. ; 1861 to 1871, 11,000,000/. ; 1871 to 1881,

18,000,000/.

It is surely time that the misconceptions on these

subjects, if indeed they do not rather deserve the name
of misrepresentations, should be abandoned. It is

inexcusable on the part of any one who professes to

enlighten the people of England on the condition of

India, to allege that when persons in authority have

referred to the excess of exports over imports as

being ' without any commercial return/ they have

admitted that the transaction has been without any

proper consideration, and therefore injurious to India.

And the confusion of thought thus displayed is com-

monly combined with another fallacy. It is tacitly

assumed that some condition of things would be pos-

sible under which, by reducing to a * minimum the cost

of good government/ this excess export of produce

could be avoided and its value retained by the people

of India. Now it is obvious that the only way in

which this could happen would be for India to repay

all the foreign capital spent on her improvement, and

herself supply all that is required in the future, at the

same time furnishing a national government which

should give all necessary securities for the peaceful

and progressive administration of the country. When
this becomes possible the time may arrive when India,

without relapsing into barbarism and losing its foreign

trade entirely, will find that her exports no longer

exceed her imports.

That the development of Indian trade, to which

attention has been directed, has for the most part been

due to the increasing wealth of the country, and to the
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greatly improved means of communication both by sea

and land, and especially to the extension of raihv,

cannot be questioned. In 1856 the first few miles of

Indian railways had just been opened, and the total

ipts from the goods traffic were only 47,000/. In

the last year for which we have complete accounts

(1880) the goods receipts were nearly 7,700,000/.. the

quantity of goods carried having been almost 1 1

'

million tons.

It is interesting to inquire, and the inquiry has an

important bearing on all questions relating to Indian

trade, what relative effect customs duties and the cost

of inland transport have on the probable sale of im-

ported merchandise.

Taking cotton manufactured goods as an illustra-

tion, we shall find that the value of 1 lb. of cotton

manufactures may be roughly taken on the average at

about half a rupee; 1 maund, or say 82 lbs., will be

worth Es. 40, on which the duty at 5 per cent, will

be lis. 2, or annas 32 (4*.). Further, the transport of

the same quantity by rail for 500 miles will be a!

annas 10 (Is. M.), or one third of the duty. Also

the cost of cart transport being about four times thai

of transport by rail, the saving due to the introduction

of railways is three times the actual cost by rail far

500 miles, or about annas 30 (3s. dd.).

II enee it appears that the virtual effect of substi-

tuting 500 miles of railway transport for curt transport

is equivalent to taking off a duty erf 5 per cent. ; and,

considering the great distances to which cotton go

actually travel in India, it may be reasonably said I

this fairly indicates the actual direct efied of the rail-

s on the trade in these goods during the last tw< i

live yean.
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But there is a further most important result of

cheap transport ; for the imports have to be balanced

in value by the exports. The cotton manufactures are

worth about 100/. per ton, while the average agricul-

tural export produce can hardly be worth one-tenth of

tliat sum : it follows, therefore, that for every ton of the

cotton manufactures imported, there will be at least

ten tons of produce exported. Taking the present

value of cotton goods imported at 25,000,000/., and

their weight at 250,00.0 tons, the export produce equal

in value might weigh about 2,500,000 tons, on which

the railway receipts will be about 2,000,000/. The
saving in the cost of transport of this produce by rail,

over the old method by cart, would be about three

times the actual cost by rail, or say 6,000,000/. Thus

a most important stimulus is given by the railways to

the import trade, by bringing a largely increased

quantity of produce within the range of the export

market, while the cost of the imported goods is at the

same time reduced, and they are consequently brought

within the means of an increased number of purchasers.

The importance of these considerations, which of course

apply to all descriptions of imports as well as to cotton

goods, is so great that it is matter of surprise that they

have hitherto received so small a measure of attention

from the intelligent classes interested in the extension

of British trade in India, and that the influence of these

classes has not been more powerfully exerted for

the purpose of stimulating the development of rail-

ways, on which the increased sale of foreign manu-
factures in the great continent of India so immediately

depends.

These general causes have been in operation for the

last twenty-five years, during which the railways of
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India have been by degrees coming into existence, and

their effect has been largely aided by the gradual re-

duction in recent years of the general scale of import

and export duties. What that effect has been is shown

by the figures already given ; and it may confidently be

concluded that the further development of the com-

merce of India will be found directly and intimately

to depend on these two influences—the reduction of the

cost of inland transport by the extension of railways, ami

the reduction or total abolition of the customs duties,

whether on exports or imports. That a considerable

increase of the export trade of India in the last few

years may have been due to the fall in the value of

silver in relation to gold, is more than probable, but the

discussion of this subject will be more conveniently

deferred to a later part of this work.

And we are thus brought back to consider the

serious question discussed in the preceding chapter,

how far it may be desirable in the interests of the trade

of the country further to give up or reduce the customs

duties, and how far the financial exigencies of the

Government will admit of such relief being given. I

sole justification of the maintenance of any tax is that

it is required in the general interests of the community.

It would be a short-sighted and mischievous policy to

allow the cotton duties or any other duties to stand

in the way of the development of a trade measured

in millions of pounds, unless the requirements of finan-

cial equilibrium could not dispense with the few hun-

dred thousand pounds they produce. The remission of

the remaining cotton duties might lead to a lose

^700,000/., and if the other customs duties were given

up there would be a further loss of 1,000,000/., or ra1

more. The inquiry, therefore, arises whether India
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could safely accept the risk of this, and how such

sums could be made good.

The growth of the railway traffic following the in-

creasing trade leads necessarily to the growth of the

railway receipts, and to a corresponding addition to

the revenues of the State. Experience shows that Es. 10

or 12, or say 1/. of the conventional Indian currency,

may be taken as the average sum earned from all

sources per ton of goods carried on Indian railways.

The number of tons moved has gradually increased

from 1,800,000 in 1865, to 3,400,000 in 1872, to

8,800,000 in 1879, and to 10,450,000 in 1880, the last

year for which full accounts have been published. The

increase of every million tons to the traffic will add

approximately 1,000,000/. to the gross receipts. About
half of this sum will be net profit, and of this not less

than two-thirds would directly or indirectly add to the

resources of the Government, either as a reduction

of the payments for guaranteed interest, or as direct

profit on the guaranteed or State fines. Hence, for

every million tons added to the goods traffic it would

be reasonable to expect that 250,000/. would be added

to the revenue in the shape of railway receipts. There

has been in the last five years an actual increase of

5,000,000 tons, and if a similar increase should take

place in the next five years, the revenue would be

increased by 1,250,000/. from this source alone, of

which but a small part would be absorbed by increase of

interest charge.

The steady and continued increase of the foreign

and internal trade of India gives evidence that such

anticipations as these are reasonable and moderate. The
tonnage of the shipping employed in the foreign import

and export trade, which in 1856 was about 2,800,000,

Y
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had become ">,800,000 in 1877-78, and it now exa

6,000,000. The interportal or coasting trade employs

about double that amount of tonnage. The foreign

trade has increased in the last twenty-five years from

49,000,000/. to 138,000,000/., and the interportal trade

is now valued at nearly 60,000,000/. sterling. It is not

possible that such a growth of the foreign trade should

go on—and there is every indication of its continuance

—

without a corresponding growth in the internal trade of

the country, and every stimulus given to the foreign

trade by the remission of the duties imposed upon it,

must necessarily be immediately felt in an increase of

the railway receipts and in the public revenues. From
these considerations it is reasonable to anticipate that

the repeal of the remaining duties on cotton goods would

be immediately followed by an extension of the import

trade, combined with a corresponding addition to the

exports, and that this would soon lead to an increase of

railway traffic sufficient to cover the first loss of revenue.

Even, therefore, if the state of the finances were less

satisfactory than it is, there need be no hesitation in

immediately abolishing all the imposts with which this

branch of trade is burdened. This same resource, the

growing railway income, would also unquestionably, if

it were prudently managed, afford within a short period

of time the means of freeing the whole import trade of

India from taxation. It is impossible to doubt that.

the removal of all customs duties would have a very

great and immediate effect upon Indian trade, and

through it on the railway receipts and on the public

revenue. The hope has been expressed in other p.

of this work, that nothing may be done to throw ai

or jeopardise that most important of the future re-

sources of the Government in India, the profits from
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the railways. The revenue from this source is obtained

with an amount of interference with trade which is

almost imperceptible, and in return only for services

rendered and urgently needed ; and all efforts to stimu-

late its growth would involve the satisfactory mainte-

nance and extension of a cheap and efficient system of

railway transport, on which the realisation of such

a revenue would directly depend, and which would

be no less essential for successful and expanding com-

merce.

How far the anticipations of the further steady in-

crease of Indian trade are justified by the facts will be

seen from the following figures, which compare the

imports of foreign merchandise and the exports of

Indian produce in the last year, 1880-81, with the

average of the five years 1874-75 to 1878-79, and

the year 1856. In no single instance, excepting the

exports of silk, is there anything but a satisfactory in-

crease. The following tables include all articles the

annual values of which exceed 500,000/. :

—

Imports.

Cotton twist and manufactures
Metals ....
Liquors ....
Coal ....
Sugar ....
Woollen goods'

Railway plant and rolling stock

Silk goods

„ raw

.

Provisions

Apparel .

Salt

Hardware
Spices

1856

£6,362,000
1,543,000

755,000
112,000
168,000
134,000

347,000
139,000
274,000
266,000
328,000
275,000

123,000

Average of

5 years from
874-75 to 1878-79

£18,895,000
3,265,000
1,336,000

780,000
757,000
747,000
653,000
765,000

565,000
556,000

442,000
401,000

1880-81

£26,579,000
3,780,000

1,387,000

1,240,000

1,611,000

1,299,000

1,118,000

1,350,000

1,067,000

920,000
658,000
666,000
652,000
543,000

y 2
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Exports,

Articles

Opium .

Cotton, raw .

,, manufactured

Rice
Wheat
Pulse

Total grains

Oil seeds

Jute, raw
„ manufactured

Hides
Indigo .

Tea
Coffee .

Wool .

Silk

18M

£6,201,000

3,315,000

>,000

174,000
124,000

Art-rage of
5 year-

1874-75 to 1878-79
1880-81

ill', 175,000

11,515,000

905,000

6,363,000

1,84 4,000

256,000

£13,590,000

18,242,000

1,908,000

i»,<)57,000

^000
275,000

£2,896,000

1,273,000

329,000

432,000
2,424,000

63,000
120,000
483,000

1,049,000

£7,963,000

5,210,000

3,201,000
663,000

3,095,000

2,973,000

2,579,000

1,432,000

1,036,000
851,000

£12,610,000

;">,000

1,127,000

3,733,000

3,572,000

x),000

1,224,000

771,000

It is materially impossible that the great progress

thus shown, both in production and consumption,

have taken place without a corresponding development

of the wealth and industry of the people ; and the well-

known facts of the increase of the area of land under

cultivation in all parts of the country, indicate the

principal source from which that increased wealth has

been derived, and to -which that industry has been

applied. That there are evils and difficulties from

which some portions of the population suffer, is no

doubt true for India as for every other country ; hut

that the very remarkable growth of all branches of

the public income, which has taken place simultane-

ously with an equally striking advance in the internal

and external trade, evinced by the imports and

ports and railway transactions, should be compati

with anything but an advancing condition of the

people, is directly contrary to all experience and iva>oii.
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The very evils, difficulties, and sufferings which it has

been the lot of the people to endure, have afforded a

proof of the improved condition of the community

;

for they have shown how vastly the recuperative

powers of the country have increased, the period of its

greatest apparent prosperity having followed imme-

diately on a period of the most exceptional calamity.

In the face of these positive and continued proofs of

general progress, it is irrational to give attention to

vague assertions of deterioration, of which no definite

evidence is forthcoming, and which are based on mis-

conceived generalisations from local and partial evils,

such as are to be found in every human society however

advanced. And considering how little has yet been

done to give India the advantages which are certainly

to be secured by the adoption of improved methods of

husbandry, by the institution of industries suited to the

local conditions of the country, and by calling in the

aid of modern science and the outlay of sufficient capi-

tal, the success already attained in the development of

its resources is most encouraging for the future.

There are some who doubt whether England will

continue to stand fast in that faith in the efficacy of

free trade which many, among whom the authors of

this work desire to rank themselves, hold to have been

one of the most powerful causes of the extraordinary

advance in wealth which our country has made in the

last quarter of a century ; but so long as she does,

India offers a wide field for the application of that

faith, and for the diffusion of the benefits which it

will certainly confer on those who follow it. Though

other countries be more or less closed to the industry

of England by hostile tariffs, we possess in India a con-

tinent the capacity of which, whether to supply us with
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agricultural produce, or to receive our manufactures

in exchange, has only just begun to be developed, and

the extension of which depends on our own conduct in

throwing down the artificial barriers which we still per-

mit to stand in the way of the free growth of the trade

of that country. The progress of this trade in the

past year alone goes far to justify the belief that in

this direction should be sought, and may be found in

a comparatively short time, a most valuable set-ofl

against any temporary check or diminution of the

progress of British commerce caused by the oppres-

tariffs of protectionist nations.

The idea of tolerating, still less of stimulating, a war

of tariffs between England and India is monstrous.

Whatever may be our position in respect to other coun-

tries or colonies, here at least such an insane policy

should not be permitted. The future prosperity of

India and England alike demand the most complete

freedom of commercial intercourse between them. Tt

is not easy to decide which country suffers most

the obstruction to the sale of its produce caused

customs duties, on the one side such as the Indian du

on the import of English manufactures, and on the

Other such as the English duties on Indian tea and coffee
;

the duty on tea being at no less a rate than 50 per < < nt

oh the value, and placing on this article alone a burden

of more than one million sterling. In neither case can

a plea of necessity be accepted, and to talk of reci-

procity or compensating tariffs would be absurd. Both

countries require free markets, and it is equally true

for both that no form of taxation is so prejudicial as

that which restricts the free interchange of the pro-

ducts of their industry. Whether the subject b<

from the side of the int. f India or of England,
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the same conclusion must be come to, and it is singular

enough that amid all the discussion which has arisen

as to the exclusion of English goods from foreign markets

by hostile tariffs, the mutually destructive customs duties

of England and India should not have attracted more

attention, and should have been tolerated so long.
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CHAPTER XVII

OCTROI DUTIES

OCTROI DUTIES FOR MUNICIPAL PURPOSES—ORDERS IN 1868 TO PREVENT

ABUSES—RELAXED IN 1871—LEGISLATION PROPOSED IN 1879—ITS OBJECTS

—ABUSES POINTED OUT BY BOMBAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE—EXTREME

CASE OF KARACHI—DECISION NOT TO LEGISLATE—NECESSITY FOR FUTURE

VIGILANCE.

Closely connected with the subject of customs duties

and trade, which have been treated of in the last two

chapters, there is an important matter which must not

be left unnoticed.

For many years past the Government of India has

recognised the necessity of placing better checks on the

system by which, through a large part of India, octroi

duties and tolls are levied for municipal purposes. It

has been a constant complaint that these duties become

taxes on goods in transit, and affect injuriously the

general trade of the country.

The orders on this subject issued by the Government

of Lord Lawrence in 1868 contained the first clear

statement of the principles by which the levy of

octroi duties should be regulated. Their propriety

has never been successfully impugned ; and they are

quoted here :
—

* Such duties should be restricted to

articles actually consumed in the towns, and not im-

posed upon articles of general commerce or suffered to

interfere with the natural course of transit trade. The

Government of India has reason to believe that these
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sound principles, the truth of which lias been established

by the prolonged experience of those countries of Europe

in which octroi duties form commonly a source of muni-

cipal revenue, have been frequently lost sight of, and

that to meet the burden of an annually increasing

expenditure upon police, education, or sanitary improve-

ments, a wide-spread system of taxation has been intro-

duced, injurious to interests on which the burden in

a great measure falls, and standing in the way of the

proper development of the commerce of the country.

It is to little purpose that the Imperial Government

reduces or abolishes customs duties in the interests of

trade, if municipalities are permitted to levy duties on

articles of commerce passing through their limits. In all

parts of India municipal taxation is largely on the in-

crease ; and there is a growing tendency to overlook,

for the sake of small local improvements, the real in-

jury that is being inflicted upon important gene nil

interests.'

These orders also laid down practical rules by which

the levy of octroi duties and tolls was to be regulal

It was declared that duties on articles of consumption

must fall entirely on the population of the town for

the benefit of which they were levied, and that a jealous

guard must be kept lest they should apply to any

article belonging to the transit or general trade of t lie

country. The articles on which duties might and might

not be imposed were enumerated.

In the first class were articles of food or drink
;

animals for slaughter ; articles used for fuel, for limit-

ing, or for washing; articles used in the construction

of buildings ; tobacco, and some minor articles of con-

sumption. The second class, on which the levy of

duties was prohibited, comprised articles liable to
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customs duty and imported into India by sea—salt,

opium, liquors, and drugs liable to excise duty. The

articles subject to duty were so chosen that municipal

taxation should not encroach on imperial taxation, and

that, in the words already quoted, important general

interests should not be overlooked for the sake of small

local improvements.

It was also required that provision should be made

for the refund of duty when goods were re-exported

from towns, for bonded warehouses, and other pur-

poses. Eules were laid down regarding the levy of

tolls, the principle being affirmed that they were not to

be levied as a source of general municipal revenue, but

only for the purpose of defraying the cost of construc-

tion of particular works, or for their maintenance.

These orders of the Government of India were re-

ceived with general opposition by almost all the local

authorities wherever octroi duties were levied ; and for

this plain reason, that their execution involved, in many
cases, a serious curtailment of existing municipal income.

In consequence of the pressure brought to bear by

the local authorities, some relaxation of the orders was

unfortunately allowed, in 1871, and authority was given

to add the following classes of goods to those on which

duties might be levied :—Piece goods and other textile

fabrics, and metals and articles of metal, provided that

the duty should not exceed 1J per cent, ad valorem.

With these exceptions, the orders of 1868 were

supposed to remain in force ; and for the last ten

years the Government of India has been trying, not

always very zealously, to get them carried out. The

Government of India is, in theory, supreme ; but when
its orders are regarded by local authorities and by Pro-

vincial Governments as opposed to their interests, and
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the subject to which they apply is one on which the

Supreme Government itself shows signs of lukewarm-

ness or divided counsels, it is not difficult to treat such

orders with so much passive obstruction and indifference

that they are very imperfectly executed. So it has

been with the orders regarding octroi duties. Matters

are undoubtedly better than they were, but they are

still far from satisfactory.

In 1879 the Government of Lord Lyttoncame to the

conclusion that the only way by which a complete

remedy for existing evils could certainly be found was

by legislation, placing on all local authorities obligations

impossible to be disregarded, which would prevent tl.

duties operating as transit duties, or interfering with

the general interests of trade, and which would guard

against collision with imperial taxation, or with the

general principles of our commercial policy. A Bill

was accordingly introduced into the Legislative Council

by Sir John Strachey for these purposes. The Secretary

of State, however, doubted the necessity of legislating

on the subject, not because he in any way differed

from the conclusions of the Government of India, or

from any want of sympathy with the objects in view,

on the importance of which he had often strongly in-

sisted, but because it seemed to him that the Govern-

ment of India would be able, by its executive authority,

to accomplish everything that was required. It may
be doubted, judging from former experience, whether

this expectation will be fulfilled ; but it is hoped that

the Government of India will be more in earnest and

more successful in the future than it has been in the

p

Whatever measures, legislative or tive, be

adopted, the necessity for reform in regard to this

matter is obvious and pressing. The following extract
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from Sir John Strachey's speech, on introducing his

Bill in 1879, will show the condition of things that has

to be dealt with :

l—
' I will first refer to representations which have been made

from time to time by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, a

body whioh has always taken a most enlightened view of this

whole question, and which has repeatedly pressed on the Govern-

ment (I wish their representations had had the success they

deserved) the necessity for reform.

1 In an address presented to your Excellency by the Bombay
Chamber of Commerce in December, 1876, the Chamber made
the following remarks :

—

6 " In the year 1875 the Chamber instituted an enquiry into

the nature and extent of the transit and town duties levied by
municipalities in the interior of this Presidency. The results

of this enquiry induced the Chamber to urge upon His Excel-

lency the Governor of Bombay in Council the expediency of

abolishing, in all municipalities of the Presidency, all transit

duties and all town duties having the character of transit duties,

and of confining town duties, in accordance with the principles

of municipal taxation defined by the Government of India in

its Kesolution dated 15th November, 1868, to a few articles of

local consumption, such as ghee, firewood, fruit, vegetables,

fowls, eggs, and animals for slaughter, which did not enter into

the general trade of the country. The Chamber, in its repre-

sentation to the Government of Bombay, showed that transit

duties in their native form were levied in Karachi, Broach, and

Surat ; that in nearly every municipality in the mufassil, the

town duties levied were converted into transit duties by the

stringent and illiberal nature of the rules under which refunds

were granted ; and that the duties levied by certain municipal-

ities on certain articles were very high. In Karachi, for

instance, the town duty on wheat was 2\ to 3 per cent., and on

wool 1 to 1 J per cent., of the value ; in Surat, the town duty

on yarn was about 3 to 3^ per cent., and on copper 5 per

cent., in either case about the same as the imperial customs

duty ; while in Ahmadabad the town duty on yarn was no

1 Speech in Legislative Council, November 14, 1879.
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Less than (\j, per cent*, or nearly twice the imperial customs

duty.
1 " The town duty levied on yarn imported into Ahmadabad

is particularly objectionable. It is, we believe, quite understood

to be a protective duty in favour of the two mills in that town

against other yarn, whether of English or of Indian manufac-

ture : and constituted as the mufassil municipalities of this

Presidency are, it illustrates the necessity of the strictest vigi-

lance on the part of the Government with respect to the

and incidence of every tax imposed by these municipal:

The town duty levied on yarn brought into Surat is open to

rimilar objections, and we have mentioned a few instances in

which the town duties in other places are much too high. We
earnestly hope that Your Lordship will order an immediate re-

vision of all the taxes imposed by the municipalities of this

Presidency to be made, abolishing all transit duties, and all

town duties having the character of transit duties, or which

have a protective effect, and reducing those which are high, or

press heavily on any article."

' Again, on the 14th March, 1878, the Bombay Chamber of

Commerce addressed the Government. It said :
—

* " It is, we believe, universally accepted that the great prin-

ciples of an octroi duty are that it should be small, and that it

should never be allowed to operate as a transit duty. Yet in

numelons instances, whether the articles have already borne

customs duty or not, the taxes levied, under the name of octroi,

by district municipalities, are excessive, while the refusal to

grant refunds when the articles are re-exported, or the limita-

tion- ; ict ions imposed on the granting of refunds, 1

the effect of converting the town duties paid into transit

duti.

' The Chamber then gave a list of cases in illustration of thai

statement) and they added :

—

• •• Numerous other instances could be furnished, but the

Chamber has reason to believe that in almost every city and

town municipality throughout the Presidency, excessive di

are levied, and on articles on which no municipality should

haw any right to levy a duty. It has, howevi dally

brought to the Chamber's notice that at Barsi very h<
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taxes have been levied on machinery erected there, and that at

Viramgaum a duty of 4 per cent, was levied on hoop-iron sent

there for the purpose of binding bales of cotton, and no refund

was allowed. At Wadwdn no duties appear to be charged on

articles entering the town, but iron or similar articles cannot

come out of it without being taxed at the rate of about 10 per

cent. : a duty of Rs. 600 would be levied on the removal of an

old cotton press. Other impositions, and of a similar character,

are, it has come to the knowledge of the Chamber, levied in

many parts of the Presidency."

' 1 have quoted these passages only as illustrations of what is

liable to occur at the present time, and of things that, at any

rate, were actually occurring only a short time ago. I do not

say that in these particular instances the state of things thus

described now prevails. The Government of Bombay, since

Sir Richard Temple has been in Bombay, has been paying great

attention to this subject, both in that Presidency and in Sindh,

and I believe that things are much better than they were. But

although, as I say, I only give these as illustrations, it is im-

possible to doubt that a more or less similar state of things

exists in many places where octroi duties are levied. One of

the most preposterous illustrations of this system was to be

found not long ago at Karachi. Karachi, as we all know, has

been—and we hope it will be a great deal more in the future

—

one of the chief ports for the export to Europe of Indian pro-

duce. One of the great staples of the country, which has its

outlet towards the sea at Karachi, is wheat, and with the object

of removing all obstacles to the growth of this most important

trade, the duty on the export of wheat was everywhere abolished

by the Government of India. Two years ago, it was found by

the Government of India that one of the very largest sources of

municipal revenue at Karachi was an octroi duty (levied at the

railway station, and on goods which never came within muni-

cipal limits, but were shipped directly from the station) at the

rate of from 1\ to 3 per cent, on all the wheat brought down
from the Punjab and Sindh for export to Europe. I think no

terms can be too strong in reprobation of such a state of things.

It has now happily ceased ; a better system has been introduced

in spite of the strong protests of the municipality of Karachi,
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which naturally liked very much having its local wants supplied

at the expense of other people. This is, of course, an extreme

case, and I do not mean to say that such cases are common

;

but, nevertheless, it is an illustration of what has been going on.

* Now, if such things be allowed, it is really useless for the

Government of India to attempt to establish proper principles

of commercial legislation, and it may save itself the trouble of

trying to reform its customs tariff ; for when we have taken off

duties and carried out the principles of free trade, at a serious

loss perhaps to the imperial revenue, traders and manufacturers

may find that, after all, they are no better off than before, and

that heavier burdens than those from which they have been

relieved have been imposed or are maintained by local munici-

palities for local purposes.

' We are often told that the great merit of taxation of this

kind is that it is popular ; that the people have long been

familiar with it ; and that it is inexpedient to force municipal-

ities to substitute unpopular taxation for imposts that are not

practically felt by the people. Now, up to a certain point, this

is perfectly true. The Government of India has no desire to

embark in any general crusade against octroi duties. It has

not objected to octroi duties when they are properly managed.

Going back to the principles laid down in 1868 by the Govern-

ment of India, from which, in regard to this matter, there Las

since been no departure, it was said:

—

'" If these principles be strictly acted upon, and the duties

be moderate in amount, the Governor-General in Council is of

opinion that there is in many parts of India nothing objection-

able in this system of taxation for local purposes. In wealthy

communities like those of Europe, it may be admitted that the

balance of argument is in favour of raising municipal revenues

by direct taxation only, and leaving the local trade enti

free. But in so poor a country as India, it will, in the judg-

ment of the Governor-General in Council, be more commonly

the best course to combine direct wit h indirect taxation; f<»r

by this means alone can a sufficiently broad base be secured for

raiding a sufficient income withonl undue pressure on indivi-

duals. So long as octroi duties on grain and other an

imption are kep( at a moderate rate, they do noi injuriously
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affect small retail transactions with which the poorer classes are

mainly concerned. That such duties are commonly far more

popular in India than any direct taxation is a strong argument

in their favour, and the prejudice against them, founded on the

common practice of England, should not be allowed to prevent

their introduction under suitable limitations where there is

reason to think that the general feeling would be to prefer them

to other forms of taxation."

' The Government of India still holds this view* It makes

no objection to octroi duties so long as they are properly regu-

lated, but it refuses to allow them to become taxes on the

general trade of the country. With reference to the question

of their popularity, I may add that it often happens that the

greater the popularity of those taxes the more objectionable

they are, for often in practice this popularity— as in the case I

have just given of Karachi—only means that the people of the

town have managed to provide for their own local wants without

placing any burden on themselves ; that they have transferred

their own proper burdens to the shoulders of other people, and

thus the popularity of the tax leads sometimes to its being

grossly abused.'

The foregoing remarks apply more especially to oc-

troi duties strictly speaking, but it is understood that

the system of levying tolls on vehicles and goods en-

tering a town, in return for no services rendered, as a

source of municipal revenue, has been carried in some

parts of Southern India to an extent of which the

Government of India was not aware when the Bill

just mentioned was introduced, and to an extent which

must certainly lead to the serious obstruction of trade.

When it was decided that these evils were not to be

remedied by legislation, further executive orders were

issued in the sense of the proposed Bill. The subject,

however, is one which, to secure any effectual reform,

demands not only the future vigilance of the Govern-

ment of India, but also of those commercial interests
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which are being injured to a far greater extent than

they now suspect. It may seem, at first sight, a not

very serious hardship that English piece goods, for ex-

ample, which have paid nothing to the imperial customs

should pay a tax of li per cent, on their value on

entering a municipality. Every one, however, who
knows anything of the operations of trade will be aware

how mischievous a tax of even this small amount may
be ; and when octroi duties become transit duties, they

may be levied in half a dozen places before the goods

reach their destination, so that the taxes actually paid

from- first to last may greatly exceed the maximum
amount which is nominally chargeable.



CHAPTER XVIII.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

REFORM OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES NEEDED IN INTEREST OF TRADE

—

QUESTION HAS LONG ENGAGED ATTENTION— ENQUIRY IN 1867— ITS

RESULT8—CONDITION OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES IN VARIOUS PRO-

VINCES—TOTAL ABSENCE OF UNIFORMITY OR DEFINITE STANDARDS

—

REMEDIES PROPOSED—ADOPTION OF ENGLISH POUND AS UNIT OF WEIGHT
REJECTED—REASONS FOR PREFERRING KILOGRAMME—NEARLY EQUAL TO

ORDINARY INDIAN SEER—CONVENIENCE FOR FOREIGN TRADE—CONCLU-

SION ACCEPTED BY SECRETARY OF STATE—ACT PASSED IN 1870 TO ESTA-

BLISH METRICAL STANDARDS—MODIFIED IN 1871 SO AS TO EXTEND ONLY
TO WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF CAPACITY—ACT NOT BROUGHT INTO

OPERATION BUT STILL IN FORCE—SERIOUS OBJECTIONS TO PRESENT
ABSENCE OF PROPER STANDARDS.

Among the reforms required in the interests of Indian

trade there is none more urgent than that of the

weights and measures ; a reform which has been talked

about for years, and the real necessity of which every

one admits, but which cannot get itself accomplished.

The powers of prejudice, and of those obstructions

which meet every change however beneficial, have in

this case proved too strong to be overcome up to the

present time. Although future Governments may find

the subject as difficult to deal with as their pre-

decessors have done, and although there seems little

probability of immediate action, it may be useful to

give some account of the conclusions which have been

accepted in principle, though to no practical effect, by

the Government of India.

For more than forty years this question of weights

z 2
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and measures has, from time to time, engaged the

attention of the Government. The need of reform was

a matter on which there had, for many years past,

been no difference of opinion. It was admitted on all

hands that it would be difficult to exaggerate the in-

convenience caused by the confusion and diversity of

the existing weights and measures, or, what was still

worse, the fraudulent practices from which the poorer

classes are constantly suffering, owing to the want of all

proper standards by which the weights and measures of

retail dealers can be tested and regulated. But it was

not until 1867, when Lord Lawrence was Viceroy, that it

was seriously taken up with a determination to settle it.

In that year a committee was formed to consider

the subject, on the evidence from all parts of the country

that had been collected for the purpose. The general

condition of the weights and measures of India, as it

then was and as it still is, was thus described by General

Strachey, who had been nominated President of the

Committee of Enquiry :

—

'The diversity among the weights and measures used in

various parts of India is as great as is well possible. Through-

out India the old standard of weight seems almost universally

to have been the current coin of the locality, and the multi-

plicity of coinages has been, and is still, accompanied by an

equal or even greater multiplicity of weights. Not only do the

weights vary from province to province, but from town to town,

and even within the same town or rural district. Different

weights are used in various trades in the sale of different com-

modities, and in wholesale and retail transactions,

'In Northern India the usual unit of weight is the tola,

which is the weight of the current rupee. The seer is a given

number of tolas, varying from 70 to 100. The man (by the

English cuininonly called inaund) is usually 40 seers. The

rupee of the British Government weighs 180 grain >eer

of the British Government being 80 t< qua] to -
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avoirdupois, and the Government maund is 82-2-lbs. avoirdupois,

or lOOlbs. troy. Local seers and maunds vary on either side of

21bs. avoirdupois and 80lbs. avoirdupois.

' In Southern India the original unit of weight commonly

used was the pagoda, a coin no longer current. The common
seer was 80 pagodas, and was equivalent to 24 current rupees.

The maund of Southern India usually contains 40 such seers,

and is commonly divided into eight viss, or five seer weights, and

40 pollums. The candi, of 20 maunds, is another weight in

ordinary use. At Madras, the Government some years back

endeavoured to establish a local system of weights, on the basis

of the rupee weighing 180 grains. The seer was not acknow-

ledged in this system, but would be 0*61 71b. The viss was

3*0861bs. and the maund 24 #6861bs. This system, however,

never came into use. In practice the commercial maund in

the town of Madras is taken at 251bs. avoirdupois, and the

viss and candi are modified accordingly ; but beyond the muni-

cipal limits other weights are used.

' The weight in common use in Burma is called viss also ; it

is 3*65 lbs. and is subdivided into 100 ticals, each of 252

grains.

1 In Guzerat a seer of 40 local rupees weight, a maund of

40 such seers, and a candi of 20 maunds are the common
weights. These maunds vary from 37 to 441bs., and the seers

are about lib.

'At Bombay the old seer was about 10 or 12 ounces avoir-

dupois, being reckoned equal to 30 pice (copper coins). The
maund being 40 such seers is nearly 281bs., at which it is now
commonly reckoned. This maund is the usual one also on the

Malabar coast, south of Bombay ; but the seer is the Madras

one of 24 rupees weight, so that the maund consists of 46 to

48 seers instead of 40. At Bombay and in the Deccan the sub-

division of the seer is into 72 parts, called tank. The Deccan

seer is commonly 80 local rupees, or about 2lbs. The maund
varies greatly. In the Deccan the weights seem to merge

into the Madras system on one side, and into the systems of

Malwa and Northern India on the other. The candi, at

Bombay and the neighbouring commercial centres, varies for

almost each separate article of merchandise.
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' Measures of capacity are hardly known in Northern India.

In Bengal and Southern India they are more frequently used,

and, as a rule, are intended to be equivalent to certain deter-

minate weights of grain. In Burma grain is universally sold

by measure. There is, however, such great variety among
measures bearing the same name that it would be useless to

refer to them in detail. No liquid measures are believed to

exist anywhere.

* The usual lineal measures are the cubit, or hath, and the

yard, or gaz, the latter being divided in North India into 1

6

girahs or 24 tassus. The hath varies from 14 to 20 inches, the

gaz from 28 to 40 inches. Thirty-three inches is the length

assumed for the gaz in fixing the official land measures in the

North-Western Provinces. The coss is now sometimes taken

to be 4,000 gaz, about 2£ miles, and sometimes half that dis-

tance ; but 5,000 gaz, equal to about 4,500 yards, or 2£ miles,

would seem to have been the old coss of North-Western India.
1 Measures of area are commonly based on the hath or gaz,

but vary so exceedingly from one district to another that no

general account can be given of them. Frequently the de-

nomination of the land measures is the same as that of the

grain measures, it being understood that the quantity of grain

in a given measure will sow the area of land having the same

name. It is common in Southern India to find the land mea-

sure of the same name differ considerably, according as the

crops are irrigated or unirrigated. For all Government pur-

poses the English acre has now almost universally been ado]

and the revenue records are, I believe, almost everywhere drawn

out on this basis, though the local measurement is at the same

time still recognised.
1 The immediate conclusion forced upon us, on a review of

such a condition of things, is, that to establish uniformity it

would be necessary to set aside what may practically b. said to

be the whole of the existing weights and measures of all soi

The Committee of Enquiry were not able to agree

on the course to be recommended to the Government.

1 Proposals relatimj to t/tc Introduction of mw Standards of U'rujht and

Measure in liritish India ; by Colonel Strachey. October, 18
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and alternative plans were proposed for remedying the

existing evils by establishing a uniform system of

weights and measures. The first of these proposals

was based on the assumption that it was desirable to

assimilate the Indian system to that of England, and

the plan which received most favour among those who
held this view was to take the English pound as the

new unit of weight. The second proposal advocated

the adoption of a new unit which should approximate,

as closely as possible, to the existing Indian seer, the

most generally known of all Indian weights. The

average weight of the seer had been ascertained by

enquiries all over India to be about 2ilbs. avoirdupois.

This being almost exactly the equivalent of the kilo-

gramme of the metric system now in force throughout

the whole of civilised Europe, with the exception of

England, it was proposed that a seer of this value, or

2-2051bs., should be the basis of the new Indian system.

Although in deciding between two proposals of

this description reasons of a theoretical or scientific

character could not be disregarded, yet Lord Lawrence

wisely insisted that it was essential that our conclusion

should be based exclusively on a consideration of the

convenience of the people of India, and that we are

bound to select a system which shall be in all respects

thoroughly and permanently convenient to them. 1

The decision of the Government was communicated

to the Secretary of State in these terms :

—

' We are of opinion that the adoption of the English system

of weights is not advisable. Neither the English pound, nor

any multiple of it, can be a convenient unit of weight for India.

It has been almost universally admitted that the new unit should

1 Despatch from the Government of India to the Secietary of State,

dated November 6, 1868.
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approximate to the existing Indian seer, the average weight of

which is about 2Jibs. To reduce the seer to 2lbs. would be

extremely unpopular and objectionable. On the other hand,

the kilogramme of the metric system, which weighs 2*2051bs.,

at once provides a seer, which would certainly be as acceptable

to the people as any that could be chosen. Further, we con-

sider that on account of its simplicity and its symmetrical

form, the metric system of weight, in its integrity, will be more

convenient for India than any other. While it will be perfectly

suitable for the internal wants of India, it will be in harmony

with the system which has been already adopted in the greater

part of the civilised world, and which may ultimately be adopted

by England herself. In any case it will be more convenient for

commercial transactions between England and India than any

other system not really commensurable with that of England.'

The following is a summary of the reasons which led

Lord Lawrence's Government to these conclusions.

The only system of weights recognised by the

Government, but never generally introduced for trade

purposes, was created by Regulation VII. of 1833, a law

which in fact served only as a basis for the currency.

It adopted as the standard unit, the tola, equal in

weight to the rupee, or 180 grains; the seer was

declared to consist of eighty tolas, and the maund of

forty seers. Thus the seer was commensurable only

with the troy pound, and was equal to 2^27lbs. avoir-

dupois, and the maund was equal to 82flbs. avoirdupois,

or lOOlbs. troy.

Although these weights, being the only ones recog-

nised or defined by any Indian law, were to some extent

introduced in Government transactions, and adopted in

towns containing a large English community, no serious

attempt was ever made to bring the system into ust in

the country at large, and it has never been generally

known or used. The seer of 80 tolas was incon-

veniently less than the weights of that name in use in
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the country at large, and there can be no doubt that

this insufficient weight of the Government seer is one

of the main reasons which have made it disliked by the

people, and which have prevented it from being more

commonly adopted. 1 The system, which from an Indian

point of view had little to recommend it, was, as

General Strachey wrote in 1867, in its relation to

English commerce inconvenient in the extreme. It is

founded on troy weights, which are only used for the

sale of drugs in retail, and of gold and silver, and it

has no exact equivalent in avoirdupois weight, which

is exclusively used in commercial transactions. For

these -reasons the universal adoption of this system did

not seem desirable.

No reasonable person would propose to adopt in

India the English system in its integrity. Every one,

even in England itself, has always admitted that the

English system of weights and measures is, in itself,

most complicated and inconvenient, and that the only

reasons that can be given for maintaining it are that

the unit (the pound) has been clearly defined, that

the system has existed for centuries, and that the

people of England have become accustomed to it. Any
proposition to impose such a system on India would

deserve no discussion.

A proposal which met with much favour, however,

1 In the debate on this subject in the Legislative Council on September 6,

1871, the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, Sir George Campbell, said, with

regard to the impropriety of calculating the seer at 21bs. avoirdupois,

that ' he remembered in Lucknow serious discontent being caused by the

introduction of a seer which weighed only 21bs. The local seer weighed a

fraction over that amount. The dealers took advantage of the fact of a new
seer being introduced, and charged the same price for the new seer as they

had for the old, and so got the advantage of the difference between the two

seers. Every purchaser accordingly found himself mulcted to a corre-

sponding amount, and serious dissatisfaction resulted.'
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was the adoption of the English pound as the new unit

of weight, without the rest of the English system. Two
pounds avoirdupois would then make a seer.

The objections to this plan were considered by

Lord Lawrence's Government to be decisive. For, in

the first place, the pound, although nominally the unit

of English weight, is not conveniently commensurable

with the ordinary weights used in wholesale dealings,

with which alone external commerce is concerned. We
cannot assimilate the Indian weights to the ton and the

hundredweight, the commercial weights of England, by

any scheme which takes the English pound as its unit.

To establish in India a system in harmony with the

system of weights in use in commercial transactions

between the two countries, we must take the ton and

not the pound for our starting point. Further, the

adoption of the pound as the unit of weight would be

inconvenient to the people of India in their internal

transactions, the seer of 21bs. being much smaller

than the seer in common use. It cannot be said that

the general belief of purchasers, that loss is entailed

upon them by a diminution in the standard of weight,

is merely fanciful. That belief is really an expression

of the fact that prices often depend not only upon com-

petition but on custom.

By adopting for the new unit a seer equal to the

kilogramme, or 2*2051bs., a weight was obtained which

differed little from the thousandth part of a ton, and

the fiftieth part of the hundredweight, while it approxi-

mated well with the average Indian seer.

These views were otherwise supported in a minute 1

1 This quotation is taken from a minute dated August 4, 180. with

which Sir Henry Maine expressed his concurrence * on all points
;

' and the

conclusions stated in it, so far as they referred to w re entirely

accepted hy Lord Lawrence.
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written by Sir John Strachey, from which the following

extracts are taken :

—

* There can be little doubt that, in the interests of the

people of India, the best unit of weight to adopt would be a

seer weighing about 2 Jibs, avoirdupois. Such a seer would be

almost identical with the kilogramme of the metric system,

which weighs 2*2051bs. All the advantages therefore which

may be claimed for a seer weighing 2*241bs., or the thousandth

part of an English ton, as the unit of retail trade in India,

belong equally to the kilogramme. The difference between the

two is little more than half an ounce, or 1^ per cent., a quan-

tity that, with ordinary scales and weights, and in the ordinary

transactions of life, is hardly appreciable. So far as the unit of

weight is concerned, it may be confidently affirmed that, for the

purposes of retail trade, no value more generally convenient to

the people of India, or more popular, could be given to the seer

than the value of the kilogramme.
6 It remains to consider the interests of the wholesale and

external trade of India.

* If we were to look only to the present, we should come to

the conclusion that the most convenient plan would be to take

the English ton as the basis of our system, in the manner

already suggested. But we must not look only to the present.

In the interest of the people of this country it would, as

Colonel Strachey has urged very forcibly, be altogether unjusti-

fiable to make any organic change in the weights of India,

unless we are satisfied that it will be virtually final, and that

there is no probability that further organic changes will be

required hereafter.

6 It therefore becomes necessary to take into consideration

the probabilities of England abandoning its existing weights,

and ultimately adopting the metrie system.
1 Every country in civilised Europe has to a greater or less

extent gone through the same process which we seem to be now
going through in England. The first feeling which has every-

where prevailed has been one of absolute and universal hostility

to the introduction of any new system of weights and measures

having its origin in a foreign country, however inconvenient the

existing system may be. The next step has been that men of
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science have come generally to the conclusion that the metric

system ought to be adopted, Then, after, for the most part, a

long interval, the leading men of the commercial classes h

nid the same. Opinions in favour of the change have gone on

gradually but constant lv spreading, until at last thechangt

been, with more or less completeness, actually made. England

will apparently be, before long, the only country in the civilised

world which will not have assimilated its weights and measures

to 'hose of the metric system. It is shown by these papers

th.it this system has been adopted in its integrity by France,

Belgium, Holland, Italy, the Papal States, Spain, Portugal,

Greece, Brazil, and the South American Republics ; and that

Austria, the Southern States of Germany, Switzerland, Sweden,

Norway, and Denmark have adopted it in part. Even during the

last few months, progress in the same direction has been going

<»n. We have lately learned that Prussia and the whole of the

States of the North German Confederation have, by a law

passed by their parliament, adopted the metric system without

modification, and that it will be brought into compulsory use

from the commencement of the year 1872, and optionally from

1870. Considering the dislike which at the present time pre-

vails throughout Germany towards everything that is French,

there can be no more remarkable instance than this of the

listible progress of the conviction that the metric system is

the only system suitable t<> the wants of a civilised nation. . . .

!i ire see what is going on in all parts of the civilised world

nls bringing about conformity of weights and measures and

coinage ; when we see how much progress has actually been

made ; and when we consider the unanimity of men of science

upon this subject in all countries (for, in spite of a few great

English names that maybe quoted in support of other opinions,

this una n i in ity really prevails), it seems impossible to bel

that England, whose system of weights and measures is pro-

bably as inconvenient as any existing in the world, will renin in

permanently content to leave matters as they are. . . . The
metrical system has the great practica] advantage of bring based

on proper scientific principles, of being the only such system

actually in use, and of being in operation, at least partially, over

the most advanced part of Continental Europe. These advan-
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tages are such as to satisfy me that it will never have any real

competitor when the day for change has come. The true im-

portance of international uniformity in these things is at last

beginning to be properly estimated, and the movement which

has commenced in its favour cannot cease until it has been suc-

cessful. ... If the ultimate adoption by England of the metric

system is inevitable, it would be altogether wrong to force

India to adopt the existing English system. Even if my anti-

cipations be thought too strong, and the probabilities of the

introduction into England of the metrical system be really far

more remote than I suppose, it can hardly be said that they

are so remote that it would be reasonable to leave them out of

consideration. It would be better to do nothing at all, and to

let the weights and measures of India remain in their present

state of confusion, than to run the risk of having, at some future

time, to go through the process of altering them again.

* If we take the kilogramme for our unit of weight, we may
be satisfied that we are laying the foundation of a system which

will be perfectly convenient for the internal wants of India

;

which will be in harmony with that of the greater part of the

civilised world ; which will probably be eventually adopted by
England herself ; and which in any case will be more conve-

nient for the transactions between England and India than any

other system can be which is not really commensurable with

that of England. A very large and increasing part of English

commerce is with nations using the metric weights, and this

system is therefore necessarily familiar to all English merchants.

To extend it to the Indian trade would be attended with less

annoyance than to introduce any altogether new system. . . .

' The question may perhaps be raised whether it would not

be better to defer any action until all doubt has been removed

as to the course that England will pursue. Now the adoption

in India of the existing English system being out of the ques-

tion, the practical issue thus raised is the following :

—

1 First, whether India should at once take as the basis of her

weights the metric system, which she might do with complete

internal convenience ; with a reasonable expectation that

England herself will before long adopt it also ; and with the

knowledge that its introduction into India will in no way cause
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inconvenience in commercial transactions with England greater

than that which exists already ; or

—

* Secondly, whether all reform should be delayed for an

indefinite period, with a view to India shaping its course in

conformity with that which England may ultimately adopt.

The urgency for the removal of the evils of the present state of

things in India—evils universally acknowledged to be real and

serious—has to be balanced against the possible inconvenience

that may be caused by a future difference in the system of

weights in India and in England. This difference would

certainly never be greater than that which has always existed,

and which now exists, and in all probability it might before

long entirely cease.

* The conclusion is easy that delay should not be permitted

for such a reason. It is certain that the longer we delay in

laying the foundation of a uniform system, the greater will

be the difficulties with which we shall have to deal. The evils

which result from the present state of things must necessarily

be felt more and more with the improvement of the means of

communication, and with the progress of the country in wealth,

education, and civilisation. It is easier to make the commence-

ment of a change now than it will be hereafter, when fresh in-

terests have grown up, and when the power and inclination to

create opposition to the introduction of any new system will

have become far stronger than they now are.'

For these reasons Lord Lawrence's Government

reported its conclusion to the Secretary of State that

1 the new unit of weight should be a seer equal to tin 1

kilogramme, or 2-2051bs. avoirdupois.' 1 The conclu-

sion was approved by the Duke of Argyll, who was then

Secretary of State, and in 1870 an Act was passed to

give it the force of law. Lord Mayo was then Viceroy,

and the Legislative Council had the advantage of the pre-

sence of commercial members of much eminence. The

>ure received the warm approval of Lord Mayo, and

it was passed by the Council without a dissentient voice.

1 Despatch to Secretary of State, dated November 6, 1868.
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It had been agreed by the Government of Lord

Lawrence and by the Secretary of State that it was

expedient, in the first instance, to deal with weights

only, and not with measures of length, the latter being

a subject of less urgency. It was, however, thought

desirable by Lord Mayo's Government, partly for tech-

nical reasons, to take the opportunity of also defining

in the new law the standard of length, on which, under

the metrical system, the unit of weight depends. The
metre was declared to be the official unit of length,

because it was apparent that the unit of weight being

that of the metric system, the unit of length must almost

of necessity follow the same system. The Secretary of

State, however, thought that the original conclusion

was the better ; that no reference to measures of length

should be made in .the Act ; and he thought also that

certain sections containing compulsory powers in regard

to weights went further than was desirable. A new
Bill was, therefore, introduced by Sir James Stephen,

containing the modifications which the Secretary of

State desired, and it became law as * the Indian Weights

and Measures of Capacity Act, 1871.'

The Eegulation of 1833 having been repealed as

obsolete, the Act of 1871 is the only law on the subject

actually in force in British India. Its principal pro-

visions are as follows. It declares that ' it is expedient

to provide for the ultimate adoption of a uniform

system of weights and measures of capacity throughout

British India ;
* that the primary standard of weight

shall be a seer, equal to the French kilogramme ; that

the unit of weight shall be the seer, and the unit of

measures of capacity a measure containing one seer of

water ; that other weights and measures of capacity

may be authorised by the Governor-General in Council,
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subject to the condition that they must be integral

multiples or sub-divisions of the prescribed units ; that

proper standards and sets of weights and measures of

capacity are to be provided for use in the various dis-

tricts. The Act then declares, with various provisions

which need not be quoted, regarding the appointment

of warders, the verification of local standards, and

other matters, that whenever the Governor-General in

Council considers that proper weights and measures of

capacity have been made available, he may order that,

after a fixed date, all or any of such weights and

measures shall be used in dealings and contracts by

any Government office, or municipality, or railway

company.

This last provision defines the only power given to

the Government for carrying the new law into effect.

It was from the first decided by Lord Lawrence, and

the decision was never altered, that the new system

ought not, in regard to private trade and dealings, to

be forced upon any class of the public, until that class

was prepared to receive it with approval. Whatever

new svsti.Mii might l>e adopted, this would be equally

expedient. It is visionary to suppose that even if the

Government were inclined to do anything so foolish, it

could force upon the people of India, within any definite

period, the adoption of any new system of weights and

in* asures. The views of Lord Lawrence's Goveinnxi it

in regard to the steps to be actually taken were ex-

plained as follows in the minute already quoted :

—

'All who have studied the subject have agreed that the

proper way of beginning the introduction of any new system

would be to adopt it in all Government and municipal depart-

ments, and <>» the railways. When wv consider the manner in

which India is being covered with a network of railways and
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canals, which will carry an enormous proportion of the trade of

the country ; and when we remember the magnitude of the

operation of the Government in the Public Works, the Commis-

sariat, the Post Office, the Customs, and in other departments,

it is reasonable to anticipate that, in a not very distant future,

the country would have become so far accustomed to the new

units, that the measures necessary for their general introduction

could no longer be properly called compulsory. I believe that

it may be confidently said that not many years would elapse

before this would be true at least of the wholesale traders in all

of the richest parts of India, and that they would gradually, for

their own convenience, adopt the new system almost without

pressure on the part of Grovernment. When the wholesale

traders had become accustomed to the change, its gradual

introduction into the operations of retail trade would be at-

tended with comparatively little difficulty.'

In pursuance of this plan of proceeding, Lord Mayo
opened communications on behalf of the Government

with the principal railway companies. The East Indian

and some other companies had gone so far as to alter

their weighing machines to make them suitable to the

new system, and Lord Mayo confidently expected to see

the first steps towards this reform, in which he had

taken a great interest, successfully carried out. After

his death a stop was put to further proceedings, and

although from time to time attempts have been made
to renew them, they have always, through various

causes, come to nothing, and matters remain in the

same unsatisfactory condition in which they were

found by Lord Lawrence fifteen years ago. We must

be satisfied, for the present, with the knowledge that

it is something even to have failed in the accomplish-

ment of a wise undertaking, when the failure may
help to prepare the way for success hereafter.

It need only be said further that the existing absence

of all recognised legal standards of weights and measures

A A
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in India is not merely extremely inconvenient and o\y

jectionable for trade purposes, and conducive to frau-

dulent transactions among an ignorant population, but

also is most mischievous in relation to the collection

of trustworthy statistics of any kind. It is to be hoped

that a more intelligent view of this really important

subject may before long prevail, and lead to the adop-

tion in practice of the system which, having been

authorised by the law, only requires the action of the

Government in the manner that has been indicated to

bring it into early general use. It may confidently be

asserted that the acceptance of a sound and uniform

system of commercial weights and measures would be

hardly less important and valuable to India than w&fl

the adoption of a uniform system of currency. The

public inconvenience and injury caused by the neglect

of this matter have gone on far too long, and must

continue to increase as the country becomes richer and

trade more active.
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POSSIBLE SOURCES OF NEW TAXATION.

PRODUCTIVE TAXE8 IN" INDIA FEW—NEW SOURCES OF REVENUE MAT BE

FOUND—RATES ON LAND—IN BENGAL—THE PERMANENT SETTLEMENT

—

ITS SERIOUS EVILS—RATES ON LAND IN OTHER PROVINCES—INCOME TAX

—REGISTRATION—EXTENSION OF PRESENT SYSTEM DESIRABLE—SUCCESSION
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—

NOTE ON DARBHANGA ESTATE.

There seems, as already explained, no present canse

for anticipating that it will become necessary to impose

upon the country any new or onerous taxation. On
the contrary, there is every reason for believing that we
shall continue to see a steady improvement in the finances,

and a diminution of the public burdens
;
provided always

that we continue to improve the administration of the

existing sources of revenue ; that we spare no efforts

in developing the immense natural resources of the

country ; and refuse to listen, both to those who tell us

that India cannot afford to provide herself with rail-

ways and canals, and the other machinery without

which it is impossible she should be really prosperous,

and to those who, under the name of promoting indepen-

dent enterprise, desire to divert to foreign capitalists

the profits of such undertakings, which should become

one of the most important sources of the national wealth.

It may nevertheless be useful, independently of any

A a 2
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questions of present or future financial necessity, to

place on record some account of the schemes by which

it has, at various times, been suggested that the

revenues might be improved by fresh taxation, for it is

an obvious defect of the Indian financial system that

the productive sources of taxation are so few. This

defect is one of the inevitable consequences of the

monotonous and primitive conditions of Indian social

life and industry, and of the comparative poverty of

the people, but it is, at the same time, an element of

financial weakness which it is wise to bear in mind

and, from time to time, to remedy, so far as this is

possible without falling into the far worse evil of

worrying and alarming the people with new and un-

necessary imposts.

But although new forms of taxation may be difficult

to devise, it would be a great error to suppose that

the limits of possible taxation have been nearly readied

in India. The country is, beyond a doubt, one of the

most lightly taxed in the world, and there is not only

no foundation for the assertion that taxation has of

late yean been increasing, but, on t lie contrary, it has

positively been reduced. It may be added, that whether

we look to the incidence of the land revenue, or t<»

the total burdens imposed on the people, then

certainly no considerable native state in India wh
the taxation is so light as it is in our own territori

and this relative advantage must in most places

much increased by the greatly improved mean- of com-
munication, and the greater freedom and ex pansion of

trade in the British provinces.

It would undoubtedly be possible, therefore, to

increase largely the income of the State without seri

injury to the industry of the country, and without
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political clanger, in the event of any great financial

emergency ; such, for instance, as might conceivably,

though most improbably, arise if we were suddenly to

lose the greater part of our opium revenue, or if the

difficulties caused by the fall in the value of silver in

relation to gold should attain very alarming dimensions.

Rates onLand.—Among possible sources of additional

revenue the first to be considered is the Land ; and

if circumstances should arise in which the application of

heroic remedies became not only justifiable but neces-

sary, there can be little doubt, if regard be had to the

true interests and reasonable wishes of India herself, that

one source from which those remedies would, in part

at least, be drawn is the land of Bengal.

Nearly ninety years ago Lord Cornwallis carried out

the permanent settlement of Bengal.

It is not overstating the facts to say that, in conse-

quence of this settlement, which has been well described

as ' one of the most unfortunate but best-intentioned

plans that ever ruined a country,' * at least 3,000,000/.

of revenue is lost every year with no compensating ad-

vantage.

According to the official returns the total rental of

Bengal at the present time is more than 13,000,000/.,

and it is certain that the actual rental exceeds rather

than falls short of this sum. If land revenue were paid

at the rate prevailing in those provinces of Northern

India where the assessment is universally admitted to

be light, the amount yielded by it in Bengal would be

at least 6,500,000/., while a settlement made on the

system followed in the most prosperous parts of the

Bombay presidency would yield a very much larger

amount. The. actual land revenue of Bengal being

1 Niebulir, quoted by Mr. O'Kinealy.
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only 3,700,000/., it is a moderate computation, an

one really much below the mark, to say that we are

now losing 3,000,000/. a year from this cause.

The time will inevitably come when the intelligent

portion of the community in the rest of India will ap-

preciate the fact that, in consequence of an arrangement

ignorantly made nearly a century ago, the richest class

in the richest province of the Empire bears far less

than its just share of the public burdens; that the other

provinces, all of them comparatively poor in natural

resources, are therefore paying several millions a year

of taxation from which they would otherwise be exempt,

and that, what they lose from this arrangement, the

people of Bengal do not gain. When this is understood

and admitted, except by the zemindars, in Bengal itself,

the application of the needful remedies will be an easier

matter than it seems now.

It must not be supposed, from what has thus been

said, that it is desired in anyway to deny or undervalue

the moral obligation which rests upon us, of respecting

the pledges given by Lord Cornwallis, at the permanent

settlement, to the zemindars of Bengal. As Sir James

Stephen lias said in one of his admirable speeches :

—

* Those to whom we succeed, and whose policy laid

the foundations of the power which we possess, deliber-

ately ,L
rave to a large and influential class of the popula-

tion, over which we exercise thai power, a pledge on

the faith of which relations have grown tip which

modify the whole framework of society. No one is more
strongly impressed than I with the importance of scrupu-

lously maintaining the pledges given at the period of the

permanent settlement.' 1

1 Speech in the Legislative Council, April G, 1871. This opportunity

may be taken of expressing the hope that Sir James Stephen will some day
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But what we are bound to respect are the rights

which were really bestowed upon the zemindars, and

which they have lawfully enjoyed ; and if the condi-

tions of the permanent settlement be altered to the

detriment of the zemindars, just compensation must

undoubtedly be given to them for the loss of such

rights, not for the loss of that gain which has been

wrongfully usurped, and to which their claims have

never been admitted by the Government or the law.

The preposterous claim of the zemindars, based on

non-existent and imaginary stipulations in the permanent

settlement, to be exempted for ever from all liability

to every form of taxation, whether for general or local

purposes, on their property in land, though still vehe-

mently asserted by members of this class, have passed

finally away from discussion by reasonable men. The

last ten years have seen the imposition, with the full

approval of every Lieutenant-Governor, every Viceroy,

and every Secretary of State, of cesses upon the land

in Bengal for local imd provincial purposes, yielding

nearly 700,000/. a year. If the example be wisely

followed hereafter, the application of heroic remedies,

so far at least as merely financial considerations

are concerned, may be avoided, however necessary

they may be for other and possibly more important

reasons.

And to such reasons, though they lie beyond the

strict limits of the present discussion, a short reference

must be made. The Eeport of the Commission recently

appointed to consider the question of the amendment

of the rent law in Bengal, which included some of the

give us the means of easy reference to his speeches and minutes, which are

now scattered about in inaccessible places. They will be a storehouse of

practical wisdom to all interested in India,
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ablest and most experienced men in the service of the

Government of Bengal, and whose conclusions have

been generally accepted by that Government, furnishes

a melancholy commentary on the condition of tin

which has grown up under the permanent settlement

in this great province, containing nearly 70,000,000 of

people, the vast majority of whom are dependent on

the land for their support. It would be out of place to

give here any opinion on the particular remedial measures

proposed. But there can be no doubt that if the vi

of the Commission were adopted, and the legislation

which it advises were carried out, something like a re-

volution would be brought about in the relations between

the zemindars of Bengal and the cultivators of the soil,

and in the social condition of the province. It will not

be without a long and arduous struggle that these ques-

tions will receive even a partial solution. Meanwhile

the bounty of nature happily counteracts the folly and

injustice of man, and Bengal cannot cease to be the

richest and in some respects the most prosperous pro-

vince of India, although a large proportion of her people

are condemned to poverty which, if justice had been

done, they would not now be suffering, and although a

large proportion of her wealth has been uselessly thrown

away.

The spirit of the views adopted to a great extent

by the Commission may be gathered from the following

]); i -sage, quoted from a paper appended to the Keport

by Mr. O'Kinealy, a distinguished officer of the province,

and one of its members. The accuracy of his statement a

will doubtless be called in question by those who admire

the permanent settlement and the existing system of

landed tenure in Bengal, but they cannot be passed

over in silence.
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' The Government revenue of the permanent settlement was

about 2,858,000/., and eight-tenths of the gross rental. One-

third of the land was waste, it is said. On these conditions, if

the whole of Bengal had been under cultivation, the gross rental

would be 4,764,000/. According to the report of the Board of

Revenue, it was in 1877 equal to 13,037,000/. In other words,

the rates of rent which were intended to be fixed by the perma-

nent settlement have been trebled, and the ryots are now being

compelled to pay an excessive exaction of 8,273,000/. yearly. If

this annuity be valued at twenty years' purchase, it appears

that we have deprived the cultivators of this enormous sum of

165,000,000/., and given it to the zemindars, who still cry for

more. What large portions of this enormous income are

squandered by "mismanagement, extravagance, and want of

self-restraint " may be gathered by a reference to the Report on

Wards' Estates for 1877-78 and other years. During the last

few years the Government has spent crores on famine. Every

Administration Report since 1873 dwells on the bad feeling ex-

isting, and the riots and murders which have occurred through

disputes between landlords and tenants. An Act to prevent

agrarian disturbances had to be passed, and a committee ap-

pointed to enquire why the ryots in Behar had abandoned their

holdings and fled to Nepal.'

The not uncommon supposition that nearly the whole

of the land of Bengal is in the hands of a comparatively

small number of very rich zemindars is, of course, erro-

neous. A great number of middlemen has grown up.

But, notwithstanding the existence of a multitude of

subordinate interests in the land, the fact remains that in

the midst of the people whose condition has been described

in the foregoing extract, and whose patient industry has

created and maintains the great wealth of this magnifi-

cent province, we have the spectacle of men whose

annual income, given to them originally by the British

Government in return for nothing, is sometimes reck-

oned, not metaphorically but literally, in hundreds of

thousands of pounds, who discharge none of the duties
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of landlords towards those whose rights have been

confiscated for their profit, and contribute almost

nothing towards the requirements of the State. A
note to this chapter contains a Resolution lately published

by the Government of Bengal, regarding the vast estate

of the Maharaja of Darbhanga. in Behar, which affords

an excellent example of the consequences which have

followed from the permanent settlement. 1

The destruction or non-recognition of the right*

the masses of the agricultural population has been by

far the most serious and lamentable of the evils which

have followed in the train of the permanent settlement

of Bengal. If it had given prosperity and comfort to

the millions who cultivate the soil, there might have

been sufficient compensation for the sacrifice of the

revenue directly derived from the land, but this sacri-

fice, while it has failed to benefit the people of Bengal,

causes permanent injustice to the whole of India, and

unduly increases the burdens of the entire people.

It is not only in Bengal that it would be possible,

in rase of serious emergency, to obtain, without injury

to the agricultural interests of the country, a larger

contribution from the proprietors of the land. It

would be cause for regret should it become necessary

to place further taxation on the landholders ofNorthern

India, and it is very unlikely that such necessity will

arise during the currency of the existing settlements ;

but it cannot be doubted that ample means to

1 As an amusing but unfortunately true illustration, the following story

may be quoted :—
' The bailiff of a wealthy landholder in Bengal lately

to his law agent in < 'alcutta as follows :
" His honour my master purposes

to raise the rents on his estate 5 per cent., in consequence of the

providential fall of rain ; and 2 percent, more to meet the cess which the

Government Iih« imposed on him in order to diffuse the blessings of educa-

tion amongst his tenants."

'
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additional burdens, if these should become unavoid-

able, have been left to them by the liberality of the

Government. In treating of the new famine taxation,

and elsewhere, enough has been already said on this

part of the subject.

Income and Licence Taxes.—The income tax as it

existed in 1870-71, yielded, at the rate of 3^ per cent,

on incomes exceeding Es. 500. a little more than

2,000,000/., and with the better administration which

could be secured, it would certainly, at that rate, now
yield very much more. A large sum could, however,

without difficulty or the slightest political danger, be

raised, in case of necessity, by the simple plan of

increasing the existing licence tax and cesses. By
doubling their present rate, which would still not

bring them up to the rate at which the income tax

was on more than one occasion levied, and extending

their incidence to the official and professional classes

in the manner that has been proposed, we should

obtain at least 2,500,000/. a year, or 1,500,000/. more

than the revenue now derived from these sources. This

is obviously the easiest and best way of obtaining, in

case of emergency, an immediate increase of revenue,

and it shows very strongly the importance of holding

this resource in careful reserve. If the existing system

of direct taxation be wisely administered and improved

,

it will become, not only one of the least objectionable

among present sources of revenue, but would, if neces-

sary, be capable of great expansion hereafter.

Registration.—There is one plan by which a not

unimportant increase of revenue might almost imme-

diately be obtained, and which is so little open to

objection that it might, in my opinion, be at once

adopted. It was suggested in 1879 by Mr. F. E.
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Cockerell, and consists in the development into a

source of revenue of the present system under which

fees are levied on the registration of documents. 1

Under the existing law affecting registration in

India, all written instruments are divided into two

classes,—those which must be registered, and those of

which the registration is optional.

It may be said generally that the first class com-

prises documents affecting immovable property, and

that the second includes all other documents. Fees

are levied on all instruments brought for registration.

When registration was in its infancy, it was necessary

to its success that it should be as cheap as possible, and

the system has hitherto been worked on the assumption

that it is not to be a source of revenue. It has now,

however, been for some sixteen years in common use

;

it has become thoroughly familiar to the people ; the

practice of registration has become almost everywhere

greatly developed, and there is no reason to fear that

a moderate enhancement of the fees now cliai

would check its progress. There lias been a general

agreement of opinion, on the part of the Local Gove

mentfl and officers who were consulted, that these fees

area most proper source of revenue, and a committee

of experienced officers, appointed to consider Mr.

Cockerel Ts proposals, reported in favour of them.

These proposals were, first, to abolish the limit of Rs.

100, below which value the registration of documents

affecting immovable property is not now compulse

and thus to enforce the registration of all documents

affecting such property; and. secondly, to raise the

fees for all registration, from two- lilt lis to one per

1 The following account of these plans is taken from Mr. Bti

note on taxation iu India, and very often in his own words,^
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cent, on the value of the property affected by the

registration.

As a financial measure, the first proposal has

little importance, but on administrative grounds it is

highly desirable that it should be adopted. It has

been proved by experience in India to be necessary to

provide for the authentication of all written instruments
;

every Local Government in India has supported the

proposal, and it can hardly be doubted that, apart from

financial considerations, it will before long be carried

out.

The second proposal, that the fees on all registra-

tions should be raised, is financially more important,

and there has been a general consent of opinion among
the authorities consulted that this measure might be

adopted without objection.

Mr. Bazett Colvin, who was President of the Com-
mittee of Enquiry into the subject, has stated, in the note

to which reference has been made, his reasons for

believing that we might obtain in this way a gross

annual revenue of about 700,000/., and, taking the

probable expenditure at about 200,000/., there would

be a clear gain to the treasury of say 500,000/. a year.

It is possible that this estimate would prove too high

at first, but, on the other hand, it is probable that it

would ultimately be exceeded. This is one of the best

suggestions yet made for adding to the revenue ; there

is complete evidence to show that it could be collected

without dissatisfaction, and that no important objection

of principle to it exists. In France, the revenue derived

from the registration of assurances amounts to upwards

of 18,000,000/. a year, and although any comparison

between the two countries would be absurd, there is

in some respects, and especially in the minute sub-divi-
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sion of property in land, an analogy between the social

circumstances of France and of British India, from

which instructive lessons may sometimes be drawn.

Succession Tax.—A form of new taxation frequently

talked about in India has been a succession tax ; but

the belief in its expediency and suitability for India

has been given up by every one who has studied it.

Little can be said regarding it which has not already

been said by Sir J. P. Grant, Sir Henry Maine, Mr.

Colvin, and others. 1 No machinery exists for collecting

such a tax in India. In England, a legacy and probate

duty is levied without difficulty, because all property

must pass at its owner's death into the hands of ex-

ecutors and administrators, who have no interest in

defrauding the State, and can be used as quasi-public

functionaries for the collection of the tax. Almost all

personal property in England takes the form of invest-

ments, which constitute a debt payable to the deceased

person's estate. The law has only to declare, as it

does, that no debt due to an estate can be discharged

except by payment to the deceased's personal represen-

tative, and the debtor's private interest is at once

enlisted on behalf of the public revenue. He will

not expose himself to loss by paying his debt into the

hands of any one but an executor or administrator.

In India these conditions are almost reversed. Per-

BOnal property seldom takes the form of investments.

Capital is laid out not in scrip, stock, insurances, &c,

1 See in particular (1) Sir J. P. Grant, in letter from Government of

Bengal to Government of India, dated May 29, 1860; (2) Memorandum on

succession duties, by Mr. .1. St rachey, dated October 10, 18' I mute

by Hon. li. S. Maine, dated AngWl 12. L897 ; (4) Note on the possibility

of further taxation in India, by Hon. B. YV. Colvin, 1880. Nearly all

that is here said regarding a succession tax is taken from these papers, often

in the words of their authors.
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but in cash, bullion, and precious stones ; nor is there

any possession of these by temporary representatives

through whom a duty can be collected. They pass, in

domestic secrecy, on their owner's death, into the hands

of his heirs, and are not even seen by anybody but

the persons interested. Sir Henry Maine's conclusion

was that ' no approach to fairness could be made in

the assessment of such a tax, unless the procedure

were made to the last degree inquisitorial.' This im-

possibility of justly assessing personalty is alone an

insuperable objection to a succession duty. Unless

personal property can be reached, it would be paid

almost exclusively by landed proprietors.

Another important argument against a succession

tax has been forcibly stated by Sir Henry Maine. It

has been said that a tax on inheritances is levied at a

time when its payment is little felt. This would not be

true in India. Joint ownership by families, clans, and

communities, still prevails largely. When a member of

such a community dies, his co-proprietors gain so far

as his requirements for personal expenditure go, but

lose by the produce of his labour. In a poor com-

munity his earnings usually exceed his expenses, and

thus a man's heirs are commonly made poorer instead

of richer by his death. The argument that a succession

duty is a well-timed tax, which is often untrue in Eng-

land, would be almost always so in India.

No form of direct taxation would be more unpopular

or more difficult to assess. One suggestion, however,

was made by Sir Henry Maine which still deserves con-

sideration. He said that, although a succession tax

was unsuitable for India generally, it might be practic-

able in Lower Bengal, where there is a nearer approach

than elsewhere in India to the English law of probate
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and administration, and a greater tendency to substitute

the individual for the family as the unit of ownership.

It must be added that the changes in the law of

probate and administration, now under the considera-

tion of the Legislature, may, in process of time, cause

important change in the present condition of things
;

better data than now exist for the assessment of per-

sonalty may become available, and a succession tax

may become, in many parts of India, a more suitable

tax than it would be at present.

Tobacco Tax.—Another tax which has been fre-

quently recommended for India is a tax on tobacco.

Everything seems at first sight to recommend tobacco

as a subject of taxation. It is not a necessary of life.

It is consumed by a very large proportion of the pop il-

lation, and the effect of a moderate duty would scarcely

be distinguishable among the fluctuations to which the

price of tobacco is constantly liable. Frequent atten-

tion has been given to this subject, and during Lord

Lytton's administration it was carefully reconsidered.

The same conclusion, however, has always been come
to, that the idea of raising a large revenue from this

source must be abandoned.

We may put aside, as impracticable, except under

the pressure of some financial catastrophe so great that

it would justify almost any experiment, the idea of

establishing a Government monopoly of the Bale of

tobacco throughout India. Such a monopoly might

doubtless, if it were possible, yield a large revenue,

perha]» 3,000,000/. or 4,000,000/. a year; but QO

proach lias hitherto been made to th<

scheme by which this could he done.

The only other plan that has hem seriously pro-

posed, and the only one which has seemed to offer any
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real chances of success, is to place a special tax on the

cultivation of the plant. This is by no means impos-

sible, but the objections and difficulties would be great.

The amount and value of the tobacco produced on

different soils varies so much, that a uniform rate on

cultivation, sufficiently high to be profitable, could

hardly be imposed without pressing very heavily on the

poorer soils, while differential rates of duty would afford

great facilities for corruption and fraud. The yield of

tobacco in Bengal is said to range from 1601bs. to

3,2001bs. per acre, and the cost of cultivation from

Es. 4| to Es. 50 per acre, while prices vary from Es. 2 to

Es. 22 per maund (821bs). It is another serious ob-

jection, that, although ultimately paid by the consumer,

the tax would have to be advanced in the first instance

by the producer. It would thus be levied in the most

inconvenient and objectionable way possible ; and con*

sidering the comparative poverty of the majority of the

Indian agricultural population, their ignorance, and

their general dependence on the money-lender, not only

would this payment in advance of a tax which they

had to recover from the consumer, be extremely dis-

tasteful, but there can be little doubt that a portion of

the impost, or an addition to it, would ultimately rest

upon them, and that they would be unable to pass on

the whole of the burden. All these objections would

be increased, in many parts of India, by the great

difficulty of preventing the introduction into the

markets of tobacco from Native States, or by other

methods of smuggling ; and to whatever extent tobacco

that had not paid duty might enter into general con-

sumption, the tax would to a corresponding extent

fall upon the producer, and would be irrecoverable from

the consumer. The same would probably happen

B B
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whenever accident of season or other cause might lead

to the total or partial loss of the crop upon which the

duty had been paid in advance ; for it would be hardly

possible, in practice, in most parts of India, to make
refunds of the duty on such grounds.

Another fact must not be forgotten. Tobacco is

almost universally consumed, and is looked upon as

almost a necessary of life. Whatever means were

adopted, the tax would only be largely productive if

it fell ultimately on the classes which form the great

mass of the community. It would be paid by the same

classes which now pay the salt tax ; and if it should

become necessary to increase the burdens which they

already bear, this object would be more easily and

economically gained, and with far less vexation to the

people, by increasing the existing tax upon salt than by

imposing a new tax upon tobacco. That any increase

in the rate of the salt tax would be one of the grea

possible mistakes, unless in most exceptional circum-

stances, and, on the other hand, that its present reduc-

tion would be financially a most desirable measure, has

been shown in another chapter.

Sugar Duty.—Another tax which has been suggested

is an excise duty upon sugar. ' If,' writes Mr. Colvin,

4
it should be desired to raise a considerable sum of

money by indirect taxation, an excise laid upon sugar,

accompanied by a corresponding import duty, would no

doubt supply it. There is, indeed, no other indirect

which, if levied at an equal rate, would bring in

such large returns. It would fall upon an article which

is perhaps more of a luxury than anything else that

generally consumed in this country. Moreover, it

would be a tax upon more than one luxury; for in

most, if not all parts of India, the tobacco that is
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smoked by the people is mixed with an equal weight

of sugar. Smokers, therefore, would pay a tax, which

would be equivalent to a tobacco tax, upon the sugar

which they consume in this form, in addition to the tax

levied from them for the sugar that they eat.' Mr.

Colvin thinks that we may assume, although the data

are very imperfect, that the total value of the sugar

consumed in British India in a year is about 20,000,000/.,

and an ad valorem duty of 5 per cent, would yield about

1,000,000/. of revenue. The average incidence of such

a tax would be less than three farthings per head of

the population. It has been suggested that it might

either be levied by a licence fee on the boiling pans,

or by a licence fee on sugar mills, or by an acreage

rate on cane cultivation and date groves.

This would be on the whole a better tax than one

on tobacco, but it would be very unwise to adopt

it without extreme necessity. It is unnecessary now
to discuss its merits and demerits ; it is obviously open

to nearly all the objections which have been urged to

a tax upon tobacco.

House Tax.—In theory, a house tax has much to

recommend it ; but it has been shown by experience

that among all Indian taxes there is perhaps no one

so universally unpopular as this. The following re-

marks are taken from Mr. Colvin's paper :

—

' A house tax in India is peculiarly open to the great objec-

tion which lies against direct taxation in all countries, viz. that

it cannot be fairly assessed. As the tax is at present levied,

it is assessed in one of two ways : either by a rate upon the

assumed rental or value of the house, or by one calculated

upon the supposed means of the house-owner. Now, in India,

there is no certain rental on which to base a calculation. A
house is built for occupation by its owner and his descend-

ants; hardly ever for the purpose of being let. Renting,

b b 2
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except in large towns, is unknown, and there is no recog-

nised letting value of buildings in other places. In the

absence of any actual rents, the assessors are driven to con-

jecture them. It is not to be expected that assessors, being

at liberty to guess, shoidd always care to guess fairly, and

much injustice is done, no doubt wilfully. Even when they

endeavour to be fair, the tax is not made palatable because its

assessment may be equitable. A native of this country can

never recognise any justice in an assessment so calculated.

He can understand, though he does not like, a tax that is cal-

culated on income, or one that is calculated upon actual expen-

diture ; but a tax reckoned upon his imaginary rental seems

to him to be neither one nor the other, but simply exaction. . . .

It might be supposed that the house itself would furnish no
bad indication of its owner's means. But in India, where men
do not at once change their houses with their fortunes, this is

not the case. It is notorious, on the contrary, that such a test

would be very delusive. A prosperous trader in this country

will often be content to occupy a mere cluster of sheds, whilst

an honourable, but ruined, family will continue to live in a

substantial house, built, by wealthier ancestors, long after it

has become much too large for their diminished means. . . .

Another important objection to a house tax is that, with all

its unpopularity, it would not produce much. It would, I have

no doubt, be found that the agriculturists must be exempt*

d

from it. They already contribute their fair share to the public

revenue; and though it might not be unjust, perh;i]>

impose a house tax on them, this tax could not, I am persua<]< <],

be levied from them without danger. ... If the tax did not

extend to the agricultural community, three-fifths of the whole

number of taxpayers would be exempted. The proceeds of

the tax would not be diminished in quite the same propoi t

as the rate of incidence would be less in the country than in

the towns ; but as much as one-third or one-half of the income

would probably be lost.'

Marriages.—It is unnecessary to discuss at length

the propriety of a tax upon marriages, though &

authorities have advocated it. on the .uremic] that it
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would produce a large revenue and that it might

check, to some extent, the excessive expenditure often

incurred on marriage ceremonies in India. Mr. Colvin

has clearly shown that such a tax could not yield much
revenue, except at the cost of extreme unpopularity

;

for to be profitable it must reach the masses of the

people. It has been calculated that it >would affect four

millions of families every year, and that it would affect

the entire population of the country, or thirty-six

millions of families, in the course of every nine years,

while three-fourths of it would be paid by the poorest

classes in the country. These figures are alone sufficient

to condemn the proposed tax.

Railway Traffic.—The only other tax which has been

suggested, which it is necessary to mention as a possible

source of imperial revenue, is a tax on railway fares

and freights, similar to that levied in France and some
other countries in Europe. In the existing circum-

stances of India, and considering that a large and

increasing proportion of the railways belong to the

State, this would be a questionable tax ; but there is

no doubt that it could be made to yield a considerable

sum, say 500,000Z. a year, and that it would be collected

without any difficulty, and almost without expense. In

the event of the complete abolition of all customs

duties, such a tax as this might in the future afford a

useful and equitable means of bringing the growing

trade of the country under contribution, in a form that

would be as little open to objection as any such tax

could be.

Miscellaneous.— Other taxes have been suggested

which might sometimes be levied without objection for

local or provincial purposes, and which might thus

be useful, but which, as general sources of imperial
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revenue, would financially be hardly worth imposing

or would not be otherwise suitable. Mr. Colvin has

noticed all the more important of them. Among them,

he mentions one tax which, under proper regulations,

would be open to no objection whatever,—a tax on

the privilege of carrying arms. Taxes on conveyances

and beasts of burden, taxes on retainers and servants,

taxes on betel-leaf or pan, and some others, might also,

in some provinces, be imposed without hardship or

serious unpopularity ; they would sometimes give useful

aid to provincial resources.

General Conclusions.—The general conclusions which

seem to be established are these : first, that the exist-

ing revenue is so prosperous, and its main sources so

certainly increasing in productiveness, that there is no

reason to suppose that recourse to new and untried

methods of taxation will become necessary ; secondly,

that there would be little difficulty, in case of necessity,

in almost immediately increasing the revenue, yielded

by existing and other taxes of a little objectionable

nature, to the extent of at least 2,000,000/. a year ; and

thirdly, that if a much larger sum than any which could

be provided by such means, or by the growth of exist-

ing revenues, should be required in consequence of

some great financial catastrophe, the income of the

State could certainly be increased by several millions a

year without injury to the country ; but that before

any measures were taken in such a view the whole

question of taxation in Bengal should be reconsidered,

with the object of placing on that province that fair

share of the public burdens which it now fails to bear.
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NOTE TO CHAPTER XIX.

Extract from a Resolution of the Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal, dated June 24, 1880.

The Durbhunga estates were taken over by the Court of

Wards on the death of the proprietor, Maharajah Maheswar

Sing, on October 20, 1860, and were released on September 25,

1879, when the present Maharajah, Luchmeshwar Sing, attained

his legal majority.

The estates comprise an area of about 2,410 square miles,

with a population of 750,000 souls, and are scattered over the

districts of Durbhunga, Mozufferpore, Bhagulpore, Purneah,

and Monghyr. The bulk of the population is rural and agri-

cultural ; the Hindus being to the Mahomedans in the ratio of

ten to one ; and, of the Hindus, one in every nineteen being a

high-caste Brahmin.

When the Court of Wards took charge in 1860, the con-

dition of the property seemed almost hopelessly bad. The late

Maharajah had left a daughter, Rajeshuree Daee, and two

minors sons, Luchmeshwar Sing and Rameshwar Sing, aged

respectively two years and under one year. The gross annual

rental of the estates was nominally Rs. 16,39,357 (163,000Z.)

and the Government revenue only Rs. 4,07,484 (40,000£.). But

the management had for years been left entirely in the hands

of underlings. All the villages were leased to farmers, most of

them relatives of the Raj servants, who had got their leases on

favourable terms. Others were outsiders, men of straw, who
had nominally undertaken to pay rents far above the value of

the lands, and who made what they could by rack-renting the

ryots and levying illegal cesses, without attempting to satisfy

the Raj demand. Security for payment was never taken from

the farmers. Pottahs and kabuliats l were seldom interchanged.

The correct rental of the villages was nowhere recorded.

Putwaris' 2 papers were seldom forthcoming. The outstanding

arrears of rent, at first unknown, proved to amount to Rs.

56,44,972 (564,000?.). There were other debts due to the

1 Leases and their counterparts.
2 Village accountants.
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estate, aggregating Rs. 3,37,775 (33,000?.). The debts due by

the Maharajah to creditors amounted to a crore of rupees, of

which the Court of Wards was compelled to admit Ks. 71,88,427

(718,000?.). The estates were destitute of roads and bridges.

The palace was neglected and in ruins ; its courtyards quag-

mires ; its environs a hopeless waste of jungle, pools, and filth.

Notoriously all the epidemics of the town took their rise in the

Rajbaree. There were no refuges for the sick ; no resting-

places for travellers ; not a school on the whole estate. No
reproductive works of any kind had anywhere been attempted.

On the surrender of the estate to the Maharajah last

year, all this had been changed. The rent-roll had been re-

adjusted; and although reductions of rental had been made
amounting to Rs. 5,92,323 (59,000?.), the gross rental (includ-

ing that of a few small properties purchased) was Ks. 21,61,885

(216,000?.). The outstanding arrears of rent due to the estate

were Rs. 18,51,397 (185,000?.) (less than a year's demand), of

which Rs. 14,51,664 (145,000?.) were good, and in process <>f

realisation. All debts had been paid off long ago. There

a cash balance in hand of Rs. 2,75,733 (27,000?.), besides

Government securities of the value of Rs. 38,54,500 (385,000?.).

Over 150 miles of road had been constructed and bridged (in

many places with screw-pile viaducts) ; upwards of 20,000 trees

had been planted along their sides. Feeder and village r<

had been made and improved. In Khurrukpore extensive irri-

gation works, securing that property against famine, had been

made and opened. A large bazaar had been built at Durbhunga,

including a handsome public serai.

In lieu of the ruinous system of farming leases, the whole

I e had been brought under direct management. Collections

made without friction or difficulty. The outlying zerat ' lands

had been equitably settled with indigo-planters, while those in

the vicinity of villages had been reserved for the ryote,

] »u t ting an end to the constant disputes between the factories

and the cultivators. Hundreds of small embankments, w:r

channels, tanks, and wells had been constructed from advances

made without interest to the tenants. Complete surveys had

1 Cultivated lands.
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been made of the greater part of the property, and a consider-

able area had been re-settled to the advantage both of the estate

and of the cultivators. Twenty vernacular schools had been

established by the Raj, educating 1,000 children, aid being at

the same time given to other educational institutions not

belonging to the estate. Three admirable hospitals were kept

up for the use of the tenantry, while assistance was also afforded

to six charitable dispensaries in various places near. Above all,

both the Maharajah and his brother had received a thorough

English education, were proficient in manly exercises and free

from the vices which are too often the ruin of native magnates.

The Maharajah had been trained to manage his own affairs and

to take a lively interest in the welfare of his people, while his

brother had been deemed fit for appointment to the Civil

Service of the province, in which he is now an assistant magis-

trate. They had both travelled over the greater part of Upper

India, and made the personal acquaintance of the Viceroy,

Lieutenant-Governor, and other high officers of State, as well

as of many native potentates, to all of whom they commended
themselves by their unassuming intelligence and gentlemanlike

demeanour.

During the incumbency of the Court of Wards, the ag-

gregate demand of rent due to the estate amounted to Rs.

4,26,79,578 (4,267,0002.). Of this, Rs. 3,54,66,458 (3,546,0002.)

or 83 per cent, was collected, and Rs. 55,39,610 (553,0002.)

remitted. The total receipts from all sources during the

management were Rs. 4,84,50,669 (4,845,0002.), and the total

disbursements Rs. 4,80,86,228 (4,808,0002.), of which Rs.

32,90,934 (329,0002.), or only 6*7 per cent, of the receipts,

represents the cost of management. Rs. 80,41,113 (804,0002.)

were expended in payment of Government revenue, and Rs.

31,98,000 (319,0002.), or 6*5 per cent, of the receipts, in the

allowances of the family, including social and religious cere-

monies.

The Lieutenant-Governor observes, however, with regret

that while the Court of Wards has done so much for the pro-

prietor of the estate, it is frankly admitted by the manager

that the condition of the Raj tenants is not generally prosperous.
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Many of them are said to be living merely from hand to mouth,

having suffered much from successive bad seasons. It is urged

that they would have been much worse off had it not been for

the good roads made, enabling them to take advantage of the

high prices of produce; the liberal remissions of rent in famine

years ; and free advances of money given without interest.

They have also, it is stated, been relieved of multifarious

illegal cesses, and from the unjust exactions of ticcadars Of

petty leaseholders, are more alive to their legal rights, and

less in debt than they were in former years. Granting all this,

there can, Sir Ashley Eden fears, be little doubt that the

cultivators on the Durbhunga estates are suffering from the

same causes which in long course of years have reduced the

peasantry of Behar generally to a lower level than that of the

ryots in Central and Eastern Bengal. There has been in years

gone by, under the Court of Wards, the same kind of rack-

renting, the same ignoring of ryot right, the same unwilling-

ness to recognise occupancy tenures, the same resort to illegal

distraint, that have been found and condemned in every

district of Behar. The traditions of the Court of Wards have

from the time of its institution been essentially proprietary.

The chief aim of its management in every estate has been to

make the most of the property for the benefit of the owner ;

and although it has, in its relations to the tenantry, 1

incontestably a better and a wiser landlord than the ordinary

run of native zemindars, it is only within the last few y
th.it anything has been done by it to improve directly the

position of the cultivators. The most important measure of

this kind in the Durbhunga estate, which has been actually

carried through to completion, has been the survey and set! la-

ment <>f Allapore. TJiis was, it may be said, forced upon the

Court by the report of the Special Commission which enquired

into the condition of the pergunnahs of Allapore and Nareedi-

gur, after the drought of 1875. It then appeared that ' a large

number of the tenantry had fled from their houses to avoid the

burden of debt due to enhanced rent which lay upon them too

heavily.' The re-settlement of the pergunnah under

supervision of Mr. Finucane, i .>., led to B re-adjustment of
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rents which, while affording considerable relief to over-assessed

ryots, actually led, by the discovery of lands concealed by the

putwaris and head ryots, to an increase of the Raj receipts.

Mr. Finucane has now nearly completed a cadastral survey of

the whole of the Tirhoot and Bhagulpore estates, and the

Maharajah has been allowed to retain his services to bring the

work finally to a close. But in these proceedings no attempt is

being made to revise the rates of rent. The Maharajah is left

to make his own arrangements for this at his own time. The
Lieutenant-Governor trusts that, in any action which the

Maharajah may take in this direction, he will remember that it

will be his wisest policy to endeavour to secure upon his estates

a substantial well-to-do tenantry, able to meet the ordinary

vicissitudes of season, self-respecting and jealous of their own
rights, while recognising and satisfying the just and moderate

demands of their landlord. In the long run it is far more
profitable to the landlord to leave in the hands of the

cultivators such a share in the profits of the soil as will

enable them to face even the worst season without actual

suffering, than to take from them all that they have, with the

certainty that enormous sums will have to be expended by him
in years of famine in maintaining the ryots on his estate. It

may be taken as certain that the Legislature must ere long

interfere for the protection of the Behar peasant against

arbitrary ejectment and undue exaction of rent; and those land-

lords will suffer least from the intervention of the State who
have themselves entered into equitable arrangements with

their tenants, and admitted of their own free will those

substantial rights which, under the old law and custom of

India, every resident cultivator undoubtedly had, and which

the frequent recurrence of famine among the poverty-stricken

population of Behar seems to make it a matter of imperial

necessity once more to revive. The Lieutenant-Governor,

from what he knows of the Maharajah, believes that he will

prove himself an active landlord. But he also believes him to

be an upright and benevolent landlord, strongly impressed with

a desire to improve the condition of the poorer classes residing

on his estate. It is hardly necessary to impress upon him that
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the best practical way in which he can do justice to his educa-

tion and responsibilities, and show his appreciation of the care

which has been bestowed by Government on him and on his

estate, will be by showing himself the friend and protector of

his ryots and by setting an example to the neighbouring land-

holders, and using his influence with them to bring about a

reform of the undoubted evils of the land system of Behar.
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The metallic currency of India was established on its

existing basis in 1835. It consists primarily of the

rupee weighing 180 grains, -J-^ths fine, and therefore

containing 165 grains of pure Silver ; with silver coins

of the same standard, representing the half rupee or

8 annas, the quarter or 4 annas, and the eighth or 2

annas. The rupee and half rupee are legal tender

for any amount, the other coins only for fractional

parts of the rupee. Silver is coined without limit, on

payment of a seignorage of 2 per cent., and, when
necessary, the cost of refining.
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The Copper coins in use are the half anna, quarter

anna, and one pie or the ^th part of the anna.

Copper is given and received by the public treasuries in

exchange for silver, in amounts of not less than Es. 2.

The currency law authorises Gold coins to be struck

at the Hints, but they are not legal tender, and are not

used as money. The coinage of gold has gradually

diminished during the last twenty or thirty years, and

has now virtually ceased. The authorised gold coins

are the Mohur or 15-rupee piece, weighing 180 grains,

-J^ths fine, and therefore equal in weight to the rupee
;

and corresponding coins to represent Es. 10 and Es. 5

The opinion has been expressed that gold money is

not used in India because the people prefer silver, by

reason of the small amount of their transactions. There

is, however, no real evidence of this, the fact being that,

for three quarters of a century at least, gold coin has

either not been a legal tender, or has been improperly

valued, so that either it could not come into circulation,

or could not remain in circulation, in competition with

the silver rupee, which has always been the standard

coin. Towards the end of the last century gold coins

circulated freely, with silver, in most parts of Bengal,

and about half the revenue was paid in gold. Forty

years ago gold coins were still to be found in use

in some of the districts of Madras. Gold, h<

everywhere gradually went out of circulation, and for a

great many years has, for all practical purposes, ceased

to be employed as money.

At various times gold coins have been received in

payment of Government demands, at varying rates, but

under the law of 1835 they ceased to be a legal tender.

After the great gold discoveries, on some tendency

appearing towards an accumulation of gold in the
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public treasuries, its acceptance was stopped ; but, witli

the subsequent recovery of the value of gold in relation

to silver, attempts were made to bring gold into use as

money, by the Government offering to accept the

sovereign at a specified rate, though not making it a

legal tender. The great fall in the relative value of

silver had, however, already begun, and these attempts

all failed from the undervaluing of the gold ; and coins

of this metal, though commonly procurable in small

quantities from the bankers, are used only for hoarding

or for export in foreign trade.

The paper currency of India is established on a

purely metallic basis. Notes are issued, by the Govern-

ment alone, at one or more offices in each province, in

exchange for current coin or bullion, a limited portion of

the amount thus received, Es. 60,000,000, being invested

in Government securities, and the rest retained in coin by

the currency department. The notes are convertible

into coin on demand at the office of issue, and at the

chief town of the presidency if issued elsewhere. The

circulation of notes is at present about fourteen or

fifteen millions.

During the last twelve years the gross imports of

bullion by sea have amounted in all to 30,463,988/. of

gold, and 80,804,579/. of silver ; or on the average

2,538,666/. of the former, and 6,733,715/. of the latter

yearly. The net imports, after deducting the exports

by sea, were 23,981,589/. of gold, and 61,811,392/. of

silver ; or at the average rate of 1,998,382/. of gold, and

5,150,949/. of silver yearly. The total value of the

silver coinage in the same period was 68,752,475/., or at

the rate of 5,729,373/. yearly. The net import of gold

since 1835 amounted in value to 107,991,012/. The

total amount of silver money coined since 1835 is
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somewhat more than 250,000,000/. sterling, and in-

cluding the old coinages the quantity in existence no

doubt exceeds that value ; but of course a large part of

this is hoarded.

The occasional excess of the coinage over the net

imports of silver, is doubtless in part due to hoarded

silver coin or bullion being brought to the Mint, and

partly to the recoining of worn or defaced coin, but it

is probably mainly caused by the export of newly coined

silver. During the last three years the average yearly

export of silver to Mauritius, Ceylon, and Aden, at

which places the rupee is the current coin, amounted

together to 812,277/., which more than accounts for the

excess in question during those years.

The import of silver into India, like that of any

other commodity, of course depends on the demand,

which in the nature of the case chiefly depends on the

requirements of the country for silver coin, either to be

hoarded or brought into active circulation. From the

obligatory nature of the Government remittances, the

sale in London of a large amount of bills on India,

drawn by the Secretary of State, is necessary, for in the

present state of things this is the only means of making

remittances on any considerable scale ; this comes to

much the same thing as offering rupees for sale, and a

competition is therefore established between the Sec

tary of State's bills and the silver bullion offered for sale

in the European market, the coining of which in India

is unrestricted. In these circumstances the exchange

value of the rupee bills of the Indian Government is

immediately, and almost solely, determined by the price

at which the holders of silver bullion are prepared to

sell it. After the adoption of a gold standard by

Germany, the coining of silver in Europe virtually ca
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to a standstill, and at present the United States and

India may be said to be the only two countries that coin

this metal, the former to a limited amount, by the State,

the latter without limit for all comers. The United

States being the great producer of silver, India affords

almost the only market for the metal on a large scale.

Hence the export of silver from India as a means of

remittance becomes impossible, and, as above said, the

government is driven to making its remittances by the

forced sale of its bills, the value of which is controlled

by the market price of silver, which again is depressed

by the present limited demand for coinage, and the

competition with the Secretary of State's bills, the

amount of which has been much increased during the

last few years. The great fall in the exchange which

has occurred, and the fluctuations which still take place,

have no important relation to variations of trade de-

mand ; and if the condition of the Indian currency

admitted of specie remittances the effect of those varia-

tions on the exchange would be insignificant, and could

never exceed in amount the cost of a bullion remittance

from India and of re-coinage in Europe.

There is a close connection between the amount of

the Secretary of State's bills and the excess of the

Indian exports over the imports. The value of the

excess exports indicates in fact the total amount which

India has to remit to foreign countries in discharge of

her various obligations to them ; those obligations con-

sisting chiefly of the payments to be made in England

on account of the Government, for the public services,

interest on debt, railway capital, and so forth ; and of

the savings and profits of foreigners employed or trading

in India. After setting off the value of the imports of

all descriptions against that of the exports, the differ-

c c
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ence must be paid to the Indian producer or his agents

in coin. The foreign exporter purchases bills on India,

or some other form of transferable security, with the

proceeds of the sale of the exports, from persons de-

siring to exchange rupees in India for sterling in

London, or for francs in Paris, and so forth. The bilk « «t

securities thus serve a double purpose—for the remit-

tances from India, and for the payments for the excess

exports. As the remittances are chiefly to England, it

is by bills sold in London that they are for the most

part made ; and, the Government being the principal

remitter, the bills are mainly those drawn by the

Secretary of State. The difference between the actual

sum realised by the sale of these bills, and their nominal

value, assuming the rupee to be equal to two shillings,

is what is spoken of as the loss by exchange on the

Secretary of State's remittances.

During the twelve years from 1857-58 to 1868-

69, inclusive, the aggregate excess of exports wa4

45,470,000/., the bills of the Secretary of State paid in

India having been 45,420,000/. In the following

years, the excess of exports having been 96,334,000/.,

the bills paid amounted to 66,865,000/. ; and in the last

years ending in 1880-81, the excess export- \

92,826,000/. and the bills 91,265,000/. For the whok
series of twenty-four years the average value of t he

cess exports was 9,776,000/., and the average of the

Secretary of State's bills has been 1,295,000/. yearly l<

The serious effect which the fall in the excha

value of the rupee has had on the finances of India

more than once been dwelt upon in the earlier chapt

of this book. The manner in which it affects the public

transactions and how it ifl dealt with in the public

accounts, will now be considered in more detail.
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The transactions of the Home treasury being neces-

sarily conducted and recorded in sterling, while those

of the Indian treasuries are necessarily in rupee cur-

rency, a system has to be settled for the combination

of the accounts. Even before the amalgamation of the

Home and Indian accounts, a head ' Loss by exchange,'

or its equivalent, had a place in the accounts between

the two countries to make allowance for the exchange

value of the rupee in taking credit for remittances

from India by the sale of bills, or adjusting payments

of various descriptions.

Until the Mutiny in 1857 the bills on India never

amounted to so much as 4,000,000/. in any year ; the

deposits of guaranteed railway capital between 1850

and 1870 contributed on an average about 4,000,000/.

yearly to the Home treasury, and the transactions with

the companies were regulated by an arbitrary rate of

exchange fixed under the contracts ; after the Mutiny

recourse was had to borrowing on a large scale in

London, and the bills up to 1870 only once exceeded

7,000,000/. Up to this time also the exchange value

of the rupee had hardly fallen below Is. 10^d. The

loss by exchange, therefore, had not become of very

material importance, and the divergence of the amount

of the Home charges reckoned in sterling, from their

true amount converted into rupees at the actual rate of

exchange, attracted no particular attention. It was in

these circumstances that the system of combining the

Home and Indian accounts, on the conventional basis

of treating ten rupees as equal to 1/., and correcting

the discrepancy by the adjusting entry c Loss by ex-

change,' was adopted almost without discussion, and

the practice of stating Indian revenues and expenditure

o c 2
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in conventional pounds sterling at this rate of exchange

tacitly grew up.

The rapid and serious fall in the gold value of silver

after 1870, followed by the corresponding fall in the

exchange value of the rupee in relation to sterling

currency, led to a great change in the magnitude and

importance of the 'Loss by exchange' ; and the ques-

tion was raised by the Government of India in 1877, in

which year this charge appears as more than 2,000,000/.,

whether it would not be desirable to show the whole of

the accounts in rupee currency, that being the true

standard of value for India, and to convert the Home
transactions into rupees at the actual exchange of the

day.

It is obvious that under the present practice of

combining amounts in rupees with others in sterling,

at the conventional exchange of ten rupees to the

pound, no charge which is not incurred either wholly

in England or wholly in India will be correctly stated,

and the amounts so combined cannot represent any

precise facts. For instance, a bridge for which iron-

work was procured from England at a cost of 10,000/.,

while the Indian expenditure was 120,000 nip
would appear in the accounts as having cost 22,000/.

1 1 the actual exchange when the iron was bought \

Sd. per rupee, its true cost would have been 120,000

rupees, and 1 he whole cost of the bridge 240,000 rupees.

The Publk Works' accounts, however, would only show

:harge of 22,000/., the remaining 2,000/. (20,000

rupees) being included under the general adjust]

head, 'Loss by exchange/ and there left undistinguis]

Another practical illustration of the confusion likely

t<» arise from this system may be Found in th<

QienU made ;i< to the cost of the Afghan war, and the
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share of it to be borne by England. Excluding the

frontier railways, which were not taken into account

for this purpose, the net cost of the war appears in the

Indian accounts as 18,748,300/., while the English con-

tribution of one-third is 5,000,000/. This discrepancy is

accounted for by the circumstance that the former sum

is stated in conventional currency, which at the actual

rate of exchange for the time, Is. Sd. per rupee, is re-

duced to 15,623,588/. in true sterling, in which currency

the contribution paid by England is of course stated.

Thus the cost of the war might at one time be said to

be 18,000,000/. and at another 15,000,000/., both sets

of figures in fact representing the same amount.

But notwithstanding these defects and the acknow-

ledged want of precision in the present system, it has

been ruled by the Secretary of State that the proposed

change was not desirable and should not be made. It

was argued, that the conversion of the Home accounts

into rupee currency would be very troublesome, if a

varying rate of exchange were taken, and if an average

rate were used, true precision would still not be attained.

Further, it was considered that the results on the pro-

posed plan would also in their turn be misleading, as

they would give to fluctuations in the rupee equivalents

of sterling payments, which are solely dependent on

variations in the rate of exchange, a false appearance of

reality, and would otherwise render comparisons with

former years difficult or impossible.

The sterling payments made in England, it was

urged, are not determined in relation to a scale of

values fixed in rupees, and it was hence argued that

for purposes of general financial control, which are

those mainly sought to be facilitated by the combined

statements of revenue and expenditure, the ready and
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clear exhibition of the actual transactions is more

important than any account modified and complicated

by the introduction of entries arising from loss or gain

by exchange, which are contingent on circumstances in

no way dependent on the administrative control of the

actual expenditure.

Moreover, there is an inherent essential difference

of character between charges such as these and all

other items of expenditure in return for which some

service has been performed, or advantage obtained.

The loss by exchange is a contingency of the Indian

currency being based on a silver standard ; the causes

which influence it are altogether independent of the

nature of the services in connection with which it arises

;

and to combine it with the cost of those services might

lead to serious and objectionable misconceptions. For

such reasons the conventional system of treating the

pound sterling as equivalent to ten rupees has been

retained, and the necessary adjustment in the accounts

is made in one sum, by a single entry under the head

'Loss by exchange,' instead of being distributed over the

separate heads of service affected. The charge is thus

treated as incidental to the administration generally,

and not as falling on any particular branch or portion

of the public outlay.

The combination of the accounts by the conversion

of the Indian rupee transactions into sterling values

the current rates of exchange has not been seriously

advocated by any one; and, without disputing that

there may be sufficient justification for maintaining the

present bastard system, it is hardly open to question

that the currency of India should be made the basis on

which the accounts of that country are stated, and that

the more completely this is accomplished the better.
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It has already been noticed, and the fact is indeed

obvious, that the ' Loss by exchange ' arises immedi-

ately in connection with the Home receipts and disburse-

ments, which for the purposes of the present explana-

tions may be grouped as those relating to the Indian

Government and its officers, the British Government,

and the railway companies.

The main element of the ' Loss by exchange ' is, as

before said, the difference between the actual sterling

value realised by the sale of the Secretary of State's

rupee bills, and their conventional value at the rate of 2s.

It has been said, and truly, that it is an error to regard

the whole of this difference as an absolute loss. In fact,

there is no absolute standard by which to estimate gain

or loss in transactions such as these. The Indian

Government correctly describes the entry in the ac-

counts under ' Loss by exchange ' as an adjusting entry.

All that can be said as to loss being involved, or other-

wise, is comparative. Compared with the rate of ex-

change that prevailed twenty years ago, 2s. 2d., there

is a present loss at Is. 7'8d. of more than 6d. in the

rupee ; but in that year (1881) hardly any bills were sold.

From 1863-1866 the rate was Ad. better than now, and

it was not till 1872-73 that it fell to only M. better,

in that year bills having been sold to the value of

15,000,000/. It is probable, therefore, that if the gold

value of silver had returned to 6s. per ounce, as it was

in 1872-73, the loss on the Secretary of State's bills in

1880-81 (15,400,000/.) would not have exceeded l\d.

per rupee, and the advantage to the Indian treasury

would have been nearly 2,500,000/. As the bills in the

future are more likely to exceed than to fall short of

16,000,000/., the amount which India may fairly be said
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to be losing at present by the fall in the value of silver

is rather more than 2,500,000/. yearly.

The transactions between the British Government

and India, in respect to payments made for the former

in India, are adjusted al a rate fixed before the begin-

ning of each year, by arrangement with the Treasury,

based on the value of silver, and the selling price of the

Secretary of State's bills at the time. On these adjust-

ments, which generally involve a sterling payment in

England, the advantage appears on the side of India,

as a gain by exchange. This same rate is commonly

applied for settling accounts of officers' pay and the

like. The amount at stake in these transactions is not

important.

The guaranteed railway transactions are much
larger. The old contracts provided that the rate of

exchange for adjusting the accounts between India and

England should be Is. lOd. per rupee during their

entire continuance. The effect of this agreement was

certainly not foreseen.

Its operation in respect to the capital accounts

began by causing an apparent loss by exchange of 2c?.

per rupee, which was charged in the Indian accounts

on the whole amount remitted to India by the Secretary

of State for the companies ; this having been about

50,000,000/., the total loss by exchange would be

y'yth part, or about 4,500,000/. But this loss can only

be regarded as having been real to whatever extent the

actual exchange was better than Is. i(W. It

therefore an effective charge till 1874-75, from which

time, the exchange having been worse than 1*. 10A,

the remittances for the railways to India have been

really profitable, though still appearing as a nominal

loss.
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For some years past, however, most of the com-

panies have been paying back to the Government in

India sums on capital account, obtained chiefly by the

sale of stores paid for from capital, or by their transfer

to the revenue account ; these payments are credited at

the rate of Is. lOd. per rupee, and the Government

nominally gains 2d. in the rupee, which appears accord-

ingly as ' Gain by exchange.' But this gain is not real

unless the actual exchange is above Is. lOd. ; and, in

fact, these transactions at present really involve a loss,

leading as they do to the companies receiving sterling

credits in London at the rate of Is. lOd. on account of

rupee receipts in India, which the Secretary of State

can only remit at Is. 8d. or less.

The revenue accounts lead to different results. The

companies obtain credit for their ' net traffic ' receipts at

the rate of Is. 10d., so that on the accounts the Govern-

ment gains 2d. in the rupee on their whole amount.

Up to the end of 1879 the net traffic receipts thus dealt

with had aggregated rather more than 50,000,000/.,

so that the gain by exchange in this direction had at

that time nearly balanced the loss on the capital

remittances. The gain on the revenue receipts until

1879-80 was deducted from their actual amount, and

was shown as ' Gain by exchange,' as stated in Chapter

VII. This procedure has been recognised to be in-

accurate. In the accounts with the companies the net

rupee receipts are rightly shown at the exchange of

Is. lOd. ; but in the public accounts the actual sums

received in rupee currency should be shown without

deduction ; and since 1879-80 this system has been

adopted. Thus the railway income now appears rela-

tively larger than before, and the gain by exchange to

the same extent less, or the loss so much more,
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There has been another recent change of practice

which has led to a more correct way of treating the

home expenditure of the railway companies on revenue

account. Heretofore the funds to meet this outlay

were supplied by the Secretary of State from the capital

deposits, and the transfer in account was made at the

contract rate ; whereby, after the actual exchange fell

below the contract rate, the Government has borne a

loss which was not required by the contracts. The

adjustments are now made at the actual rate of ex-

change, by which a sum of about 123,000/. was saved

in 1879-80.

It is a necessary consequence of the manner in

which the loss by exchange is treated in the public

accounts—it being, as already explained, dealt with

altogether apart from the effective expenditure under

the various heads of service—that the accounts give no

indication of the real extent to which the railway

transactions influence the charge under 'Loss by ex-

change.
1 The complicated adjustments that have been

explained have reference only to the remittance opera-

tions, which under the contracts are undertaken by the

Secretary of State for the companies, and do not in-

fluence the financial results of the working of the

railways, so far as these appear in the public accounts.

It was, however, before noticed, and it may here be

repeated, that the railway obligations probably cause

at least one-third of the whole loss by exchange, and

that this share of the burden is now little less than

1,000,000/. yearly.

The general result of the exchange adjustments for

1879-80 is shown below, and will indicate the main

features of the charge under this head ;

—
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Loss by exchange on Secretary of

State's bills, being the difference

between 2s. per rupee and the

actual rate of sale

Loss on gold remittances

Total loss on remittances

Loss on miscellaneous transactions .

Gain on „ „

£38,572

110,345

£3,088,190

120,221

3,208,411

Net gain .

Gain on railway capital

Gain on railway revenue

Total gain

71,773

87,215

123,020
282,008

Net loss . £2,926,403

It should be understood that what is here described

as gain is, in fact, no more than the refund of the loss

arising on payments made by the Secretary of State on

account of other parties.

Whatever may be the real economical effect on

India of the burden thus caused, on which point more

will be said hereafter, it is an obvious fact that it has

led to the necessity for maintaining the taxation of the

people of India at an amount at least 2,500,000/. more

than would have sufficed if the exchange value of the

rupee had remained as it was nine or ten years ago.

It may confidently be affirmed that if it had not been

for the fall in the value of silver, no additional taxation

would have been thought necessary in 1877, no diffi-

culties would have arisen in removing the cotton duties

when the necessity for that step was first admitted, and

that apart from this fall not only those duties, but the

whole of the customs duties, could have been removed,

and the financial position of the country would still

have been better than it now actually is. This state-

ment will show how great a practical misfortune the

recent alteration in the value of gold and silver has

been to India. The evil has come in a form which
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placed it wholly out of the power of the Indian Govern-

ment either to foresee or to avert, and leaves the future

open to the gravest doubt and anxiety. Measures of

improvement which the otherwise thoroughly satis-

factory condition of the finances would reasonably

suggest, must be regarded as more or less hazardous,

and progress will inevitably be much retarded, not only

in respect to the action of the Government, but in all

directions, so long as the existing state of uncertainty

as to the future of the Indian currency continues.

There is some difficulty in tracing the effects of the

change in the value of silver in relation to gold on

Indian interests other than those which appear on the

surface ; namely the increased taxation, the uncertainty

as to the result of all permanent investments in India in

the future, and the serious injury to those who have in-

vested in former years, or who are dependent on Indian

sources of income payable out of the country. It is of

course apparent that these evils arise from the sudden

actual or possible fall in the exchange value of the

rupee, not from any particular rate of exchange being in

itself desirable or better than any other. What is

required for the future is fixity in relation to the Lf<»ld

currency of England, though obviously the injury in-

flicted in relation to the past can never be fully

remedied, nor even partially, unless there is a substan-

tial return to the old relations of value.

There is hardly room to doubt thai the foreign

trade of India has been stimulated by the increase in

the value of gold, which has almost certainly accom-

panied the depreciation of silver where that metal lias

ceased to be coined. There is at present no evidei

that the purchasing power of the raped in India has

been injuriously affected, and it is reasonable to suppose
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that under the actual conditions of Indian trade its

volume has been increased by the increase of the silver

value of the gold employed in the foreign trade. Ap-

proximately this increase of value will be represented

by the loss by exchange on the remittances required to

settle the trade accounts of India, and may therefore be

reckoned at 2,500,000/. or 3,000,000/. sterling. Con-

trary to what is commonly taught by economists as to

the consequences of such a condition of trade, there is

no evidence from the returns of any special improve-

ment of the exports as compared to the imports, and it

is therefore probable that the import and export trades

are to so great an extent interdependent that the

advantage is distributed between them.

If this view be correct, the trade of India at the

present time may be regarded as being carried on with

the stimulus of a bounty of some 3,000,000/. yearly, or

about 2 \ per cent, on its total value, supplied by general

taxation, and rendered necessary by the currency of

India being based on a silver instead of a gold standard.

The same conclusions might be otherwise stated as

follows. By reason of the relative higher value of gold,

India is now required to export a larger quantity of mer-

chandise than formerly to discharge her foreign obliga-

tions. This increased quantity of exports corresponds

in value to the ' Loss by exchange ' on the Indian re-

mittances, and, so far as this loss has to be met by

the Government, it of course falls on the taxpayer. The

export trade is therefore increased by this amount at

the cost of the general revenues. Should any change of

circumstances arise by which the exchange value of the

rupee were raised to its old amount, the revenues

would gain by the amount of the present loss by ex-

change to the disadvantage of the traders ; and it
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would seem that the most appropriate way of dealing

with the improved financial position, which would then

admit of a large reduction of taxation, would be as far

as possible to apply it to the removal of general burdens

on trade, such for instance as the customs duties. The

interests of trade would thus be best compensated for

any injury caused by a sudden change of the conditions

under which it had lately been conducted.

Speaking generally, the financial difficulties, or, as

they may almost be called, dangers, which have now
been discussed, are wholly due to the want of uniformity

in the standards of value in England and India. The

vast transactions between the two countries are dis-

organised by the difference of standard, causing very

great and constant administrative difficulty and anxiety

to the Government, and almost more serious injury to

private interests, with extreme and undeserved hard-

ship to the large and meritorious class of European

officials. The position, in truth, is hardly less irrational

than it would be to maintain a silver standard of value

in Scotland or Ireland, with a gold standard in Eng-

land. That there is a difficulty to be overcome in sn im-

plying the remedy is not to be disputed, but this is

no soi t of justification for refusing to supply it. The

responsibility for the present state of things rests with

the British Government, India, which is the real sufferer,

not being allowed to help herself. It is beyond belief

that any independent government would tolerate the

continuance of such a state of affairs, and that India

has so long been compelled to bear it is wholly the

result of her dependence on England.

It would be beyond the scope of this work to enter

at length on a discussion of the bed means of obtaining

the uniformity of standard between the currency of
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India and that of England which is certainly necessary.

The authors, however, find no difficulty in adopting the

conclusion that the best, and only complete remedy,

would be in the acceptance by India of bimetallism, as it

is now commonly understood ; and that, if England were

so disposed, the means of accomplishing this might be

found without sacrificing the single gold standard which

she has adopted for herself. The evils that have arisen

in connection with the fall in the value of silver are

essentially due to the want of proper harmony between

the standards of value of different nations, and those

evils have specially affected India on account of

the peculiar divergence of her monometallic silver

standard currency from the currencies of all other civi-

lised countries, these having more or less completely

adopted a gold standard. The remedy for these evils

should therefore be sought in an international agree-

ment that shall establish the requisite harmony, which

is equally important to all nations.

If, from whatever cause, such a solution of the diffi-

culty is not attainable, then it would only remain for

India to protect herself, which she should do by making

such a change in her currency law as would give her a

gold standard of value in place of the present silver

standard. How this should be arranged in detail could

only be usefully considered with reference to the exact

circumstances at the moment, after the decision had

been arrived at that it was necessary actually to

apply remedial measures. But attention may be

drawn to the fact before noticed, that during the last

twelve years the imports of gold into India have been as

much as 30,000,000/. sterling, or nearly three-tenths of

the whole bullion imports ; and as during the last forty-

six years the total net imports of gold have been very
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nearly 108,000,000/., the conclusion is suggested that

if gold were required for currency purposes in India it

might probably be obtained within the country itself, in

sufficient quantity for present use, and that, by the

introduction of a gold coinage on a sound basis, the

available volume of gold money in the world might be

considerably increased instead of being diminished.



CHAPTEE XXI.

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS OF PUBLIC WORKS AND FINANCE.

FURTHER EXTENSION OP RAILWAYS ESSENTIAL—PRESENT POLICY OP GO-

VERNMENT TO FAVOUR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE— OBJECTIONS TO STATE

ACTION CONSIDERED—MR. MILL'S OPINION—ITS APPLICATION TO INDIA

—

IMPORTANCE OP ESTABLISHING LOCAL AND NATIONAL OWNERSHIP OF

RAILWAYS—REGULATION OF MONOPOLIES—AGENCY OF COMPANIES HOW
FAR EXPEDIENT—OBJECTIONS TO SYSTEM OF GUARANTEE—STATE WORKING
NOT DE8IRABLE—LOCAL MANAGEMENT IMPORTANT—OBJECTIONS TO BOR-

ROWING FOR PUBLIC WORKS—THEIR INCONCLUSIVE NATURE—REASONS

FOR NOT THROWING ENTIRE COST ON REVENUES—CONSIDERATIONS WHICH
SHOULD DETERMINE DISCHARGE OF DEBT—NECESSITY FOR ECONOMICAL

CONSTRUCTION—NEEDLESS COMPLICATION OF EXISTING RULES F«R UNDER-
TAKING PUBLIC WORKS—ECONOMY NOT SECURED BY RESTRICTIONS ONLY

—

PROVINCIAL RESPONSIBILITY DESIRABLE—IMPORTANCE TO REVENUE OF

INCOME FROM RAILWAYS—CHECK OF PUBLIC OPINION ON PROVINCIAL

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION SUGGESTED—NECESSITY FOR MORE EQUITABLE

ADJUSTMENT OF TAXATION—RISK OF REACTION AGAINST RECENT MEASURES

—IMPORTANCE OF REMISSION OF IMPOSTS ON COMMERCE—CONCLUSION.

The principal object with which the preceding chapters

have been written is to supply an account of the actual

financial position of India, and of the results of the

public works policy followed during the last twelve

years ; but discussions of the principles on which the

action of the Government has been based have often

necessarily formed a part of the narrative, and it ap-

pears desirable, in some cases, to extend the examina-

tion into those principles, with more special reference

to the course to be followed in the future.

The recent remarkable progress of India, which
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has been placed beyond every reasonable doubt, may
without hesitation be traced up to the natural produc-

tive powers of the . country, for the development of

which greatly increased facilities have been given by

the extension of railways and the cheap transport they

afford ; and it is indisputable that there is still a wide

scope for further progress, through the continued de-

velopment of the internal means of communication,

and the general amelioration of the administration.

Although much has already been done, and with

very great advantage to the country, there remains

nevertheless more which is urgently needed for the

protection of the people against famine and the results

of drought, altogether apart from any question of

merely adding to the wealth of the community.

Competent Indian opinion has long ceased to be

divided on this point, and whatever differences e

relate to the manner of accomplishing the object, not

to the object to be accomplished. The views of the

Famine Commission,1 which have virtually been ac-

cepted by all authorities in India, including the Su-

preme Government, are thus expressed:

—

1 Until the whole country is more completely sup-

plied with railways or canals by which food can be

transported rapidly, cheaply, and in large quantities to

every part where severe want may exist, the possibility

of some unusual demand for Government interfere

in particular localities, or for special classes of people,

cannot be abut out, nor the danger of the occurrence of

i-eat calamity altogether removed. It is, therefore,

to the improvement of the internal communications and

the removal of all obstructions to the free con

trade, accompanied by the extension of irrigation in

1 See Report, Part I. par. 166.
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suitable localities and an improved agriculture, that we
look for obtaining security in the future against dis-

astrous failures of the food supply in tracts visited by

drought.'

The Famine Commissioners have estimated the length

of railway which might suffice to meet the require-

ments of the country in the above sense at 20,000

miles, of which about 10,000 miles already exist or

are in progress, and 10,000 miles are needed ; and they

consider it probable that less than one half of the length

above named, or 5,000 miles, in addition to the existing

lines, would go far to remove all future risk of serious

difficulty. Nor will any smaller scale of construction

commend itself to any one who carefully considers the

facts of the case. In respect to irrigation works also,

there are still large areas liable to utter devastation by

drought, which could certainly be protected with great

direct profit to the agricultural community, and ulti-

mate full return to the State ; and no single year has

passed since the great calamities of 1876-77 without

giving additional evidence of the absolute necessity of

doing all that is possible to extend irrigation.

This is no time to cry ' Eest and be thankful.'

Year after year runs silently by, and the fatal term will

only too soon be reached when another terrible cata-

strophe will suddenly arise, though exactly where and

when we know not. It is in the intervals of prosperity

which are granted to us that we must prepare for the

inevitable future ; and if the lessons of the past still con-

tinue to be neglected, the responsibility for the conse-

quences will rest upon those who, having the power to

avert them, have failed to do so. For any hesitation

or delay in carrying out the works which alone can

give the country the protection it requires, there is no

d d 3
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•valid argument to be found either in the probability

of their causing financial difficulty, or in their insuffi-

ciency for meeting the end in view. So far from this

being the case, judicious expenditure on these works

will certainly supply the only assured means of pre-

venting frightful mortality and ruin, and of avoiding

the future waste of millions on ineffectual famine relief

with no corresponding permanent benefit to the country ;

and such works, while thus affording protection in time

of difficulty, will constantly increase the resources of

the people and render them more and more capable of

resisting pressure when it arises. Past experience, both

in what we have done and what we have left undone,

points to these conclusions.

The practical point for consideration, therefor

simply, how the means should be obtained for carrying

out these essential works. Should we continue in the

course adopted with complete success till lately, or

should the former policy be given up and a new de-

parture taken? The Government, it would appear,

has within the last year come to the conclusion that, so

far as railway construction is concerned, a change

should be made, that the restrictions which have

.dually been imposed on the prosecution of tl

works with borrowed money should be increased, and

tliat what is termed private enterprise should hence-

forth be principally looked to for what is required.

This decision is one of the gravest importance to India,

and the question to which it is designed to give a prac-

tical answer calls for the most serious consideration.

To clear the ground certain preliminary matters

call for attention. First, it is evident thai India must

long continue to look to this country for most <>f the

capital by means of which her progress is to red,
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and, this being the case, we must be prepared to find

that the profits earned on that capital will be remitted

to England. As such investments of capital increase

in amount, these remittances must go on increasing

also ; their growth will, it is true, indicate growing

wealth in India, and not, as has often been asserted, a

drain of wealth from India ; but it must not be over-

looked that it would certainly be far better for India if

these works of improvement could be carried out with

Indian capital, so that they should be wholly national,

their management being conducted in India, and the

whole of their profits retained in India, including the

return on the capital as well as the profits derived by

the community from their use. In considering this

subject we are bound to place ourselves in the point of

view of a national Indian government, and not of the

English capitalist. Though we should not hesitate, if

no alternative were left to us, to accept the works sub-

ject to the disadvantage of the whole or greater part

of the direct profits being drawn away to England, and

the chief management placed there, yet if it be possible

to secure for India the entire income from the invest-

ment of the capital expended on its railways, and the

complete control over them, we are certainly bound to

do it.

Now experience has established beyond dispute that

it is within our power both to construct and work rail-

ways economically through State agency ; and without

attempting to discuss such a question as the relative

excellence or economy of management by the State and

by a company, it may without hesitation be said that in

the case of lines yielding a profit (to which alone this

argument is applicable), the amount which would be

carried out of the country by a company of foreign
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capitalists, including as it would both interest on capi-

tal and profits, must be greater than the charge incurred

under Government management, which would consist of

interest only, since the profits, even if smaller, would

all remain in India.

In the financial interests of India, therefore, it will

priHid facie be better for the State to become the owner

of the railways, undertaking their construction with

money borrowed at the low rate of interest which its

credit permits, and receiving the excess of the profits

over that interest, instead of allowing those profits to

enrich foreign capitalists. To whatever extent the

profits are retained by the State for the necessary

charges of the public administration, there must be a

corresponding diminution in the burdens placed upon

the people.

This, of course, applies only to works that are pro-

fitable. But it may be confidently said that private

capitalists will not undertake any railway in India

unless the conditions are such as to render it certain

tli at the profits will exceed the interest which would

have been paid on the borrowed capital, if the line had

been undertaken by the State, or would even suffice

to pay off the capital debt within a moderate time.

Further it must be remembered that to complete the

railways which are admitted to be necessary for the

safety of the country, many lines must be undertaken

the profits of which will be small and the growth of the

traffic slow, or which may be finally unremunerative

when considered simply as investments. If, therefore,

we give up the whole of the profitable lines to prii

enterprise, the burden of constructing the unprofitable

cues will fall on the State without that set-off which

could otherwise be secured; and the difficulties of the
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situation would be aggravated, as has often been pointed

out, by the discredit thus thrown on the State by its

management of lines necessarily unproductive, compared

with the management by the companies of lines as

necessarily productive.

The foregoing argument goes far to show that the

intervention of companies of foreign capitalists must in

every case lead to an increase of charge on the country
;

and as it is a self-evident proposition that the duty of

the Government requires it to do all in its power to

provide India with railways at the least possible cost,

the adoption of the more costly in preference to the

cheaper system would demand some preponderating

obligation to justify it.

The policy which has been followed for the last ten

years has been opposed on various grounds. First, it

is argued that it is beyond the proper function of the

Government to undertake such works as railways, which

should be left wholly to private enterprise ; and further,

that the evils of borrowing the requisite sums are so

great, that it will be preferable either to leave the

country, for a time at least, without railways, or to accept

the necessary additional cost of employing companies.

The first of these objections, it is true, has not been

put forward openly or unconditionally in the official

discussions on the policy of public works construction

in India, but it is incontestable that it has largely in-

fluenced the latest conclusions. All arguments on

this subject adduced by Indian officials would doubt-

less be discredited, and fail to convince persons who,

being ignorant of India, its wants, and capacities, insist

on conducting its affairs on the model of England, and

applying economical and political maxims suited to one

of the most artificial, advanced, and wealthy com-
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munities in the world, to a totally different condition of

society. The matured opinions of one who was certainly

among the ablest advocates of rational freedom and the

foremost opponents of the undue extension of Govern-

ment action, will, however, have a force of authority

which must command attention and respect.

6 In the particular circumstances of a given age or

nation,' says Mr. John Mill,
1

' there is scarcely anything,

really important to the general interest, which it may
not be desirable, or even necessary, that the Government

should take upon itself, not because private individuals

cannot effectually perform it, but because they will not.

At some towns and places there will be no roads, docks,

harbours, canals, works of irrigation, hospitals, schools,

colleges, printing presses, unless the Government

establishes them ; the public being either too poor to

command the necessary resources, or too little advanced

in intelligence to appreciate the ends, or not sufficiently

practised in conjoint action to be capable of the means.

This is true, more or less, of all countries inured to

despotism, and particularly to those in which there is a

very wide distance in civilisation between the people

and the Government : as in those which have been con-

quered and are retained in subjection by a more ener-

getic and more cultivated people. In many parts of the

world, the people can do nothing for themselves which

requires large means and combined action ; all such

things are left undone, unless done by the State. In

these cases, the mode in which the Government can most

surely demonstrate the sincerity with which it intends

the greatest good of its subjects, is by doing the things

which are made incumbent on it by the helplessness of

the public, in such a manner as shall tend not to in-

1 Political Economy, vol. ii. 4th ed. p. 675.
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crease and perpetuate, but to correct, that helpless-

ness.'

It is obvious that these opinions were specially

directed to the actual condition of India, with the ad-

ministration of which Mr. Mill had been connected for

a great part of his life ; their wisdom is beyond dispute,

and it would be impossible to say anything more to

the point.

The full acceptance of Mr. Mill's principles, when

applied to the case of India, leads immediately to the

conclusion that progress should be sought by the

application of the superior knowledge and resources of

the State, but in such a manner as gradually to accustom

the people to manage their own affairs, and to entrust

them with such management as soon and as far as it is

practicable. This holds true in dealing with economical

as well as with political matters. * To speak of the

operations of foreign capitalists in India as though they

were identical with the spontaneous working of what is

commonly described as private enterprise in our own
country, is a manifest confusion of thought, and every

argument based on such an assumption necessarily

involves a serious fallacy. The intervention of great

companies of foreign capitalists, having their seat of

business out of the country, differs little, indeed, in its

ultimate effects, from the establishment of a strong

foreign despotism, j

Mr. Mill very truly implies that the proper course

to follow in matters such as these must depend on cir-

cumstances of time and place and other varying condi-

tions peculiar to each case ; and it is not intended in

what is said above to lay down any absolute or invari-

able rule of action. Circumstances formerly led, almost

unavoidably, to the general employment for railway
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construction of companies of British capitalists, consti-

tuted and managed in England ; and it may still be

found desirable to make use of companies, though under

modified conditions. But it is the duty of the State

when accepting this form of agency to provide the

means of eventually replacing it by a truly local and

national system, without undue cost to the public ; and

to secure at the same time for India the greatest practic-

able share of the profits, the whole of which are ulti-

mately derived from the industry of the people of India

and the natural resources of their country. The true

interests of India demand that foreign enterprise should

be regarded as a temporary and not as a permanent

resource ; and so far as it is necessary or expedient to

accept such aid, this condition should never be lost

sight of. Even in the case of a company which asks

for no pecuniary assistance whatever from the State,

or which exclusively employs national capital, the

mere fact of authorising it to undertake such a work

as a railway, places it under obligations to the com-

munity which the Government is bound to enforce.

On this point also the authority of Mr. Mill 1 may be

adduced.
4 In many analogous cases,' he says, ' which it is best

to resign to voluntary agency, the community needs

some other security for the fit performance of the ser-

vice than the interest of the managers ; and it is the

part of the Government, either to subject the business

to reasonable conditions for the -cncial advantage, or

to retain such power over it that the profits of the

monopoly may at least be obtained for the public. This

applies to the case of a road, a canal, or a railway. Ti

are always, in a great degree, practical monopolies ; and

litical Economy, vol. ii. p. 657.
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a Government which concedes such monopoly unre-

servedly to a private company, does much the same

thing as if it allowed an individual or an association to

levy any tax they chose, for their own benefit, on all

the malt produced in the country, or on all the cotton

imported into it. To make the concession for a limited

time is generally justifiable, on the principle which

justifies patents for inventions ; but the State should

either reserve to itself a reversionary property in such

public works, or should retain, and freely exercise, the

right of fixing a maximum of fares and charges, and,

from time to time, varying that maximum. It is

perhaps necessary to remark that the State may be the

proprietor of canals or railways without itself working

them ; and that they will almost always be better

worked by means of a company, renting the railway

or canal for a limited period from the State.'

The new arrangements made for working the East

Indian Eailway, which are elsewhere explained, are in

substantial accordance with these last suggestions.

Some extension of the general principle they imply

appears to afford the best solution of the much-vexed

question of how to secure for India the necessary de-

velopment of railways, with a minimum of Government

interference in detail ; the legitimate interests of the

State, and of the capitalists whose funds are required,

being at the same time guarded.

Up to the present day no attempt has been made to

carry out a railway in India without Government aid,

and it remains very doubtful whether English capitalists

will venture to invest in these undertakings otherwise.

The failure of the irrigation companies, which were

unaided or very slightly aided, and the extremely in-

convenient and costly financial burdens they have occa-
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sioned, should induce caution in handing over to a pri

vate company a monopoly which the interests of the

public may probably force the Government to take over

on very disadvantageous terms, in the event of want of

success in the enterprise itself, or of inability of the

promoters to carry it out to completion. There can,

however, be no reason why any substantial scheme for

constructing a railway on a true basis of private enter-

prise should not be favourably received, subject to such

conditions as have been referred to, among which should

invariably be found an arrangement for the ultimate

transfer of the ownership to the State, on equitable

terms.

But the really practical question for consideration,

after all, is how to deal with those cases in which un-

assisted private enterprise is not forthcoming, yet in

which the Government considers that an undertaking is

necessary either for the protection of the country from

famine, or to supply requirements of other sorts, its

cost being too great to be met from current income.

The earliest conception was to offer a guarantee of

interest on the capital required ; but this system was

deliberately given up ten years ago, and until the pre-

sent time its resumption has been rejected with substan-

tial unanimity. It now, however, has reappeared as

one of the suggested forms of action, though with

some pretence of disguise under the much abused name

of private enterprise.

Of the objections to the old form of guarantee it is

not necessary to say much. Its possible results are

well shown by the position of such an undertaking as

the Madras Eailway. The original share of 100/. had

involved the Government in a steady net yearly charge

of about 21. 10s. ; wholly by reason of the Government
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guarantee the present value of the share has risen to

126/., and this sum the Government may eventually

have to pay to the shareholder for a property not

worth half the amount. Under a system of guarantee

of interest on capital all the inducements to economy

and good management are reduced to a minimum. But

perhaps the worst feature of this system is that it offers

a constant stimulus to the companies to be lavish in

their expenditure and to expand their capital. In the

nature of the case the stock is at a premium, and there

must therefore be a certain profit in adding to it. The

Government is always at a disadvantage in any discus-

sion involving its financial interests, and there is no

real power of enforcing control where the management

is not inclined to acquiesce in it. A system of

guarantee being once established, it is impossible to

withdraw from, or limit it ; capital can be procured on

no other terms, and as a continued expansion of the

capital is unavoidable with the progress of traffic, the

liability under the guarantee goes on constantly in-

creasing.

Comparing any possible system of guarantee, even

for a limited term of years, or on a limited capital, with

State construction from borrowed funds, it may confi-

dently be said that the former will be more onerous

than the latter. The refund of the guaranteed interest

would be contingent on the shareholders receiving a

part of the surplus profits, which in the other case

would be all taken by the Government. Again, if the

line be made by the State it becomes State property at

its actual cost ; in the other case, if a power of purchase

be reserved (which should be considered obligatory), a

considerable premium would be required ; and on the

transfer of the property, whatever precautions were
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taken, it would almost certainly happen that it would

be found in a less satisfactory condition than if it had

throughout belonged to the State. In the one case the

whole character of the works and the general scale of

the outlay during construction is under the complete

control of the Government ; in the other, the company

and its engineers decide all questions of this sort, and

are likely to view the subject in a very different light.

Neither could it be hoped that any limitation of the

guarantee would effectually protect the Government

against dangers of increased expenditure in excess

of a sum first named as a maximum ; for, if the works

were not completed within that maximum, the Govern-

ment could not practically compel .the company to

supply the requisite funds without help ; nor in the

event of any other failure to perform the contract could

any real remedy be found besides that of taking posses-

sion of the undertaking, which in such circumstances

would infallibly involve a considerable sacrifice. The

history of the Madras Irrigation Company conveys a

serious caution in this direction ; and that more diffi-

culties of the same sort have not been apparent in

dealing with the railway companies, may reasonably be

attributed to the almost complete absence of restrictive

clauses from their contracts.

It is then to be earnestly hoped that no return to

the old and very objectionable system of giving a

guarantee of interest on capital will be permitted, and

that all proposals to re-introduce it under the disguise of

aided ' private enterprise ' may be wholly rejected. If

private enterprise is to take a part in t lie provision erf

rail\ India, let it be what it calls itself, and Q01

something else under that designation. Any departure

brief rule will infallibly lead to the eventual
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total disregard of it ; and all expectation of the healthy

operation of private enterprise truly deserving the

name, not only in railway construction but in all

directions, will be still further indefinitely postponed, as

it certainly has hitherto been retarded, by the continued

grant of guarantees of interest to the large amounts of

capital required in one form or other for the old

guaranteed railway companies.

The exclusion of factitious private enterprise does

not, however, necessarily involve the more direct forms

of State construction or working, and least of all the

continuance of these operations under the immediate

direction of a central department of the Government of

India. Though the transition from the old system of

guaranteed companies led to this as a temporary

expedient, there are many serious objections to the

railways of India being worked as parts of a great State

department. The objections to State construction

are less ; but even this might often, with advantage,

be relegated to other agencies. The case of the East

Indian Eailway shows that the agency of companies,

under a lease for a term of years, may be employed

advantageously for working lines owned by the State
;

and there is no apparent reason why a company might

not also be employed for the construction of railways

with capital to be provided by the State, as well as for

their subsequent working.

Local effort, as elsewhere mentioned, has already

been usefully exerted, and would without doubt have

done much more had it not been unfortunately arrested

at the outset. To it all reasonable assistance should be

given. Economy and convenience are generally secured

by placing a considerable length of railway under one

management ; but this condition will often be counter-
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balanced by others, and too great weight should not

be attached to it. Wherever it is possible, local co-

operation should be sought in some shape, and trust-

worthy persons, having a knowledge of local wants and

resources, might profitably be associated with the

management, or with the Government control which in

every case would be exercised in some form or to some

extent. Another plan would be to conduct the

management of State railways under the supervision of

suitable public boards or trusts, such as have been con-

stituted and work very successfully in the case of the

ports of Calcutta and Bombay.

As to the other class of objections, those based on

financial considerations, it must first be said that it is

beside our present purpose to discuss the greater or

less urgency of the demand for the extension of railways

at the present time. The argument is based on the

assumption of urgency (the proofs of which are to be

found elsewhere), and what concerns us here is to

ascertain the relative advantages and disadvantages of

different ways of meeting the demand.

It is extremely difficult to understand how the

assertion can be supported, that the policy of borrowing

to construct public works, necessarily or probably

involves results which must be ruinous, or, at the It a

mischievous. To make the assertion is of course easy,

and if its frequent and loud reiteration could prove it

to be true, nothing more need be said on the subject.

But there has been no attempt made to support it by

fact. On the other hand, t he evidence which has been

repeatedly brought forward for some years past, and

which is again presented in tin- volume, of the results

of experience up to the present time, conclusively esta-

blishes the certain and great financial advantage which
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lias actually been derived, from the prosecution of

public works with money directly borrowed or applied

under a guarantee of interest by the State.

* And it is a point of great importance in considering

this with reference to the future, to bear in mind that

the obligations imposed on the Government under the

original contracts with the guaranteed companies, were

extremely onerous, so that it is certain that in whatever

form the Government might undertake the construction

of railways, its liabilities would be far less heavy, even

after taking account of the circumstance that the old

main lines occupy the richest districts, and would enjoy

a larger traffic.

That the policy of borrowing for the prosecution of

public works has not created a burden on the revenues,

is no mere statement advanced on the personal authority

of individuals which might be discredited. It is esta-

blished on facts authenticated by the independent testi-

mony of the published accounts, which cannot be set

aside by any mere denial of their accuracy, unsupported

by specific evidence to the contrary. It has been

shown in the present volume, from the facts thus re-

corded, that, so far from this policy having caused any

such burden, its financial success has been complete

;

that not only has there been no increase in the public

burdens through its operation, but that those burdens

have been largely diminished ; that the expenditure on

railways and canals has been in the highest degree

profitable to the country ; and that, while some

140,000,000/. of borrowed money has been invested

in these works, the net charge on account of the

public debt has been reduced in the last twelve years

by nearly 3,500,000/. a year. The total net charge for

interest on debt and productive public works outlay

E E
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of every description does not exceed 3,100,000/. out of

a net revenue amounting to 43,750,000/. The gross

charge for debt is 6,L00,000/. against a gross revenue

of 68,000,000/.—or, say, 9 per cent. Even including

the whole interest on the guaranteed capital, the total

possible liability of the State on the supposition that the

public works produced nothing, would not be more

than 15 per cent, of the gross revenue. The charge

for debt in our own country is 29,000,000/. upon

a gross revenue of 85,000,000/., or 34 per cent. It is

also a fact completely established, that the credit of the

Government has not been injuriously affected by the

borrowing for public works during the last ten years.

The rate of interest is now lower than it ever has

been before, both in England and India, and no

difficulty has been experienced in obtaining the sums

needed. So far, then, as past experience affords a guide,

it may safely be said that a judicious continuance of t lie

policy adopted in the time of Lord Mayo, is not in the

least likely to lead to inconvenient financial results h<

after.

As to the suggestion that rather than borrow we

should do better to rely wholly on resources obtained

from the current revenue, two things must be

marked. First, to carry out necessary works of per-

manent improvement from income alone, is in the nature

of things impossible in India, as it is everywhere i

Accumulated capital must be applied to the task*in

some shape, either at the risk of the State, or of j
>i i

persona. Secondly, the actual condition of India

certainly not our in which any justification ran be found

for adding to the burdens of present taxation for the

purpose of giving advant o a future generation.

Nor can we. with this object in view, justly postpone
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give up reductions of present taxation which otherwise

would be practicable, and which are of immense import-

ance in the interests of progress in all directions. It

has already been pointed out that the benefits secured by

the extension of railways will certainly be much greater

some years hence than they can be while the works are

under construction, or in an immature condition, or so

long as the country is uninstructed in their use. To
require their cost to be defrayed from the revenues of

the year, to any considerable extent, would be most un-

just to the present taxpayers, who will only partially

realise their benefits. It is strictly in accordance with

public equity, good sense, and sound finance to call in

the credit of the State for the purpose of distributing

over a series of years the burden of providing these great

works of permanent improvement. There is no esta-

blished fact which supplies a ground for the assertion

that there is a present tendency to add to the actual

burden of the public debt. Those who affirm this

commit the absurdity of disregarding the income obtained

from public works in estimating the charge which

has been incurred for their construction. It is no

doubt necessary to do in the future what was done in

the past, namely, to be careful that the net charge for

public works executed from borrowed money is not

permitted to go beyond what the revenues can bear.

''To allege that the adoption of this principle is opposed

to public policy because the charges cannot be so

regulated, and because no proper control can be

exercised over them, is in flagrant opposition to the

experience of the last ten or twelve years, which shows

that the exact reverse is true, and that such a control has

been ,exercised, with the result of a great improvement

in the financial position.

E K 2
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The regulation of the expenditure of borrowed

money on public works by a consideration of the net

interest charge incurred after setting off the income of

the works, in relation to the available revenues, and

treating any such excess charge as a part of the current

expenditure of the year, has a complete economical

justification. The position of the Government in carry-

ing out works of permanent improvement is by no

means that of the ordinary capitalist, nor can its action

be properly determined by the same considerations.

The capitalist looks only to the direct money return

obtained from his investments. The Government, no

doubt, cannot disregard the money return from

undertakings, but its essential object is the improvement

of the public estate. Altogether, apart from, and be-

sides the direct returns obtained from works and rail-

ways, the improvements in the country which they

cause have a very real and a very large value, though

this is not susceptible of being defined by a money

standard, and can find no place in any financial state-

ment. So long, then, as proper care is taken that the

investments of borrowed money do not permanently

increase the public burdens, the payment of intei

on capital, while such works are not directly profitable,

becomes a legitimate charge against the general re

nties, in consideration of the indirect benefits which

they secure.

Tn the present condition of India the considerations

which support the conclusion that it is important to

reduce the public debt, are almost exclusively political.

Viewed financially, and in the interests of India Li

the charge For debt is not serious. But it i- certainly

inexpedient in the inter*-
•

gland to encourage the

unlimited expansion of tli<< debt of India, which must
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be so largely held in England. It is, no doubt, very

difficult to fix attention on possible dangers of that in-

definite future when India may cease to be a British

dependency, and on the risks of a failure of the income,

derived from large investments of English capital in

works or securities, dependent on India for its realisa-

tion. But these dangers and risks, though distant,

should not be left out of sight.

Hence it will be a step in the right direction to ac-

quire for India the full property in its great public

works, and as far as practicable to apply their surplus

income to the discharge of the capital outlay they have

involved. But the obligations on the Government to

place the country in a secure position for meeting the

terrible disasters in the shape of famine, to which it

is still subject, are paramount. Until this end has

been attained, every other object should be regarded as

secondary.

The need is urgent of securing a sound fiscal system

for the future, of adjusting more equitably the burdens

on the people, and of freeing the springs of wealth by

removing existing obstacles to the expansion of trade.

To attain all these objects a strong financial position is

necessary. It is only with an assured surplus, derived

from a revenue fairly contributed by all classes of the

.

community, that the remission of objectionable taxes,

and a prudent discharge of the public debt, can be

secured without interfering with the provision of

material improvements essential for present safety and

future progress.

The necessity for restricting the expenditure to tne

smallest sum that will provide efficient works is obvious.

The magnitude of the task to be accomplished in rela-

tion to the available means at our command, should
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enforce the strict limitation of the projects accepted for

execution, to what is essential to meet the requirements

of sound construction and provide for a moderate

traffic ; everything beyond this, whether of luxury, or

in anticipation of future wants, should be postponed or

discarded.

Complications have by degrees been introduced

into the rules under which borrowed money is applied

to public works, which are merely mischievous and

misleading, and the sooner the original simple plan is

reverted to the better it will be. This plan was to treat

alike, in dealing with their income and charges, all

works of the same actual character, irrespective of the

sources which supplied the funds required for their

construction, and to determine the extent to which

funds should be obtained by borrowing, on a considera-

tion of the urgency of the demand, and of the capacity

of the revenues to meet the charges for interest in ex-

cess of the anticipated income of the whole of the

works. Considerations which properly arise in respect

of the manner of obtaining the funds for construction,

have no legitimate bearing on the subsequent financial

treatment of the works when constructed. Purely

technical distinctions have now been created betw

workfl called ' productive,' 'protective,' and others, which,

having identically the same actual characters, are called

neither the one nor the other. Those works are held

to be 'productive,' and are exclusively carried out with

borrowed funds, which are estimated to yield, in a time

arbitrarily fixed, an arbitrary rate of profit, on an outlay

also estimated on arbitrary rules. Other works, abso-

lutely identical in every respect, excepting that they

cannot be brought within these precise limits, but will

umably aflbrd protection against famine, have been
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called ' protective ' and may be constructed out of

revenue only. Nor is this all ; for works, still identical

in essentials, though not requiring borrowed money for

their execution, nor calculated to give special protec-

tion against famine, fall into another category. Differ-

ent rules are laid down for the sanction and treatment in

the accounts of these various classes which are u indis-

tinguishable in any other way. The ' productive ' work

may quite possibly give a smaller net return than the

' protective
'

; and it has even happened that different

portions of the same railway have fallen within different

classes.

Such a system makes it extremely difficult, even

for those most familiar with it, and conversant with

the actual position of the various works, to acquire a

proper insight into their operation ; while to others, the

result is hopeless confusion. It may perhaps appear

incredible, but it is true, that under the existing

rules, strictly applied, the East Indian Eailway would

have been proscribed, and the construction of the

Ganges canal would have been impossible ; nor is it

wonderful that these artificial barriers are disregarded,

however demoralising the practice, whenever the su-

preme controlling authority desires to find a plausible

excuse for doing so.

It can hardly be too often or too plainly repeated

that no real safeguard against the waste of the public

resources is to be found in the multiplication of restric-

tions, which may wholly arrest the expenditure, but are

powerless to control its economical application ; nor in

establishing checks exercised upon estimates only, by

distant authorities—the Government of India and the

Secretary of State—who can have but an imperfect

knowledge of local wants and capacities. No provision
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in thus made for guarding against the actual coi

quences of error, nor for obtaining any self-acting system

of check which shall throw back the burdens of ill-

considered expenditure on those who recommended it.

The true method of obtaining the requisite securities

in this, as in all other public expenditure, is to substi-

tute for a merely restrictive financial policy directed by

a centralised authority, one based on the recognition of

the efficacy of local responsibility. The expansion of

provincial financial authority would secure such a result.

A healthy constitutional sense of responsibility would

be established which should ensure the efficient per-

formance of all local administrative services, and the

punctual discharge of all local liabilities, without the

interference in details of a central authority. It would

be easy to define the limits beyond which the provincial

revenue might not be charged by reason of interest on

borrowed capital, and, that limit being reached, outlay

should be stopped until by an increase of income or

reduction of expenditure an available margin had been

restored. Arrangements could be made for the dis-

charge year by year of a fixed proportion of the debt

incurred for carrying out local improvements, so that

the burden of their first cost might be distributed over

a term of years, while the indefinite accumulation of

liabilities would be prevented. The whole of the

charges and income of the works being localised, the

provincial revenues would reap the advantage of

economy and good management, while the consequences

of insufficient estimates or other deficiencies would be

immediately brought home to those responsible for

in.

lteasons have elsewhere been given for regarding

the State income derived from rail* one of the
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certain and growing sources of revenue which it is of

the greatest importance to retain and develop, and the

hope may again be expressed that it will not be endan-

gered by rash departure from a policy which lias

already given such substantial proofs of its wisdom.

Doubtless the railways should not be worked with a

view to obtaining from them any excessive income, or

more than may fairly be asked in return for the ser-

vices rendered. In fact increasing receipts, and rela-

tively reduced expenses, will follow only on a moderate

tariff, of which the evidence is as complete in India as

elsewhere.

Little further remains to be said on these matters.

Although the public interests imperatively demand that

the great works, to which special reference has now
been made, should be retained by the State as public

property for the benefit of the people of India, it is im-

possible to doubt the inestimable importance of

encouraging the application, by private enterprise, of

English capital to purposes of Indian improvement.

There is ample and almost boundless scope for such

investments in undertakings, the successful prosecution

of which is incompatible with Government interference

in any shape, and in respect to which complete freedom

of action is as essential in the public interest, as is State

control in the case of railways and canals.

Full explanations have already been given regarding

the development of provincial financial responsibility ;

and among the subjects discussed in this volume, there

is assuredly none of greater practical moment. On
one of its aspects, however, something remains to *be

said. It is one of the present inevitable conditions of

Indian administration that it should be almost entirely

free from the immediate control of what is commonly
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described as public opinion. To some small extent, in-

deed, tins may be said to operate in the local legislative

councils, on the branch of business which is there con-

ducted. But in respect to the public expenditure, it

still has to be called into action. There is no portion

of the work of administration in which the expression

of public opinion, even if it were not always intelligent,

would be more useful, and measures by which it could

be encouraged and called forth would not only be

beneficial to the local government, but valuable

steps in political education. The larger authority

which is now vested in the local governments in finan-

cial matters, would gain in efficiency if exercised with

increased publicity, and local discussion by a body not

wholly composed of officials would, no doubt, prove in

India, as elsewhere, to be an important aid to the

economical administration of the finances.

Nothing could be more foolish than to attempt to

create assemblies having plenary power over the public

income and expenditure. India is not a country for

such experiments. What is really to be desired is not

to weaken the action of authority, but to take a step

towards the formation of a public opinion which shall

assist the responsible Government for the advancement

of provincial and local objects. Checks, which under

different social and political conditions arc useful and

necessary, would be wholly out of place, and the obj

in view could probably be safely obtained by creating

local consultative bodies, before which would be pla-

every year the provincial budget estimates of receipts

and expenditure. The local government would be ex-

pected to set these forth in detail, and to explain any

portion of the estimates the policy of which was

challenged. Such a body should contain tin- cl
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executive officers of the local government, together

with non -official persons of local knowledge, weight,

and intelligence. Political discussion should under no

circumstances be permitted, the business being re-

stricted to the consideration of the estimates, so far

as they lie within the limits of the authority of the

local government. The existing constitutional law of

India entrusts all questions of taxation to the final

decision of the Government of India, and no infringe-

ment of this rule should be permitted. Further, to

prevent misconceptions as to the scope of the func-

tions to be performed, it would be inexpedient to

entrust them to the existing local legislatures, or to

combine with those legislatures such bodies as those

which it has now been proposed to create.

The relation of the Government of India to the

general financial administration of the whole country

is so entirely different from that which subsists between

the local governments and their financial administration,

that no true analogy can be established between them

;

the chief arguments which go to support such pro-

posals as have been made in respect to the provincial

governments are therefore inapplicable in the case of

the Government of India. No corresponding body

could possibly be created in connection with the

Supreme Government.

Among the other subjects already treated at some

length, there are some of exceptional importance, in

relation to which the policy adopted in the immediate

future is likely to have dominant influence on the fiscal

history of India.

Some advance has been made towards the more

equitable adjustment of the public burdens, by giving

greater relief to the poorer classes, and placing a fairer
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share on the rich. This is an object of incontestable

importance, and for its more complete attainment the

present improved condition of the finances offers fresh

facilities. It would be a great misfortune if the surplus

revenue, which has now been secured, were applied

otherwise or dissipated. To abandon the measures

which have been taken for the partial redress of these

inequalities, such as the licence tax on the most

wealthy class of traders, and the cesses on the land in

13engal, wrould be to sacrifice ground gained with diffi-

culty in a most just cause.

But it is not to be concealed that there are powerful

influences in operation, seeking such a movement, and

that strenuous efforts will be required to resist it, and

to secure, instead, the further remission of those burdens

which still weigh in undue proportion on the great

mass of the population. Among such burdens should

be specially named the Salt duties. It has been shown

in this work how successful have been the measures

already taken for their reduction, and how essential it

i<, in the interests of the people and the finances, that

those measures should receive a further and la

development.

Not less grave are the considerations which demand

the early remission of all imposts on trade. To ensure

the application of the capital which India requires

for her proper development, involving as this does the

continued growth of the foreign remittano

so large, wider markets will be necessary for her

increased and more valuable produce, and th<

only be profitably found in combination with a conte-

nding expansion of her import trade. Thecondii

under which her further pr< and

the most complete removal of all obstacles to the f
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and growth of her commerce, both fiscal and material.

How she responds to the removal of such obstacles is

illustrated in a remarkable manner by the sudden

creation of the wheat trade, following immediately on

the remission of the export duty, and the opening up

by railways of the irrigated wheat-producing districts.

Improvement in the material condition of the people

of India, without which no other forms of progress can

be assured, is to be obtained only through an accumu-

lation of wealth accompanying a steady development

of the foreign trade. The means of accomplishing

this are obvious and quite within our reach ; if we
fail to provide them, we fail to fulfil a most imperative

duty of the governors to the governed. These means

lie, as this volume seeks to establish, in an intelligent

extension of the great public works which the country

requires, whereby will be ensured its future well-being,

and the continued prosperity of its finances.
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Statement No. 1.— General Comparison of .

Hta 1 of Account 1869-70 1870-71 .1-72 1872-73 -74

1. Gross revenue ....
2. < oditure .

£

06,1*4

£ £

26,851

£
56.617

54.B5

£
.171

3. cii-'iss sui|)hi> or deticit 1 1 8,669 1,482.990 3.124,177 1,766,672

4. ^et expenditure on Afghan i

war, including front,

railways ... I

9

5. Surplus or deticit, excluding
\

line 4 .... /

11> l,4.s: 1,177 i.;«.-

6. Expenditure on famine relief 83,230 448 5,531 763

7. Surplus or deficit, excluding!
also line . j

201,899 1,489 6,129,708 1,766

8. A military funds cre-\
dited .... J'

9. Loss of exchange saved by\
short remittances . . /

10. Excess or deficient expendiO
ture charged on Bengal

J-

opium .... J

24!.

75,323

35,097

472,889

190,273

86JS83

331,308

78,189

496,748

262

41,190

,471

11. Total lines 8 and 9, less line 10 282,17V 575,717 906,246 261,198 309,

12. Surplus or deficit, excluding^
also line 11 . . . J

60,280 907,721 IJNH

Stai

Ileal of Account •-70 1870-71 1871-72

(ft). Land revenue, excluding capitation tax .

(6). Tributes and contributions from native^

states J
ita

(e). »us

£
20,811,905

7 •;.->, 126

168

6,135

1 (1,606

£
20,3:

1

719,421

6,031,034

't.o.u

£
20,21 ;

71
1

161

7,6:.:

£

176

1 26,009,878 26,774,489 28,954.689

Excise on spirits and drugs

(a), axes
(?'). Provincial rates

"ins

(>0. Salt

(/). Stamps and registra ion .

1,991,039

201,896

1,02

L,28(

2,167,797

12,601

2,079368

1,988,098

1,803

2,231,238

1,678

Total taxes 14,365,298 16,005,978 I 1,99;

d net expenditure (Statement B)

12,375,176
:
s,230

0,417 43,960,617

U.16!

Net I it ... . 43,054 1,011.109 1.5 13.93J
; military

duct Wt ItW* |

161, 4 71,881

Surj stement 1, line 3 118,669 1,482,990 3,124,177
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Here n lie an d Expenditure from 1 869-70 to 1880-81.

1874-75 1875-76 1876-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80
Estinnite
1880-81

Total

£
59,121,089

58,801,892

£
60,158,08;,

58,489,090

£
59,227.533

61,410,311

£
62,073.941-

65,617,03;"

£
65,201,569

63,167,323

£
68,484,666

69,667,615

£
70,783,61;'

77.003,88*

£
728,687.388

783.109,74]

319,197 1,668,945 2,182,778 3,543,08"} 2,034,246 1,182,949 6,219,76: 4,422,353

676,219 6,100,474 11,295,660 18,072,353

319,197 1,668,945 2,182,778 3,543,087 2,710,465 4,917,525 5,075,893 13,650,0(0

2,242,961 601,966 2,145,431 5,366.876 313,42(i 103,990 47,281 14.788.81!>

2,562,158 2,270,911 37M7 1,823,788 3,023,885 5,021,515 5,123,174 28,438,81'.

362,178

284,037

368,382

413,627

82,559

2U,m

283,270

299,831

788,752

281,688

724,083

687,483

349,940

512,746

422,422

213,943

81,662

268,126

27,000

415,132

58,237

3,599,212

1,773,427

1,073,299

277,833 251,762 205,651 318.288 259,616 563,731 500.369 4,299.3-10

2,284,325 2,019,149 168,304 1,505,500 2,764,269 4,457,784 4,622,805

1

24,139,479

hm 1869-70fc> 1880-81.

1873-74 1874-75 1875-76 1876-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80
Estimate
1880-81

I
&

20,772,672

* 768,544

231,458
6,323,395

95,000

£
21,036,606

724,972

152.073

6,214,782

627,660

£
21,212,412

726,188

274,551

6,252.026

242,678

£
19,577,827

694,934

156,373

6,280,781

90,794

£
19,741,198

675,120

236,036

6,521,337

84,570

£
22,187,183

703,660

149,451

7,699,032

25,872

£
22,125,807

702,451

208.933

8,249,808

55 313

£
21,414,000

751,000

223.000

8,466,000

31,000

28,191,069 28,756,093 28,707,855 26,800,709 27,258.261 30,70-:, 198 31.231,686 30,885,000

2,189,011

221,829

' 1,740,840

2,374,090

5,651,482

2.635,792

2,252,669

228,364
17,382

1,785,167

2,422,114

5,732,371

2,649.704

2,403,809

222,440

14,336

1,788,112

2,470,391

5,699,483

2,740,363

2,426,506

235,707

14,063

1,839,567

2,220,028

5,786,526

2,756,761

2,356,424

241,065
96,898

2,205,357

2,348,729

5,874,071

2,935,702

2,525,575

252,237
837,312

2,544,507

2,060,905

6,503,031

3,065,378

2,714,064

261,117

696,651

2,826,562

2,026,513

6,895,713

3,149,358

2,967,000
266,000

497,000
2,731,000

2,269,000

6,573,000

3,243,000

14.842.561 15,087.771 15,338,934 15,279,158 16,058,246 17,788,945 18,569,978 18,546,000

43,033,630

41,330,846

43,843,864

41,643,884

44,046.789

42,189,505

42,079,867

42,400,484
43,316,507

41,774,407

48,494,143

45,820,198

49,801,664

44,994,092
49,431,000

44.335,000

1,702,784 2.199,980 1,857,284 320,6 1

7

1,542,100 2,673,945 4,807,572 5,096,000

3,510,452 1,880,783 188,339 1,862,161 5,085,187 639,699 5,990,521 11,316,000

1,^07,668 319,197 1,668,945) 2J82J78 \

3,543,087 2,034,246 1,1812,949 6,220,00(t

deficit or excess expenditure.

F F
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Statement No. 3.--Net I..

He id of Account 1869-70 1870-71 1871-72 --73

1. Land revenue .

2. Administration .

3. Minor departments
4. Mint .

ft, Post office .

6. Telegraphs.
7. L;i\v and justice

8. Police

9. Marine
10. Education .

1 1 . Ecclesiastical

12. Medical
13. Political .

14. Stationery and printing

1
2,790.37.")

1.134,728
190,57r,

56,150

88,409
296,267

2,145,233

2,223,837

989,793
766,445

161,126

445,860
415,367

361,787

£
2,733,589

1^47390
9 17,962

32,859

17,824

266,

2,292.97 1

2408*048
426,966

702^619
158

522,287
361,120

890319

2,759,595

1.47

301367

222

2,172

67 s.

166,190

498,774
3 It,

188,

1,478

377317

2,176

73!

Total effective civil services 12,188,152 11,607,879 11,347,866 11,943

15. Furlough allowances ....
16. Superannuations

157,918

993,581

17:,

1,119,040

178,029

1,099,654

Total non-effective civil services 1,151,499 1394,106 1,272,683 1 ,38

17. Allowances under assignments and)
treaties /

1,863,615 1,756,973 1,724,510 1.749,89(

19. Public works, including guaranteed in-)

terests J

5,245,187

6,635,796

6,496,101

5,798,753

18,011

5,807 12387)

Total interest and public works 11,880,983 L1394364 11,105,587

20. Exchange 102,786 341,536 172,612

21. Army 15,247,134 15,11 14,78

22. Provincial and local surplus or deficit 15,939 861313

Total net expenditure . . . . 42,418,230 41,769,308 41,15!

N.B. Figures in Italics signif

Statements Nos. 1, 2, and 3.—The gross revenues and

expenditure in Statement No.l, and the net revenues and

expenditure in Statements No. 2 and No. 3, have been token

from the latest returns prepared by the Government of India,

abstracts of which have recently been published as B Parlia-

mentary paper dated June 2, 1881. For the ten years 1869-70
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d Itare from 1869-70 to 1880-81.

1873-74 1874-75 1875-7G 1876-77 1H77-78 1878-79 1879-80 Estimate
18SO-81

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
2,852,923 2,845,772 2,935,336 2,876,261 2,929,024 2,940,554 2,914,976 2,956,000

1,518,486 1,555,905 1,644,273 1,489,967 1,489,940 1,487,852 1,492,280 1,543,000

347,154 347,935 357,358 317,205 318,410 270,416 258,978 323,000
11,103 26,4*4 2,863 128,253 311,776 68,344 121,020 6,000

194,772 156,904 138,449 122,314 113,598 121,664 141,182 153,000
161,199 145,630 184,120 131,900 122,465 99,227 54,409 35,000

2,380,352 2,472,183 2,514,715 2,573,846 2,600,757 2,701,737 2,661,583 2,595,000
2,192,581 2,208,016 2,220,002 2,289,595 2,224,218 2,212,520 2,270,098 2,282,000
299,164 299,089 399,478 466,934 310,892 298,269 272,653 325,000
763,521 845,177 876,103 855,315 848,469 837,236 828,219 839,000
163,733 166,174 162,160 163,844 158,039 155,200 156,012 159,000
571,699 599,158 624,337 621,137 642,031 626.986 613,891 628,000
366,756 404,604 430,444 505,319 469,072 448,793 430,571 521,000
194,698 203,737 197,377 404,390 406,482 424,399 362,490 428,000

12,018,141 12,223,870 12,681,289 12,689,774 12,321,621 12,556,509 12,227,504 12,723,000

258,464 216,704 229,199 235,990 237,362 231,561 215.092 224 000
1,188,134 1,439,535 1,601,382 1,471,735 1,564,659 1,679,786 1,885,4951 1,864,000

1,446,598 1,656,239 1,830,581 1,707,725 1,802,921 1,911,347 2,100,591 2,088,000

1,856,700 1,738,368 1,713,724 1,672,543 1,646,093 1,826,484 1,814,635 1,908,000

5,324,594 4,854,032 4,986,589 5,260,954 5,563,576 5,738,523 5,844,767 5,655,000

6,319,472 6,415,852 6,087,670 4,659,982 3,213,584 4,745,783 3,600,137 3,852,000

11,644,066 11,269,884 11,074,259 9,920,936 8,777,160 10,484,306 9,444,904 9,507,000

591,362 502,543 1,034,293 1,676,482 1,092,139 2,884,659 2,926,403 2,553,000

14,218,378 14,386,333 14,262,848 14,866,639 15,769,780 15,441,488 15,866,756 15,466,000

444,399 133,353 407,4$9 133,615 365,593 715,405 613,299 90,000

41,330,846 41,643,884 42,189,505 42,400,484 41,774,407 45,820,198 44,994,092 44,335,000

'receipts in excess of expenditure.

to 1878-79, the finance and revenue accounts presented to

Parliament have been revised, so as to include the provincial

and local revenue and expenditure, which are now incorporated

in the annual accounts on a uniform system. Any one desirous

of making a correct detailed comparison of the finances for the

past twelve years can only do so by reference to these revised

f f 2
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accounts, which have been specially prepared by the Govern-

ment of India for the purpose. The figures for 1880-81 are,

in all cases, those adopted for the revised estimates, which are

in most cases based on actual results for ten months.

The net revenue under each head in Statement No. 2 has

been obtained by deducting from the gross revenue the refunds

and charges under the same head, and the net expenditure

under each head in Statement No. 3 has been obtained by

adding refunds to the gross expenditure and deducting the re-

ceipts appertaining to that head.

The finance and revenue accounts for the year 1880-81

have not yet been closed. The figures for that year in t

Statements are approximate ; they have been taken from the

Parliamentary return with certain modifications obtained ap-

proximately from such sources as were available, to provide for

refunds, of which details are not given in that return.

In the case of land revenue, which appears both as revenue

and expenditure, the gross capitation tax (which i< shown net

separately under revenue) has been deducted from the land

revenue, under which head it appears in the public accounts, and

the commission paid on the collection of that tax has been de-

ducted from the expenditure under the same head. In the

year 1869-70 the amount of this commission is not recorded

in the public accounts, and has been assumed with reference to

tin- amount recorded in the following year to have been 20,000£.

The entries imder this head also are made to include the land

revenue due to irrigation, and therefore differ from the figures

in the Parliamentary return above referred to, which show thia

part of the land revenue, though in an incomplete manm
publir works income after the year 1876-77.

The net receipts under < Stamps and registration ' have been
thrown together in Statement No. 2. Before 1879-80 the

registration receipts and charges were included in the accounts

under the head ' Law and justice/ and are so shown in the

Parliamentary return. In these Statements, however, they

been removed from the head ' Law and justice,' and the

net receipts have been added to the net stamp revenue*

The head * Miscellaneous,' which appears in the Parliament-

ary returns on the net expenditure aide of the account, ifl shown
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in Statement No. 2 as net revenue, because the receipts usually

exceed the expenditure.

In Statement No. 3, under the head ' Superannuation,* the

assets of the Military funds, which were credited in the accounts,

have been excluded, for reasons which have been explained in

Chapters IV. and V. The annual details of these credits are

given in Statement No. 1. From the head ' Army ' has been

deducted the net expenditure on the Afghan war, and the ex-

penditure on frontier railways has been treated as a part of the

war charges, the whole of which are excluded from Statement

No. 3. The expenditure on famine has also been omitted from

this Statement. The reasons for these omissions are explained

in Chapter V. Details of the omitted expenditure will be found

in Statement No. 1.

The entry under ' Interest ' in Statement No. 3 includes

the interest on the Productive public works debt, which is

therefore here excluded from the head * Public works.' In this

respect the entries differ from the Parliamentary return, which

shows the interest in question under * Public works,' and also in-

cludes, though imperfectly, the land revenue due to irrigation,

as before explained. With these modifications the entry in

Statement No. 3, under ' Public works,' includes the whole net

charges as shown in the Parliamentary return, excepting those

on account of frontier railways, which are treated as an incident

of the Afghan war, and therefore omitted from this Statement.

The separate Statement No. 7 brings together all the elements

of revenue and expenditure connected with Productive public

works.
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Stati:.mknt No. 4.— <Gross Disbursements am

Haul of Account 1889-70 1870-71 1871-72 1872-73

Interest on debt
€ £

2,350,000

215,000

177,000

1,062

677,000

£
2,437,000

£

Civil:—
India office

:1 furloughs
Superannuation*
Departments in I i >

sis
161.0(H)

1,007.000

456,000

218,000

174,000

338,000
1,13]

617

Total 1.SMC.OOO 2,021,000

144,000
43,000

553,000
173,000

913,000

1,825,000 2,0i':

Service funds
Postage

j
remittances

Miscellaneous

186,000
44,000

918,000

•j. 7.14,000

60!

112,000

>,000Total 797

Total civil administration . 2,934,000

1,468,000

1,141,000

2,665,000

ive

Non-effective

1,437,000

1,190,000

1.332.000

1.::;.

1,433

Total 2,627,000 2,604,000 2,705,000 3,000

Uteres:—
Civil and military 1.414,000 1,425,000 1349,000 1,146,000

Public Work*:—
Capital

dway stores

1,045,000
1-4,000

11,000

1 1 1
,000

111.000

297,000

Total 1,169,000 4'.».0oo 297,000

Guaranteed ItaUways :—
Capital
Interest, ice.

2,897.000
1. 138.000

5,344,000

3,000

•7,000

l.ooo

•:»,000

1,64 1,619

Total 7,0*5,000 7,04:

incea 47,000 8.000

Debt discharged 601,000 5.000

Grand total 17,766,000 19,060,000

17 $.000

245,000
9,01

"

7,612

9,414

16,225,000

Grow Kbceipts.
Revenues
Advances repaid

Guaranteed railway oapital ....
rred

1*4,000
1,615,000

-o.OiK)

4,039,000

L'.OOO

106,000
10,310

1,41!

Total

ntr nalance 3.026,000
|
2,892,000 3,306,000

K.B. The sum of 9.666,000/. was added to th<

Advance*
; in If

1 part of tb<

in pt

1 Englibh cc

rt purchase
>ntriln.
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Wfceipts of the Home Treasury from 1869 to 1881.

439

1873-74 1874-75 1875-76 1876-77 1877-78

£
2,493,000

213,000

303,000
1,293,000

430,000

1878-79 1879-80 Estimate
1880-81

£
2,434,000

£
2,191,000

£
2,161,000

233,000
276,000

1,191,000

296,000

£
2,318,000

£
2,594,000

218,000
294,000

1,354,000

364,000

£
2,706,000

£
2,685.000

211,000
310,000

1,135,000

352,000

211,000
263,000

1,148,000

353,000

223,000

282,000
1,259,000

350,000

214,000
270,000

1,362,000

371,000

241,000
280,000

1,411,000

360,000

2,292,0002,008,000 1,975,000 1,996,000 2,114,000 2,239,000 2,230,000 2,217,000

136,000
123,000

443,000
373,000

137,000
121,000
325,000

217,000

149,000

94,000

473,000
360,000

158,000

92,000
612,000

494,000

160,000

103,000

555,000
186,000

166,000

107,000

586,000
219,000

1,078,000

169,000

89,000
422,000
278,000

958,000

170,000

90,000

560,000
208,000

1,075,000 800,000 1,076,000 1,356,000 1,004,000 1,028,000

3,083,000 2,775,000

1,056,000

1,437,000

3,072,000

1,028,000

1,458,000

2,486,000

3,470,000

1,131,000

1,685,000

3,243,000

1,146,000

1,980,000

3,308,000 3,175,000 3,3-0,000

1,290,000

2,126,000

3,416,000

1,248,000

1,257,000

2,505,000

1,274,000

1,936,000

1,298,000

2,115,000

2,493,000 2,816,000 3,126,000 3,210,000 3,413,000

1,157,000 1,596,000 1,545,000 1,544,000 1,514,000 1,090,000 1,191,000 1,035,000

1,002,000

84,000

1,040,000

4,000
736,000 608,000 1,138,000

1,138,000

683,000

9,566,000

775,000 1,266,000

1,002,000 1,124,000 740,000

2,897,000

4,657,000

608,000 683,000 10,341,000 1,266,000

1,270,000

4,632,000

1,571,000

4,660,000

2,443,000

4,687,000

2,590,000

4,685,000
1,799,000

4,739,000

1,279,000

4,787,000

1,537,000

4,298,000

"5^835,000

6,000

4,453,000

5,902,000 6,231,000 7,554.000 7,130,000 7,275,000 6,538,000 6,066,000

5,000 1,000

1,000

12,000 4,000 3,000 7,000 7,000

4,994,000 500,000 3,375,000 2,610,000

•- 11,082,000 16,412,000 17,570,000 18,390,000 18,792,000 20,805,000 29,509,000 22,016,000

238,000
232,000

3,286,000

1,328,000

5,012,000

343,000
218,000

10,842,000

790,000

5,001,000

291,000
125,000

12,390,000

1,688,000

1,200,000

15,694,000

238,000

260,000
12,696,000

890,000

6,100,000

20,184,000

292,000
172,000

10,134,000

2,277,000

4,280,000

241,000
529,000

15,465,000

874,000

3,737,000

324,000
320,000

15,759,000

822,000
13,436,000

633,000
2,509,000

15,388,000

232,000

4,956,000

0,096,000 17,194,000 17,155,000 20,846,000 30,661,000 23,618,000

2,998,000 2,014,000 2,796,000 920,000 2,714,000
j

1,077,000 1,118,000 2,270,000

Uian Railway, and appears in that year also as a ehar<
n of the Afghan war.

under Public works The sum of
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Statemevt No. 6.—Abstract of Net Disbursements am-

Henri of Account. 1869-70 1870-71 187;

Net Disbursements.

Interest on debt

Civil administration

Army

Stores, civil and military ....

£

2,2t)9,000

2,754,000

2,627,000

1,414,000

£

2,350,000

2,934,000

2,604,000

1,425,000

£

2,437,000

2,706,

1,219,000

2,407.

2,822,000

2.713000

1,146,000

Total administration ... 9,004,000 9,313,000 9,056,000 '.'.118,000

Guaranteed railways

Productive public works

2,241,000

1,169,000

2,085,000

49,000 111,000

is,000

7 .000

Total 12,414,000 11,447,000 12,523,000 •3,000

Net Receipts.

Revenues

Advances repaid

Debt incurred

194,000

1,568,000

6,980,000

3,538,000

178,000

244,000

9,015,000

2,424,000

222,000

98,000

10,31'

1.408,000

610,000

189,000

Total 12,280,000 11,861,000 12,038,000 1 1.77

Guaranteed Railway Capital.

Total received

Total issued

86,522,000

83,911,000

I'l.J 27,000

-7,000

'2,000

90,183,000

Ii;i lance -'.'•.11,000

N.B. The amount of debt incurred in 1879-80 for the Bast Iudi<
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Receipts of the Home Treasury from 1869 to 188]L

1873-74 If 74-75 1 875-7*5 1S7IS-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80
E*riiiiat*j

18-"

£

I 2,434,000

3,083,000

2,505,000

1

1.157,000

C

2,191,000

2,775,000

2,493,000

1,596,000

£

2,161,000

3,072,000

2,486,000

1,545,000

£

2,318,000

3,470,000

2,816,000

1,544,000

£

2,493,000

3,243,000

3,126,000

1,514,000

£

2,594,000

3,308,000

3,210,000

1,090,000

£

2,706,000

3,175,000

3,413,000

1,191,000

£

2,685,000

3,320,000

3,416,000

1,035,000

9, 179,000 9,055,000 9,264,000 10,148,000 10,376,000 10,202,000 10,485,000 10,456,000

4,574,000

1,002,000

5,441,000

1,040,000

5,866,000

736,000

6,240,000

608,000

4,998,000

1,138,000

5,664,000

683,000

5,244,000'

775,000

5,603,000

1,266,000

1 14,755,000 15,620,000 15,870,000 16,996,000 16,512,000 16,349,000 16,504,000 17,325,000

238,000

227,000

13,286,000

18,000

343,000

217,000

10,842,000

5,000,000

291,000

113,000

12,390,000

1,200,000

238,000

256,000

12,696,000

5,600,000

292,000

169,000

10,134,000

4,280,000

241,000

522,000

15,465,000

362,000

324,000

313,000

15,759,000

1,260,000

633,000

2,503,000

15,388,000

503,000

13,769,000 16,402,000 13,994,000 18,790,000 14,875,000 16,590,000 17,656,000 18,927,000

94,726,000

91,354,000

95,119,000

92,442,000

95,072,000

93,393,000

94,883,000

94,108,000

96,313,000

95,431,000

97,174,000

96,445,000

97,959,000

96,794,000

97,988,000

97,728,000

3,372,000 2,677,000 1,624,000 680,000 882,000 729,000 1,165,000 1 892,000

s excluded both from the net receipts and disbursements.
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Statement No. 6.— Distribution of the Charges for Army and S

Head of Account 1869-70

£
7.->t),000

403,000
278,000

878,000

1870-71 1871-72 1872-73

Army.
Effective :—
Pay of British troops

Furlough allowances
Transport service . ...
Stores

£
678,000
469,000
315,000

930,000

£
614,000
438,000
280,000
937,000

£
674,000
423,000
336,000
812,000

Total 2,:; 1 8,000 2,392,000 2,269,000 2,24.V

Non-effective

:

—
Indian army pensions
British army pensions

946,000
221,000

887,000
253,000

889,000

490,000

907,000

,000

Total 1,190,000 1,140,000 1,379,000 1,287

3,532.Grand total 3,505,000 3,532,000 3,648,000

Stores.
Army :—

Clothing
Ordnance
Medical
Commissariat

232,000
287,000

41,000
318,000

185,000
373.000

69,000
313,000

203,000
424,000
66,000

254,000

238/
281).

38,000

247,000

878,000 930,000 937,000 812,000

Public Works:—
Ordinary
Productive works

237,000
124,ooo

134,000
38,000

60,000
111,000

60,000

297,000

Total 361.000 172,000 161,000 357,000

Ciril:—
Telegiaph
Marine
ationery

Stamps
Mint
Miscellaneous

5,000
llO.ooo

114,000
18,000

13,000

44,000

75,000

77,000

1*8,000
2:5.000

7.000

21,000

42,000

89,000

15,000

6,000

21,000

92,"

66,'

80,000

23,000

299,000 361,000 262,000 274,000
|

Grand total 1,638,000 1,463,000 1,360,000 1,443,000
|

X. B. The charges for stores under Army were increased in 1879-80 and 1880-M , b} L7(

the details not being available. The sums under Productive works in 1879-80 and 1880-81,

Statements 4, 5, and 6.—These Statements have boon

compiled from the accounts of the Home treasury, ami ill u>-
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rider the chief tul-twad*, from 1869 to 1881.

1873-74 1874-75

•
525,000
221,000
310,000

1 , 1 25,000

1876-76 187(5-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80 Estimate
1880-81

£
591,000
263,000
394,000

853,000

£
474,000

203,000
352,000

1,097,000

i
682,000
210,000

339,000
1,129,000

£
682,000
203,000
261,000

1,155,000

£
744,000
184.000

346,000

773,000

£
762,000
162,000
374,000
875,000

£
760,000
160,000

370,000

760,000

2.101,000 2,181,000 2,125,000 2,260,000 2,301,000 2,047,000 2.173,000 2,050,000

958,000
305,000

1,118,000

881,000

1,439,000

1,108,000

350,000
1,217,000

468,000
1,231,000

749,000

1,286,000

650,000
1,428,000

687,000

1,450,000

676,000

1,263,000

3,364,000

1,458,000 1,685,000 1,980,000 1,936,000 2,115,000 2,126,000

3,620,000 3,583,000 3,945,000 4,281,000 3,983,000 4,288,000 4,176,000

275,000
206,000
80,000

292,000

292,000
417,000
120,000

296,000

235,000

481,000
63,000

318,000

254,000
505,000
79.000

291,000

357,000
555,000
52,000

191,000

242,000
315,000
60,000

156,000

315,000
215,000
51,000

294,000

270,000
200,000

60,000
230,000

853,000 1,125,000 1,097,000 1,129,000 1,155,000 773,000 875,000 760,000

34,000

1,002,000

23,000

1,040,000

21,000
736,000

8,000

608,000
10,000

1,138,000
3,000

683,000

44,000
785,000

10,000

1,266,000

1,036,000 1,063,000 757,000 616,000 1,148,000 686,000 829,000 1,276,000

41,000
46,000

119,000
23,000
6.000

35,000

47,000

55,000

179,000

59,000
15,000

93,000

47,000

80,000
209,000
35,000

25,000
31,000

61,000

67,000

185,000
25,000
40,000

29,000

37,000
35,000

182,000
28,000

26,000

41,000

35,000
22,000

181,000
42,000

9,000

25,000

46,000

50,000
95,000
37,000
8,000

20,000

61,000

53,000

65,000
33,000
3,000

60,000

270,000

2,159,000

448,000 427,000 407,000 349,000 314,000 262,000 265,000

2,636,000 2,281,000 2,152,000 2,652,000 1,773,000 1,966,000 2,301,000

nd 70,000/. respectively on account of charges for the Afghan war, entered under Commissariat,
elude respectively sums of 244,000/. and 695,000/., for frontier railways, treated as war charges,

trate the discussions contained in Chapter VI. on the Home
charges.
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i'iiiiiraiitrrd furHirays. of Ordinnnj I'liblir Wo/Is, and Intfif.it <>>, 1),}, './/,.//, Isf.S to 1881.

1873-74 1874-75 1875-76 187K-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80
KutluMe

£
91,354,000

£
92,442,000

£
93,393,000

£
94,108,00(

£
95,481,000

£
96,445,000

£
96,794,000

£
.'8,000

4,618,000

152,000

3,241,000

4,644,000

55,000

3,455,000

4,638,000

83,000

3,729,000

4,669,000

58,001

1,48*^00

4,600,001

67,000

5,397,000

4,700,00
58,000

4,023,000

4,708,000 4,599,00C

4,936,001

1,529.000 1,244,000 992,000 278,000 + 675,000 740,000 + lio.ooo + 3::

5,606,000 8,620,000 11,785,000 14,651,000 18,636,000 21,964,000 24,644,000 HMBfiOl

40,000

46,000

131,000

86,000

290,000
193,000

B79,00fl

283,000

649,OCX.

421,000
966,000

734,000
1,549,000

1,215,000

1,171

I ...73,001

-6,000
168,000

45,000
284,000

97,000

410,000

89,000

530,000

'128,000

664,000
2X2,000

918,000
334,000

1,058,000

J,00<

1,21

174,000 239,000 313,000 441,000 536,00( 686,000 724,000 608,(XX

6,367,000 7,603,000 8,708,000 9,652,000 10,458,000 11,252,000 11,851,000 17,806,000

460,000
159,000

268,000

460,000
111,000
245,000

487,000

141,000
285,000

564,000
130,000

291,000

634,000

149,000

298,000

650,000

118,000

310,000

724,000

602,000

415,000

656,000
701,000
430,000

351,000
290,000

326,000
330,000

343,000
374,000

303,000

416,000

385,000

454,000
458,000
540.000

911,001

574,000

927,000
851,000

61,000 -4,000 -31,000 -113,00( -69,000 - 82,000 337,000 76,000

103,327,000

3,434,000

5,076,000

108,665,000

3,771,000

5,258,000

113,886,000

4,086,000

5,422,000

118,411,00(

4,773,000

5,605,000

124,525,000

5,843,000

5,773,000

129,661,000

4,655,000

6,163,000

133,289,000

6,106,000

6,383,000

142,223,000

6,465,000

6,660,000

1,642,000 1,487,000 1,336,000 832,000 + 70,000 1,508,000 277,000 195,000

4,376,000 3,910,000

5,397,000

3,867,000 3,971,000 4,140,000 3,952,000 3,846,000 2,898,000

6,018,000 5,203,000 4,803,000 4,070,000 5,460,000 1.123,000 3,093,000

4.926,000 5,382,000 5.344.000 4,594,00( 4.202.000 4,528,000 l.:;37,000 5,312,000

10,944,000 10,779,000 10,547,000| 9,397,000 8,272,000 9,988,000 >.!•' 8,405,000

•Figures with (-) before them signify charge in excess of receipts.
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Statement No. S.—Skotring Cum

Head of Account 1869-70 1870-71 1871-72 .'-73

Net interest (Statement No. 3)
Deduct service funds

£
5,245,000

612,000

£
5,496,000

516,000

£
5,598,000

483,000

1

m.000

•-,000

Net interest on debt (Statement No. 10) 4,633,000 4,980,000 5,115,000

5,808,000

4,781.

Public works (Statement No. 3) 6,636,000 5,799,000 6,642

Total 11,269,000 10,779,000 10,923,000 11,42*

Deduct land revenue due to irrigation . 129,000 136.000 1 10, l 35,000

Total public works and interest (Statement!
No. 7) . . /

11,140,000 10,643.000 10,783,000 11,291,

Statement No. 9.— Correction ofP

Head of Account 1869-70 1870-71 1871-72 187:' ;

Loss by exchange (Statement No. 3)
Corrected amount, excluding gain on rail-

^

way receipts J

£
102,786

347,599

£
341,536

582,644

172,612

43:;.

£

694,846

Difference 244,813 241,108 26(i 231,172

Net charge guaranteed railways (Statement!
No. 7) /

1,589,000 1,868,000 1,781,

Corrected charge for guaranteed railways 1,344,000 1 .627,000 1,471,000

Corrected charge for all productive works 1,045,000 1,458,000 1,411,000

ith (4 ) b<
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sjwndence of Statements 3, 7, and 10.
,

1873-74 1874-75 1875-7G 1876-77 1877-78 1K7M-79 1878-80

1

5,845,000
;.ooo

Urtimau
1880-81

£
5,325,000

541,000

£
4,854,000

380,000

£
4,987,000

386,000

C

5,261,000

394,000

£
;>.;,»; 1,000

M6J000

C

5,739,000

379,000

£
5,655,000
K'1.000

4,784,000 4,474,000 4,601,000 1,867,000 5,208,000 5,360,000 5,254.000

6,319,000 6,416,000 6,088,000 4,660 (
ooo M140OO 4,746,000 3,600,000 3,853,000

11,103,000 10,890,000 10,689,000 9,527,000

130,000

8,422,000 10,106,000 9.106,000

159,000 111,000 141,000 149,000 118,000 701.000

10,944,000 10,779,000 10,548,000 9,397,000 8,273,000 9,988,000 8,460,000 8,405.000

Works Accountfor Railway Loss by Exchange.

1873-74 1874-75 1875-76 1876-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80
Ectimate
1880-81

£
591,362

882,718

£
502,543

785,820

£
1,034,293

1,355,861

£
1,676,482

2,059,311

£
1,092,139

1,554,922

£
2,884,659

3,225,831

£
2,926,403

2,926,403

£
2.553,000

2,553,000

291,356 283,277 321,568 382,829 462,783 341,172

1,529,000 1,244,000 992,000 278,000 + 675,000 740,000 + 110,000 + 337,000

1.238,000 961,000 670,000 + 105,000 + 1,138,000 399,000 + 110,000 + 337,000

1,351,000 1,204,000 1,014,000 449,000 + 533,000 1,167.000 277,000 195,000

signify receipts in excess of charge.
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waerest of Public Debt from 1868 to 1881.

1873-74

£
41,096,000

J
68,217,000

1874-75 1875-76 1876-77 1877-78 1878-79 1879-80 plate
1880-81

£
48,576,000

71,667,000

£
49,776,000

74,602,000

£
55,376,000

73,762,000

£
59,656,000

76,836,000

£
60,008,000

79,069,000

£
68,835,000

84,598,000

£
71,335,000
85,814,000

109, 3 13,000

4,579,000

113,892,000 120,243,000 124,378,000 129,138,000 136,492,000 139,077,000 153,433,000 157,149,000

97,240,000

11,973,000

4,679,000

98,730,000

16,223,000

5,290,000

98,206,000

20,494,000

5,678,000

98,684,000

24,303,000

6,151,000

100,164,000

29,094,000

7,234,000

97,319,000

33,476,000

8,282,000

98,767,000

36,840,000

9,730,000

8,096,000

93,839,000

39,656,000

5,306,000

10,208,000

8,140,000

1,804,000

(4-4)

2,815,000

(4-1)

I
630,000

1,993,000

(4-1)

2,842,000

(4-0)

198,000

2,161,000

(4-3)

3,017,000

(40)

2,317,000
(4-2)

3,092,000

(4-2)

2,492,000

(42)
3,248,000

(4-2)

2,593,000

(43)
3,390,000

(4-2)

2,740,000

(3-8)

3,467,000

(4-2)

2,685,000

(3-5)

3,411,000

(40)

5,249,000 5,033,000 5,178,000 5,409,000 5,740,000 5,983,000 6,207,000 6,096,000

4,376,000

408,000
3,910,000

564,000
3,867,000

734,000

3,971,000

896,000

4,140,000

1,068,000

3,952,000

1,408,000

3,846,000

1,582,000

34,000

2,898,000

2,011,000

344,000

4,784,000

1

4,474,000 4,601,000 4,867,000 5,208,000 5,360,000 5,462,000 5,253,000

j

-1,590,000

+ 356,000

- 1,300,000

+ 377,000

- 1,058,000

+ 456,000

-331,000

+ 395,000

+ 617,000

+ 521,000

-782,000

+ 682,000

+ 113,000

+ 1,226,000

+ 626,000

+ 1,534,000

1 -1,234,000 -923,000 - 602,000 + 64,000 + 1,138,000 - 100,000 + 1,339,000 + 2,160,000

6,018,000 5,397,000 5,203,000 4,803,000 4,070,000 5,460,000 4,123,000 3,093,000

ires with ( — ) before them signify charge in excess of receipts.

u g
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Statement 11.—Abstract of Charges on account of Debt, adjusted for comjw.
from 1868 to 1881.

Head of Account

Averages of four years First and las

1869-73 1873-77 1877-81 1868-69 1880-81

Capital.

Sterling debt
Rupee debt .....
India stock in excess of guarantee \

fund J

£
37,697,000

67,817,000

4,579,000

6
48,706.000
7 -'.002,000

1,145,000

£
64,958,000

81,579,000
31,698,000
65,6s

4,579,000

£
71.335,000

85,81

Total 110,093,000 121,913,000 146,537,000 101,98 L57,l

Distribution.

Ordinary debt ....
Productive public works
East Indian railway
Loans at interest ....

101,321,000

5,675,000

3,097,000

98,215,000

18,248,000

5,450,000

98,848,000

34,766,000

4,985,000

7,938,000

100,033,000

1,241,000

684,000

I0,2i

8,11

Gross Interest—excluding funds.
On sterling debt ,

On rupee debt ....
On India stock ....

1,736,000

2,911,000

630,000

2,069,000

2,941,000

807,000

2,627,000

3,379,000

1,528,000

2,898,000

2,68

3,41

Total 5,277,000 5,217,000 6,006,000 5,056,000 6,0'.'

Net Interest—adjusted.

On ordinary debt ....
On productive public works .

3,999,000

429,000
3,681,000

888,000

3,530,000

1,696,000

94,000

4,0!'

267,000

2,8

9

2,01

344,0*

Total 4,428,000 4,569,000 5,320,000 4,364,000 6,251

N< t charge or receipts from pro-"\

dur.tive public works . . /
-1, all,000 -674,000 + 1,134,000 -1,762,000

Total charge for debt and pro-"\

ductive public works . J
6,969,000 5,243,000 4,186,000 6,126,000 3,0f:

N.B. Figures with ( + ) before them signify receipts in excess of charge. Figures with (
-

before them signify charge in excess of receipts.

Statements Nos. 7 to 11.—The sums shown as productive

public works outlay in these Statements include the expenditure

on state railways and irrigation works only, that on other works

not properly coming into consideration in connection wit 1

discussions contained in Chapters VII. and VIII. where full ex-

planations are given on all points of importance.

The amount excluded consists of a sum of 1,133,362&
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advanced for improvements in the town of Bombay, Bad «»f

sum of about 350,0001. for the Madras Harbour, the last of

which it has already been decided to deal with as a loan to the

Harbour Trust.

The capital outlay on the Madras Irrigation Company's works

has also been excluded from the account. It amounts to about

1,400,000Z. of which 1,000,0002. is under a guarantee of interest

at 5 per cent.

Statement No. 8 shows the causes of the differences between

the entries in Statements Nos. 3, 7, and 10, and the Parliamen-

tary return before referred to.

Statement No. 9 shows the correction that would have to

be made in the accounts of years previous to 1879-80, in order

to show the entries under 'Loss by exchange ' on the system

now adopted. This is explained in a note to Chapter VII., and

more fully in Chapter XX.
The entries in Statement No. 10 are all explained in

Chapter VIII.

Statement No. 11 is designed to show the adjustments of

the charges for interest on debt, which are described in Chapter

VIII. as being necessary for a proper comparison between dif-

ferent years.

The net interest on ordinary debt has been reduced by

450,0002. yearly, until 1873-74 inclusive, this having been tin-

sum covered by the India stock guarantee fund.

The net interest on productive works debt has been increased

and that on ordinary debt has been reduced by 238,0002. yearly

(this being the interest on the sum transferred in 1880-81 from

ordinary to productive works debt, on account of capital outlay

on irrigation works supplied from revenue), in all years except

the last, in which the charge for this interest appears in the

published accounts under productive public works.

a a 2
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ABO

ABOLITION of inland customs
line, 225-26

along the Indus, 235
— of duties on export of sugar, 230-40
— of transit duties, 217-18
Abyssinian war, repayment of ad-

vances for, 76
Accounts, changes in form of, 24
— changes in treating guaranteed

railway receipts, 114, note
— home and Indian, how amalga-
mated, 387

— of productive public works, 96
— of Madras and Bombay irrigation

works, 96
Acts, licence, 202, 205
— Indian weights and measure of

capacity, 351
Administration of India, cost of, 40

cost incurred out of India, 3 1 5,— Home charges for civil, 69,. 70,

81,84— of opium revenue, 273
Administrative and material improve-

ments, demand for, 5, 7, 8

Afghanistan, salt exported to, 235

Afghan war, charge for stores, 72

contribution from England for,

78
cost paid from revenue, 61

and frontier railways, net cost

of, 47, 60, 102

railways due to, 100

Agra, price of salt at, 230
Agricultural classes, position of, with

regard to new taxation, 195
— labourer, taxes paid by, 20-21

Ahmedabad, town duties in, 334

Aitcheson, Sir C, on taxation in Bur-

mah, 237, 282
Ajrnir, duty on opium, 270

BEN

Allowances and assignment* under
treaties, 44

Argyll, Duke of, on land cesses, 198
on salt duties, 222-23
on unit of weight, 350

Army, commission of enquiry into, 49
— cost of, 48
— Home charges for, 71-72

commissariat, 72
furlough allowances, 71

pay, 71
retired pay and pensions, 71

stores, 72
transport, 72

Assam, provincial settlement with,

145
— source of salt supply, 216
Assessed taxes, 20, table, 30-31

BABER, Mr., on Chinese opium,
259-60

Bandelkhand, need of protection

from drought, 186, 193
Barracks, outlay on, 87-88
Barsl, town duties in, 334
Beadon, Sir Cecil, on opium adminis-

tration, 245-47
Behar, irrigation in, 180
— and Orissa, famine in, 158
— value of railways during famine in,

174
Bellary, value of railways during
famine in, 174

Bengal and Malwa opium systems,

relative fiscal advantages of, 265-70

Bengal, amount spent in famine
relief, 198

— cost of cultivation of tobacco in,

369
— export duty on rice, 282
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BEN

Bengal famine in 1874, 156-57
— Government, administration of

opium revenue by, 273
— increase of local taxation in, 142
— land cess imposed, 157

cesses in, 359
revenue, 18, 197-98, 357-59

— Lieut.-Governor of, on value of

irrigation in Behar, 180
— licence tax in, 202
— Liverpool salt in, 236
— Lower, salt duty in, 217-235

succession tax in, 367
— opium, fluctuations of revenue,

243-48
manufacture in, 249-50
supply should be developed,

271
fluctuations of revenue, 243-48

— permanent settlement, 18, 357-63
— poppy cultivation, 241-42, 249-50
— prosperous condition, 360
— provincial rates, 31
— provincial revenues made liable to

meet charges for public works
giving protection from famine, 157

— public works cess, 197, 201
— rate of salt duty from 1869-77, 219
— reductions of salt duty, 225
— report of commission on rent law

in, 359-61
— resolution of the Government on

decentralisation, 152-53
— results of irrigation, 106
— results of new salt measures on
consumption and revenue, 232

— salt duty fixed in 1836, 218
— source of salt supply, 216
— success of decentralisation policy,

152-53
— transit duties abolished, 218
— value of Sone irrigation, 181
— yield of tobacco in, 369
— zemindars, 198, 359-61
I5ills, interest, 79
— Secretary of State's, 68, 76, 79, 84

amount of, 386
relation to excess exports,

385
Bimetallism, 399
Bombay, abolition of transit duties,

218
— accounts of irrigation works, 96— alienations of land revenue, 44— and Baroda railway, financial

'ion, 128
Secretary of State's power of

pin.

— average consumption of >alt. MM

CHA

Bombay cotton mills, 286
— Chamber of Commerce on octroi

duties, 333-35
— exempted from new land cess, 1 i»7

— export duty on opium, 242
— famine in, 156-57
— increase of local taxation, 142
— irrigation works, 107

in Deccan districts, 109
— land revenue, 17
— licence tax in, 202
— price of salt before and after new

measures, 230-31
— provincial rates, 32
— public spirit in regard to direct

taxation, 211, note
— result of new measures on con-
sumption of salt and revenue.
233
— salt duty, 217

from 1869-77, rate of, 219
duties increased, 224-25

— source of salt supply, 216
Bradford, Colonel, on salt measures
227

Bright, Mr., on the Government of

India, 163-54
Broach, town duties in, 333
Budget resolution of 1878-79, extract

from, 165
— statement for 1881-82, 192-93
Bullion, imports of, 383
Burke, Edmund, quotation from,

11-12
Burmah, capitation tax, 18
— condition of labouring <

— export duty on rice, 282-83
— new districts in, 39
— provincial settlement made with,

in 1879, 145
— reform in salt duties desirable, 236
— Upper, treaty engagements con-

cerning salt, 237

CALCUTTA and South Eastern rail-

way, 70, 91, 94
— former condition of, 4

Campbell, Sir George, on Indian
weights, :n:..

Capitation tax in Burmah, abolition

desirable.

amount of, 18, 20, table, 30
Central India, result of new arrange-
ments concerning salt, 226-27

i] Provinces, sources of salt

apply, !

ftyunberaofCon
Bengal, Bl . 285
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CHA

Changes in condition of India, 1-4
Cbapman, Mr. R. B., 147
China, 241-47
— letter from Shanghai correspondent

of the Times concerning opium in,

257-63
— opium smoking in, 257— opium supply of, 254-55— rebellion in, 243
Chinese Government, position of, with
regard to opium trade, 255-56

— market for opium, 249
— wars, 243, 255-56
Civil services, net cost of, 43, 44
Cockerell, Mr. P. R., on registration,

364
Coconada, 109
Coffee and tea, English duties on

Indian, 326
Coinage, amount, 383-84
Colvin, Mr. Bazett, 199, 364, note,

365
extract from paper on Indian

taxation, 212-14, note to Chapter
XII.

notes on taxation, 364-66
on land cess, 199-200
on marriage tax, 373
on miscellaneous taxes, 374
on sugar, 371-72

Compensation payments, 44
Condorcet, 264
Cooper's Hill College, cost of, 70
Cornwallis, Lord, 357-58
Cotton, cost of transport, 318
— duties, Lord Salisbury's despatch

on, 283, 297-304
loss by remission of remaining,

320
measures taken with a view to

removal of, 283-88
public opinion in India on re-

mission of, 287
removal of, ordered by Lord

Salisbury, 277
results of remission of, 288-94
Sir John Strachey on, 311

total remission expedient, 294
— goods, changes in duties on, 34

development of trade in duty
free, 289, 291, table, 292

grey, duties remitted, 284

i necessity for total exemption
from duty, 293

revolution in trade in, 290-

91

Indian manufacture, 284

piece, exports of Indian, 286,

292

Ml:

Cotton goods, piece, quantities and
values of different description
ported into India from 1876 to
1880-81, 290, table

revenue yielded by, 292— mills in India, prosperity of, 299
Cunningham, Mr. H. S., on incidence

of taxation, 21

on land revenue, 16-18
Currency and exchange, 381-400— copper, 382
— department, powers possessed by,

127
— disturbance of gold value of Indian,

83
— metallic, 381-82
— of India, effect on home remit-

tances, 77-79
— paper, 383
Customs, 33-34, 274-311
— amount of, 20, tahlr

— incidence of, 20, table
— present national policy of Qreat

Britain, 278
— revenue, 9
— duties and cost of inland transport,

relative effect of, 318-19
general rates until 1875, 176— — Lord Northbrook on, 275-76
loss by remission of remaining,

320
loss of revenue caused by total

remission compensated by growth
of railway revenue, 321-23

no permanent loss of revenue
probable from total abolition of,

296
speech by General Strachey on,

304-11
— line along the Indus, 225, 235

establishment of inland, 219
inland, abolition of, 225

in Central Provinces, 221
— revenue on imports per head, 279
— tariff duties remitted in 1878, 281

DALY, Sir H., on salt measures, 227
Davenport, Mr., on Chinese

opium, 260
Debt, addition to home, 69, 76, 122,

124-25
— amount of, 8-9, 117
— and guaranteed railway capital,

102
— and productive works, total charge

for, 101-102
— and public work - fur.

ll M
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DEB

Debt, average rate of gross interest

on, 45
— discharge of, 125-27
— distinction between ordinary, and

that incurred for productive public

works, 116
— Home, 44-46
— increase of, incurred for productive

public works, 117
— increase of permanent, since 1868-

69, 1 1

7

— incurred for public works, gradual

discharge of, 126
— incurred for discharge of Indian

stock, 118-19, 124

in 1880-81, under following heads:

East Indian railway, loans and ad-

vances, ordinary productive public

works, total, 117
— interest charges on, 118-20
— interest on Home, 69, 75, table

— net interest on, 44-46, 98-99
on public, 116-31

— on account of loans, &c, 117
— reduction of Home, charge for,

77-79
— reduction of Indian, how far de-

sirable, 420-21
— reduction of ordinary, 118
— sterling, 124-26

additions to, 69, 76
transformation into rupee, 79

— total in India and England, 45-46
— transfer from ordinary to produc-

tive public works, 117

Deccan, irrigation works in, 109

Decentralisation, 22
— administrative results of, 148
— financial measures proposed to

complete policy of, 146-47, 149
— of financial administration, 132-54
— revenues and services handed over

t.» provincial governments in 1877,

III

success of, in Bengal, 152-53

1 (elicit, (Deluding famine and war
charges, 60

Dickens, Lieutenant-General, on de-

centralisation, 18

1

r i saries and hospitals constructed,

8
Dnrbhimga estates, extract from a

lut ion of the
I

ernor
i'.i-ngal. B75 *»>, »«t< to Chapter

XIX
Duties, cotton, n duties
— enst S Customs <i

10

Export duties

EXC

Duties, import. See Import dol— legacy and probate in Englai.
in India, 366

— octroi, 329-38
— salt and sugar, 216
Duty, sugar, 155

EASTERN Bengal railway, financial
position, 128

East India Company's stock, 118-19,
124

— Indian railway. Set Railway
Ecclesiastical net expenditure, 42
Eden, Hon. Sir Ashlev, on land cesses,

199-200
on licence tax, 203
on the financial decentrali-

policy in Bengal, 152-55
on the value of irrigation in

Behar, 181

President of Army Comml-
49

Education, net expenditure on, 1

1

— receipts, 19, table

Egerton, Sir Robert, on licence tax,

202
Emigration, 173
England and India, importance of

free trade between, 325-27
— legacy and probate duty in, 366
Exchange, conventional rate of, 387-

88
inconvenience of, 388-89
proposal of Government of

India to abandon, 388
why retained bv

of State, 389-90
— fluctuations little dependent on

trade demand, 385
— loss by, 48, 58, 68

financial inconvenience, 396
how far real, 391

increase of taxation it I

sitates, 395
in last six yea.

present amount.
— with British Government, DOW

fixed.

— with England, 77-78
— on railv. I

— result of o]>erations in 1879-80,

395
Excise depart n from
opium issued to, 240
duties, amount of, 20, table

on salt and liquors, 280
. 30

!. 280
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Expenditure, changes in forms of

accounts, 23-25
— gross, 8
— increase of military, 48-49
— net, 25
— on famine. See Famine
— ordinary and extraordinary, 94
— progress and present condition of,

38-53
Export duties, 1875, 275

on indigo and lac removed,
281-82

speech of General Strachey on,

304-307
— duty, articles subject to before

1875, 275
on rice, 282-83

Exports and imports, annual average
of, 328, table

of United States, 314
value per head in India, 279

England, 279
— average yearly value of, 1 05, 324
— excess, amount of, 386
— excess of, 313-1

5

over imports, 279
— growth and total value of, 10
— increase since 1840, 316
— rates of duty on, 33-34
— reductions in, 34, note

I
FAMINE and war, expenditure on,
1

60
— average and total annual charge

for last twelve years, 60-61
— commission, estimate of average

yearly cost of famines by, 159, 190

explanation of policy of insur-

ance by, 159-61
on necessity of railway and

canal extension, 402-403
— insurance, amount of cesses on

land, 201
misconceptions regarding, 164-

67
not proposed to create a fund

for, 164-67
policy modified by Home

Government, 166
results of, 163-64

success of, 167
taxation, total amount of, 202

— in Central France in 1770-71, 184

— liabilities, financial measures for

meeting, 155-67
necessity for localising, 156

^— measures for giving protection

against, 168-93

i ic i:

Fiuiiin.-, in. MMiv.s taken to meet out-
lay on, 60, 65

— policy of insurance against, 157-
61

in 1874-75, 169
— protection against, in Madras, 177

relief, amount spent in Bengal on,

198

Orissa in 1865-66, 108
of new taxation imposed tor,

163
expenditure on, 54-56

from 1873 to 187H,

in last three years, 163
probable annual cost of, 159
test of success of measures

taken for future, 1 1

5

— rates for protection against, 32
Famines, extraordinary expenditure

on, 102
— in N.W. provinces, Ifadxae, Bengal,

and Orissa, value of irrig;

canals during, 88
— periodically recurrent, 155, 158,

168
Fawcett, Mr. H., on land revenue, 15-

16

Financial measures for meeting
famine liabilities, 155-67

— position, 65
— results of last twelve years, 56-57,

63-64
causes of improvement in, 64

— statement for 1874-75, extract on

famine policy, 169-70
— system, provincial, 93

Finucane, Mr., 158-59

Food crops exported from Coconada
in 1876-77, value of, 109

raised in deltas of Godavery and
Kistna in 1876-77, value of, 109

raised in N.W. provinces and
Punjab in 1877-78, value of, 107

saved by Sone canal in 1873-

74, 108
Forecast of productive works ex-

penditure, 93-97, table

Foreign trade, 312-328

Forests, receipts, 19, tahlr

— revenues and administration, 28-

29
France, famine in Central, in 1770-71,

184
— revenue derived from registration

of assurances in, 365

Free trade, first application to India,

296
, policy of Lord Lyt ton's govern-

ment, 295
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FRE

Free trade principles specially im-

portant to India, 278
wide field for application in

India, 325-27
unpopular in India, 276

Funds, civil service annuity, 57-58
— military, 57
Furlough allowances, home charges,

70
net charges, 43-44

GAIN by exchange, 19, table

Ganges canal, 87, 423
Ganges canal, Lower, 107
Gauge, broad, number of miles on

guaranteed railways, 173
State railways, 174

— narrow, number of miles on State

railways, 174
— question of, 174
Godaveri canals, return on capital, 1 09

value of rice raised on, 109
Gold coin not legal tender, 382
— imports of bullion, 383
Grain, export duty on, 33-34
Grant-Duff, Mr., on customs line, 220
Grant, Sir J. P., on succession duty,

366, and nvte

Great Indian Peninsular railway,

financial position of, 128
Secretary of State's power of

purchase, 128-29
Grey cotton goods. See Cotton goods
Guaranteed railways. See Railways

HARTLNGTON, Marquis of, on
licence tax, 204
on opium, 256

Hathras and Muttra railway, 175
llnlk.ir, Maharajah, on salt measures,

226-27
Home charges, 68-85

arrny, 69-71
— debt, growth of, 76, 83, 124
— government, modification of famine

nance policy by, 166
— treasury, receipts of, 68

sources, whence supplied, 75-76

. Mr. T. C, on cotton duties, 285

House of Commons, commit toe of the,

on supplying funds by borrowing
for public works, 96-97

recommendations on re-

ducing expenditure, 166

on fj.itiin .

•

IND

House of Commons' resolution ap-
proving abolition of cotton duties,

286
resolution concerning cotton

duties, 284
House property, tax on, 205— tax, 371-72

IMPORTS and exports. See Exports.— average yearly value of, 1 < 16

— customs revenue per head in

India on, 279
United Kingdom, 27:>

— duties on, 33-34
— growth and total value of, 9-10
— increase since 1840, 316-17
Import duties before 1875, 9

details of, in 1776-77, 281
gross receipts for twelve years,

from 1869-70 to 1880-81, 296, table

in India, protective, 280
total amount of, in 1876-77, 280

— trade of British cotton goods, 284
Improvements, administrative, 7-8
— demand for administrative and

material, 5-6
Income and licence taxes, 363
— tax, 9, 32, 194

advantages of, 212-14, M
Chapter XII.

demand of Bengal zemindars to

be exempted from, 198
desirability of, 206-207
Lord Lawrence's opinion of,

206-207
unpopularity of, 213, norc to

Chapter XII.
India and England, importance of

free trade between, 326
— application of free trade to,

27— average rate of salt duties over all,

235
— changes in condition of, 1 t

— charges of administration, 818
— extent of, 182
— free trade specially important to,

279— good government of, 11-12
— importance of opium revenue to,

— liable to famine, 158
— non-consumption of foreign luxu-

I by people of, 81

— office, 2

cost of, 70, 81
— present social condition of, I

o pren of material wealth, 818
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IND

India, public opinion on economic
questions in, 276

— results of new salt measures on
consumption and revenue over all,

232
-stock, 118-19, 124
— succession tax in, 366-68— taxation in, 356
— territorial extension of empire, 1-2— trade of, 312-28

abnormal and undeveloped, 279
compared with United States,

314
in relation to population, 316,

table

— value of works obtained by, 102
Indian departments, home charges

for, 70— Government, credit of, 127
— position in relation to guaranteed

railway capital, 128
— manufactured cotton goods, 284,

286
— securities, 127
Indigo, artificial preparation of, 282— duty on, 33-34
— export duty removed, 281-82
Inland customs line. See Customs.
Interest receipts, 19, table

Irrigated land, increased value of, 110
Irrigation, advantages of, 110, 177-81— canals, 176
— canals and railways, policy of con-

structing, 185
value of, in famines in Northern

India and Madras, 88
estimate for outlay on, 93
in Madras and Bombay, income

of, 96
Orissa, 70
undertaken in Madras and the

Punjab, 87
— in Madras, 177
— income and charges on, 100
— number of acres irrigated, 7
— returns on capital, 106, table

— revenue largely dependent on
sugar crops, 239

— tank, 177— total cultivated area under, 110
— wells, total area irrigated by, 1 10
— works, borrowing to carry on, 89-

90, 169, 176
in Bengal, value in time of

famine, 180-81

JAILS, former insufiioiency of, 5
— improvements in, 7

LAW
Jaipur, arrangement with, concerning

alt supply, L'L'l

Jodhpur, arrangement with, concern-
ing salt supply, If]

Judges, inadequate pay of native, 6
Judicial services, 6
Justice, law and, 35

net expenditure on, 4

1

receipts, r.», r

KARACHI, town duties in, 333, 335
Kistna canal, return on capital.

109
Kistna canal, value of food raised, 109
Kurnool, 174

LAC dye, duty on, 33-34
— export duty removed, 281-82

Laing, Mr., on decentralisation, 135
Land c»s>, :»

— cesses of Bengal, 359
new, 197

Land rates, revenue yielded by new,
201

Land revenue, 27
expenditure, 38, and note, 39-40
growth of, 9
in Bengal, 18, 197-98, 357
in Bombay, 17, and note
in Madras, 17, and note
in N.W. provinces, 1

7

in Punjab, 18

increase of gross, 16
loss from famine in Madras, 60
nature of, 14-18
present normal amount, 28
proposal to give local govern-

ments a fixed share in, 146
share of government, 16

Land settlement, 14
in N.W. provinces, benefits to

landholders under new, 199-200
Landlords of Northern India, rate of

taxation on, 209
Law and ]n-\

net expenditure on, 41

receipts, 19, table

Lawrence, Lord, on extraordinary
public works policy, 89-91, 192

on income tax, 206
on judicial service, 6
on weights and measures, :>! I,

B46,

Lawrence's Government, Lord, on,

octroi di,

on weight! and measures.

344, 34
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LEG

Legacy and probate duty in England,
366

in India, 366-67
Licence and income taxes, 363
Licence tax, 9, 31-32, 201-3

amount of, 202
average rate on incomes, 205
Bill for extension of, l; o|

limit of liability to, 802-8
nature of, 197
objections to, 204
total number of persons paying,

210
yield of, 203, 205

Liquors, import duty realised on in

1876-77,280
Loans of 1881, 127
Local governments, amount of reve-

nues made over to, 145
co-operation in famine protec-

tion scheme, 182
demands for expenditure, 136- 37
financial arrangements made

with in 1871-72, 140
position of, 134

limit of liability to licence tax
fixed by, 202

relations with supreme govern-
ment, 137-38

revision of settlements desir-

able, 145-46
should not administer opium

revenue, 272-73
salt department, 238

Loss by exchange. See Exchange
Lumsden, Sir Peter, member of army
commission, 49

Lytton, Lord, 141, 156, 274-75
extract from speech on protec-

tection against famine, 171-85
on cost of army, 49
on cottop duties, 286-87
on customs duties, 276-77
on free trade, 295-96
on financial decentralisation,

148
on income tax, 1 8

1

on salt system, 217, 229-30,

236
prevented fully executing his

plans for protection against famine,
186-92

rejects claims of zemindars, 198
scheme for prevention of fa-

mine, 1 70
Lyt ton's Government, Lord, changes

of salt system during, 215, 222
— — — financial decentralisation,

118

MAL

Lytton's Government, Lord, financial

improvement during, 64
octroi duties, 332
proposal for constructing

works necessary for protection
against famine, 189

tobacco tax, 368

MADRAS, alienations of land
revenue, 44

— and Bombay irrigation v.

accounts of, 96
net income of, 98

result of new salt measures on
consumption and revenue.

— and Mysore, distribution of grain
in, during famine, 175

— charges under head revenue
— exempted from new land rate, 107— export duty on rice grown in, 282— harbour, 94
— increased rental of irrigated land,

110
— Irrigation Company, guaranteed in-

terest on, 73, note, 99-100
of, 177
works, financial results,

table
— land revenue, 1 7, and not,-

loss by famine, 60
— licence tax in, 202
— local taxation, 142
— protection of, against famine, 1 77
— presidencv, consumption of salt in,

92 1

prices of salt before and after

new measures, 230
salt duty increased in, 224-2.~>

— protection against famine, 177— provincial arrangements, 146
rates, 31

— railway interest charge on, 128
Secretary of State's power of

purchase, 129
— rate of salt duty from 1869-77, 219
— sail duty, 216
— serious drought in, 166
— source of salt supply, L'lt)

— value of canals during famine, 88
railways during famine, 1 71

Maine, Sir Henry, on decentralisation,

136
on succession duty, 1 ;>.">. and note

on weights and measures, 1 15,

note

Malwa and Ben >al opium systems,

relative advantages of, l,,:

opium. 248, -•
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MAL

Ifalwa opium, scale of duty to corre-

spond with Bengal prioee, W7t
table

Marine, net expenditure, 42
— receipts, 19, table
— home charge for stores, 72

Marriages, tax on, 372-73
Massey, Mr., on decentralisation

Mayo, Lord, on financial decentralisa-

tion, 134, 138-139, 1 I I

on opium monopoly, 96

I

on public works construction,

192
on railway construction, 1H

on salt arrangements, 221
— — on weights and measures, 350,

353
Mayo's government, Lord, salt ar-

rangements, 221
reduction of public works

expenditure, 141

weights and measures, 351

Measures. See Weights and measures
— proposal to adopt metrical unit of

length, 351

Medical net expenditure, 42
— receipts, 19, table

Metric system, 343-44, 347-50
Military buildings, outlay since 1868,

101
— funds, 57
— system, changes in, 81

Mill, J. S., on limits of government
intervention, 408, 410-11

Minor departments, net expenditure,

40
receipts, 19, table

Mint, 25-29
— amount coined, 40
-- charges and receipts, 40
— receipts, 19, table

Miscellaneous home charges, 71
— items of revenue and expenditure,

29— receipts, 19, table, 29-30

Money, Mr. Alonzo, on direct taxation,

208
Muir, Sir William, local railway un-

dertaken by, 150

on direct taxation, 208

Mutiny, charges of suppressing, 313

Municipal institutions established, 8

Municipalities, octroi duties and tolls

in, 329-38
Mysore, distribution of grain in

Madras and, 175
— increased rental of irrigated land,

110
— salt supply, 232

o'co

NATIVES of India, talari* of thoM
employed in <i\il administra-

ti.-n. BMO
Native states, area and population, 28

contribution towards general
expenses of empire, 228-29

tribute boa, 18
Niebnhr, :\:,i, ,„>/,

Nizam, salt supply of states of

228-29, 282
Northbrook, Lord, on customs tariff,

176-76
on famine finance, 167-59
on protection against famine,

IG9
on salt policy, 22

1

Northern India, consumption of salt

in, 224
famine in, 88
increased rental of irrigated

land, 110
new land rate, 190 201

possible future land taxation,

362
reduction of salt dut v.

sources of salt supply, 216
North-Western provinces, benefit to

landholders under new settlement,

199-200
drought of 1859-60, 88
food crops in, 179

irrigation works, 179
return on, 106, table,

107
land revenue, 1

7

licence tax imposed 1877, 157

in, 202
new districts, 39
new rates in 1870, 142

new rates on land in 1878,

201
prosperity in, 199-200
provincial rates, Bl

provincial
I

made
liable for charges on public works
giving protection agaii:

157
salt duty, 218
salt supply, sources of, 1 1 '»

schools, 42
transit duties abolished, 118

value of crops raised in Is"
78, 107

CONNOR, Mr. , extract from re-

view of the maritime trade of

British India for lN7'.>-80, 291, and
>l«ft
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OCT

Octroi duties, 329-38
— Bill introduced into legislative

council by Sir J. Strachey, 332
— Bombay Chamber of Commerce,

333-35
— extract from speech of Sir J.

Strachey, 1879, 333-37
— government orders, 329-31

disregard of, 331-32
— legislation stopped by Secretary

of State, 332
— rules for levying, 329
Official class, position with regard to

licence tax, 195-96
O'Kinealy, Mr., extract from paper on
Bengal rent law, 360-61

Opium, Bengal and Malwa systems,

comparison of, 265-70
monopoly, profits from, 269, and

note
number of acres under poppy

cultivation in, 272
expenditure on, 58, 219
supply should be developed, 271

— consumption in the Punjab, 254
— details of cost of Behar and Be-

nares, 267, vote
— duty at Ajmir, 270
— letter from Shanghai correspondent

of the Timet, 257-63
— Malwa, 242
— monopoly, probable results of sub-

stitution of excise for, 264-65
— popularity of poppy cultivation,

267-78
— proposal to sell limited supply at

higher prices, 272
— quality of Indian, 254-65
— reserve, 246-48, 271
— revenue, 19, table, 25-26

administration of, 273
dangers to which exposed, 273
derived by native states, 268
fluctuations of, 243-53
gross and net since 1869-70,

248, 249, table

how raised, 241-42
importance to India, 263-64
net for three years, 250-51.

tablet

for twelve years, 251, tahh-

for twenty years, 251, tahlc

receipts, 241

risks to, 2.":*

purposely under-cstiniat<<!

• - smoking in China,
supply tO China. 854 66
trade, position of Chinese govern-

ment with regard to Indian, 855 .'-7

PRO

Opium trade, Society for the Si;

sion of the, 258-62
— weights of chests, 266
Orissa, amount spent on famine relief

in 1865-66, 108
— and Sone irrigation works, 106— company, 90
— famine in, 88, 180
— irrigation works, 70, 94— numbers who perished in famine

of 1865-66, 108-109
Oudh and Rohilkhund railway, finan-

cial position of, 128— licence tax, 202— new districts, 39— new rates in 1870, 111'

on land in 1878, 201— provincial rates, 31— source of salt supply, 216

PATNA, 173
Pay, Home charges for army, 7

1

Pensions and pay, retired, 7

1

— and superannuations, Home
charges, 70, 81— army, 49— political, 44

Permanent settlement of Bengal,
357-63

yearly revenue lo*

Police, former condition, 6— net charge, 41,— receipts, 19, table

Political expenditure, 42— pensions, 44

Postage, Home charges, 70
Post-office, 25-29
— net cost, 41
— number of letters, 10
— receipts, 19, table

Printing, stationery, and receipt-. 19,

table

Pritchard, Mr., on cotton d

Private enterprise, proposals
undername of, 411

ample scope for

Professional class, position of with
regard to licence tax, L95

Provincial and local surplus and
deficit. 51

- finance, control of public opinion
.

!•-'">-27

in 1S71 7:'. 1 10

liable to meet cost of provincial

famines, 182

n
ferred in 1877, 1 H
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PRO

Provincial rates, 31-32
amount of, 20, table, 31

— revenues, aggregate surplus over
expenditure, 148

applied to local railways, 160
Public opinion in India on remission

of cotton duties, 287
Public works, agency of companies
how far desirable, 412-15

charge for public works and
debt, total, 101

for, 46
complication of rules for carry-

ing out, 422-23
debt discharged by sinking

fund, 126
department, \%2

constituted, 87
expenditure to 1865-66, 87

ordinary, 47, 101
reduced, 92

extension of provincial authority

desirable, 424
extraordinary, 89-94
financial results of borrowing,

102-103
success of borrowing, cri-

terion of, 115
future requirements of, 401-

29
gross yearly income, 10
home charges, 70
intervention of government

necessary in India, 407-12
local management desirable,

415-16
necessity for economical con-

struction, 422
net charge from 1868-69 to

1880-81, accumulated with com-
pound interest, 123

objections to borrowing refuted,

416-20
— guaranteed companies,

413-14
policy of borrowing successful,

111-12
productive, 29, 86-112

accounts of, 96
capital outlay on, 101

expenditure forecast of,

compared with results, 96-98

reduced, 95
increase of net income, 120

money spent on, 46

net charge, including in-

terest, 47
net expenditure, 46-47

net yearly charge, 101

HAI

Public works, productive, policy of
borrowing for, 22, r,i

profits on, li'L'

protective, how to meet expen-
1>( nditure on, 186-93

receipts, 19, table

stores, Home charges, 72-73
Punjab and Sindh railway

.

position of, 128
— consumption of opium in tl— land revenue, 18— licence tax, 202
— new local rates in 1870, 142— prosperity, 199
— provincial rates, 31
— return on irrigation works, 106-107— salt duty, L>17

— source of salt supply, 216— value of crops raised in 1877-78,
107

"HAIL, cost of transport by, 104
XL Railway between Agra and

Delhi, and Sambhur salt lakr, L'_'l

Railway, Bombay and Baroda, finan-
cial position, 128

— Calcutta and South- Eastern, 70,

91,94
— capital guaranteed, and public

debt, 121, table, 122
— capital, position of Indian Govern-
ment in relation to guaranteed, 128— communication, price of salt re-

duced by, 230-31
— companies, negotiations as to adopt-

ing metrical system of weights, 353— contracts, 128, 413-15
— Eastern Bengal, financial position,

128
— East Indian, 46, 99, 122

financial position, 128
prepared to adopt metrical

system of weights, 353
purchase of, 129-31
sum raised for purchase, 1 1

7

— from Lahore to North-West fron-

tier, 94
— Great Indian Peninsula, financial

position, 128
— Hathras and Muttra, 175
— in Sindh, 94
— Madras, financial position, 128
— Oudh and Rohilkhund, financial

position, 128
— Punjab and Sindh, financial posi-

tion, 128
— South Indian lines, financial posi-

tion, 128
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RAI

Railway traffic, number of tons moved,

321
— sum earned per ton, 321

— tax on, 373
— revenue, necessary growth with

increased trade, 321-23
— revenues, importance of retaining,

425
— transport, cost compared with cart,

104,318-19
— through native states of Rajputana

and Central India, 227
— weight of goods carried by, 105

Railways and irrigation works, exten-

sion necessary, 403
funds for extension, how to

be obtained, 404-405
policy of constructing, 185

— borrowing to carry on, 90
— estimate for outlay on, 93
— first opened, 104
— for slow goods traffic, 175
— frontier, 47, 100
— goods traffic receipts, 318
— guaranteed, burden on home

treasury, 80, 83

capital deposited with Secre-

tary of State, 73-74

capital expenditure in last

twenty-eight years on, 173
"— raised for, 313

date of undertaking, 86

economical result on India, 315

Home charges, 73-74

net charge for interest, 47, 92

number of miles of broad

gauge, 173-74
returns on capital, 103

— increase of gross receipts, 103-104

of net receipts, 103-104

of trade due to extension of,

319
— local, undertaken provincially, 150

— number of miles of broad gauge

lines, 173
narrow gauge lines, 1 74

construct!

of passengers, 105
— returns on capital in India, 103

England and Wales, 103

United Kingdom, 103

— State, Hon , 70

number of miles, 174
— — outlay on, 91, 174

ownership detirabki, 406-407
returns on capital, 103-104

— strategic, 174

— treatment of receipts in public

accounts, 14, 114

REV

Railways, value during famine in Debar
and Madras, 1 7 I

— value in prevention of famine, 173 »

— weight of goods carried by, 106,

321

Rajputana, cost of railways running
through, 227

— export duty on sugar from India,

890
— leases of salt sources obtained by

British government, 225
— railway between British territory

and, 221
— results on price of new salt mea-

sures, 227
— salt lakes and springs, 216

measures, cost of, 44
— sugar duties, 240
Rangoon, early condition of, 6

Rates, amount of provincial, 20, tahle

— on land, 357-63
Receipts, total net from sources

other than taxation, 30
Registration of assurances, revenue

derived in France from, 365
— tax, amount of, 20, table
— taxes on, 363-66
Rent law in Bengal, report of com-

mission on, 359-61
Remittances, family, 70
— Home charges, 70-71
— miscellaneous, 71
— postage, 70
Revenue and expenditure, compara-

tive statistics, 8-10
— changes in form of accounts, .

— customs. See Customs.
— necessary growth from railways

with increase of trade, B21
— opium. See Opium.
— result of new salt

230-34
— yielded by cot I

Revenues, customs, 9
— forest, 28
— gross annual, 13
— gross total, 8
— income tax, 9
— lai

— licence tax, 9
— miscellaneous, 29-30
— net.abstra' t from 1869 to 18S

table

total derived from t.

distinct from taa

19, |

— pr< i it ion.

w
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BKV

Revenues, salt, 9
— how raised, 13
Rice, export duty on, 34, 282-83
— monopoly by India and Burmah,

283
Roberts, Sir Frederick, member of
army commission, 49

Rupee paper, amount of onfaced, 79— securities, 79

SALISBURY, Lord, cotton duties
removal ordered by, 277

extract from despatch on,

297-304, note to Chapter XV.
on cotton duties, 277
on cotton trade, 283-85
on famine finance, 156

Sambhur salt, 230-231
lake, salt supply from, 221, 226

Salt and sugar duties, 215-40
Salt, consumption of, 222-24, 231-34
— department, administration of, 238— duties, average rate over all India,

235
expediency of large and general

reduction, 234
financial results of, 231-32
general result of new measures,

229-30
imported by sea, duty realised

in 1878, 280
increase of revenue in last four

years, 232
measures taken by Lord Lytton's

government to equalise, 222-26
measures taken by Lord Mayo's

government to equalise, 221
origin of, 217-18
result of new measures on con-

sumption and public revenue, 231-
32

result of new measures on price,

230-31
— — system under which levied, 216—

17
— Liverpool, 236
— payment to Rajputana, 44
— price of carriage by rail, 231
— revenue, 20, table, 34

local gorernments' interest in,

147
growth of, 9— supply, sources of, 216— tax, 370
incidence of, 20

— treaty engagements with Upper
Burma, 237

Saltpetre, 282

8TA

Schooh.
Scindia, Maharajah, on salt measure*,
226

Secretary of State's bills, 76-79
on construction of railways with

borrowed capital, HI

on income tax, 194
opium, 265
weights and measures, 350,

351
orders regarding expenditure on

public works, extract from, 19]
orders restricting expenditure

on public works, 16]

orders to reduce expenditure on
public works, 186

orders to under-estimate opium
revenue, 252

powers of purchase of certain
railways abandoned, 128

prevents legislation on octroi

duties, 332
proposed extension of licence

tax approved by, 204
three-and-a-half per cent, loan,

127
Shipping, amount of in Indian trade,

321
Sikhs, consumption of opium among,

254
Silver bullion, competition with

Secretary of State's bills, 384
price determines value of rupee

bills, 384
— coinage, 381, 383-84
— depreciation of, 277

effect on Indian trade, 396-97
— export for remittance not possible,

385
— fall in value, 48, 95, 102

effect on trade of, 320
— imports of bullion, 383
Sindh, railways in, 94
— result of irrigation, 109
— salt revenue, how raised, 229
Sone irrigation, 180-81
— irrigation works, 106, 108

Southern India, famine in, 171

South Indian railway, financial posi-

tion, 128

Stamps and registration, 35
— receipts from, 20, table

— revenue from, provincialised, 144
— tax, incidence of, 20

Standard of value in India and
England, need of uniformity, 398

State railways. Sre Raihv.

Stationery aid printing, net expendi-

ture, 42

H II
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STA

Stationery receipts, 19, table

Stephen, Sir James F., on permanent
settlement, 358, and note

on weights and measures, 351

Stores, Home charges, army commis-
sariat, 72

marine, 72
military, 71-2
miscellaneous, 73

— — — public works, 73
stamps, 72
stationery, 72
system of purchase for India,

82
Strachey, Lieut.-General R., on cus-

toms duties, extract from speech on,

304-11
on decentralisation, 134, note,

137-38, 146
minute on railway extension, 91

proposals for borrowing for

public works, 89
on weights and measures, 342,

note, 345
Strachey, Sir John, 134, note, 141, 171

on cotton duties, 286
extract from financial

statement concerning, 311

on decentralisation policy, 143,

146-47
on famine surplus, 165

octroi bill, extract from speech

on, 333-37
duties, Bill introduced to

regulate, 322
salt duties, extract from financial

statement, 1877, 223
on succession duties, 366

sugar duties, extract from speech

on, 239-40
on taxation imposed in 1877-78,

195
weights and measures, extract

from minute on, 347-50

Sugar and salt duties, 215-40
— duties, 889, 370-71

removed, 34, and note, 240
— export duty into Rajputana, 220,

226
— inland duties abolished on export

of, 281
.uritius, 239-40

— total value consumed yearly in

British India, :;:i

Succession tax, 366-68
nation allowances, 43-4

— and pensions, Home charges, 70,

75, table, 81
— receipts in aid, 19, table

TAX

Surat, town duties in, 333
Surplus available, 65
— normal, on ordinary account, 88— of last three years on ordinary

account, excluding Afghan war, 61
— of last twelve year-
— of last twelve years excluding ex-

ceptional charges, 80— on ordinary account of last two
years, excluding exceptional charges,
84

— required to meet future famine
expenditure, 158, 160-62, 186

TARIFF, customs, 274-311
— objectionable nature of Indian,

279-80, 304-308
— remissions of duties, 275, 281-82
Tax, capitation, 20, table
— house, 371-72
— income, 9
— marriage, 372-73
— on railway traffic, 373— salt, 370
— succession, 366-68
— sugar, 370
— tobacco, 368-70
Taxation, 30-36, 68— amount of new, for famine relief

insurance policy, 163
in 1879-80, 19

— direct, 206-8
— equitable adjustment of public

burdens, 428
— famine insurance, total amount, 201

when imposed, 198— heads and incident
— imposed in 1877-78, 194- 2 1 I— incidence of new, 2'

— Indian, extract from Mr. Col v in,

LM2-14, note
— indirect, 222-23
— in India, 3.">."j_56

— local and provincial, 21
— measures of 1 870 led to no fresh, 1 1

2

— municipal, 21
— natural dislike to, 210-11
— not increased, 8
— position of various classes with re-

gard to, I

— possible amount that might be
I by dm .

further land, in Northern I

sources of new
— reduction wiV
— Kilt a l

- t<>?.
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TAX

Taxes, actual sums yielded by new, in

three years, 1 63
— income and licence, 363— miscellaneous, 373
— registration, 3G3-66
— to meet future liabilities for

famine, 163-64
Tea and coffee, English duties on

Indian, 326
Telegraph, 25, 29
— net charge, 41
— net revenue, 41
— number of miles, 7— receipts, 1 9, table

Temple, Sir Richard, licence tax, 202
octroi duties, 335

Thomason, Mr., schools established in

north-west provinces by, 42
Thompson, Mr. Rivers, direct taxa-

tion, 207
Thornton, Mr. T., on cesses on land, 199
Tinnevelly, increased rental of irri-

gated land, 110
Tobacco, cost of cultivation, 369
— price, 369
— tax, 368-70
— yield in Bengal, 369
Tolls, rules for levying muncipal, 331-

37
Tonnage of Indian shipping, 321-22
Town and transit duties in Bombay

Presidency, 333-37
Towns, population of, 8

Trade of India, 312-28
abnormal and undeveloped,

279
annual averages of exports

and imports, 323-24, tables

complete removal of all ob-

stacles necessary to secure progress

of, 429
development of, 320

— expansion of foreign since

1840, 316-17
foreign, abstract statement

of, from 1834 to 1881, 328, table

growth, 9-10
of foreign and internal, 322

increase due to extension of

railways, 318
in relation to population

316, table

Secretary of State's bills de-

pendent on, 78
Trading classes, position with regard

to taxation, 195-96
Traffic, railway. See Railway
Transit and town duties in Bombay

presidency, 333-37

Transit duties, abolished, 217-18
in Central India,

loss of rc\ Q abolished.
218

under native nil

Trans, of railway compared
with cart, lo|. B18 1'.'

— Home charges for army, 72— relative burden on trado custom
duties and, 818 I]

Treasury, annual home disbursements
since 1868_6'.»,

— home disbursements classified, 69
normal yearly charge to be met,

76
sources whence supplied, 75-76

Trevelynn. sir C, abolition of transit
duties, 218

Tribute! and contributions from
native states, 19, tul

Turgot, 184

UNITED States of America, trade
compared with tbat of India,

314

T; IRANGAUN, town duties in, 335

WADE, Sir T., on opium, 256
Wadwan, town duties in, 335

Watters, Mr., on opium, 260
Weight, metric system suited to

India, 344
Weights and measures, 339-54
— - committee to consider, 340

condition in various provinces,
340-42

decision of Lord Lawrence's
government, 343-50

inconvenience of English sys-

tem, 343-45
inconveniences of present Indian

systems, 354
of Capacity Act, Indian, 351
plans proposed for establishing

a uniform system, 848
- Regulation VII. of 1833, 344, 351
Wilson, Mr. James, heads of account,

23
licence tax, 207

XTARN, exports from Bombay, 286

ZKMINDARS of Bengal, 198, 209,
358-362

— — claims, 888
rights, 359
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Assessment of land revenue, Madras
and Bombay, 17

Cotton, fine cloths and yarns, increase

of imports between 1858 and 1874,

302
— goods, cloths and yarns, quantities

imported from 1858 to 1874, 300-

301
— — imported into India from 1875-

76 to 1880-81, quantities and values

of grey, white, and coloured, 290
— grey piece goods, quantities duty-

free, and dutiable in 1878-79 to

1880-81, 291
Customs duties on imports in 1866-67,

details of, 280-81
— import duties, gross receipts from

1869-70 to 1880-81, 295
Debt, adjusted account from 1868 to

1881, abstract of, 450
Duties on Malwa opium, correspond-

ing to prices of Behar and Benares,

267
East Indian Railway, abstract of

account with government for 1880,

131
Expenditure, net, from 1869-70 to

1880-81, 434-35
1869 to 1881, abstract of, 63

Exports, value of principal articles

from 1856 to 1881, 324
Financial results of productive public

works from 1868 to 1881, including

charges for interest on ordinary

public works and debt, abstract of,

113

Gross income other than taxation in

1879-80, 19
— receipts from taxation in 1879-80,

20
Guaranteed railway capital received

and issued from 1869-70 to 1880-81,
440-41

Home charges for army and stores

under chief sub-heads from 1869-70
to 1880-81, 442-43

— receipts and disbursements from
1869 to 1881, abstract of, 85

Home treasury, gross disbursements
and receipts from 1869-70 to 1880-
81, 438-39

net disbursements and receipts
from 1869-70 to 1880-81, 440-41

Imports, values of principal articles
from 1856 to 1881, 323

Interest and public works, statement
explanatory of charge for, from
1869 to 1881. 446-47

Irrigation works, capital, net income,
and int erest charges for 1 879-80, 106

Opium revenue from 1869-70 to
1880-81, corrected net, 241

gross and net, from 1869-70 to
1880-81, 249

progress of, since 1861-62, 251
Ordinary debt, net interest on, and
ordinary public works outlay from
1868 to 1881, 444-45

State railway and irrigation
capital, with gross and net receipts
therefrom, and charges of interest,

121
Productive public works, capital out-

lay, receipts and charges from 1868
to 1881, 444-45

— works, actual net charges on, com-
pared with the forecasts, 97

net receipts and charges, 448-49
Public debt, statement of capital and

interest from 1868 to 1881, 448-49
Railway los" by exchange, con
statement of, from 1869 to 1881,
446-47

Revenue and expenditure, general
comparison of total, showing sur-

plus and deficit from 1869-70 to
1880-81, 432-33

showing surplus and deficit

from 1869 to 1881, abstract of,— net, frorr 1869-7* > to L8£
till'-??

from 1869 to 1881, abstract of, 37
Tradi . statement of foreign,

from 1884 328
— comparison of, in diiFerent coun-

tries in relation to population, 316
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of the Replanting of the Alps, the Cevennes, and the Pyrenees with J

Herbage, and liush. Demy Svo. price \2s. (xt.

The Hydrology of Southern Africa. Demy Svo. price 10s. 6d.

BROWNE ( W. R.)—'\ p 1 ration of the New Testament. With
a Preface by the Rev. J. P. Norkis, D.D. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

BURCKHARDT {Jacob)—-The Civilization of the Period 01

in* Italy. Authorised translation, by S. G. C. Middle.
2 vols. Demy 8vo. price 2\s.

BURTON {Mrs. Richard)—The Inner Life of Syri
the HOLY Land. With Maps, Photographs, and Coloured
Sec :i. Demy Svo. price 24J.

%* Also a Cheaper Edition in one volume. Large post Svo. cloth, price IC

BURTON {Capt. Richard F.)—The Gold Mines of Mi the
MlDIANITE CITIES. A Fortnight's Tour in North Western An

With numerous Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy Svo. price iS.r.

The Land of Midian Revisited. With numerous Illustrations

id and by Chromolithography. 3 my Svo. cloth,
|

BUSBECQ {O^icr Ghisclin dc)—\\
Thornton Forsti.k, M.A . II. Hi.v .

2 vols. "With Frontispieces. Demy Svo. cloth, price 24s.
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CANDLER (II.)—The Groundwork of Belief. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price Js.

CARPENTER (Dr. Philip P.)—His Life and Work. Edited by his

brother, Russell Lant Carpenter. With Portrait and Vignettes. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price *js. 6d.

CARPENTER ( W. B.) LL.D., M.D., E.R.S., <5rv.—The Principles
of Mental Physiology. With their Applications to the Training and
Discipline of the Mind, and the Study of its Morbid Conditions. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. 8vo. price 12s.

CER VANTES—The Ingenious Knight Don Quixote de la Mancha.
A New Translation from the Originals of 1605 and 1608. By A. J. Duffield.
With Notes. 3 vols. Demy 8vo. price 42s.

CHEYNE (Rev. T AT.)—The Prophecies of Isaiah. Translated with
Critical Notes and Dissertations. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 2$s.

CLAIRA UT—Elements of Geometry. Translated by Dr. Kaines.
With 145 Figures. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 4^. 6d.

CLAYDEN (P. W.)—England under Lord Beaconsfield. The
Political History of the Last Six Years, from the end of 1873 to the beginning
of 1880. Second Edition, with Index and continuation to March 1880. Demy
Svo. cloth, price 16s.

CLODD (Edward) F.R.A.S.—The Childhood of the World : a
Simple Account of Man in Early Times. Sixth Edition. Crown Svo. price $s,

A Special Edition for Schools. Price Is.

The Childhood of Religions. Including a Simple Account of the
Birth and Growth of Myths and Legends. Third Thousand. Crown 8vo.

price $s.

A Special Edition for Schools. Price It. 6d.

Jesus of Nazareth. With a brief sketch of Jewish History to the
Time of His Birth. Small crown Svo. cloth, price 6s.

COGHLAN (J. Cole) D.D.— The Modern Pharisee and other
Sermons. Edited by the Very Rev. H. H. Dickinson, D.D., Dean of
Chapel Royal, Dublin. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, "js. 6d.

COLERIDGE (Sara)—Phantasmion. A Fairy Tale. With an Intro-
ductory Preface by the Right Hon. Lord Coleridge, of Ottery St. Mary. A
New Edition. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. price Js. 6d.

Memoir and Letters of Sara Coleridge. Edited by her Daughter.
With Index. Cheap Edition. With one Portrait. Price Js. 6d.

'

COLLINS (Mortimer)—The Secret of Long Life. Small crown 8vo.
cloth, price 3-r. 6d.

CONNELL (A. K.)—Discontent and Danger in India. Small crown
8vo. cloth, price 3s. Cd.

COOKE (Prof. J. P.) of the Hai-vard University.—Scientific Culture.
Crown 8vo. price IJ.

COOPER (H. J.)
—The Art of Furnishing on Rational and

^Esthetic Principles. New and Cheaper Edition. Fcp. 8vo. cloth,

price is. 6d.

COREIELD {Professor) M.D.—Health. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

CORY ( William)—A Guide to Modern English History. Part I.

—

MDCCCXV.-MDCCCXXX. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 9s,
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COURTNEY (W. L.)—The Metaphysics of John Stuart Mill.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price $s. 6d.

COX (Rev. Sir George W.) M.A., Bart.—A History of Greece from the
Earliest Period to the end of the Persian War. New Edition. 2
vols. Demy 8vo. price 36V.

The Mythology of the Aryan Nations. New Edition. 2 vols.
Demy 8vo. price 2%s.

A General History of Greece from the Earliest Period to the
Death of Alexander the Great, with a sketch of the subsequent II:

to the present time. New Edition. Crown 8vo. price Js. 6d.

Tales of Ancient Greece. New Edition. Small crown 8vo. price 6s.

School History of Greece. New Edition. With Maps. Fcp. 8vo.
price 3-r. 6d.

The Great Persian War from the History of Herodotus.
New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price y. 6d.

A Manual of Mythology in the form of Question and Answer.
New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 3s.

An Introduction to the Science of Comparative Mythology
AND Folk-Lore. Crown 8vo. cloth, price gs.

COX (Rev. Sir G. W.) M.A., Bart., andJONES (Eustace Hinton)—
Popular Romances of the Middle Ages. Second Edition, in 1 vol.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

COX (Rev. Samuel)—Salvator Mundi ; or, Is Christ the Saviour of all

Men ? Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5-r.

The Genesis of Evil, and other Sermons, mainly expository.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

A Commentary on the Book of Joe. With a Translation. Demy
8vo. cloth, price 15J.

CRAUFURD (A. H.)—Seeking for Light: Sermons. Crown 8vo.
cloth, price $s.

CRA VEN(Mrs.)—A Year's Meditations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

CRA WFURD (Ora'tf/tf)—Portugal, Old and New. With Illustrations

and Maps. Demy Svo. cloth, price 16s.

CROZ1ER (John Beattie) M.B.—The Religion of the
Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

DALTON (John Nea/e) M.A., R.N.—Sermons to Naval C.v
Treached on board H. M.S. 'Britannia.' Second Edition. Small crown 8vo.

cloth, price 3s. &/.

DAVIDSON (Rev. Samuel) D.D., LL.D. — The New T
translated from the Latest Greek Text of Ti

and thoroughly revised Edition. Post 8vo. price I or. 6d.

Canon of the Bible : Its Formation, History, and Fluctuations.

Third and revised Edition. Small crown 8vo. price Ss-

DA VIES (Rrj. J. L.) M.A.—Theology and Morality. Essays on
Questions of Belief and Practice. Crown 8vo. price Is. 6d.
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DAWSON {Geo.) M.A.—Prayers, with a Discourse on Prayer.
Edited by his Wife. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6*.

Sermons on Disputed Points and Special Occasions. Edited by
his Wife. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Sermons on Daily Life and Duty. Edited by his Wife. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

DE REDCLIFFE {Viscount Stratford) PC, K.G., G.C.B.—Why am I
A Christian ? Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. price 3-r.

DESPREZ {Philip S.) B.D.—Daniel and John; or, the Apocalypse of
the Old and that of the New Testament, Demy 8vo. cloth, price \2s.

DE TOCQUEVILLE (A.)—Correspondence and Conversations
of, with Nassau William Senior, from 1834 to 1859. Edited by
M. C. M. Simpson. 2 vols. Post 8vo. price 21s.

DOWDEN (Edward) LL.D.—Shakspere : a Critical Study of his Mind
and Art. Fifth Edition. Post 8vo. price \2s.

Studies in Literature, 1 789-1877. Large post 8vo. price \2s.

DREWRY (G. O.) M.D.—The Common-Sense Management of the
Stomach. Fifth Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

DREWRY(G. O.) M.D., and BARTLETT (H. C.) Ph.D., ECS.
Cup and Platter : or, Notes on Food and its Effects. New and

Cheaper Edition. Small 8vo. price is. 6d.

DUFFIELD (A. J.)
—Don Quixote : his Critics and Commentators.

With a brief account of the minor works of Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra,
and a statement of the aim and end of the greatest of them all. A handy
book for general readers. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3s. 6d.

DU MONCEL (Count)—The Telephone, the Microphone, and the
Phonograph. With 74 Illustrations. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5-r.

EDEN (Frederick)—The Nile without a Dragoman. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo. price *js. 6d.

EDGEWORTH (F. Y.)—Mathematical Psychics. An Essay on
the Application of Mathematics to Social Science. Demy 8vo. cloth, Js. 6d.

EDIS (Robert W.) F.S.A. &*c.—Decoration and Furniture of Town
Houses : a Series of Cantor Lectures, delivered before the Society of Arts,

1880. Amplified and Enlarged. With 29 Full-page Illustrations and numerous
Sketches. Second Edition. Square 8vo. cloth, price \2s. 6d.

Educational Code of the Prussian Nation, in its Present Form.
In accordance with the Decisions of the Common Provincial Law, and with
those of Recent Legislation. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

ELSDALE (Henry)—Studies in Tennyson's Idylls. Crown 8vo.
price $s.

ELYOT (Sir Thomas)—The Boke named the Gouernour. Edited
from the First Edition of 1531 by Henry Herbert Stephen Croft, M.A.,
Barrister-at-Law. With Portraits of Sir Thomas and Lady Elyot, copied by
permission of her Majesty from Holbein's Original Drawings at Windsor Castle.
2 vols. Fcp. 4to. cloth, price 50?.
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EVANS (Mark)—The Story of our Father's Love, told to Children.
Fifth and Cheaper Edition. \Yith Four Illustrations. Fcp. Svo. price is. 6d.

A Book of Common Prayer and Worship for Household Usi
compiled exclusively from the Holy Scriptures. Fcp. 8vo. price I/<

The Gospel of Home Life. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 4s. 6d.

The King's Story-Book. In Three Parts. Fcp. Svo. cloth, price

is. 6d. each.

*
#* Parts I. and II. with Eight Illustrations and Two Picture Maps, now ready.

EX-CIVILIAN—Life in the Mofussil : or Civilian Life in Lower
Bengal. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. price 14J.

FELKIN (II. M.)—Technical Education in a Saxon Town. Pub-
lished for the City and Guilds of London Institute for the Advancement of

Technical Education. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 2s.

FIELD (Horace) B.A. Loud.—The Ultimate Triumph of Christianity.
Small crown Svo. cloth, price y. 6d

FINN {The lateJames) M.R.A.S.—Stirring Times ; or, Records from
Jerusalem Consular Chronicles of 1853 to 1856. Edited and Compiled by
his Widow ; with a Preface by the Viscountess Strangford. 2 vols. Demy
8vo. price 30J.

FLOREDICE (IV. H)—A Month among the Mere Irish. Small
crown 8vo. cloth, price $s.

Folkestone Ritual Case : the Arguments, Proceedings, Judgment, and
Report. Demy 8vo. price 2$s.

FORMBY (Rev. Henry)—Ancient Rome and its Connection with
the Christian Religion : An Outline of the History of the City from its

First Foundation down to the Erection of the Chair of St. Peter, a.d. 42-47-

With numerous Illustrations of Ancient Monuments, Sculpture, and Coinage,

and of the Antiquities of the Christian Catacombs. Royal 4to. cloth 1

£2. 10s ; roxburgh half-morocco, £2. 12s. 6d.

FOIVLE (Rev. T. W.) M.A.—The Reconciliation of Religion
SCIENCE. Being Essays on Immortality, Inspiration, Miracles, and the Being
of Christ. Demy 8vo. price iar. 6a.

The Divine Legation of Christ. Crown Svo. cloth, price js.

ERASER (Donald)—Exchange Tables of Steri • Indian
RUPBI ( J'RRKNfv, upon a new and extended system, embracing Values from

One Farthing to One Hundred Thousand Pounds, and at rati ig, in

:eenths of a Penny, from is. gd. to 2s. $d. per Rupee. R
10s. 6d.

FRISWELL (J. Ham)—The Better Self. Essays for Home
Crown Svo. price 6s.

GARDINER (Samuel R.) and J. BASS AfC/ZLINGER, M.
RODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF EvGUSH HISTORY. Large crowi.

cloth, price 9*.

GARDNER (/) M.D.—Longevity : The AfEANS of Prolon
I AFTER Middle Age. Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged. Small

crown 8vo. price \s.
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GEBLER {Karl Von)—Galileo Galilei and the Roman Curia, from
Authentic Sources. Translated with the sanction of the Author, by Mrs.
George Sturge. Demy 8vo. cloth, price \2s.

GEDDES {James)—History of the Administration of John de
Witt, Grand Pensionary of Holland. Vol. I. 1623— 1654. With Portrait.

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 15J.

GEORGE {Henry)—Progress and Poverty : an Inquiry into the
Causes of Industrial Depressions, and of Increase of Want with Increase of
Wealth. The Remedy. Post 8vo. cloth, price Js. 6J.

GILBERT {Mrs.)—Autobiography and other Memorials. Edited
by Josiah Gilbert. Third and Cheaper Edition. With Steel Portrait and
several Wood Engravings. Crown Svo. price 7-r. 6d,

GLOVER (F.) M.A—Exempla Latina. A First Construing Book with
Short Notes, Lexicon, and an Introduction to the Analysis of Sentences. Fcp.
8vo. cloth, price 2s.

GODWIN {William)—William Godwin: His Friends and Contem-
poraries. With Portraits and Facsimiles of the Handwriting of Godwin and
his Wife. By C. Kegan Paul. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. price 28*.

The Genius of Christianity Unveiled. Being Essays never
before published. Edited, with a Preface, by C. Kegan Paul. Crown 8vo.

price "js. 6d.

GOLDSMID {Sir Francis Henry) Bart, Q. C, M.P.—Memoir of. With
Portrait. Crown 8vo. cloth, price $s.

GOODENOUGH {Commodore J. G.) R.N., C.B., C.M.G.—Mjmoir of,

with Extracts from his Letters and Journals. Edited by his Widow. With
Steel Engraved Portrait. Square 8vo. cloth, price $s.

*
#
* Also a Library Edition with Maps, Woodcuts, and' Steel Engraved Portrait.

Square post 8vo. price 14s.

GOSSE {Edmund W.)—Studies in the Literature of Northern
Europe. With a Frontispiece designed and etched by Alma Tadema. Large
post 8vo. cloth, price 12s.

GOULD {Rev. S. Baring) M.A.—The Vicar of Morwenstow: a Memoir
of the Rev. R. S. Hawker. With Portrait. Third Edition, revised. Square
post 8vo. price 10s. 6d.

Germany, Present and Past. 2 vols. Large crown 8vo. cloth, price
2u.

GRAHAM { William) M.A.—The Creed of Science, Religious, Moral,
and Social. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 12s.

GRIFFITH {Thomas) A.M—Thf, Gospel of the Divine Life : a
Study of the Fourth Evangelist. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 14s.

GRIMLEY {Rev.H N.)M.A.—Tremadoc Sermons, chiefly on the
Spiritual Body, the Unseen World, and the Divine Humanity.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. price 6s.

GRUNER {M. L.)—Studies of Blast Furnace Phenomena. Trans-
lated by L. D. B. Gordon, F. R. S. E., F. G. S. Demy 8vo. price js. 6d.

GURNEY {Rev. Archer)—Words of Faith and Cheer. A Mission
of Instruction and Suggestion. Crown 8vo. price 6s.
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\r\r\HAECKEL {Prof. Ernst)—The History of Creation. Translation
revised by Professor E. Ray Lankester, M.A., F.R.S. With Coloured Plates
and Genealogical Trees of the various groups of both plants and animals.
2 vols. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, price 32*.

The History of the Evolution of Man. With numerous Illustra-
tions. 2 vols. Post 8vo. price yis.

Freedom in Science and Teaching. With a Prefatory Note by
T. II. Huxley, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. cloth, price $s.

Half-Crown Series :

—

Sister Dora : a Biography. By Margaret Lonsdale.

True Words for Brave Men : a Book for Soldiers and Sailors.

By the late Charles Kingsley.

An Inland Voyage. By R. L. Stevenson.

Travels with a Donkey. By R. L. Stevenson.

A Nook in the Apennines. By Leader Scott.

Notes of Travel : being Extracts from the Journals of Count V
MOLTKE.

Letters from Russia. By Count Von Moltke.

English Sonnets. Collected and Arranged by J. Denn
Lyrics of Love. From Shakespeare to Tennyson. Selected

and Arranged by W. D. Adams.

London Lyrics. By F. Locker.

Home Songs for Quiet Hours. By the Rev. Canon R. II. !

HALLECK'S International Law; or, Rules Regulating the Inter-

course of States in Peace and War. A New Edition, revised, with Notes and
Cases, by Sir Sherston Baker, Bart. 2 vols. Demy Svo. price 38J.

HARTINGTON {The Right Hon. the Marquis of) M.P.—Election
Speeches in 1879 and 1880. With Address to the Electors of North
Lancashire. Crown 8vo. cloth, price ^s. 6d.

HAWEIS {Rev. H. R.) M.A.—Current Coin. Materialism—The
Devil— Crime — Drunkenness— Pauperism— Emotion — Recreation— The
Sabbath. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Speech in Season. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. price gs.

Thoughts for the Times. Eleventh Edition. Crown Svo. price 7^. 6d.

Unsectarian Family Prayers. New and Cheaper Edition. Fcp.
8vo. price is. 6d.

Arrows in the Air. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

HAWKINS {Edwards Comerford)— Spirit and Form. Sermons
preached in the Parish Church of Leatherhead. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

HAYES {A. H), >;/r.-NEW Colorado and THE SAM I 1 i Trail.

Witt Map and 60 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price gs.

HEIDENHAIN{Rudolf) M.D.—-Animal M M : Physioli
OBSERVATIONS. Translated from the Fourth German Edition by L. C.

u.nkiix-.K, with a Preface by G. K. RDM** >own 8vo.

price 2s. 6d.
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HELLWALD {Baron F. Von)—The Russians in Central Asia.
A Critical Examination, down to the Present Time, of the Geography and
History of Central Asia. Translated by Lieut. -Col. Theodore; Wirgman,
LL.B. With Map. Large post 8vo. price 12s.

HINTON (J.)
—The Place of the Physician. To which is added

Essays on the Law of Human Life, and on the Relations between
Organic and Inorganic Worlds. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

price 3s. 6d.

Physiology for Practical Use. By Various Writers. With
50 Illustrations. Third and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

An Atlas of Diseases of the Membrana Tympani. With Descrip-
tive Text. Post 8vo. price £6. 6s.

The Questions of Aural Surgery. With Illustrations. 2 vols.

Post 8vo. price 12s. 6d.

Chapters on the Art of Thinking, and other Essays. With an
Introduction by Shadworth Hodgson. Edited by C. H. HlNTON. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 8s. 6d.

The Mystery of Pain. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. cloth limp, is.

Life and Letters. Edited by Ellice Hopkins, with an Intro-

duction by Sir W. W. Gull, Bart., and Portrait engraved on Steel by C. H.
Teens. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 8s. 6d.

HOOPER (Mary)—Little Dinners : How to Serve them with
Elegance and Economy. Thirteenth Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

Cookery for Invalids, Persons of Delicate Digestion, and
Children. Crown 8vo. price ?>s- 6<£

Every-Day Meals. Being Economical and Wholesome Recipes for

Breakfast, Luncheon, and Supper. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5^.

HOPKINS (Ellice)—Life and Letters of James Hinton, with an
Introduction by Sir W. W. Gull, Bart. , and Portrait engraved on Steel by
C. H. Jeens. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 8s. 6d.

HORNER (The Misses)—Walks in Florence. A New and thoroughly
Revised Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. Cloth limp. With Illustrations.

Vol. I.—Churches, Streets, and Palaces. Price 10s. 6d.

Vol. II.—Public Galleries and Museums. Price $s.

Household Readings on Prophecy. By A Layman. Small crown
8vo. cloth, price $s. 6d.

HULL (Edmund C. P.)—The European in India. With a Medical
Guide for Anglo-Indians. By R. S. Mair, M.D., F.R.C.S.E. Third
Edition, Revised and Corrected. Post 8vo. price 6s.

HUTTON (Arthur) M.A.—The Anglican Ministry : its Nature and
Value in relation to the Catholic Priesthood. With a Preface by His Eminence
Cardinal Newman. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 145".

JENKINS (E.) and RAYMOND (/)—The Architect's Legal
Handbook. Third Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

JENKINS (Rev. R. C.) M.A.—The Privilege of Peter and the Claims
of the Roman Church confronted with the Scriptures, the Councils, and the

Testimony of the Popes themselves. Fcp. 8vo. price 3s. 6d.
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JENNINGS {Mrs. Vaughan)—RAUEL : Her Life and Letters. With
a Portrait from the Painting by Daffinger. Square post 8vo. price Js. 6J.

TOEL (L.)—A Consul's Manual and Shipowner's and Shipmaster's
Practical Guide in their Transactions Abroad. With Definitions of

Nautical, Mercantile, and Legal Terms ; a Glossary of Mercantile Terms in

English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish ; Tables of the Money, Wd
and Measures of the Principal Commercial Nations and their Equivalents in

British Standards ; and Forms of Consular and Notarial Acts. Demy 8vo.

cloth, price lis.

JOHNSTONE (C. F) M.A.—Historical Abstracts: being Outlines
of the History of some of the less known States of Europe. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 7s. 6d.

JONES {Lucy)— Puddings and Sweets; being Three Hundred and
Sixty-five Receipts approved by experience. Crown Svo. price is. 6d.

JOYCE (P. W.) LL.D. &c—Old Celtic Romances. Translated from
the Gaelic. Crown 8vo. cloth, price Js. 6J.

KAUFMANN (Rev. M.) B.A.—Socialism: Its Nature, its Dangers, and
its Remedies considered. Crown 8vo. price Js. 6d.

Utopias ; or, Schemes of Social Improvement, from Sir Thomas More
to Karl Marx. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5-f.

KAY (Joseph) M.A., Q.C.—Free Trade in Land. Edited by his

Widow. With Preface by the Right Hon. John Bright, M.l'. 'sixth

Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5^.

KENT (C.)—Corona Catholica ad Petri successor:
Oblata. De Summi Pontificis Leonis XIII. Assumptions i.iigramma.
In Quinquaginta Linguis. Fcp. 4to. cloth, price 15/.

KERNER (Dr. A.) Professor of Botany in tlu University of Innsbruck.—
Flowers and their Unhidden Guests. Translation edited by \Y. (

M.A., M.D. With Illustrations. Square 8vo. cloth, price 9*.

KIDD (Joseph) M.D.—The Laws of Therapeutics ; or, the Science
and Art of Medicine. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

KINAHAN (G. Henry) M.R.I.A., of H.M.'s Geological Surrey.—The
•logv of Ireland, with numerous Illustrations and a Geologic

Ireland. Square 8vo. cloth.

KINGSLEY (Charles) M.A.—Letters and Memories of his Life.
Edited by his Wm, With Two Steel Engraved Portraits, and Illusti.

on Wood, and a Facsimile of his Handwriting. Thirteenth Edition. 2

I )emy 8vo. price 36J.
^

*
#* Also the Ninth Cabinet Edition, iff 2 vols. Crown 8vo. cloth, price I

All Saints' Day, and other Sermons. Edited by the Rev. W.
Harrison. Third Edition. Crown $vo. price Js. 6d.

True Words for Brave Men. A Book for Soldiers' and Sailors'

Libraries. Eighth Edition. Crown Svo. price is. 6d.

KNIGHT (Professor IV.)—Studies in Philosophy anJ? Literature,
Large post 8vo. cloth, price "js. 6d.

KNOX (Alexander A.)—Tin: Xi.w Playground; or, Wanderings in

Algeria. Large crown 8vo. cloth, price ioj. (xt.
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LACORDAIRE {Rev. Pere)—Life : Conferences delivered at Toulouse. 1
A New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. price p. Gd.

LEE (Rev. E. G.) D.C.L.—The Other World; or, Glimpses of the
Supernatural. 2 vols. A New Edition. Crown 8vo. price 15 s. sv

LEWIS (Edward Dillon)—A Draft Code of Criminal Law and ^^
Procedure. Demy 8vo. cloth, price %ln

Life in the Mofussil ; or, Civilian Life in Lower Bengal. By an Ex-
Civilian. Large post 8vo. price 14J.

LINDSAY (W. Lauder) AID., E.R.S.E., &>c—Mind in the Lower
Animals in Health and Disease. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 32^.

Vol. I.—Mind in Health. Vol. II.—Mind in Disease.

LLOYD (Francis), and TEBBITT (Charles)—Extension of Empire,
Weakness? Deficits, Ruin? With a Practical Scheme for the Recon-
struction of Asiatic Turkey. Small crown 8vc. cloth, price y. Gd.

LONSDALE (Margaret)—Sister Dora: a Biography. With Portrait.
Twenty-fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 2s. Gd.

LORIMER (Peter) D.D.—John Knox and the Church of England.
His Work in her Pulpit, and his Influence upon her Liturgy, Articles, and
Parties. Demy 8vo. price \2s.

John Wiclif and his English Precursors. By Gerhard Victor
Lechler. Translated from the German, with additional Notes. 2 vols.

Demy 8vo. price lis.

MACLACHLAN (Mrs.)—Notes and Extracts on Everlasting
Punishment and Eternal Life, according to Literal Interpreta-
tion. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3s. Gd.

MACNAUGHT'(Rev. John)—Cozna Domini: An Essay on the Lord's
Supper, its Primitive Institution, Apostolic Uses, and Subsequent History.
Demy 8vo. price 14$-.

MAGNUS (Mrs.)—About the Jews since Bible Times. From the
Babylonian Exile till the English Exodus. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price $s.

MAIR (R. S.) M.D., ER.C.S.E.—Tke Medical Guide for Anglo-
Indians. Being a Compendium of Advice to Europeans in India, relating

to the Preservation and Regulation of Health. With a Supplement on the
Management of Children in India. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. limp cloth,

price 3J. Gd.

MANNING (His Eminence Cardinal)—The True Story of the Vatican
Council. Crown 8vo. price 5_r.

MARKHAM (Capt. Albert Hastings) R.N.—The Great Frozen Sea :

A Personal Narrative of the Voyage of the Alert during the Arctic Expedition

of 1875-6. With Six Full-page Illustrations, Two Maps, and Twenty-seven
Woodcuts. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

A Polar Reconnaissance : being the Voyage of the ' Isbjorn ' to

Novaya Zemlya in 1879. With 10 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. cloth, price iGs.

MARTINEAU (Gertrude)—Outline Lessons on Morals. Small
crown 8vo. cloth, price y. 6d.

McGRATH (Terence)—Pictures from Ireland. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 2s.
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MERRITT(Henry)—Art-Criticism and Romance. With Recollections
and Twenty-three Illustrations in cau-forte, by Anna Lea Merritt. 2 vols.

Large post 8vo. cloth, price 25J.

MILLER (Edward)—The History and Doctrines of Irvingism
or, the so-called Catholic and Apostolic Church. 2 vols. Large post 8vo
price 25X.

The Church in Relation to the State. Large crown 8vo.
cloth, price Js. 6d.

MILNE (James)—Tables of Exchange for the Conversion of Sterling
Money into Indian and Ceylon Currency, at Rates from is. &/. to 2s. 3d. per
Rupee. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. cloth, price £2. 2s.

MINCHIN(J. G.)—Bulgaria since the War : Notes of a Tour in the
Autumn of 1879. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3J. 6d.

MOCKLER (E.)—A Grammar of the Baloochee Language, as it is

spoken in Makran (Ancient Gedrosia), in the Persia-Arabic and Roman
characters. Fcp. 8vo. price 5*.

MOFEAT (R. S.)—Economy of Consumption : a Study in Political

Economy. Demy 8vo. price i8j.

The Principles of a Time Policy : being an Exposition of a
Method of Settling Disputes between Employers and Employed in regard to

Time and Wages, by a simple Process of Mercantile Barter, without recourse

to Strikes or Locks-out. Reprinted from ' The Economy of Consumption,'

with a Preface and Appendix containing Observations on some Reviews of that

book, and a Re-criticism of the Theories of Ricardo and J. S. Mill on Rent,

Value, and Cost of Production. Demy 8vo. price 3J. 6d.

MORELL (J. R.)—Euclid Simplified in Method and Language.
Iking a Manual of Geometry. Compiled from the most important French
Works, approved by the University of Paris and the Minister of Public

Instruction. Fcp. 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

MORSE (E. S.) Ph.D.—FmsT Book of Zoology. With numerous
Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. price 2s. &/.

MUNRO (Major-Gen. Sir Thomas) Bart. K.C.B., Governor of Madras.
Selections from his Minites and other Official Writings. Edited,

with an Introductory Memoir, by Sir Alexander Arbuthnot, K.C.

CLE. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 30J.

NELSON (J. H.) M.A.—A Prospectus of the Scientific Study of
the HindO Law. Demy Svo. cloth, price gs.

NEWMAN (J. H.) D.D.—Characteristics from the Writings of.
Dcing Selections from his various Works. Arranged with the Author's

personal Approval. Third Edition. With Portrait. Crown Svo. price 6s.

*
#
* A Portrait of the Rev. Dr. J. II. Newman, mounted for framing, can be haJ,

price 2s. 6d.

New Werther. By Loki. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

NICHOLAS (T.)—The Pedigree of the English People. Fifth

ion. Demy 8vo. price 1 6s.

NICHOLSON (Edward Byron)—The Gospel according to the
1 1 1 krews. Its Fragments Translated and Annotated with a Critical Anal}

the External and Internal Evidence relating to it. Demy Svo. cloth, price 9

A New Commentary on the Gospel accordi Maithlw.
Demy 8vo. cloth, price 1

The Rights of an Animal. Crown Svo. cloth, price 31. 6d.

\
\
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NICOLS {Arthur) F.G.S., F.R.G.S.—Chapters from the Physical
History of the Earth : an Introduction to Geology and Palaeontology.

With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5-r.

Norman People (The), and their Existing Descendants in the British

Dominions and the United States of America. Demy 8vo. price 21s.

Nuces : Exercises on the Syntax of the Public School Latin Primer.
New Edition in Three Parts. Crown 8vo. each is.

%* The Three Parts can also be had bound together in cloth, price 31.

OATES (Frank) F.R.G.S.—Matabele Land and the Victoria Falls.
A Naturalist's Wanderings in the Interior of South Africa. Edited by C. G.
Oates, B.A. With numerous Illustrations and 4 Maps. Demy 8vo. cloth.

Of the Imitation of Christ. Four Books. Demy 321110. cloth limp, is.

*** Also in various bindings.

OMEARA (Kathleen)—Frederic Ozanam, Professor of the Sorbonne :

His Life and Work. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price *]s. 6d.

Henri Perreyve and his Counsels to the Sick. Small crown
8vo. cloth, price $s.

Our Public Schools—Eton, Harrow, Winchester, Rugby, West-
minster, Marlborough, The Charterhouse. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

OWEN(F. M.)—John Keats : a Study. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

OWEAT (Rev. Robert) B.D.—Sanctorale Catholicum; or, Book of
Saints. With Notes, Critical, Exegetical, and Historical. Demy 8vo. cloth,

price \Zs.

An Essay on the Communion of Saints. Including an Examina-
tion of the Cultus Sanctorum. Price 2s.

Parchment Library. Choicely printed on hand-made paper, limp parch-
ment antique, 6s. each ; vellum, Js. 6d. each.

Shakspere's Sonnets. Edited by Edward Dowden, Author of
1 Shakspere : his Mind and Art,' &c. With a Frontispiece etched by Leopold
Lowenstam, after the Death Mask.

English Odes. Selected by Edmund W. Gosse, Author of
• Studies in the Literature of Northern Europe.' With Frontispiece on India
paper by Hamo Thornycroft, A.R.A.

Of the Imitation of Christ. By Thomas a Kempis. A revised
Translation. With Frontispiece on India paper, from a Design by W. B.
Richmond.

Tennyson's The Princess : a Medley. With a Miniature Frontis-
piece by H. M. Paget, and a Tailpiece in Outline by Gordon Browne.

Poems : Selected from Percy Bysshe Shelley. Dedicated to Lady
Shelley. With Preface by Richard Garnet and a Miniature Frontispiece.

Tennyson's * In Memoriam.' With a Miniature Portrait in eau-forte
by Le Rat, after a Photograph by the late Mrs. Cameron.

PARKER (Joseph) D.D.—The Paraclete : An Essay on the Personality
and Ministry of the Holy Ghost, with some reference to current discussions.
Second Edition. Demy 8vo. price \2s.

PARR (Capt. H. Hallam, C.M.G.)—A Sketch of the Kafir and
Zulu Wars: Guadana to Isandhlwana. With Maps. Small crown 8vo.
cloth, price $s.
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PARSLOE (Joseph) — Ou^ Railways. Sketches, Historical and
Descriptive. With Prac^pd Information as to Fares and R|tes, &c, and a
Chapter on Railway Reform. Crown Svo. price 6s.

PATTISOJV (Mrs. Mark)—The Renaissance of Art in Fr^jce. With
Nineteen Steel Engravings. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. cloth, price jfl

PAUL (C. Kegan)—William Godwin: His Friends an^^on
PORARIES. With Portraits and Facsimiles of the Handwriting 6f Godwin
and his Wife. 2 vols. Square post Svo. price 28j.

The Genius of Christianity Unveiled. Being Essays by William
Godwin never before published. Edited, with a Preface, by C. Regan Paul.

Crown 8vo. price Js. 6d.

Mary Wollstonecraft. Letters to Imlay. New Edition with
Prefatory Memoir by. Two Portraits in eau-forte by Anna Lea \

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

PA YNE (Prof. J. F.)—Frobel and the Kindergarten Sv
Second Edition.

A Visit to German Schools : Elementary Schools in Germany,
Notes of a Professional Tour to inspect some of the Rindergartens, Primary
Schools, Public Girls' Schools, and Schools for Technical Instruction in

Hamburgh, Berlin, Dresden, Weimar, Gotha, Eisenach, in the autumn of

1874. With Critical Discussions of the General Principles and Practice of
Rindergartens and other Schemes of Elementary Education. Crown Svo.

price 4J. 6d.

PENRLCE (Maj. J.) B.A.—A Dictionary and Glossary of the
Ko-ran. With Copious Grammatical References and Explanations of the

Text. 4to. price 21s.

PESCHEL (Dr. Oscar)—The Races of Man and their Geograpi.
Distribution. Large crown 8vo. price gs.

PETERS (F. A.)—The Nicomachean Ethics] of Aristotle. Trans-
lated by. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

PINCHES (Thomas) M.A.—Samij l Wilberforce : Faith—Service—
Ri Three" Sermons. With a Portrait of Bishop Willie:

.

(after a Portrait by Charles Watkins). Crown Svo. cloth, price 4s. I

PLA YFAIR (Lieut. -Col.) Her Britannic Majesty's Consul- General in

Algiers.

Travels in the Footsteps of Bruce in Algeria and Tunis.
Illustrated by facsimiles of Bruce's original Drawings, Photographs, Maps,
Royal 4to. cloth, bevelled boards, gilt leaves, price £3. $s.

POLLOCK (Frederick)—Spinoza, his Life and Philosophy. I

8vo. cloth, price 16s.

POLLOCK (IV. H)—Lectures on French Poets. Delivered at the
Royal Institution. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price $s.

POOR (Laura E.)—SANSKRIT and its Kini . Studies
in Comparative Mythology. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

POUSIIKIN (A. 5.)—Russian Romance. Translated from the Tales
of Belkin, &c. By Mis. J. Buchan Telfer {nie Mouravieff). New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. price $s. 6d.
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PRESBYTER—Unfoldings of Christian Hope. An Essay shewing
that the Doctrine contained in the Damnatory Clauses of the Creed com-
monly called Athanasian is Unscriptural. Small crown 8vo. price \s. 6d.

PRICE {Prof. Bonamy)—Currency and Banking. Crown 8vo. Price 6s.

Chapters on Practical Political Economy. Being the Substance
of Lectures delivered before the University of Oxford. Large post 8vo.

price 12s.

Proteus and Amadeus. A Correspondence. Edited by Aubrey De Vere.
Crown 8vo. price 5-r.

Pulpit Commentary (The). Edited by the Rev. J. S. Exell and the
Rev. Canon H. D. M. Spence.

Genesis. By Rev. T. Whitelaw, M.A. ; with Homilies by the Very
Rev. J. F.Montgomery, D.D., Rev. Prof. R. A. Redford, M.A., LL.B.,

Rev. F. Hastings, Rev. W. Roberts, M.A. An Introduction to the Study

of the Old Testament by the Rev. Canon Farrar, D.D., F.R.S. ; and Intro-

ductions to the Pentateuch by the Right Rev. H. Cotterill, D.D., and Rev.

T. Whitelaw, M.A. Fourth Edition. One vol. price i$s.

Numbers. By the Rev. R. Winterbotham, LL.B. ; with Homilies by
the Rev. Professor W. Binnie, D.D., Rev. E, S. Prout, M.A., Rev. D.
Young, Rev. J. Waite, and an Introduction by the Rev. Thomas White-
law, M.A. Price i$s.

Joshua. By Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. ; with Homilies by Rev. S. R.
Aldridge, LL.B., Rev. R. Glover, Rev. E. De Pressense, D.D.,
Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. F. W. Adeney, M.A. ; and an Introduction by
the Rev. A. Plummer, M.A. Second Edition. Price \2s. 6d.

Judges and Ruth. By the Right Rev. Lord A. C. Hervey, D.D.,
and Rev. J. Morrison, D.D. ; with Homilies by Rev. A. F. Muir, M.A.,
Rev. W. F. Adeney, M.A., Rev. W. M. Statham, and Rev. Professor

J. Thomson, M.A. Second Edition. Price 10s. 6d.

1 Samuel. By the Very Rev. R. P. Smith, D.D. ; with Homilies
by Rev. Donald Fraser, D.D., Rev. Prof. Chapman, and Rev. B. Dale.
Third Edition. Price 15-r.

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther. By Rev. Canon G. Rawlinson,
M.A.; with Homilies by Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. Prof. R. A.
Redford, LL.B., M.A., Rev. W. S. Lewis, M.A., Rev. J. A. Macdonald,
Rev. A. Mackennal, B.A., Rev. W. Clarkson, B.A., Rev. F. Hastings,
Rev. W. Dinwiddie, LL.B., Rev. Prof. Rowlands, B.A., Rev. G. Wood,
B. A., Rev. Prof. P. C. Barker, LL.B., M.A., and Rev. J. S. Exell. Fourth
Edition. One vol. price 12s. 6d.

Punjaub (The) and North-Western Frontier of India. By an
Old Punjaubee. Crown 8vo. price 5^.

Rabbi Jeshua. An Eastern Story. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3s. 6d.

RA VENSHAW {John Henry) B. C.S.—Gaur : Its Ruins and Inscrip-
tions. Edited by his Widow. With 44 Photographic Illustrations, and 25
facsimiles of Inscriptions. Royal 4to. cloth, price ^3. 13J. 6d.

READ (Carveth)—On the Theory of Logic : An Essay. Crown 8vo.
price 6s.

Realities of the Future Life. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price is. 6d.

RENDELL (J. M.)—Concise Handbook of the Island of Madeira.
With Plan of Funchal and Map of the Island. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, is, 6d.

B
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REYNOLDS (Rev. J. W.)—The Supernatural in Nature. A
Verification by Free Use of Science. Second Edition, revised and enlarged.

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 14J.

The Mystery of Miracles. By the Author of * The Supernatural
in Nature.' Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

RIBOT (Prof. Th.\—English Psychology. Second Edition. A
Revised and Corrected Translation from the latest French Edition. Large post

8vo. price 9J.

Heredity : A Psychological Study on its Phenomena, its Laws,
its Causes, and its Consequences. Large crown 8vo. price 9J.

RINK
(
Chevalier Dr. Henry)—Greenland : Its People and its Pro-
ducts. By the Chevalier Dr. Henry Rink, President of the Greenland
Board of Trade. With sixteen Illustrations, drawn by the Eskimo, and a Map.
Edited by Dr. Robert Brown. Crown 8vo. price 10s. 6d.

ROBERTSON (The late Rev. F. W.) M.A., of Brighton.— Life and
Letters of. Edited by the Rev. Stopford Brooke, M. A., Chaplain in Ordinary

to the Queen.

I. Two vols., uniform with the Sermons. With Steel Portrait. Crown
8vo. price "]s. 6d.

II. Library Edition, in demy 8vo. with Portrait. Price 12s.

III. A Popular Edition, in 1 vol. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Sermons. Four Series. Small crown 8vo. price $s. 6d. each.

The Human Race, and other Sermons. Preached at Cheltenham,
Oxford, and Brighton. Large post 8vo. cloth, price "js. 6d.

Notes on Genesis. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. price

y. 6d.

Expository Lectures on St. Paul's Epistles to the Corinthians.
A New Edition. Small crown 8vo. price $s.

Lectures and Addresses, with other Literary Remains. A
Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5-f.

An Analysis of Mr. Tennyson's • In Memoriam.' (Dedicated by
Permission to the Poet-Laureate.) Fcp. 8vo. price 2s.

The Education of the Human Race. Translated from the German
of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Fcp. 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

The above Works can also be had, bound in half-morocco.
*
#
* A Portrait of the late Kev. F. W. Robertson, mounted for framing, can

be had, price 2s. 6d.

RODWELL (G. F.) F.R.A.S., F.C.S.—Etxa: A History of the
Mountain and its Eruptions. With Maps and Illustrations. Square 8vo.

cloth, price gs.

ROSS (Alexander) D.D.—Memoir of Alexander Ewino, Bishop of

Argyll and the Isles. Second and Cheaper Edition. Demy 8vo. cloth, price

1 or. 6d.

SALTS (Rev. Alfred) LL.D.—Godparents at Confirmation. With a

Preface by the Bishop of Manchester. Small crown Svo. cloth limp, price 2s.

SAL VATOR (Archduke Ludwig)—Levkosia, the Capital of Cyprus.

Crown 4to. cloth, price 10s. 6d.

SAMUEL (Sydney M.)—Jewish Life in the East. Small crown Svo.

cloth, price 3/. 6d.
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SAYCE {Rev. Archibald Henry)—Introduction to the Science of
Language. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. cloth, price 2$s.

Scientific Layman. The New Truth and the Old Faith : are they
Incompatible ? Demy 8vo. cloth, price ioj. 6d.

SCOONES (W. Baptiste)—Four Centuries of English Letters:
A Selection of 350 Letters by 150 Writers, from the Period of the Paston

Letters to the Present Time. Second Edition. Large crown 8yo. cloth,

price gs.

SCOTT (RobertH)—Weather Charts and Storm Warnings. Second
Edition. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. price $s. 6d.

SENIOR (N. W.)—Alexis De Tocqueville. Correspondence and
Conversations with Nassau W. Senior, from 1833 to 1859. Edited by M. C. M
Simpson. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. price 2\s.

SHAKSPEARE (Charles)— Saint Paul at Athens. Spiritual

Christianity in relation to some aspects of Modern Thought. Five Sermons
preached at St. Stephen's Church, Westbourne Park. With a Preface by the

Rev. Canon Farrar.

SHELLE Y (Lady)—Shelley Memorials from Authentic Sources.
With (now first printed) an Essay on Christianity by Percy Bysshe Shelley.

With Portrait. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

SHILL1TO (Rev. Joseph)—Womanhood : its Duties, Temptations, and
Privileges. A Book for Young Women. Third Edition. Crown 8yo. price 3J. 6d.

SHIPLEY (Rev. Orby) M.A.—Church Tracts: or, Studies in Modern
Problems. By various Writers. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. price $s. each.

Principles of the Faith in Relation to Sin. Topics for Thought
in Times of Retreat. Eleven Addresses delivered during a Retreat of Three
Days to Persons living in the World. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 12s.

Sister Augustine, Superior of the Sisters of Charity at the St. Johannis
Hospital at Bonn. Authorised Translation by Hans Tharau, from the
German 'Memorials of Amalie von Lasaulx.' Second Edition. Large
crown 8vo. cloth, price *js. 6d.

SMITH (Edward) M.L>., LL.B., F.R.S.—Health and Disease, as
Influenced by the Daily, Seasonal, and other Cyclical Changes in the Human
System. A New Edition. Post 8vo. price Js. 6d.

Practical Dietary for Families, Schools, and the Labouring
Classes. A New Edition. Post 8vo. price 3s. 6d.

Tubercular Consumption in its Early and Remediable Stages.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

SPEDDING (James)—Reviews and Discussions, Literary, Political,
and Historical not relating to Bacon. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 12s. 6d.

STAPFER (Paul)—Shakspeare and Classical Antiquity : Greek and
Latin Antiquity as presented in Shakspeare's Plays. Translated by Emily J.
Carey. Large post 8vo. cloth, price 12s.

St. Bernard. A Little Book on the Love of God. Translated by
Marianne Caroline and Coventry Patmore. Cloth extra, gilt top, 4$-. 6d.

STEPHENS (Archibald John) LL.JD.—Tke Folkestone Ritual
Case. The Substance of the Argument delivered before the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council on behalf of the Respondents. Demy 8vo.
cloth, price 6s.
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STEVENSON {Rev. W. F)—Hymns for the Church and Home.
Selected and Edited by the Rev. W. Fleming Stevenson.

The most complete Hymn Book published.

The Hymn Book consists of Three Parts :—I. For Public Worship.

—

II. For Family and Private Worship.—III. For Children.
*
#
* Published in various forms and prices, the latter ranging from &/. to 6s.

Lists and full particulars will be furnished on application to the Publishers.

STEVENSON {Robert Louis)—Virginibus Puerisque, and other Papers.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

SULL Y {James) M.A. — Sensation and Intuition. Demy Svo.
price ioj. 6d.

Pessimism : a History and a Criticism. Second Edition. Demy 8vo.
price 14J.

SYME {David)—Outlines of an Industrial Science. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

TAYLOR {Algernon)—Guienne. Notes of an Autumn Tour. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 4s. 6d.

THOMSON (J. Turnbull)—Social Problems ; or, An Inquiry into
the Laws of Influence. With Diagrams. Demy 8vo. cloth, price ioj. 6d.

TODHUNTER { Dr. J.)—A Study of Shelley. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price Js.

TWINING {Louisa)—Workhouse Visiting and Management during
Twenty-five Years. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price i>s. 6d.

UPTON {Major R. D.)—Gleanings from the Desert of Arabia.
Large post 8vo. cloth, price ioj. 6d.

VAUGHAN (H. Halford)—New Readings and Renderings of
Shakespeare's Tragedies. 2 vols, demy 8vo. cloth, price 2$s.

VILLARI {Professor)—Niccolo Machiavelli and his Times. Trans-
lated by Linda Vjllari. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. price 24J.

VYNER {Lady Mary)—Every Day a Portion. Adapted from the
Bible and the Prayer Book, for the Private Devotions of those living in Widow-
hood. Collected and Edited by Lady Mary Vyner. Square crown 8vo.

extra, price 5*.

WALDSTEIN {Charles) Ph.D.—Tut. Balance of Emotion and
Intellect ; an Introductory Essay to the Study of Philosophy. Crown Svo.

cloth, price 6s.

WALLER {Ret'. C. B.)—The Apocalypse, reviewed under the Light of

the Doctrine of the Unfolding Ages, and the Relation of All Things. Demy
8vo. price 12s.

WATSON {Sir Thomas) Bart., M.D.—The Abolition of Zymotic
Diseases, and of other similar Enemies of Mankind. Small crown Svo. cloth,

price 3/. 6d.

WEDMORE (Frederick)—Thy. Masters of Genre Painting. With
Sixteen Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price "js. 6d.

WHEWELL (William) D.D.—His Life and Selections from his

Correspondence. By Mrs. Stair Douglas. With a Portrait from a

Painting by Samuel Laurence. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 21s

WHITE (A. D.) LL.D.—Warfare of Science. With Prefatory Note
by Professor Tyndall. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price y. 6d.
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WHITNE Y(Prof. William Dwight)—Essentials of English Grammar,
for the Use of Schools. Crown 8vo. price 3-r. 6d.

WICKSTEED (P. H.)—Dante: Six Sermons. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price $s.

WILLIAMS {Rowland) L>.L>.—Psalms, Litanies, Counsels, and
Collects for Devout Persons. Edited by his Widow. New and Popular

Edition. Crown 8vo. price 3J. 6d.

Stray Thoughts Collected from the Writings of the late
Rowland Williams, D.D. Edited by his Widow. Crown 8vo. cloth, price

3s. 6d.

WILLIS (R.) M.D.—Servetus and Calvin : a Study of an Important
Epoch in the Early History of the Reformation. 8vo. price 16s.

William Harvey. A History of the Discovery of the Circulation

of the Blood : with a Portrait of Harvey after Faithorne. Demy 8vo. cloth,

price 1

4

s. Portrait separate.

WILSON {Erasmus)—Egypt of the Past. With Chromo-lithograph
and numerous Illustrations in the text. Crown 8vo. cloth.

WILSON (If. Schiitz)—The Tower and Scaffold. A Miniature
Monograph. Large fcp. 8vo. price is.

WOLLSTONECRAFT (Mary)—Letters to Imlay. New Edition,
with Prefatory Memoir by C. Kegan Paul, author of * William Godwin : His
Friends and Contemporaries,' &c. Two Portraits in eau-forte by Anna Lea
Merritt. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

WOLTMANN (Dr. Alfred), and WOERMANN (Dr. Karl)—
History of Painting. Edited by Sidney Colvin. Vol. I. Painting in

Antiquity and the Middle Ages. With numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo.

cloth, price 281. ; bevelled boards, gilt leaves, price 30J.

WOOD (Major- General J. Creighton)—Doubling the Consonant.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price is. 6d.

Word was Made Flesh. Short Family Readings on the Epistles for
each Sunday of the Christian Year. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 10s. 6d.

WRIGHT (Rev. David) M.A.—Waiting for the Light, and other
Sermons. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

YO[/MANS (Eliza A.)—An Essay on the Culture of the Observing
Powers of Children, especially in connection with the Study of Botany.
Edited, with Notes and a Supplement, by Joseph Payne, F.C.P., Author of
* Lectures on the Science and Art of Education,' &c. Crown 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

First Book of Botany. Designed to Cultivate the Observing
Powers of Children. With 300 Engravings. New and Cheaper Edition.
Crown 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

YOUMANS (Edward L.) M.D.—A Class Book of Chemistry, on the
Basis of the New System. With 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. price $s.

THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
SERIES.

I. Forms of Water : a Familiar Expo-
sition of the Origin and Phenomena of
Glaciers. By J. Tyndall, LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 25 Illustrations.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.
price $s.

II. Physics and Politics ; or, Thoughts
on the Application of the Principles

of ' Natural Selection ' and Inheri-

tance' to Political Society. By Walter
Bagehot. Fifth Edition. Crown
8vo. price 4J.
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III. Foods. By Edward Smith, M.D.,
LL. B. , F. R. S. With numerous Illus-

trations. Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.

price $s.

IV. Mind and Body : the Theories of

their Relation. By Alexander Bain,

LL.D. With Four Illustrations.

Tenth Edition. Crown 8vo. price 4*.

V. The Study of Sociology. By Her-

bert Spencer. Tenth Edition. Crown
8vo. price 5/.

VI. On the Conservation of Energy.
By Balfour Stewart, M.A., LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 14 Illustrations. Fifth

Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

VII. Animal Locomotion; or, Walking,
Swimming, and Flying. By J. B.

Pettigrew, M.D., F.R.S., &c. With
130 Illustrations. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 5/.

VIII. Responsibility in Mental
Disease. By Henry Maudsley, M.D.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5*.

IX. The New Chemistry. By Professor

J. P. Cooke, of the Harvard Uni-

versity. With 31 Illustrations. Fifth

Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

X. The Science of Law. By Professor

Sheldon Amos. Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo. price $s.

XI. Animal Mechanism : a Treatise on
Terrestrial and Aerial Locomotion.

By Professor E. J. Marey. With 117
Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. price $s.

XII. The Doctrine of Descent and
Darwinism. By Professor Oscar

Schmidt (Strasburg University). With
26 Illustrations. Fourth Edit. Crown
8vo. price 5*.

XIII. The History of the Conflict
between Religion and Science.

By J. W. Draper, M.D., LL.D.
Fifteenth Edition. Crown 8vo.

price $s.

XIV. Fungi: their Nature, Influences,

Uses, &c. By M. C. Cooke, M.D.,
LL.D. Edited by the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S. With nu-

merous Illustrations. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 5-f.

XV. The Chemical Effects of Light
and 1'hotography. By Dr. Her-

mann Vogel (Polytechnic Academy of

Berlin). Translation thoroughly re-

vised. With 100 Illustrations. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

XVI. The Life and Growth of Lan-
guage. By William Dwight Whitney,
Professor of Sanscrit and Comparative
Philology in Yale College, Newhaven.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

XVII. Money and the Mechanism of
Exchange. By W. Stanley Jevons,
M.A., F.R.S. Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 5/.

XVIII. The Nature of Light. With
a General Account of Physical Optics.

By Dr. Eugene Lommel, Professor of
Physics in the University of Erlangen.
With 188 Illustrations and a Table
of Spectra in Chromo-lithography.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5*.

XIX. Animal Parasites and Mess-
mates. By Monsieur Van Beneden,
Professor of the University of Louvain,
Correspondent of the Institute of
France. With 83 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5/.

XX. Fermentation. By Professor

Schiitzenberger, Director of the Che-
mical Laboratory at the Sorbonne.
With 28 Illustrations. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 5*.

XXI. The Five Senses of Man. By
Professor Bernstein, of the University

of Halle. With 91 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

XXII. The Theory of Sound in its

Relation to Music. By Professor

Pietro Blaserna, of the Royal Univer-

sity of Rome. With numerous Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

price $s.

XXIII. Studies in Spectrum
sis. By J. Norman Lockyer, 1

With six photographic Illustrations of

Spectra, and numerous engravings on
Wood. Crown 8vo. Second Edition.

Price 6s. 6d.

XXIV. A History of the Growi h

the Steam Engine. By Professor

R. II. Thurston. With numerous
Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s. 6d.

XXV. Education as a Science.
Alexander Bain, LL.D. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5-r.

XXVI. The HUMAN Species. By Prof.

A. de Quatrcfages. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5j.
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XXVII. Modern Chromatics. With
Applications to Art and Industry. By
Ogden N. Rood. With 130 original

Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price $s.

XXVIII. The Crayfish : an Introduc-

tion to the Study of Zoology. By
Professor T. II. Huxley. With 82
Illustrations. Third Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price $s.

XXIX. The Brain as an Organ of
Mind. By H. Charlton Bastian,

M.D. With numerous Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 5j.

XXX. The Atomic Theory. By Prof.

Wurtz. Translated by G. Clemin-

shaw, F.C.S. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5-r.

XXXI. The Natural Conditions ok
Existence as they affect Animal
Life. By Karl Semper. With 2 Maps
and 106 Woodcuts. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price $s.

XXXII. General Physiology of
Muscles and Nerves. By Prof. J.
Rosenthal. Second Edition. With
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5s.

XXXIII. Sight : an Exposition of the

Principles of Monocular and Binocular
Vision. By Joseph le Conte, LL. D.
With 132 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price $s.

XXXIV. Illusions : a Psychological

Study. By James Sully. Crown
8vo. cloth, price $s.

XXXV. Volcanoes: what they are
AND WHAT THEY TEACH. By
Professor J. W. Judd, F.R.S. With
92 Illustrations on Wood. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5-r.

MILITARY WORKS.
ANDERSON {Col. R. P.)—Victories

and Defeats : an Attempt to ex-

plain the Causes which have led to

them. An Officer's Manual. Demy
8vo. price 14J.

Army of the North German Con-
federation : a Brief Description

of its Organisation, of the Different

Branches of the Service and their rdle

in War, of its Mode of Fighting, &c.

Translated from the Corrected Edition,

by permission of the Author, by
Colonel Edward Newdigate. Demy
8vo. price $s.

BLUME {Maj. W.)—The Operations
of the German Armies in France,
from Sedan to the end of the War of

1870-71. With Map. From the

Journals of the Head-quarters Staff.

Translated by the late E. M. Jones,

Maj. 20th Foot, Prof, of Mil. Hist,
Sandhurst. Demy 8vo. price 9-f.

BOGUSLAWSKI {Capt. A. von)—Tac-
tical Deductions from the War
of 1 870- 1. Translated by Colonel
Sir Lumley Graham, Bart., late 18th

(Royal Irish) Regiment. Third Edi-
tion, Revised and Corrected. Demy
8vo. price 7-r.

BRACKENBURY {Lieut-Col) C.B.,

R.A., A.A.G.—Military Hand-
books for Regimental Officers.
I. Military Sketching and Recon-
naissance, by Lieut. -Col. F. J. Hut-
chison, and Capt. H. G. MacGregor.
Second Edition. With 15 Plates.

Small 8vo. cloth, price 6s. II. The
Elements ofModern Tactics Practically

applied to English Formations, by
Major Wilkinson Shaw. Second and
Cheaper Edition. With 25 Plates and
Maps. Small cr. 8vo. cloth, price 9-r.

BRIALMONT {Col. A.)—Hasty In-
trenchments. Translated by Lieut.

Charles A. Empson, R.A. With
Nine Plates. Demy 8vo. price 6s.

CLERY (C.) Lieut. -Col—-Minor Tac-
tics. With 26 Maps and Plans.
Fifth and revised Edition. Demy
8vo. cloth, price 16s.

DU VERNOLS {Col von Verdy)—
Studies in Leading Troops. An
authorised and accurate Translation by
Lieutenant H. J. T. Hildyard, 71st

Foot. Parts I. and II. Demy 8vo.
price Js.
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GOETZE (Cap/. A. von)—Operations
of the German Engineers dur-
ing the War of 1870-1. Published
by Authority, and in accordance with

Official Documents. Translated from
the German by Colonel G. Graham,
V.C., C.B., R.E. With 6 large

Maps. Demy 8vo. price 21;.

HARRISON (Lieut. -Col. R.) — The
Omen's Memorandum Book for
Peace and War. Third Edition.

Oblong 32mo. roan, with pencil, price

y. 6d.

HELVIG (Capt. II.)—The Operations
of the Bavarian Army Corps.
Translated by Captain G. S. Schwabe.
With Five large Maps. In 2 vols.

Demy 8vo. price 24J.

Tactical Examples : Vol. I. The
Battalion, price 15X. Vol. II. The
Regiment and Brigade, price 10s. 6d.

Translated from the German by Col.

Sir Lumley Graham. With nearly

300 Diagrams. Demy 8vo. cloth.

HOFFBAUER (Capt.)—THl German-
Artillery in the Battles near
Metz. Based on the Official Reports of

the German Artillery. Translated by
Captain E. O. Hollist. With Map
and Plans. Demy 8vo. price 2ix.

LAYMANN (Capt.) — The Frontal
Attack of Infantry. Translated

by Colonel Edward Newdigate. Crown
8vo. price is. 6d.

Notes on Cavalry Tactics, Organi-
sation, &c. By a Cavalry Officer.

With Diagrams. Demy 8vo. cloth,

price I2J.

PARR (Capt If. Hallam) C.M.G.—Thy.
Dress, Horses, and Equipmi
Infantry and Staff Officers.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price is.

SCI/ELL (Maj. von)—The Opera;
or the First Army under
von Goeben. Translated by Col.

C H. von Wright. Four Maps,

demy 8vo. price gs.

The Operations of the First Army
VON StKINMLIZ.

Translated l>y Captain E. O. Hollist.

Demy 8vo. price 10s. 6d.

SCHELLENDORF (Major-Gen. B. von)—The Duties of the General
Staff. Translated from the German
by Lieutenant Hare. Vol. I. Demy
8vo. cloth, price ior. 6d.

SCHERFF (Maj. W. von)—Studies in
the New Infantry Tactics.
Parts I. and II. Translated from the

German by Colonel Lumley Graham.
Demy 8vo. price ys. 6d.

SHADWELL (Maj. - Gen. ) C. B.
tain Warfare. Illustrated by the

Campaign of 1799 in Switzerland.

Being a Translation of the S\vi>s

Narrative compiled from the Works of
the Archduke Charles, Jomini, and
others. Also of Notes by General
H. Dufour on the Campaign of the

Valtelline in 1635. With Appendix,
Maps, and Introductory Remarks.
Demy 8vo. price 161.

SHERMAN (Gen. IV. T.)—Memoirs of
General W. T. Sherman, Com-
mander of the Federal Forces in the

American Civil War. By Himself.

2 vols. With Map. Demy Svo. price

24J. Copyright English Edition.

STUBBS (Lieut. -Col. F. IV.) — The
Regiment of Bengal Artii
The History of its Organisation, Equip-

ment, and War Services. Compiled

from Published Works, Official Re-

cords, and various Private Sources.

With numerous Maps and Illustrations.

2 vols. Demy 8vo. price 32J.

STUMM (Lieut. Hugo), 6 'itary

Attache" to the Khivan Expedition.—
Russia's Advance Eastward
Based on the Official 1

Translated by Capt. ( '.. E. H.VIM
With Map. Crown Svo. price 6s.

VINCENT (Capt. C. E. II.)

tary Military GEOGRAPHY,
[NOITRING, an:

Compiled for Non-commi»ioned Offi-

cers and Soldiers of all Arms. Sfiuarc

crown 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

, THl Militiaman, and
THl RlOULAt SOLDIlft, by a

Public Schoolboy. Crown Svo. cloth,

price $s.
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WARTENSLEBEN {Count II. von.)—
The Operations of the South
Army in January and February,
1 87 1. Compiled from the Official

War Documents of the Head-quar-
ters of the Southern Army. Trans-

lated by Colonel C. H. von Wright.

With Maps. Demy 8vo. price 6s.

The Operations of the First Army
under Gen. von Manteuffel.
Translated by Colonel C. H. von
Wright. Uniform with the above.

Demy 8vo. price gs.

WICKHAM {Capt. E. II., R.A.)—
Influence of Firearms u ion-

Tactics : Historical and Critical

Investigations. By an Officer of
Superior Rank (in the German
Army). Translated by Captain E. H.
Wickham, R.A. Demy 8vo. price

7-r. 6d.

WOINOVITS {Capt. I.) — Austrian
Cavalry Exercise. Translated by
Captain W. S. Cooke. Crown 8vo.

price Js.

POETRY.
ADAMS { W. D. — Lyrics of Love,

from Shakespeare to Tennyson. Se-

lected and arranged by. Fcp. 8vo.

cloth extra, gilt edges, price 2s- 6d.

Antiope : a Tragedy. Large crown 8vo.

i cloth, price 6s.

A UBERTINiJ. ?.)—Camoens' Lusiads.
Portuguese Text, with Translation by.

Map and Portraits. 2 vols. Demy
8vo. price 30J.

Seventy Sonnets of Camoens. Por-
tuguese Text and Translation, with
some original Poems. Dedicated to

Capt. Richard F. Burton. Printed on
hand made paper, cloth, bevelled
boards, gilt top, price "js. 6d.

A VIA—The Odyssey of Homer. Done
into English Verse by. Fcp. 4to.

cloth, price 15^.

BANKS {Mrs. G. L.)—Ripples and
Breakers : Poems. Square 8vo.

cloth, price $s.

BARNES {William)—Yoems of Rural
Life, in ihe Dorset Dialect.
New Edition, complete in one vol.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 8s. 6d.

BENNETT {Dr. W. C.)—Narrative
Poems and Ballads. Fcp. 8vo.

sewed, in Coloured Wrapper, price is.

Songs for Sailors. Dedicated by
Special Request to H.R.H. the Duke
of Edinburgh. With Steel Portrait

and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. price

3*. 6d.

An Edition in Illustrated Paper
Covers, price is.

Songs of a Song Writer. Crown
8vo. piice6x.

BEVINGTON {L. S.)—Key Notes.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5J.

BOWEN {II. C.) M.A.—Simple Eng-
lish Poems. English Literature for

Junior Classes. In Four Parts. Parts

I. II. and III. price 6d. each,

and Part IV. price is,

BRYANT {W. C.) — Poems. Red-line
Edition. With 24 Illustrations and
Portrait of the Author. Crown 8vo.

cloth extra, price Js. 6d.

A Cheap Edition, with Frontis-

piece. Small crown 8vo. price 3^. 6d.

BUTLER {Alfred J.)—Amaranth and
Asphodel. Songs from the Greek
Anthology. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price 2s.

BYRNNE {E. Eair/ax)—MiLiCEKT : a
Poem. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price 6s.

Calderon's Dramas : the Wonder-
working Magician—Life is a Dream
—the Purgatory of St. Patrick. Trans-
lated by Denis Florence MacCarthy.
Post 8vo. price ioj.

CLARICE {Mary Corvdi-n)—Honey from
the Weed. Verses. Crown 8vo.
cloth, 7s.

COLOMB {Colonel)— The Cardinal
Archbishop : a Spanish Legend.
In 29 Cancions. Small crown 8vo.
cloth, price $s.

CONWAY {Hugh)—A Life's Idylls.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price t>s. 6d.

COPPEE {Francois)—L'Exilee. Done
into English Verse, with the sanction
of the Author, by I. O. L. Crown
8vo. vellum, price 5^.
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COWAN {Rev. William)—Poems : chiefly

Sacred, including Translations from
some Ancient Latin Hymns. Fcp.
8vo. cloth, price 5*.

CRESSWELL {Mrs. G.)—The King's
Banner : Drama in Four Acts. Five
Illustrations. 4to. price 10s. 6d.

DA VIES { T. Hart)—Catullus. Trans-
lated into English Verse. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price 6s.

DE VERE {Aubrey)—Alexander the
Great : a Dramatic Poem. Small
crown 8vo. price 5j.

The Infant Bridal, and other Poems.
A New and Enlarged Edition. Fcp.
8vo. price Js. 6d.

Legends of the Saxon Saints
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

The Legends of St. Patrick, and
other Poems. Small cr. 8vo. price 5j.

St. Thomas of Canterbury : a Dra-
matic Poem. Large fcp. 8vo. price $s.

Antar and Zara: an Eastern Romance.
Inisfail, and other Poems, Medita-

tive and Lyrical. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.

The Fall of Rora, The Search
after Proserpine, and other Poems,
Meditative and Lyrical. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

DOBELL {Mrs. Horace)—Ethelstone,
Eveline, and other Poems. Crown
8vo. cloth, 6s.

DOBSON {Austin) — Vignettes in
Rhyme, and Vers de Societe. Third
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price $s.

Proverbs in Porcelain. By the

Author of 'Vignettes in Rhyme.'
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Dorothy : a Country Story in Elegiac

Verse. With Preface. Demy Svo.

cloth, price 5-r.

DOWDEN {Edward) LL.D.—Poems.
Second Edition. Fcp. Svo. price $s.

DOWNTON {Rev. H) M.A.—Hymns
and Verses. Original and Trans-

lated. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price

Zs.6d.

DUTT {Tom)—A. Sheaf Gleaned in
' h liii.ns. New Edition, with

Portrait. DemySvo. cloth, ios. 6d.

EDWARDS {Rev. Basil) — Minor
Chords ; or, Songs for the Suffering :

a Volume of Verse. Fcp. 8vo. cloth,

price $s. 6d. ; paper, price 2s. 6d.

ELLIOT {Lady Charlotte)—Medusa and
other Poems. Crown 8vo. cloth, price

6s.

ELLIOTT {Ebenezer), The Corn Law
Rhymer.—Poems. Edited by his son,

the Rev. Edwin Elliott, of St. John's,

Antigua. 2 vols, crown 8vo. price \Zs.

English Odes. Selected, with a Critical

Introduction by Edmund \V. Gosse,
and a miniature frontispiece by
Hamo Thornycroft, A.R.A. Elzevir

8vo. limp parchment antique, price

6s. ; vellum, Js. 6d.

Epic of Hades (The). By the Author
of « Songs of Two Worlds.' Twelfth
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price Js. 6d.

%* Also an Illustrated Edition, with
seventeen full-page designs in photo-
mezzotint by George R. Chapman.
4to. cloth, extra gilt leaves, pric

and a Large Paper Edition with Por-
trait, price i or. 6d.

EVANS {Amu)— Poems and Music.
With Memorial Preface by Ann
Thackeray Ritchie. Large crown
8vo. cloth, price Js.

GOSSE {Edmund W.)—New Poems.
Crown Svo. cloth, price "js. 6d.

GREENOUGII {Mrs. Richard)--Mary
Magdalene : a Poem. Large post

8vo. parchment antique, bevelled

boards, price 6s.

Gwen : a Drama in Monologue. By the

Author of the ' Epic of Hades. ' Third
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price 5.?.

HA WKER {Roht. Stephen)—The Poeti-
cal Works of. Now first collected

and arranged. With a Prefatory Notice

by J. G. Godwin. With Portrait.

Crown Svo. cloth, price \is.

HAWTREY {Ed-ward M. )—Corydalis :

a Story of the Sicilian Expedition.

Small crown Svo. cloth, price 3J. 6d.

HOLMES {E. G. A.)—POEMS. First and
Second Series. Fcp. 8vo. price 5-r.

each.

INCHBOLD {J. W.\—Annus Amoris :

Sonnets. Fcp. 8vo. pricey. 6d.

JENKINS {Rev. Canon)—The Gii

Legend of Prato. Small crown
8vo. cloth, price 2s.

Jerovkam's Wl fe, and other Poems. Fcp.
8vo. cloth, price 3-r. 6d.
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KING {Edward)—Echoes from the
Orient. With Miscellaneous Poems.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3*. 6d.

KING {Mrs. Hamilton)—The Disci;

Fourth Edition, with Portrait and
Notes. Crown 8vo. price "js. 6d.

Aspromonte, and other Poems. Second
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 4*. 6d.

LAIRD-CL WES
(
W.)—Love's Rebel-

lion : a Poem. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price

3s. 6d.

LANG {A.)—XXXII Ballades in Blue
China. Elzevir 8vo. parchment,

price $s.

LEIGH (Arran and Isla)— Bellero-
thon. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price $s.

LEIGHTON {Robert)—Records and
other Poems. With Portrait. Small

crown 8vo. cloth, price p. 6d.

LOCKER {F.)—London Lyrics. A
New and Revised Edition, with Addi-

tions and a Portrait of the Author.

Crown 8vo. cloth elegant, price 6s.

Love Sonnets of Proteus. With
Frontispiece by the Author. Elzevir

8vo. cloth, price 5*.

LOWNDES {Henry) — Poems and
! Translations. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 6s.

ILUMSDEN {Lieut. - Col. H. W.)—Beo-
wulf : an Old English Poem.
Translated into Modern Rhymes.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5^.

MACLEAN {Charles Donald)—Latin
and Greek Verse Translations.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, 2s.

MAGNUSSON {Eirikr) M.A., and
PALMER {E. H.) M.A.—Johan
Ludvig Runeberg's Lyrical Songs,
Idylls, and Epigrams. Fcp. 8vo.

cloth, price 5*.

Marie Antionette : a Drama. Small

crown 8vo. cloth, price $s.

MIDDLETON {The Lady)—Ballads.
Square i6mo. cloth, price 3-r. 6d,

Monmouth : a Drama, of which the out-

line is Historical. (Dedicated, by per-

mission, to Mr. Henry Irving. ) Small

crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

MOVi locmfuld)—GONDALINE'S
The Warden'* Tale, Stories

for Children, and other Poems. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5/.

MORICE (AVr«. F. D.) M.A.—Thk
Olympian and Pythian Odes or
lis 1 >ar. A New Translation in Eng-
lish Verse. Crown 8vo. price Jr. 6a.

MORSHEAD {E. D. A.)—The House
Atreus. Being the Agamemnon,
Li hat ion -Bearers, and Furies of
;3£schylus. Translated into English

Verse. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 7/.

MORTERRA (Felix)—The Legend or
Allandale, and other Poems. Small
crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

NADEN {Constance W.)—So
Sonnets of Si-ring Time, Small
crown 8vo. cloth, price 5/.

NICHOLSON {Edward /?.) Librarian of

tht London Institution—TU
Child, and other Poems. Crown
8vo. cloth, price \s. 6d.

NOAKE (Major R. Compton) — The
BIVOUAC; or, Martial Lyrist. With
an Appendix : Advice to the Soldier.

Fcp. 8vo. price $s. 6d.

NOEL (The Hon Roden)—A Little
Child's Monument. Small crown

8vo. cloth, 3j. 6d.

NORRIS {Rev. Alfred)—The L
and Outer Life Poems. Fcp. 8vo.

cloth, price 6s.

Ode of Life (The). By the Author of

'The Epic of Hades' &c. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

0'hagan O^i)—Thi Soma of
Roland. Translated into English

Verse. Large post 8vo. parchment

antique, price ior. 6d.

PALMER ( Charles Walter)—THE WEED

:

a Poem. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price p.

PAUL (C. A'cgan)—Goethe's F\ A
New Translation in Rhyme. Crown
8vo. price 6x.

PAYNE {John)—Songs of Life and
Death. Crown Svo. cloth, price 5/.
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PENNELL (II. C/wlmondeley1)—PegASUS
Resaddled. By the Author of ' Puck
on Pegasus,' &c. &c. With Ten Full-

page Illustrations by George Du
Maurier. Second Edition. Fcp. 4to.

cloth elegant, price lis. 6d.

PFEIFFER (Emily)—GhA^ Alarch :

His Silence and Song: a Poem.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Gerard's Monument and other Poems.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. cloth,

price dr.

Quarterman's Grace, and other

Poems. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5-r.

Poems. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price 6s.

Sonnets and Songs. New Edition.

i6mo. handsomely printed and bound
in cloth, gilt edges, price 4s.

PIKE (Warburton)—The Inferno of
Dante Alighieri. Demy 8vo.

cloth, price $s.

RHOADES (James)—The Georgics of
Virgil. Translated into English

Verse. Small crown Svo. cloth,

price $s.

ROBINSON (A. Mary E)-A Handful
of Honeysuckle. Fcp. 8vo. cloth,

price 3x. 6d.

The Crowned Hipi-olytus. Trans-

lated from Euripides. With New
Poems. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price 5-r.

SHELLEY (Percy Bysshe) — Poems
Sklkcted from. Dedicated to Lady
Shelley. With Preface by Richard

( larnett. Printed on hand-made paper,

with miniature frontispiece, Elzevir

8vo. limp parchment antique, price 6s.

;

vellum, price Js. 6d.

SKINNER (James)—Co-lestia. The
Manual of St. Augustine. The Latin

Text side by side with an English

Interpretation in Thirty-six Odes with

Notes, and a plea for the study of
Mystical Theology. Large crown
Svo. cloth, 6s.

Songs of Two Worlds. By the Author
of 'The Epic of Hades.' Fifth

Edition. Complete in one Volume,
with Portrait. Fcp. 8vo. cloth,

price Js. 6d.

Songs for Music. By Four Friends.

Containing Songs by Reginald A.
Gatty, Stephen H. Gatty, Greville J.
Chester, and Juliana Ewing. Square
ciown 8vo. price 5*.

STEDMAN(Edmund Clarence) -Lyrics
and Idylls, with other Poems.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price js. 6d.

STEVENS (William)—The Truce of
God, and other Poems. Small crown
8vo. cloth, price y. 6d.

Sweet Silvery Sayings of Spake-
speare. Crown 8vo. cloth gilt,.price

•js. 6d.

TA YLOR (Sir II.)—Works Complete in

Five Volumes. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 30*.

TENNYSON (Alfred) — Works Com-
plete:

—

The Imperial Library Edition.
Complete in 7 vols. Demy Svo. price

I Of. 6d. each; in Roxburgh binding,

I2x. 6d.

Author's Edition. In Six Volumes.

Post 8vo. cloth gilt ; or half-morocco.

Roxburgh style.

Cabinet Edition. 12 Volumes. Each
with Frontispiece. Fcp. Svo. price

2s. 6d. each.

Cabinet Edition. 12 vols. Complete

in handsome Ornamental Case.

The Royal Edition. In 1 vol. With

25 Illustrations and Portrait. Cloth

extra, bevelled boards, gilt U
price 2 1 j.

The Guinea Edition. Complete in

12 vols, neatly bound and enclcsed

in box. Cloth, price 21s.
;
French

morocco or parchment, price 3U. 6d.

Shilling Edition. In 12 vols, pocket

size, is. each, sewed.

The Crown Edition. Complete in

I vol. strongly bound in cloth, price

6s. ; cloth, extra gilt leaves, price

•js. 6d. ; Roxburgh, half-morocco,

price 8s. 6d.

*
#
* Can also be had in a variety of other

bindings.
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TENNYSON (Alfred)—cont.

Tennyson's Songs Set to Music by
various Composers. Edited by W. J.

Cusins. Dedicated, by express per-

mission, to Her Majesty the Queen.

Royal 4to. cloth extra, gilt leaves, price

2 1 j.; or in half-morocco, price 2$s.

Original Editions :

—

Ballads, and other Poems. Fcp. 8vo.

cloth, price 5-r.

Poems. Small 8vo. price 6s.

Maud, and other Poems. Small 8vo.

price 3-r. 6d.

The Princess. Small 8vo. price $s.6d.

Idylls of the King. Small 8vo.

price 5^.

Idylls of the King. Complete.

Small 8vo. price 6s.

Ihe Holy Grail, and other Poems.

Small 8vo. price 4s. 6d.

Careth and Lynette. Small 8vo.

price $s.

Enoch Arden, &c. Small 8vo. price

3». 6d.

In Memoriam. Small 8vo. price 4s.

Harold : a Drama. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Queen Mary : a Drama. New Edi-

tion. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

The Lover's Tale. Fcp. 8vo. cloth,

3s. 6d.

Selections from the above Works.
Super royal i6mo. price 3s. 6d. ; cloth

gilt extra, price 4s.

Songs from the above Works.
i6mo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.\ cloth extra,

is. 6d.

Idylls of the King, and other Poems.
Illustrated by Julia Margaret Cameron.

2 vols, folio, half-bound morocco, cloth

sides, price £6. 6s. each.

Tennyson for the Young and for
Recitation. Specially arranged.

Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d.

The Tennyson Birthday Book. Edited

by Emily Shakespear. 32mo. cloth

limp, 2s. ; cloth extra, 3*.

%* A superior Edition, printed in red

and black, on antique paper, specially

prepared. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

extra gilt leaves, price $s.; and in

various calf and morocco bindings.

An Index to In Memoriam. Price 2s.

THOMPSON (Alice C.)—Preludes : a
Volume of Poems. Illustrated by
Elizabeth Thompson (Painter of 'The
Roll Call'). 8vo. price Js. 6d.

TURING (Rev. Godfrey), B.As.—Hymn

s

and Sacred Lyrics. Fcp. 8vo.
price 3-r. 6d.

TODHUNTER (Dr. J.) -Laurella,
and other Poems. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Alcestis : a Dramatic Poem. Extra
fcp. 8vo. cloth, price $s.

A Study of Shelley. Crown 8vo.
cloth, price 7-r.

TOLINGSBY (Frere)— Elnora : an
Indian Mythological Poem. Fcp. 8vo.
cloth, price 6s.

Translations from Dante, Petrarch,
Michael Angelo, and Vittoria
Colonna. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price
7s. 6d.

TURNER (Rev. C. Tennyson)— Sonnets,
Lyrics, and Translations. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 41. 6d.

Collected Sonnets, Old and New.
With Prefatory Poem by Alfred
Tennyson ; also some Marginal
Notes by S. T. Coleridge, and a
Critical Essay by James Spedding.
Fcp. 8vo cloth, price Js. 6d.

WALTERS(Sophia Lydia)—The Brook :

a Poem. Small crown Svo. cloth,

price y. 6d.

A Dreamer's Sketch Book. With
21 Illustrations by Percival Skelton,
R. P. Leitch, W. H. J. Boot, and
T. R. Pritchett. Engraved by

J. D. Cooper. Fcp. 4to. cloth, price
1

2

s. 6d.

WATERFIELD (IV.) — Hymns for
Holy Days and Seasons. 32mo.
cloth, price is. 6d.

WA7S0N (William)—The Prince's
Quest, and other Poems. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5J.

WAY (A.) MA.—The Odes of Horace
Literally Translated in Metre.
Fcp. 8vo. price 2s.

WEBSTER (Augusta) — Disguises : a
Drama. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price $s.

Wet Days. By a Farmer. Small crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s.
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WILKINS [William)—Songs of Study.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

WILLOUGHBY (The Hon. Mrs.)—Os
the North Wind—Thistledown :

a Volume of Poems. Elegantly bound,

small crown 8vo. price 7*. 6d.

WOODS {James Chapman)—A Child of
the People, and other Poems. Small
crown 8vo. cloth, price 5*.

YOUNG {JVm.)—Gottlob, etcetera.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price $s. 6J.

WORKS OF FICTION IN ONE VOLUME.
BANKS (Mrs. G. Z.)—God's Provi-

dence House. New Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 3*. 6d.

BETHAM-EDWARDS (Miss M.)—
Kitty. With a Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. price 6s.

Blue Roses; or, Helen Malinofska's

Marriage. By the Author of • Vera.'

New and Cheaper Edition. With
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 6s.

FRISWELL (J. //aw)-One of Two ;

or, The Left-Handed Bride. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 3-r. 6d.

GARRETT (E.)—By Still Waters : a

Story for Quiet Hours. With Seven

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

HARDY (Thomas)—A Pair of Blue
s. Author of * Far from the Mad-

ding Crowd.' New Edition. Crown
8vo. price 6s.

The Return of the Native. New
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s.

HOOPER (Mrs. G.)—The House of
Raby. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3s. 6d.

INGELOW (Jean)—Off the Skelligs:

a Novel. With Frontispiece. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

MACDONALD (G.)—Malcolm. With
Portrait of the Author engraved on

Steel. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo.

price 6s.

The Marquis of Lossie. Second

Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s.

St. George and St. Michael. Second

Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. cloth, 6s.

MASTERMAN (J.)
— Half-a-Dozen

Daughters. Crown 8vo. cloth, price

MEREDITH (George) — Ordeal of
Richard Feverel. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

MEREDITH (George)—cont.

The Egoist : A Comedy in Narrative.
New and Cheaper Edition,, with
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 6s.

PALGRAVE (W. &ffbrd)—YV*&U
Agha : an Eastern Narrative. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

Pandurang Ham; or, Memoirs of a
Hindoo. With an Introductory Pre-

face by Sir H. Bartle E. Frere,

G.C.S.I., C.B. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

PAUL (Margaret Agnes)—Gentle and
Simple : A Story. New and Cheaper
Edition, with Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. price 6s.

SAUNDERS (>//«) — Israel Mort,
Overman : a Story of the Mine.
Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Abel Drake's Wife. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price 3j. 6d.

IIirell. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3*. 6d.

SHAW (Flora L.)—Castle Blair; a
Story of Youthful Lives. New and
Cheaper Edition, with Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. price 6s.

STRETTON (Hesba) — Through A
Needle's Eye : a Story. New and
Cheaper Edition, with Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

TA YLOR (Col.Meadows) C.S.I.
t
M.R.I.A.

Seeta : a Novel. New and Civ

Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s.

Tirroo Sultaun : a Tale of the Mysore
War. New Edition, with Fronti

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

Ralph Darnell. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispic.

8vo. cloth, price 6s.

A Noble Queen. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispiece. C

8vo. cloth, price 6s.
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TAYLOR {Col. Meadows)—cont.

The Confessions of a Thug.
Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Tara : a Mahratta Tale. Crown 8vo.

price 6s.

THOMAS (%)~A Fight for Life.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3*. 6d.

Within Sound of the Sea. New
and Cheaper Edition, with Frontis-

piece. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.
Aunt Mary's Bran Pie. By the Author

of 4
St. Olave's.' Illustrated. Price

y. 6d.

BARLEE {Ellen)—Locked Out: a Tale

of the Strike. With a Frontispiece.

Royal i6mo. price is. 6d.

BONWICK {J.) FR.G.S.—Tiiv. Tas-

manian Lily. With Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. price 5s.

Mike Howe, the Bushranger of Van
Diemen's Land. New and Cheaper

Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. price 2s- 6d.

Brave Men's Footsteps. By the Editor

of \ Men who have Risen.' A Book
of Example and Anecdote for Young
People. With Four Illustrations by
C. Doyle. Sixth Edition. Crown
8vo. price y. 6d.

Children's Toys, and some Elementary
Lessons in General Knowledge which
they teach. Illustrated. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price 5-r.

COLERIDGE {Sara)—Pretty Lessons
in Verse for Good Children,
with some Lessons in Latin, in Easy
Rhyme. A New Edition. Illus-

trated. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price

Zs. 6d.

UANVERS {N. R.)—Little Minnie's
Troubles : an Every-day Chronicle.

With 4 Illustrations by W. H. Hughes.
Fcp. cloth, price $s. 6d.

Parted : a Tale of Clouds and Sunshine.

With 4 Illustrations. Extra fcp. 8vo.

cloth, price 3J. 6d.

Pixie's Adventures ; or, the Tale of

a Terrier. With 21 Illustrations.

i6mo. cloth, price 4s. 6d.

Nanny's Adventures : or, the Tale of

a Goat. With 12 Illustrations. l6mo.
cloth, price 4s. 6d.

DAV1ES {G. Christopher) — Rambles
and Adventures of our School
Field Club. With Four Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. price $s.

DRUMMOND {Miss)—Tripp's Build-
ings. A Study from Life, with
Frontispiece. Small crown 8vo. price

3J. 6d.

EDMONDS {Herbert) — Well Spent
Lives : a Series of Modern Biogra-

phies. Crown 8vo. price $s.

EVANS {Mark)—Inn Story of our
Father's Love, told to Children

;

Fourth and Cheaper Edition of

Theology for Children. With Four
Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo. price If. 6d.

FARQUHARSON {M.)

I. Elsie Dinsmore. Crown 8vo.

price 3-r. 6d.

II. Elsie's Girlhood. Crown 8vo.

price 3j. 6d.

III. Elsie's Holidays at Roselands.
Crown 8vo. price 3-r. 6d.

HERFORD {Brooke)—The Story of
Religion in England : a Book for

Young Folk. Cr. 8vo. cloth, price 5-y.

INGELOW {
Jean) — The Little

Wonder-horn. With Fifteen Illus-

trations. Small 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

JOHNSON{ VirginiaW.)_The Catskill
Fairies. Illustrated by Alfred
Fredericks. Cloth, price 5-r.

KER {David)— The Boy Slave in

Bokhara: a Tale of Central Asia.

With Illustrations. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo. price 3*. 6d.

The Wild Horseman of the Pampas.
Illustrated. New and Cheaper Edi-

tion. Crown 8vo. price y. 6d.

LAMONT {Martha MacDonald)—

I

'he

Gladiator : a Life under the Roman
Empire in the beginning of the Third

Century. With 4 Illustrations by
H. M. Paget. Extra fcp. 8vo. cloth,

price y. 6d,
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LEANDER {Richard) — Fantastic
Stories. Translated from the German
by Paulina B. Granville. With Eight
Full-page Illustrations by M. E.
Fraser-Tytler. Crown 8vo. price 5/.

LEE {/folm*)—Her Title of Honour.
A Book for Girls. New Edition.

With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo.

price $s.

LEWIS {Mary A.) —A Rat with Three
Tales. New and Cheaper Edition.

With Four Illustrations by Catherine

F. Frere. Price 3s. 6d.

Jl/C CLINTOCK (Z.)—Sir Spangle
and the Dingy Hen. Illustrated.

Square crown 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

MAC KENNA {S. J.)—Plucky Fel-
lows. A Book for Boys. With Six
Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Crown
8vo. price y. 6d.

At School with an Old Dragoon.
With Six Illustrations. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. price $s.

MALDEN {H. E.) -^Princes and Prin-
cesses : Two Fairy Tales. Illustrated.

Small crown 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

Master Bobby. By the Author of

Christina North.' W7
ith Six Illus-

trations. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price 3s. 6d.

NAAKE (J. T.) — Slavonic Fairy
Tales. From Russian, Servian,

Polish, and Bohemian Sources. With
Four Illustrations. Crown 8vo. price 5J.

PELLETAN{E.)—The Desert Pastor.
Jean Jarousseau. Translated from
the French. By Colonel E. P. De
L'lloste. With a Frontispiece. New
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 3s. 6d.

REANEY {Mrs. G. S.)—Waking and
Working ; or, From Girlhood to

Womanhood. New and Cheaper
Edition. With a Frontispiece. Cr.

8vo. price 3s. 6d.

Blessing and Blessed : a Sketch of

Girl Life. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3*. 6d.

Rose Gurney's Discovery. A Book
for Girls. Dedicated to their Mothers.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3*. 6d.

English Girls: Their Tlace and Power.
With Preface by the Rev. R. W. Dale.

Third Edition, Fcp. 8vo. cloth,

price is. 6d.

REANEY {Mrs. G. S.)~cont.

Just Anyone, and other Stories. Three
Illustrations. Royal i6mo. cloth, price
is. 6d.

Sunbeam Willie, and other Stories.
Three Illustrations. Royal i6mo.
price is. 6d.

Sunshine Jenny and other Stories.

3 Illustrations. Royal i6mo. cloth,
price is. 6d.

ROSS {Mrs. £.), ('Nelsie Brook'}—
Daddy's Pet. A Sketch from
Humble Life. With Six Illustrations.
Royal i6mo. price is.

SADLER {S. W.) R.N.—The African
Cruiser: a Midshipman's Adventures
on the West Coast. With Three
Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edi-
tion. Crown 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

Seeking his Fortune, and other Stories.
With Four Illustrations. New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Seven Autumn Leaves from Fairy
Land. Illustrated with Nine Etchings.
Square crown 8vo. price 3s. 6d.

STOCKTON {Frank A?.)—A Jolly Fel-
lowship. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price $s.

STORR {Francis) and TURNER (Jfywa)

.

—Canterbury Chimes ; or, Chaucer
Tales retold to Children. With S
Illustrations from the Ellesmere MS.
Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price 3s. 6d.

STRETTON {Hesba)—David Lloyd's
Last Will. With Four Illustra-

tions. Royal 16 mo. price 2s. 6d.

The Wonderful Life. Thirteenth
Thousand. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price
2s. 6d.

Sunnyland Stories. By the Author of
'Aunt Mary's Bran Pie.' Must]
Small 8vo. price 3-f. 6V/.

Tales from Ariosto Re-told for
Children. By a Lady. With 3 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price

As. (yd.

WHITAKER {Florence—Christy's In-

heritance. A London Story. Illus-

trated. Royal l6mo. price I*. 6</.

ZIMMERN (//.)—Stories in Pre<
Stones. With Six Illustr.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 51.

;

"

Sfiottiswoode & Co., Prtnitrt, Nnu-ttrcet Square, London.

\
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